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Welcome to ICAD from the Conference Co-Chairs 
Stephen Barrass and David Worrall, Monday 4 July 2016
We would like to acknowledge the Ngunnawal people who are the traditional 
custodians of this land on which we are meeting, and pay respect to the Elders of the 
Ngunnawal Nation both past and present. We extend this respect to all Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples in attendance today.
For the past 8 weeks in Canberra we have been counting down to this date, not only 
because it is the Australian Federal Election, but because it is ICAD 2016. Welcome 
to Canberra, the Capital City of Australia, which is only just 100 years old. It is one of 
a handful of “designed cities” in the world, alongside Washington and Brasilia. The 
designer, Sir Walter Burley Griffin, was a modernist who believed that the geometry 
of the city shaped the lives of its inhabitants, and the many roundabouts may also 
explain all the going round in circles we have experienced during the election 
campaign. When the winning design was announced the public were invited to 
suggest names for this new city, and some responses included Commonwealth 
Circular City, Federalia, Eden, Paradise, Harmony, Unison, Pacifica, Frazer Roo, 
Wheatwoolgold and Sydmeladperbriso (which is an amalgam of every other 
Australian capital). Finally, Canberra was declared the winner, which means ‘meeting 
place’ in the local indigenous Ngunnawal language. ICAD visitors will be welcomed 
with a “smoking ceremony” which is an indigenous Welcome to Ngunnawal Country 
on Monday evening. This welcome will be reiterated by an Aussie pub welcome at 
the Wig and Pen microbrewery with custom winter brews accompanied by Kangaroo 
pies and vegetarian pasties made from native Warrigal greens and Bush Tomatoes.
Since Canberra is a Design City it is very appropriate that the theme for ICAD this 
year is Sonic Information Design. This theme aims to integrate design as a method 
for research and discovery in the field of Auditory Display. The theme has grown out 
of a workshop at ICAD 2014 in Atlanta, and was developed further in a keynote at 
ICAD 2015 in Graz. Like other design disciplines, Sonic Information Design has the 
aspiration that artificial sounds may be designed to make the world a better place. 
Sonic Information Design takes a user-centred view of the relationship between 
artefacts, those that are affected by them, and the social contexts in which they 
occur. A Design orientation pays particular attention to user experience–including 
physical, cognitive, emotional, and aesthetic issues; the relationship between form, 
function, and content; and emerging concepts such as fun, playfulness and design 
futures. Practice-based research is considered as a generative process of 
exploration, speculation and discovery, with outcomes that can be provisional, 
contingent and aspirational, while aiming for richer, more situated understandings 
that lead to the advancement of knowledge and the proliferation of new realities.
The Keynotes for ICAD 2016 have been chosen to expand on this theme within the 
context of Auditory Display. Dr. Viveka Turnbull Hocking's design-led research 
engages cross-disciplinary conversations and collaborations through the area of 
design and the built environment. Dr. George Poonkhin Khut ’s body-focussed 
artworks use biofeedback technologies to re-frame experiences of embodiment, 
health and subjectivity. A/Prof. Adrian KC Lee’s research investigates the neural 
network involved in auditory scene analysis that provides a basis for Stream-based 
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Sonification where the theory of Auditory Scene Analysis is used to design Auditory 
Displays. Prof. Simon Carlile, Senior Director of Research at Starkey Hearing 
Technologies, will present Industry Insight into innovations in Hearables which 
extend hearing aid technology to new applications.
The papers programme includes 24 peer reviewed papers which will be presented 
beginning on Monday, and a Posters session on Tuesday afternoon. On Tuesday 
evening social activities continue with the ICAD jam session at Smith’s Alternative 
Book Store.
On Wednesday we have introduced a recreational break, to foster social networking 
while exploring the recreational and cultural aspects of Canberra, or to take a 
collaborative workshop. The ICAD Concert on Wednesday evening will bring 
everyone back together to swap experiences. Local attractions include Old and New 
Parliament House, the National Museum of Australia, the National Gallery of 
Australia, or the National Portrait Gallery where keynote George Khut will present a 
workshop on Neurofeedback and Contemplative Interaction. Other workshops 
include collaborating in a proposal for a Hearables application, designing your own 
Computer Knitted Scarf from data patterns, programming the Mozzi wearable 
sonification synthesiser, learning Csound+Python, and 3D panning software for 
multi-speaker arrays.
The concert will be open to the general public, with pieces that explore emerging 
themes of mobile platforms and collaborative sonification through works for an iPad 
Ensemble, mobile phones, audience interaction on their own mobile devices, a 
sonification of Antarctic datasets on four Music Boxes, hearing genes of hearing on 
four clay ubang drums, and a live electronic performance of atomIc data. A public 
exhibition of sound installations around the School of Music includes the Pacific Bell 
Tower which chimes to resonate the seismic activity around the Pacific on the hour, 
Terramomentum where blindfolded listeners lie on the floor to hear 5 subwoofers 
emit audifications of earthquakes, an interactive sonification of astronomical data 
encoded in light variations, a sonification of scribbly-gum markings, and 3D printed 
acoustic objects constructed from blood pressure data. 
The Banquet will provide a social space to discuss the days activities and the 
concert. The venue is A. Baker which is a highly regarded restaurant in walking 
distance from the School of Music. The seasonal menu is sourced from the Canberra 
district and includes local wines. It is the Truffle Season in Canberra, and who 
knows, we may get lucky.
The conference papers programme will continue on Thursday, and conclude with the 
traditional open-mic session that afternoon. Then, if you are feeling fit you can join 
the ICAD snow bus for a one day return trip to the Australian Alps, to ski through the 
snow-gums. Your ICAD registration includes a 'data beanie' knitted from possum fur 
and designed to keep your head warm in the frosty mid winter mornings in Canberra.
This beanie is computer knitted from punch-cards that encode data logged from 
seals diving under the antarctic. The ski trip will be your opportunity to test the ICAD 
data beanie in earnest as protection against the cold and snow in downhill skiing 
conditions ! We hope you have a great time at ICAD 2016 in Canberra.
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Nr TIME PLACE EVENT DETAILS DESCRIPTION
0 9-17 LT2 STUDENT THINK TANK
Chair:Hiroko Teresawa
Presentations and Discussions by Research Students with a faculty panel of international
researchers.
MONDAY 4 July 2016
1 8.30 SofM L5 REGISTRATION
2 9.00 LT3 WELCOME ICAD 2016 Co-Chairs : David Worrall and Stephen Barrass
3 9.30 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 1 Sonic Information Design
7 11.30 LT3 KEYNOTE ADDRESS 1 Viveka Turnbull Hocking A Design-led Approach: opening up a Cross-disciplinary Discourse into Design research
8 12.30 YouChoose LUNCH
9 14.00 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 2 Aesthetics, Philosophy, and Culture of Auditory Displays
12 15.30 Café COFFEE
13 16.00 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 3 Sonic Information Design (cont'd)
16 17.30 Wig & Pen Pub (School of Music) RECEPTION - Free to conference attendees!
TUESDAY 5 July 2016
17 9.00 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 4 Body and Mind
21 11.00 Café COFFEE
22 11.30 LT3 KEYNOTE ADDRESS 2 George Khut Biofeedback and Beyond
23 12.30 YouChoose LUNCH
24 13.30 Foyer POSTERS
25 15.00 Café COFFEE
26 15.30 LT3 INDUSTRY REPORT Simon Carlile The What and Why of Hearables
27 16.00 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 5 Mobiles and Wearables
30 18.00+ JAM SESSION at Smiths Alternative Bookshop
WEDNESDAY 6 July 2016
Level5 WORKSHOPS 1 (&/or tourism)
52 11.00 Café COFFEE
36 11.30 WORKSHOPS 1 (cont'd)
37 12.30 YouChoose LUNCH
38 13.30 L6 ICAD BOARD MEETING - Board Room
WORKSHOPS 2 (afternoon)(&/or tourism)
52 11.00 Café COFFEE
44 15.30 ICAD BOARD MEETING (cont'd)
45 15.30 various CONCERT PREPARATION
46 17.30 Stage CONCERT - Free to conference attendees! Llewellyn Hall Stage
47 19.30 A.Baker BANQUET Free to conference attendees!
THURSDAY 7 July 2016
48 9.00 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 6 Tasks and Attention
52 11.00 Café COFFEE
53 11.30 LT3 KEYNOTE
ADDRESS 3
Adrian KC Lee Auditory Scene Analysis, Object Formation and Selection and their Implications with respect
to Stream-Based Sonification
54 12.30 YouChoose LUNCH - Gender Diversity Discussion Group (Kingsland Room, School of music, Level 6)
55 13.30 LT3 ORAL PAPERS 7 3D Audio and Spatial Sound
59 15.30 Café COFFEE
60 16.00 LT3 REPORTS & OPEN MIKE
61 17.00 CONFERENCE CLOSE
FRIDAY 8 July 2016
62 Perisher Valley Ski through the Gum Trees - Tour led by Stephen Barrass
ICAD2016 PROGRAMME
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Viveka Turnbull Hocking George Khut Adrian KC Lee
Design as a profession emerged out of the
industrial revolution. However, the word 'design'
has been around much longer and describes an
activity that we as humans all do and have done for
some time. A clear distinction can be made
between uppercase 'Design' as the profession verses
lowercase 'design' as the activity in order to
highlight the many uses, meanings and applications
of the activity of design independent of the fields
of Design. Although design may have many forms,
there is an overriding commonality in a process
concerned primarily with generating 'what could be'
rather than 'what is', of which the discipline of
Design and our approaches can contribute. This key
note address aims to initiate a conversation about
the value of Design approaches to the research
community and the multi-disciplinary area of sonic
information design. To enable such a dialogue this
address offers some insights into the characteristics
of design: what it is, how it is done and why it
might be of significant value; outlining the nature
of design-led approaches that are emerging in
order to open up a cross-disciplinary discourse into
design research.
Affordable wearable bio-sensing technologies and
mobile operating systems capable of supporting
realtime displays are opening up new possibilities
for interactive sound design and composition for
biofeedback interactions. George Khut will present
examples of his work with heart rate and
brainwave interactions, and consider historical
precedents for this work in the field of electronic
art and computer music, along with more recent
developments in the area of commercial "wellness
apps", and outline opportunities and challenges for
real-time sonification and sonic interaction design.
Sound arriving at our ears is the sum of acoustical
energy from all of the auditory sources in the
environment. In order to make sense of our
auditory world, we rely on different stimulus
features (e.g., pitch, timbre, spatial cues) to
segregate one sound source from another.
Furthermore, we can flexibly select one sound
stream to listen to (e.g., enjoying the violin
melody) or switch attention to another (e.g.,
following the pizzicato of the cello). The process
that enables us to listen to one sound out of many
is often referred to as auditory scene analysis and,
remarkably, while most humans and other animals
can do it seamlessly, it is still a difficult challenge
for the most sophisticated computer algorithm. In
this talk, I will introduce different aspects of
auditory scene analysis, as well as discuss a closely
related challenge–solving the "Cocktail Party
Problem." I will discuss how using an auditory
object-based attention framework can help
elucidate these perceptual and cognitive
processes, thereby shedding light on different
aspects of sonification (e.g., stream-based
sonification).
Dr Viveka Turnbull Hocking's work looks at design-
led approaches to research. Her research has
included design for social innovation, sustainability
and now is exploring design for cross-species
cohabitation. Her design-led approach to research
engages with cross-disciplinary conversations and
collaborations through the area of design and the
built environment. She researches through the
Fenner School of Environment and Society at the
Australian National University and teaches in the
School of Design and Architecture at the University
of Canberra.
Dr George Poonkhin Khut is an artist and
interaction-designer working across the fields of
electronic art, design and health. George's body-
focussed artworks use biofeedback technologies to
re-frame experiences of embodiment, health and
subjectivity. In 2012 he was the winner of National
New Media Art Award, at the Queensland Art
Gallery, Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA). Recent
projects include the BrightHearts (iOS) app
(available on iTunes App Store), "Behind Your Eyes,
Between Your Ears" a residency and public
laboratory at the National Portrait Gallery,
Canberra; and "CUSP: Design into the Next
Decade", a group exhibition curated by Object
Gallery (Australian Design Centre).
Adrian KC Lee is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Speech & Hearing Sciences and at
the Institute for Learning and Brain Sciences at the
University of Washington, Seattle, USA. He
obtained his bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering at the University of New South Wales
and his doctorate at the Harvard-MIT Division in
Health Sciences and Technology. Dr. Lee's research
focuses on developing multimodal imaging
techniques to investigate the cortical network
involved in auditory scene analysis and attention,
especially through designing novel behavioral
paradigms that bridge the gap between
psychoacoustics and neuroimaging research.
ICAD2016 
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
A Design-led Approach: opening up a
cross-disciplinary discourse into
design research
Biofeedback and beyond Auditory scene analysis, object
formation and selection and their
implications with respect to stream-
based sonification
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Sonic Information Design

  The 22nd International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD-2016)          July 2-8, 2016, Canberra, Australia 
A TASK-ANALYSIS-BASED EVALUATION OF 
SONIFICATION DESIGNS FOR TWO sEMG TASKS 
S. Camille Peres Daniel Verona 
Texas A&M University, 
Dept. of Environmental and Occupational Health, 
Research on the Interface between Humans 
and Machines Laboratory 
peres@tamu.edu 
Texas A&M University, 
Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, 
Research on the Interface Between Humans 
and Machines Laboratory 
daniel.j.verona@gmail.com 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a brief description of surface 
electromyography (sEMG), what it can be used for, as well 
as some of the problems associated with visual displays of 
sEMG data. Sonifications of sEMG data have shown 
potential for certain applications in data monitoring and 
movement training, however there are still challenges related 
to the design of these sonifications that need to be addressed. 
Our previous research has shown that different sonification 
designs resulted in better listener performance for different 
sEMG evaluation tasks (e.g. identifying muscle activation 
time vs. muscle exertion level). Based on this finding, we 
speculated that sonifications may benefit from being 
designed to be task-specific, and that integrating a task 
analysis into the sonification design process may help 
sonification designers identify intuitive and meaningful 
sonification designs. This paper presents a brief introduction 
to what a task analysis is, provides an example of how a task 
analysis can be used to inform sonification design, and 
outlines future research into a task-analysis-based approach 
to sonification design.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Surface electromyography (sEMG) is a technique for 
measuring muscle activation onset, muscle activation 
duration, and muscle exertion level. It is commonly used by 
researchers [1, 2] and physical therapists [3] as a tool for 
biofeedback [4], as an index of muscle fatigue [2], as a 
strength training tool [5], and as a motor learning and 
rehabilitation tool [6].  
Typically, EMG data are displayed visually on a 
computer screen, and while this display modality can work 
well for certain applications, it has its limitations. Visual 
displays force EMG technicians to focus their visual attention 
on a screen, which limits their mobility and prevents them 
from focusing on the movements of the subject [7]. 
Additionally, in sports applications, visual displays of EMG 
data can overload an athlete’s visual capacities while the 
athlete is learning a particular movement [8]. To address these 
limitations of visual displays of EMG data, researchers have 
begun exploring auditory displays of EMG data, primarily in 
the form of parameter-mapping sonifications. Researchers 
have found that EMG sonifications show potential for 
improving athletic and exercise performance [8] and 
identifying musculoskeletal disorders [9]. Additionally, 
sonification of upper extremity movement within a 3-D space 
has shown potential for improving motor rehabilitation 
therapies for stroke patients [10].  
These findings suggest that sonification has the potential 
to be an excellent display modality. Sound is intuitive, the 
human hearing system has excellent temporal and frequency 
resolution [7], auditory displays do not restrict a researcher to 
a computer screen, and sound can have a communal aspect as 
well – that is to say, an auditory display can afford everyone 
in a room immediate and simultaneous access to the display 
(a luxury not common to visual displays). However, despite 
these advantages, sonification presents its own unique 
challenges – chief among them is the challenge of display 
design.  
Designing sonifications and choosing mappings that are 
intuitive, meaningful, and listenable is difficult; thus many 
different parameters of sound (pitch, loudness, tempo, attack 
time, spatial location, tremolo, harmonic content, etc.) have 
been evaluated for use in sonification [11, 12, 13]. Despite 
this research however, there has been a lack of empirical 
evaluation and comparison of different sonification designs 
[14].  
We have begun to address this in a recent study (Peres et 
al., under review) by empirically comparing listener 
performance between six different sonification designs for 
sEMG data. We found that different sonification designs 
resulted in better listener performance for two different sEMG 
evaluation tasks (results from this study are discussed in 
further detail below in Section 3). These results indicated that 
different sonification designs may be better suited to different 
tasks, which led us to speculate that:  
1. Task-specific sonification designs may be helpful in
creating effective and meaningful sonifications
2. Basing sonification design on a task analysis (a
design tool used in Human Factors in HCI) may
help sonification designers identify effective and
meaningful mappings for a given task
Applying a task analysis to sonification design is not a 
new concept [15], however it does not seem to be a well-
represented approach to sonification design. In order to better 
understand the effects that a task analysis could have on 
sonification design and listener performance, we believe it 
would be beneficial to continue performing empirical 
comparisons of different sonification designs by comparing 
task-analysis-based designs (i.e. designs that are tailored to a 
specific task or function) to classic parameter-based designs 
that are typically task-agnostic (i.e. designs that map a data 
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set to some set of auditory parameters and are not tailored to a 
specific task or function).  
This paper offers a brief description of what a task 
analysis is, describes two previous task analyses that we 
performed for the two sEMG evaluation tasks used in our 
previous study, and outlines future research into the effects of 
task-analysis-based sonification design on listener 
performance. 
2. TASK ANALYSIS
As previously mentioned, a task analysis is an analysis and 
design tool used in fields such as Human Factors and HCI 
[16, 17]. The role of a task analysis can be viewed in several 
ways, ranging from the entire front-end predesign process, to 
one element of the front end process, to a range of techniques 
that come into play at different times during design and 
development [18].  Common to each of these perspectives 
however is that a task analysis is meant to provide knowledge 
about the users, their goals in accomplishing the task, their 
environment, the manual elements of the task, the cognitive 
elements of the task, the tools used to perform the task, the 
duration, order, and complexity of the task, as well as any 
other unique factors pertaining to the task [19]. Task analysis 
methods were developed primarily as a means for assessing 
and reducing human error, though the use of these methods 
has expanded over time [20].  
There are many different types of task analysis methods 
available and one simple way to categorize them is to divide 
them into action oriented methods and cognitive methods 
[21]. Action oriented methods (such as the commonly used 
hierarchical task analysis) focus on observable actions, or 
identifying, in top down fashion, the goal of the task, as well 
as the various subtasks and conditions under which those 
subtasks must be performed in order to achieve the goal. 
Cognitive methods, on the other hand, focus on analyzing 
and outlining the unseen mental processes – diagnosis, 
decision making, problem solving, etc. – that can give rise to 
human error [21].   
Listening to sonifications for the purpose of data 
monitoring, analysis, or exploration requires that the listener 
be able to identify certain characteristics of the sounds that 
are heard and relate those characteristics to various features 
of the data in order to make judgments about the data. Since 
this is primarily a cognitive task (not manual), we advocate 
using cognitive task analysis methods as tools to understand 
the listener’s task. Section 3 below provides an example of 
how this can be done and what can be learned from applying 
this tool to sonification design.   
3. TASK ANLAYSIS OF TWO sEMG EVALUAITON
TASKS 
As previously mentioned, we found in our prior research that 
different sonification mappings resulted in better listener 
performance for different tasks. In this study, each participant 
listened to sonifications of two simultaneous channels of 
sEMG data. One channel was referred to as Muscle A while 
the other channel was referred to as Muscle B. Each 
sonification lasted 10 seconds, and in each sonification, both 
muscles (A and B) started at rest, contracted at close to the 
same time, and then returned to rest. We asked each 
participant to identify two characteristics of the muscle 
activity represented by the sEMG data: which muscle (A or 
B) activated first and which muscle (A or B) exhibited a
higher exertion level.
For the parameter mapping, the sEMG data being 
sonified were sampled at 1000 Hz, and then averaged into 
blocks of 100 data points each, creating 10 averaged data 
values for each second of sEMG data. These averaged values 
were then played back using SuperCollider’s Triangle wave 
oscillator at a rate of 10 tones per second to preserve the 
original timing of the sEMG data (e.g. 10 seconds of sEMG 
data yielded a 10 second sonification). The Pitch, Loudness, 
and Attack Time of each tone were mapped to the averaged 
sEMG data values. Pitch was mapped to a range of 200 – 768 
Hz (roughly G3 to G5), such that Pitch increased as sEMG 
data values increased. Loudness was mapped to a range of 50 
– 68 dB(Z), as measured by the SoundMeter app developed
for iOS by FaberAcoustical, such that Loudness increased as
sEMG data values increased. The Attack Time of each tone
was mapped to a range of 0 – 39 ms, such that Attack Time
decreased as sEMG data values increased (i.e. the Attack
Time of each tone was longest during muscle relaxation and
the Attack Time for each tone became progressively shorter as
sEMG data values increased).
Three of the six designs tested were spatialized, meaning 
that Muscle A was played in the left audio channel and 
Muscle B was played in the right audio channel. The other 
three designs were not spatialized, meaning that both Muscles 
A and B were played equally in the left and right audio 
channels (in the center of the stereo field).  
We found that, out of the six designs tested, a 
Pitch/Loudness with spatialization mapping (PL) resulted in 
the best listener performance for the task of identifying which 
muscle contracted first. For the task of identifying which 
muscle exhibited a higher exertion level, we found that a 
Pitch/Loudness/Attack Time with spatialization mapping 
(PLA) resulted in the best listener performance. The non-
spatialized mappings showed very poor listener performance. 
To understand why these different sonification designs 
resulted in better listener performance for different tasks, we 
performed a task analysis for both sEMG data evaluation 
tasks, and we use these below to offer a possible explanation 
for the observed performance differences.   
3.1. Task Analysis #1 - Identifying Which Muscle 
Contracts First 
Goal: To accomplish this task, the listener must be able to: 
1. Understand that the task has started
2. Identify, as quickly and accurately as possible,
when each muscle changes from a state of rest to a
state of activation
3. Compare the two moments of muscle activation
onset
4. Quickly and accurately report which muscle
activated first
Sonic characteristics that may facilitate this: 
• A distinct and temporally accurate contrast between
the sound of a muscle at rest and the sound of
muscle activation onset
• A distinct contrast in sound could be facilitated by a
change in a number of different sound parameters
including pitch, loudness, harmonic content, and
timbre
• Temporal accuracy requires that the sonification
present the change in muscle state (from rest to
activation) at the precise moment which it happens
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Observation: Out of the six designs, the PL mapping resulted 
in the best listener performance for the task of identifying 
which muscle contracted first. This mapping used tones with a 
very short attack time and a fast decay, as depicted in the 
amplitude envelope diagram shown below in Figure 1:  
Figure 1 – Shape of the amplitude envelope for three tones in the PL 
sonification mapping (playing 10 tones per second) 
As a result of this amplitude envelope, muscle activation 
onset was perceived as soon as the tone representing muscle 
activation onset played. This was not the case in the mappings 
that incorporated attack time as a parameter (the PLA 
mapping). For the PLA mapping, the amplitude envelope for 
each tone at the moment of muscle activation onset looked 
like that shown below in Figure 2: 
Figure 2 – Amplitude envelope for three tones in the PLA 
sonification mapping at the point of muscle activation onset 
Based on Figure 2, it is clear that, in the PLA mapping, 
the tone which represented the point of muscle activation 
onset was not immediately heard by the listener. Thus, while 
the mappings that included attack time resulted in greater 
timbral variety (going from a smooth sound while the muscle 
was at rest to a more percussive sound during muscle 
activation), this timbral variety may have come at the expense 
of some temporal accuracy. With the PL mapping being the 
most temporally accurate out of the six designs, it resulted in 
the best performance for the task which required temporal 
accuracy in the sonification (comparing muscle activation 
times).  
3.2. Task Analysis #2 – Identifying Which Muscle Exhibits 
a Higher Exertion 
Goal: To accomplish this task, the listener must be able to: 
1. Understand that the task has started
2. Identify when each muscle changes from a state of
rest to a state of activation
3. Monitor the level of exertion for each muscle
during the muscle activation state
4. Identify when each muscle reverts from a state of
activation back to a state of rest
5. Compare the exertion levels for both muscles once
the muscle activation state is complete
6. Quickly and accurately report which muscle
exhibited a higher exertion level
Sonic characteristics that may facilitate this: 
• Easily identifiable sonic differences between the
sound of a muscle at rest and the sound of a muscle
during contraction
• Easily identifiable sonic differences between
various levels of muscle exertion
Observation: Out of the six designs tested, the PLA mapping 
resulted in the best listener performance for the task of 
identifying which muscle exhibited a higher exertion level. As 
discussed previously, including attack time as a parameter of 
sound in the sonification mapping resulted in greater timbral 
variety in the sonification (at the expense of some temporal 
accuracy). With this added timbral variety, the tones in the 
PLA design sounded smooth and connected while the muscle 
was at rest, but sounded progressively more percussive and 
distinct as muscle exertion increased. This not only made it 
simple to distinguish between the sound of a muscle at rest 
and the sound of muscle contraction, but also made it easier to 
distinguish between different levels of muscle exertion, 
helping to facilitate performance of Step 3 in the above task 
analysis. The PL mapping (without attack time) did not 
exhibit this timbral variation between muscle rest and muscle 
activation, and the listener performance data indicated that 
this lack impaired the listener’s ability to distinguish between 
various muscle exertion levels. This seems to indicate that 
variations in timbre, rather than variations in just pitch and 
loudness, can allow a listener to more easily distinguish 
between multiple possible data values (in this case multiple 
different muscle exertion levels).   
3.3. Conclusion 
This task analysis process demonstrates that there can be 
tradeoffs for using different parameters of sound in 
sonification mappings. In this case, the tradeoff was between 
temporal accuracy and timbral variety, as it was not possible 
to have both at the same time with the designs used. The PL 
mapping gave better temporal accuracy than the PLA 
mapping (and the task analysis showed that temporal 
accuracy was required for the task of identifying which 
muscle activated first), but the PL mapping did not have the 
timbral variety of the PLA mapping. This timbral variety 
helped the listeners better distinguish between relative muscle 
exertion levels, which resulted in better performance for the 
task of identifying which muscle had a higher exertion level. 
We believe that using task analysis methods in this way as a 
tool for informing sonification design could help sonification 
designers identify potential tradeoffs in their designs as well 
as identify potentially useful and meaningful sonification 
designs for specific tasks.  
4. TASK ANALYSIS IN FUTURE RESEARCH
In order to better understand the role that a task analysis could 
play in sonification design, we are investigating the space of 
task-analysis-based sonification design in work that is 
currently in the planning stages. We will be performing 
empirical comparisons between task-analysis-based 
sonification designs and classic parameter-based designs, 
which are typically task-agnostic. In order to perform an 
unbiased comparison of these different sonification mappings, 
it is crucial to ensure that each task-agnostic mapping used 
faithfully represents the data in the best way that that 
particular mapping is capable of. It would be easy to create a 
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poor task-agnostic mapping and compare it to a task-analysis-
based mapping and “discover” that a task-analysis-based 
mapping results in better listener performance (conveniently 
confirming our hypothesis that task-analysis-based designs 
will result in better performance). To ensure that this sort of 
bias does not creep in, we will base the task-agnostic designs 
on designs found in the literature that have been used by other 
researchers. The task-agnostic designs will also be designs 
that pertain to human movement, since this research focuses 
on sEMG data sonification. We will then compare these task-
agnostic mappings with task-analysis-based mappings to see 
how each mapping affects listener performance. 
To perform these comparisons, we will identify 
characteristics of the sEMG data for our listeners to identify 
after listening to each sonification and then record the 
accuracy of their answers. We will then compare the accuracy 
of the listeners’ responses between sonification designs in 
order to determine the effects of design on performance and 
determine whether or not task-analysis-based designs could 
improve listener performance.  
5. LINKS TO SOUND FILES
Pitch/Loudness mapping with spatialization (PL): 
https://soundcloud.com/user-341542684/pitchloudness-
mapping-with-spatialization 
Pitch/Loudness/Attack Time mapping with spatialization 
(PLA): 
https://soundcloud.com/user-341542684/pitchloudnessattack-
time-mapping-with-spatialization 
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Designing Sound Representations for Responsive Environments 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we demonstrate a responsive sound 
installation consisting of computer-linked thermometers 
and cameras installed in both interior and exterior 
locations that detect the states of these spaces based on 
image and temperature data. The system simultaneously 
produces and modifies sound pictograms in different 
spaces in order to convey information on motion or 
temperature changes. We also propose a sound design 
method that represents sounds made by physical objects 
using the above-described installation and sound design 
method. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Herein, we demonstrate a method for creating a 
sound installation that uses sensors and computers to 
present computer-generated sound and novel pictogram 
imagery using information obtained from cameras and 
thermometers. The computer-generated pictogram sound 
and image data are presented in a different location from 
the collection point, and the audience can recognize the 
changing states by listening to the sound and/or 
watching the imagery. 
The system uses thermometers and cameras that are 
installed in both interior and exterior spaces to detect the 
state of those spaces based on the obtained image and 
temperature data. When the state of the captured images 
or the temperature changes, such as when a moving 
object is detected, a signal tone and a pictogram are 
created and assigned to describe the state based on a 
temperature and image data-mapping table. 
The designed sounds change according to the 
detected states, and the proposed installation 
simultaneously produces sounds and pictograms in 
different spaces in order to convey information related to 
motion or temperature states. For example, if the 
temperatures of the interior and exterior spaces are 
different, different sound pitches are assigned to each 
space. Thus, individuals walking from outside to inside, 
or vice versa, will experience a change in sound. 
If the installation were demonstrated in both interior 
and exterior spaces, the temperature in the spaces would 
also change with the season. For example, if the 
installation were demonstrated in winter, the inside 
space would be hot, and outside would be cool, or vice 
versa in summer.  
If the installation is considered from a long-term 
point of view, individuals can experience sounds of 
varying pitch, which change with temperature, as the 
seasons change. Consequently, the assigned sound 
provides information on both motion concerning a 
moment and temperature regarding a long period of time. 
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Sound Pictogram 
When a subject hears various sample sounds, his or 
her auditory reaction time will differ for each sound 
sample. Our proposed auditory system quickly and 
easily recognizes signal tones, which are characterized 
by a noticeable sound attack, as compared with 
environmental sounds. Similarly, sounds that include 
only a few frequencies are more easily detected than 
complex sounds that combine several frequencies. 
The above-mentioned characteristics are used in 
various sound design methods in order to provide 
interaction tones for home appliances, and notification 
and warning sounds in various environments, as well as 
navigation information for people with visual 
impairments. Characteristics such as pitch, tempo, and 
amplitude can be used to classify whether a sound 
sample can be easily recognized, and it is important for 
sound designers to consider these characteristics.  
2.2. Sound Design for Interaction 
Figure 1 Senses and interaction 
Auditory icons are icons that designate sound events on 
computers, and a number of sound icon design methods, 
such as SonicFinder, have been proposed for use in 
mapping sounds to computer events via a graphical user 
interface. [1] Mapping methods for use between physical 
objects and sounds have also been presented, and design 
methods have been applied to a tangible user interface 
between physical objects and computers. [2][3][4] 
An auditory icon assumes that there are several 
layers that can be used to differentiate sound types. If a 
sound type is easily discerned, it may be an 
environmental sound that is generated by some physical 
phenomenon in the everyday environment. Sounds can 
evoke concrete images, and we can visualize physical 
objects based on sounds related to those objects. In 
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contrast, in the case of simple sounds that consist of only 
a few frequencies, it may be difficult to imagine where 
the sounds are generated because of their abstract nature. 
Computerized sound engines can generate a number 
of waveforms in order to produce artificial sounds that 
do not exist in the everyday environment because of 
their abstract nature.  Both artificial sounds and 
environmental sounds cover a wide range of frequencies. 
The abovementioned layers range from concrete to 
abstract, and auditory icons are based on the concept of 
layers. Responsive systems analyze signals input from 
the environment and provide feedback by means of 
actuators. There are also cases in which feedback is 
returned as a system.[5] Figure 1 shows the relationship 
between our senses and demonstrates how the system 
transforms input into output. In cases involving virtual 
reality, telepresence, and augmented reality, input data 
that are detected by sensors are equivalent to output 
senses. 
In other words, the system transforms visual input 
data to same-sense (visual) output data and auditory data 
to same-sense (auditory) data. This means that 
equivalent senses are mapped by the system. On the 
other hand, there are cases of non-like sense mapping, in 
which, for example, visual sense data are mapped to 
auditory sense data. Sonification and auditory display 
are examples of non-like sense mapping. Such 
approaches attempt to change visual input data into 
auditory output data in order to represent the detected 
data using a sound element, such as pitch or tempo. In 
the present paper, we focus on auditory representation. 
2.3. Sonification timescale 
One sound design for navigation systems or home 
appliances involves sound mapping of an action. In order 
to represent the target action, a mapped sound 
corresponding to that action is generated as soon as the 
action occurs. One such example would be an interaction 
sound that allows a user to determine whether a button 
has been correctly pushed based on the interaction sound. 
We can begin by assuming that the response system 
is connected to a camera and that the system enables 
real-time image analysis. When the camera captures 
moving objects, the system analyzes their trajectories via 
image processing and the sum of the vectors of the 
trajectories is calculated as the state in the image. If we 
want to express a state via sonification, there are a 
number of sound mapping methods available.  
The interaction of moving objects and sounds must 
be responsive, and a sound should be generated and 
expressed as soon as a moving object is detected. This 
method enables sounds to be recognized effortlessly so 
that listeners can easily imagine what happened in the 
space. In other words, the sound is a responsive sign 
pictogram that expresses the state of the detected space 
captured by the camera. Since sound feedback from an 
action is very quick, the response time is very short for 
the responsive sounds that are used in these methods. 
Next, we will consider sonification-related data 
obtained from the natural environment. Examples of data 
detected in the natural environment include temperature 
and humidity over the course a month. The variability of 
data collected from the natural environment over a short 
period of time is lower than that of data collected from 
interactions between moving objects because such 
phenomena from the natural environment change very 
slowly. 
Data such as solar wind and cosmic background 
radiation are measured over long periods in order to 
reduce data variability. If sonification was designed for 
these phenomena, sound mappings would be required in 
order to express changes in phenomena over extended 
periods of time. Changes in micro-world or space 
environments would need extended detection periods, 
and any sonification produced using that data would be 
difficult to comprehend intuitively. Therefore, it is clear 
that sound design for sonification should consider both 
short-period and long-period phenomena. 
(1) Sound mapping for short periods of time
Sounds must quickly return feedback in order to
report action and motion, and the pitch or tempo in the 
sound should be assigned to actions and motions. 
(2) Sound mapping for a long period of time
Changes associated with the natural environment
occur continually and gradually over long periods of 
time, and sound assignments must report the state of the 
phenomena. Thus, a new sound method is required. 
We investigated the use of thermometers in sound 
mapping for both the interactions of moving objects and 
the natural environment, and decided to focus on a 
design method for interior and exterior spaces. 
2.4. Temperature sonification 
Figure 2 Conceptual diagram of environmental 
sound and abstract sound 
In the following sub-section, we describe our attempt 
to implement a sound installation system that captures 
temperature and image data. One purpose of the 
installation is to create sound pictograms based on 
images taken by a camera and detecting temperature via 
a thermometer, from which the system generates a sound 
that integrates the image and temperature data. In 
order to present the state and temperature via sound, a 
new method of designing sound pictograms is required. 
The results of psychological experiments using the 
semantic differential (SD) method indicate that the 
timbre of the sound of hitting metal provide a cold 
impression, whereas low tempo and pitch provide a hot 
impression. High pitch and fast tempo also provide a 
cold impression.[7][8] We designed the temperature-
related sound based on these findings. 
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Next, we considered how to represent sounds related 
to sensor data and how sound should be used to present 
thermometer temperature data. In our installation, a 
sound pictogram and environmental sounds generated by 
granular synthesis are considered. Figure 2 shows a 
conceptual diagram of environmental and abstract 
sounds. When creating sound pictograms, we assumed 
that all sounds were composed of physical pitch, rhythm, 
and amplitude. The abstract sound in Fig. 2 consists of 
artificial sounds, such as pure tones. 
Environmental sounds are composed of numerous 
abstract sounds. As in the case of environmental sounds, 
increasing the number of abstract sounds in an artificial 
design increases the complexity of the resulting sound. 
Much like an environmental sound, concreteness 
depends on the number of abstract sounds that are added. 
We designed environmental sounds and sign pictograms 
based on the conceptual diagram. 
2.5. Environmental and Signal Tone 
Figure 3 Sound design concept 
Our sound design model consists of sound 
pictograms and environmental sound. Figure 3 shows the 
concepts behind this sound installation model. As can be 
seen in the figure, the concept involves the use of 
abstract sound in the form of sound pictograms and 
concrete sound as environmental sound. 
As described in the previous section, both the 
abstract sounds used as the sound pictogram and 
environmental sounds have psychological and physical 
characteristics that compliment each other. We designed 
our sound installation based on category of the concept, 
and the sound pictogram and the environmental sound 
are used for each purpose.  
One of the reasons environmental sound is used is to 
provide background sounds. In our model, 
environmental sound was generated by granular 
synthesis based on 10 sound types. Another purpose of 
the sound pictogram is to provide notifications and 
intentions. The sound pictograms represent temperature 
and provide information on states outside and inside a 
room, thereby informing listeners in the room by means 
of the designed sound. 
2.6. Background Sound 
Figure 4 shows a waveform chart and sound 
spectrographs based on 10 environmental sound samples 
that were generated via granular synthesis. The granular 
synthesis technique is used for combining sound grains, 
which are defined as pieces of sound in the sound 
samples, via numerical calculation. The resulting 
combined sounds can be flexibly changed by modifying 
the frequencies and amplitude of the sound grains. The 
spectrographs include periodical waveforms that are 
composed of numerous frequencies with flat peak levels. 
These 10 sound samples were used for synthesis by 
Max/MSP, which is a visual programming language.  
Figure 4 Waveform and spectrograph of 
environmental sound 
2.7. Sound Pictogram 
Figure 5 Waveform and spectrograph of a sound 
pictogram 
The timbre, volume, and frequency of sounds are 
indicated via sine waves or noise in the sound 
pictograms of artificial sounds in order to indicate 
changes in state or motion.[6] For example, timbre 
changes according to temperature. If the timbre includes 
metallic factor in SD scale collections produced by 
factor analysis, then the sound gives listeners the 
impression of cold. High-frequency sound also gives 
listeners the impression of cold, whereas low-frequency 
sound gives listeners the impression of low activity. 
In our sound installation, SuperCollider  was used 
to create a signal tone generated by a ringing filter in 
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order to adjust the sound timbre. Figure 5 shows the 
waveform and spectrum of the signal tone. The signal 
tone is a periodic sound, and includes only a few 
frequencies. The spectrum has a frequency peak of 4,000 
Hz and also has only a few frequencies. The following 
items were considered in designing the signal tone: 
(1) To generate an easily heard pure sound to report the
state that occurs.
The signal tone, which is categorized as an abstract 
sound, is a periodical waveform that contains just a few 
frequencies. State changes such as detected motion are 
reported by the signal tone. We next considered how 
sound should be designed in order to indicate the 
reported state. 
(2) To report temperature by the signal tone.
In our demonstration, assignment of sound for a
continuously changing parameter such as temperature
was considered. The temperature in a room changes
continuously over long periods of time but does not
change drastically over short periods of time. We also
considered how assignment should be made.
The proposed system assigned a sound depending on 
the temperature as measured by the thermometer, and 
sounds were generated when moving objects were 
detected. The table shows the mapping relationship 
between temperature and pitch of the generated sound. In 
the case of a low temperature in the detection space, 
moving objects in the space are indicated by low-pitch 
sounds, whereas in the case of a high temperature, 
movements are indicated by high-pitch sounds. 
3. CONCEPT
Figure 6 Sound installation 
Next, we demonstrated an interactive artwork using 
sensors and sounds. Figure 6 shows the space used for 
the interactive artwork. The purpose of the interactive 
artwork is to represent various data types, such as 
temperature or motion, using sound and images. In 
particular, the present study focuses on the simple 
representation of a large amount of sensor data. 
It is expected that individuals will be able to 
recognize not only states of motion or noise based on 
auditory and visual pictograms, but also continuous 
changes in those states, such as multiple individuals 
simultaneously walking from an interior to an exterior 
space. When numerous people walk through the space, 
the system also detects their trajectories. A signal tone 
for the people is then reported in the room, and we can 
recognize the new state from the resulting noise. 
Since representation sounds change according to 
temperature and motion, seasonal changes can be 
recognized based on pictogram sound in the long-term 
point of view. Here, the signal tone is reported when the 
system detects state changes, such as motion, via the 
camera, and the pitch of the signal tone also changes 
according to temperature changes. Changes to the signal 
tone created by temperature changes can be easily 
recognized if the system is active for long periods of 
time.  
A responsive system for an interactive artwork 
presents not only the motion or action interactions, but 
also long-period changes, such as seasonal changes. 
4. Implementation
4.1. Visual Pictogram 
Figure 7 Visual pictogram in the sound 
installation 
The interactive artwork utilizes simple icons 
indicating temperature and motion. One purpose of the 
display is to indicate complex state and temperature 
information via simple visual and auditory icons. 
Another purpose is to represent these icons as real, 
existing objects, such as furniture or shadows. The icon 
color provides an indication of temperature. High 
temperatures are shown in red, and low temperatures are 
shown in blue (Fig. 7). 
Temperature Pitch 
Low Low 
High High 
Table 1 Mapping relationship between temperature and 
pitch 
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4.2. System 
Figure 8 System Architecture 
The proposed sound installation system is composed of 
three cameras and three thermometers connected using 
network protocols. The OSC protocol sends data to 
Max/MSP and a number of projectors in real time. 
Figure 8 shows the system and network used in our 
installation. After captured image and temperature data 
are sent to these engines, pictograms are projected as 
information on the states that exist in these spaces. 
4.3. Camera Detection 
Figure 9 Camera detection system 
Three cameras for detecting moving objects were 
included in our installation (Fig. 9), and the moving 
objects were analyzed by an optical flow algorithm of 
open source computer vision (OpenCV). The algorithm 
used for calculating spatial vectors of luminance 
estimates the flow related to the vectors in order to 
detect moving objects.  
The system analyzed the states of interior and 
exterior spaces based on captured images, regardless of 
whether the images were captured in an active space. For 
example, for a case in which there are moving objects in 
a cold outside space, the system first detects the moving 
objects and the temperature information. Next, 
computer-generated images and sounds are created 
based on the temperature information and the audience 
can hear temperature sounds based on the activation in 
the cold space. 
4.4. Temperature Detection 
Figure 10 Thermometer in the sound installation 
A thermometer with an embedded microcontroller is 
used to generate the sounds and operate the projectors 
(Fig. 10). Three thermometers were positioned in interior 
and exterior locations, and the temperature levels were 
observed in real time. Observed data were then analyzed 
and sent to visual server via processing and sound engine. 
The pictogram that results from the processing reflects 
ambient light based on the temperature in the computer 
graphics, and thus represents the temperature state. 
5. Conclusion
Our proposed system, which can measure 
temperature in interior and exterior spaces and can detect 
moving objects by camera, presents the state of these 
spaces by mapping sounds and pictograms. The pitch of 
a generated sound changes according to temperature and 
the activity of the moving object. Based on the detected 
image, if the temperature of a space is determined to be 
high, a high-pitch sound is generated. Individuals can 
then simultaneously recognize activities occurring in 
both interior and exterior spaces based on generated 
sounds. 
Sound pictograms were designed by combining 
environmental and abstract sounds, which each have a 
role in representing the state in the spaces and ambient 
sounds. If individuals can feel or recognize information 
about the location states and temperature levels by 
hearing the mixed sound, they can also understand 
auditory, visual, and tactile sensations by simultaneously 
hearing those sounds. Sonification is an augmented 
reality that is realized by sound design. 
The method used by the designer to map the sounds 
is important, and sensor data must be assigned to valid 
sounds. These assignments depend on the designer’s 
receptivity, and it is important to remember that the 
impressions of individuals will also change based on the 
sound design. For instance, a heartbeat can be accurately 
mapped to a pulse sound in electrocardiography, which 
then provides information on the cardiac state by means 
of an electrocardiogram and auditory information. The 
designed pulse sound can provide accurate information 
for predicting imminent cardiac events. When designing 
the sound to be used, it is important to map the sound to 
the actual object. 
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ABSTRACT 
Three alternative sonifications of proteomic data distributions 
were compared as a means to indicate the neuropathology 
associated with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) via 
auditory display (through exploration of the differentiation of 
induced pluripotent stem cell derived neurons).  Pure visual 
displays of proteomic data often result in ”visual overload” 
such that detailed or subtle data important to describe ALS 
neurodegradation may be glossed over, and so three 
competing approaches to the sonification of proteomic data 
were designed to capitalize upon human auditory capacities 
that complement the visual capacities engaged by more 
conventional graphic representations. The auditory displays 
resulting from hypothesis-driven design of three alternative 
sonifications were evaluated by naïve listeners, who were 
instructed to listen for differences between the sonifications 
produce from proteomic data associated with three different 
types of cells.  One of the sonifications was based upon the 
hypothesis that auditory sensitivity to regularities and 
irregularities in spatio-temporal patterns in the data could be 
heard through spatial distribution of sonification components. 
The design of a second sonification was based upon the 
hypothesis that variation in timbral components might create 
a distinguishable sound for each of three types of cells. A 
third sonification was based upon the hypothesis that 
redundant variation in both spatial and timbral components 
would be even more powerful as a means for identifying 
spatio-temporal patterns in the dynamic, multidimensional 
data generated in current proteomic studies of ALS. 
1. INTRODUCTION
This study investigated three alternative approaches to the 
sonification of proteomic data distributions as a means to 
indicate the neuropathology associated with ALS.  A local 
group of researchers routinely generate large complex 
proteomic datasets obtained from patient-derived cell lines 
and animal models in efforts to understand the changes in the 
ubiquitin-proteasome system during the progression of ALS. 
It is common to attempt to interpret these data with the aid of 
visual displays, using graphics such as that shown in Figure 1. 
However, these visual displays often provide an unwieldy 
summary of the structure of complex proteomic datasets, and 
so it was of great interest to determine if sonifications could 
provide an additional useful approach to the exploratory 
analysis required for this data, both as an accompaniment to 
visual display (as suggested in [1]), and as an independent 
means by which a stand-alone auditory display might become 
regarded as potentially useful in its own right (this is not a 
new idea, such proposals appearing in the early 1980’s [2]). 
Figure 1: An example of a visual display of proteomic data of 
the sort that has been utilized to aid in understanding the 
changes in the ubiquitin-proteosome exhibited in studies of 
proteomic ALS neurodegradation. 
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The over-arching assumption here is that auditory 
enhancement of visually represented data can significantly 
increase the ability of researchers to detect subtle changes or 
anomalies in such numerical data sets.  Although the 
motivation for this research was to develop potentially useful 
auditory display tools for practical applications in the 
medical sciences in general, this paper reports only 
preliminary results of a single case study of proteomic data 
associated with neuropathology in ALS patients.  A primary 
goal of this particular study was to determine which of three 
sonifications would be judged by domain experts to be most 
successful in identifying differences in spatio-temporal 
patterns within the multidimensional proteomic data 
generated in a single exploratory study.  In addition to 
polling the opinions of domain experts, however, this 
preliminary study assessed, using in two psychometric tasks, 
the success of three sonifications in aiding naïve listeners to 
identify differences between proteomic data distribution of 
three types of cells.  The first task required naïve listeners to 
make dissimilarity judgments for all pairwise comparison of 
the set of nine cases defined by the factorial combination of 
three cell types and three sonification methods.  The second 
task required those same naïve listeners to make ratings of 
each of the nine stimuli on a number of subjective attributes 
that might be related to the perceptual dimensions underlying 
their dissimilarity judgments. 
Although these results reveal only the perceptual 
distinctiveness of the sonifications, they provide a basis for 
further exploration of the potential value of these 
sonifications, with the benefit that their perceptual 
distinctiveness has been established.  Clearly, further work 
will be required to address important issues in sonification 
system usability for this application, and to determine 
whether the system will provide a real benefit to domain 
experts.  Indeed, this paper reports preliminary evaluation 
results as an indication of progress on just one component of 
the larger medical research project in that it focuses only 
upon the effectiveness of the display technology used to aid 
medical scientists in interpreting and understanding their 
medical data (particularly proteomic data).  Nonetheless, it is 
reasonable to assume that such preliminary examination of 
the perceptual distinctiveness of sonification system outputs 
will be a valuable first step in developing and exploring 
novel sonifications. 
2. METHODS
Three alternative proteomic data sonifications were 
developed and compared in terms of their potential to 
communicate to the user changes due to neuropathology 
associated with ALS. Without any prior experience with 
auditory display of such data, an approach was adopted that 
is here termed ‘hypothesis-driven’ design of these 
sonifications, with the expectation that the relative value of 
the sonifications could be evaluated by the domain experts, 
who would try to detect differences between the results for 
ALS cases versus control cases.  Of course, ground truth was 
already available for these particular data, since the ALS 
cases were selected on the basis of established medical 
diagnostic procedures.  Therefore, relative performance 
under blind testing conditions has been used to determine 
which sonifications were best able to communicate to the 
user regarding neuropathology associated with ALS via 
changes in sonifications that were directly driven by 
differences in distribution of the proteomic datasets. 
One hypothesis to be tested was that variation in 
predominantly timbral attributes would be most effective in 
revealing differences in proteomic data distributions.  An 
alternative hypothesis was that variation in spatial timbral 
attributes would be more effective in creating audible 
differences between the sonifications produced for each of 
the three cell types.   Finally, a third hypothesis was that 
including redundant variation in both timbral and spatial 
attributes would be more effective than just one or the other 
of these two individual approaches in isolation.  Preliminary 
results suggested that comparison of these three sonifications, 
based as they were upon this ‘hypothesis-driven’ design, 
should allow for the rejection of a hypothesis that had 
resulted in less effective sonifications, leaving for future 
consideration only those hypotheses that were not rejected 
through blind testing.  This scientific approach to the initial 
evaluation of competing sonifications will be examined in 
more detail in subsequent sections of this paper; however, 
before describing further this study’s experimental design, 
the auditory display technology underlying the alternative 
sonifications will be presented. 
2.1. Sound synthesis for the sonifications 
In order to generate a sonification for the available proteomic 
data of interest, a strategy for synthesis that took into account 
the complexity of the large multivariate dataset was 
formulated based upon parameter mapping [3].  For nine 
distinct cases, an assembly of short-duration, temporally 
overlapping ‘grains’ of sound were created, the parameters of 
which were selected to approach approximately the minimum 
perceivable event time for distinct percepts of duration, 
frequency and amplitude (i.e., approaching auditory 
resolution of human observers in discriminating between 
identifiable attributes of loudness, pitch, and those 
component auditory attributes that are generally regarded as 
belonging to one of two collections termed timbral or spatial 
attributes).  The ‘hypothesis-driven’ design approach taken 
here required sound synthesis technology that could offer 
independent variation of many synthesis parameters to 
provide identifiable variation in distinct auditory attributes.  
In the initial stage of this work, synthesis based upon a 
simple physical model [4] was tested for it’s versatility in 
producing a wide range of short sounds exhibiting audibly 
identifiable timbral variations that all had potential for 
evoking physical referents in the minds of the listeners.  In 
the next section, the spatial positioning of grains is explained.  
The synthesis technology that ultimately was adopted for this 
project resembles granular synthesis (see [5]), in that a 
multitude of short sound sources formed an ensemble output 
(likened to a ‘swarm’) rather than forming clearly separable 
events that might be heard as distinct in time and space.  In 
all sonifications designed for the current work in this way, 
there was always a hypothesis to be tested regarding which 
parameters of the data were ‘mapped’ to particular synthesis 
parameters.  It is beyond the scope of this paper to present 
the details of the synthesis technology that was developed 
and refined through experimentation with the available 
multidimensional proteomic data.  Suffice it to say that 
swarms of percussive ‘grains’ (again, see [5]), synthesized 
with ‘parameter-mapped’ control over multiple timbral 
attributes, were distributed in time and space according to the 
distribution of proteomic data that featured 1815 variables 
observed over the nine cases to be examined. 
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2.2. Spatial sound processing for headphone display 
Although discrimination of frontward from rearward 
incidence of sonification components could be well 
supported if binaural processing were to be coupled with 
head-tracking technology (see [6]), the experimental stimuli 
generated in the current investigation were not modified by 
active sensing of the listener’s head turning.  Without such 
tracking of head movements, the sonification designer should 
not expect the listener to be able to clearly identify whether a 
source presented at a given lateral angle is being presented 
with frontward or rearward incidence.  Due to the difficulty 
in supporting reliable front/rear distinctions using uncoupled 
binaural processing for headphone-based spatial auditory 
display (again, see [6]), only a simplified model of head 
acoustics was employed here to move sonification 
components along the listener’s interaural axis.  The 
acoustical cues that were simulated in order to accomplish 
this manipulation of sound source incidence angle included 
the interaural time delay (ITD) and the head shadow that 
generally grows larger at the listener’s contralateral ear as the 
incidence angle of the source is offset laterally from the 
listener’s median plane.  This approach offered an advantage 
over a single-user headphone display in that several listeners 
could use the system simultaneously without the unexpected 
variation that would occur if the spatial processing were 
coupled with head movement of just one of multiple listeners. 
Of course, using head-coupled updating of headphone-based 
binaural rendering technology could be added for single-user 
exploration of the spatial configuration of sonification 
components (including sensitivity to the listener’s translation 
movements as well as changes in head orientation);  however, 
for the initial studies reported here, only non-head-tracking 
headphone technology was employed. 
2.3. Spatial versus timbral emphasis in sonification 
There were nine sonifications created from the factorial 
combination of three synthesis solutions1 applied to data 
from three cell types.  So for each of three types of cells that 
should produce an identifiably different sound, each of three 
unique parameter-mapping synthesis solutions were applied 
for presentation. The first of these synthesis solutions was 
termed the ‘Timbral-only’ approach, which put emphasis 
upon timbral differences resulting from spectral variation 
between grains.  The second approach was termed the 
‘Spatial-only’ approach, which held grain spectra constant, 
and only distributed the grains spatially along the listener’s 
interaural axis. The third approach was termed the ‘Spatial- 
Timbral’ approach, and combined redundant variation in the 
output sound based upon the simultaneous application of 
both of these parameter-mapping approaches. These 
sonifications were chosen as candidates for best allowing the 
differences between cells to be appreciated by any observer, 
not just those with domain knowledge. 
1 The synthesis solutions employed here were all programmed 
within the Matlab™ environment.  Although the details of the 
synthesis approaches taken would no doubt be of interest to a 
subset of readers, those details are considered to be beyond 
the scope of this paper. The code itself provides the most 
enabling description of the synthesis approaches.   In order to 
enable interested researchers in replicating the approach taken 
in the project described in this paper, the employed Matlab 
code will be provided online (please send an email request to 
the first author for the URL). 
2.4. Experimental Tasks 
While discrimination between sonified cases was examined 
in pilot tests that were run informally during development of 
competing sonifications, the formal study that allowed more 
comprehensive analysis of similarities and differences 
between sonifications comprised two tasks.  The first task 
was a pairwise dissimilarity-rating task, in which the global 
differences between nine sonification outputs were examined, 
without respect to particular identifiable attributes.  The 
second task was an attribute-rating task, in which the 
particular character of each of the nine sonification outputs 
were examined with respect to identifiable attributes that 
were exemplified by anchoring stimuli found to be positioned 
at the extremes of each continuum for those attributes that 
seemed most distinctly varying within the set of nine stimuli.  
In fact, for the initial exploration of the characteristics of the 
nine stimuli, only the sonification developer engaged in the 
selection of adjectives describing the stimuli through 
informal discrimination tasks, and so no profiling of the 
stimuli was done by the five listeners who were naïve 
regarding the purpose of the experiment.  The two formal 
tasks were completed by these five naïve listeners, but the 
adjectives used to describe the attribute rating scales were 
only introduced after the completion of the pairwise 
dissimilarity-rating task, in order to avoid drawing attention 
to the experimenter-identified attributes.  The instructions for 
the first task indicated to the listeners that global dissimilarity 
ratings were required, rather than differences between 
sonifications based upon particular auditory attributes).   
All pairs of nine sonifications were presented to five listeners 
for their evaluation via Sennheiser HD600 headphones at a 
comfortable listening level (approximately 75 dBA).  Each 
listener completed one block of 72 trials, which is the 
number of paired comparisons resulting from the exclusion 
of the diagonal entries of the 9 x 9 matrix of dissimilarities 
(i.e., excluding all comparisons between identical stimuli).  
The sonifications in each pair were presented twice, in two 
separate trials, with order of presentation reversed for the 
second presentation, and always separated by a 1-s delay. For 
each pair of sonifications, listeners recorded their inter-
stimulus dissimilarity ratings using a horizontal slider 
incorporated into an onscreen Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
On-screen instructions prompted listeners to indicate how 
similar they thought the sonifications sounded, with the 
leftmost response indicating that the sonifications sounded 
most similar, and the rightmost response indicating that the 
sonifications sounded maximally dissimilar. Each listener 
had to develop his or her own criterion for the anchoring 
point of maximal dissimilarity during an initial practice run 
in which 12 representative pairwise comparison trials were 
completed.  After the initial practice run of 12 trials, each 
listener completed the formal run of 72 trials.  The 
dissimilarity data matrices produced by each listener in these 
72-trial runs could have been averaged to produce a single
dissimilarity data matrix for group analysis, however a more
powerful analysis using INdividual Differences SCALing
(INDSCAL) was employed to examine how the five listeners
differed from each other, in addition to the summary that is
available via examination of the group result.
The combined collected dissimilarity ratings from the group 
of five listeners were submitted to INDSCAL to obtain two 
useful outputs:  First INDSCAL produced a two-dimensional 
(2D) spatial configuration of cases (a group ‘Stimulus Space’ 
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derived for five listeners taken together) in which each 
sonification was given coordinates along two dimensions so 
that the Euclidean distances between the points corresponded 
to the dissimilarity ratings.  The INDSCAL analysis also 
produced estimates of the differences in weighting that each 
of the five listeners placed on the resulting dimensions 
(which weightings are captured by INDSCAL in terms of a 
‘Subject Space’).   Further details of the analysis are given in 
the next section of this paper (see the book on Modern 
multidimensional scaling by Borg and Groenen [7] for a 
more complete explanation of INDSCAL analysis). 
The instructions for the second task indicated to the listeners 
that attribute ratings were required, based upon than 
differences between sonifications that could be identified 
with particular auditory attributes.  These attribute scales 
were anchored by adjectives that had been selected by the 
experimenter to represent the most distinct differences within 
the set of nine stimuli that seemed likely to be understood by 
the naïve listeners without much explanation.   The selected 
anchors included the following pairs of adjectives: 
Sparse  !"  Dense 
Tense  !"  Relaxed 
Smooth  !"  Rough 
Compact  !"  Scattered 
Simple  !"  Complex 
3. RESULTS
The results of the INDSCAL analysis of the obtained data are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3.  The Stimulus Space shown in 
Figure 2 uses plotting symbols that indicate the type of cell 
('Control', 'ALS', and 'Fibroblast') for which each sonification 
was generated, as indicated in the legend located in the upper 
right corner of the graph. Line segments connect the plotting 
symbols in order to group together the results for the three 
cell types that were associated with each type of sonification 
that was employed for the group.  The interpretation of this 
graph may not be obvious at first glance, but it is actually 
quite straightforward:  The three groups of connected 
symbols will be plotted close to one another if the perceived 
differences between them is relatively small.  For example, 
the smallest cluster of symbols that are grouped near the 
origin of the graph (i.e., the [0,0] point) are associated with 
‘Spatial-only’ sonifications that were heard to be more 
similar to each other than those associated with the other two 
groups of sonifications.  The value of this plot is that the 
relative distance between plotting symbols can be interpreted 
as providing a uniform indication of both within-group 
differences and between-group differences (the term 
‘uniform’ is used here to indicate that all distances here are 
based upon a common Euclidean scale).   Yet it remains to be 
asked, what can be concluded from such results. The primary 
conclusion would be that the sonification type used for the 
group of cells associated with ‘Spatial-Timbral’ sonifications 
are showing the greatest inter-stimulus distance of all three 
groups, and therefore this sonfication solution would be 
preferred according to the criterion that these cells should 
produce sonifications that are perceptually different as 
possible. 
Figure 2: Stimulus Space resulting from the INDSCAL 
analysis of nine sonifications.  Line segments connect the 
three sets of points associated with each sonification 
approach, and symbol shapes indicate the cell type being 
sonified (as identified in the inset legend). 
As mentioned in the methods section of this paper, INDSCAL 
analysis also produces estimates of the differences in 
weighting that each listener places on the resulting 
dimensions.  This INDSCAL-derived ‘Subject Space’ is 
shown in Figure 3 for the group of five listeners who 
participated in this exploratory study.   Although the obtained 
dissimilarity-rating data requires different weights on the two 
dimensions of the group ‘Stimulus Space’ for each listener, 
the advantages of INDSCAL is that these differences make it 
possible to separate such individual differences from the 
group solution, which shows the common underlying 
configuration that fits best to all the data.  Note that three of 
the listeners put roughly equal weights upon the two 
‘Stimulus Space’ dimensions, indicated by vectors drawn at 
around 45o from the origin of the graph in Figure 3.  One 
listener put slightly more weight upon Dimension 2, while the 
remaining listener put more weight upon Dimension 1.  
Nonetheless, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that 
for the nine sonifications presented, the five listeners share a 
common underlying perceptual space that admits of two 
salient dimensions (although conjecture about the existence of 
a third underlying dimension might be tempting to consider, 
comparisons between just nine stimuli do not provide an 
adequate basis for supported such a conclusion, as explained 
in the Borg and Groenen [7] book). 
Figure 3: Subject Space resulting from the INDSCAL 
analysis of nine sonifications for five listeners. 
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Having concluded that the nine sonifications can be 
configured within a common perceptual space for the five 
listeners, it remains to be determined how those two salient 
dimensions might best be interpreted.  One answer to this 
question would be to find out whether INDSCAL-derived 
Stimulus Space coordinates could be related to ratings of 
those stimuli along identifiable auditory attribute scales 
anchored by the adjective pairs selected by the experimenter. 
Therefore, the attribute ratings made by those same five 
listeners, when presented with those nine stimuli individually 
on separate trials, were submitted as competing predictor 
variables in a stepwise regression analysis.  Although the 
correlations between sets of ratings could be fairly high, such 
as that between the smooth-rough and the tense-relaxed rating 
data, the stepwise regression analysis showed a single set of 
ratings as the best predictor for INDSCAL Dimension 2, and 
that was the set associated with the compact-scattered 
anchoring adjectives (with R2=0.66). After excluding the 
compact-scattered set from consideration for interpreting 
INDSCAL Dimension 1, no one of the four remaining 
predictors showed a particularly high correlation with the 
coordinates of the nine stimuli on Dimension 1.  However, 
when the smooth-rough and the tense-relaxed rating data were 
combined to form a new composite predictor, that new 
predictor accounted for a more of the variance in Dimension 1 
coordinates (with R2=0.45). 
Taken together, the results of the two tasks serve to show how 
big the differences were between nine sonifications, and also 
suggest how one might describe the nature of those 
differences.  The differences between the outputs of the three 
sonification techniques were best described as varying along a 
compact-scattered dimension (in the vertical direction of the 
graph).  Clear differences also existed in the configurations 
derived for the sonifications of the three cell types, which 
differences were associated primarily with variation in both 
the smooth-rough and the tense-relaxed ratings. 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results obtained in this exploratory study only scratch the 
surface of the problems that must be addressed in developing 
and evaluating sonifications in this domain of complex, 
multidimensional proteomic data generated by research 
studies in medical science.  Of the three types of 
sonifications presented, it seems that sonifications mapping 
from data to both timbral and spatial parameters provide 
more distinguishable results than mapping to either timbral or 
spatial alone, although these results must be regarded as quite 
preliminary.  Nonetheless, the results seem quite promising 
when compared to the results of typical attempts to visualize 
such data.  One such attempt utilizes multivariate analysis to 
reduce the complexity of the data to a more easily digestible 
form.  Of course, similar data reduction procedures can be 
used as a pre-processing step for sonification as well (see [8]). 
What most such analyses typically attempt to do is to 
capitalize upon redundancy in the data to find a lower-
dimensional perspective on the patterns of underlying 
variation. 
The fact that the 1815 variables are somewhat correlated 
with each other means that a good deal of the variance in the 
data is shared, and that shared variance might be represented 
by a projection of the cases onto a single axis or two through 
the 1815-dimensional space defined by the proteomic 
variables. The most common multivariate analytic technique 
that seeks out such a projection is Principal Component 
Analysis (aka PCA).  PCA effectively rotates the axes in a 
multivariate space to find the principal axis along which the 
variance in the dataset is maximized, taking advantage of the 
covariance between all the variables. The analysis also finds 
a second axis, orthogonal to the first, that accounts for the 
greatest proportion of the remaining variance (see [9]).  
Figure 4 shows the scores on the principal components 
resulting subspace projection for the nine cases that were 
examined in the current study.  While the simplicity of the 
graph in Figure 4 suggests that a simple difference might 
exist between the three groups of three items here, there is no 
way of learning from the graph what the meaning of the 
underlying components might be.  Nonetheless, the PCA 
does provide a potentially more satisfying look at what is 
going on in the data, even though this involves a somewhat 
unwieldy graphical analysis of the weights involved in 
constructing the linear combinations on which the scores 
shown in Figure 4 are based.   
Figure 4: Principal Component (PC) Scores resulting 
from the multivariate analysis of the proteomic data that 
featured 1815 variables observed over nine cases. 
Figure 5: Weights placed upon the 1815 variables that 
resulted from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of 
the proteomic data. 
The weights that were placed upon each of the 1815 
variables are illustrated in Figure 5.  It is difficult to imagine 
seeing a pattern here, but it is not so difficult to imagine 
hearing a change in the underlying pattern of sound ‘grains’ 
that might be generated through the spatiotemporal 
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distribution of those ‘grains’ in an appropriately constructed 
sonification of these data.  It is precisely the expectation that 
such patterns might be appreciated by ear more readily than 
by eye that motivated the current work. 
It is instructive to compare the current results with those of 
other developers of sonification systems that used similar 
granular synthesis techniques.  An example of early work 
using granular synthesis, and that also was notable in that it 
shared a similar psychometric testing perspective, was that 
of Smith, et al [10].  Their approach was to use a three-
alternative forced choice (3AFC) task to track a user’s ability 
to discriminate between ‘clouds’ of granules varying in 
frequency with controlled mean and standard deviation 
within two clouds being compared.  Thresholds for hearing a 
comparison cloud to be ‘higher’ than a reference cloud were 
measured in the presence of distracting frequency-dependent 
amplitude modulation resulting from granules closely 
adjacent in frequency. In presenting their seminal work, 
Smith, et al [10] identified the types of perceptual 
discrimination that might be studied as either detection, 
recognition, or discrimination.  The current work extends 
their psychometric testing approach to include global-
dissimilarity-based perceptual scaling with attribute scaling 
to aid in the interpretation of underlying dimensions.  The 
current results offer the advantage of determining which of a 
number of competing sonifications created for a small group 
of listeners the greatest overall perceptual differences 
between cases for which discrimination is desired (i.e., 
between cell types).  Furthermore, the magnitude of the 
perceptual differences so observed could be compared to the 
magnitude of the perceptual differences existing between the 
multiple outputs of the competing sonification techniques, 
since these both types of differences were scaled in a 
common multidimensional space. 
In a 1999 review paper, Barrass and Kramer [11] have 
provided a comprehensive survey of approaches for 
designing sonifications, and also have outlined ongoing 
concerns with the existing sonification practice.  Of 
particular relevance is their discussion regarding how 
knowledge about auditory perception can allow sonification 
designers to predict how listeners will be able to perceive (if 
not understand and interpret) variations in novel 
sonifications.  As in the current study, such knowledge can 
be derived for competing sets of sonifications, however, the 
point made by Barrass and Kramer [11] is well taken that the 
theoretical evaluation of new, untried designs requires more 
than psychoacoustic data.  This is because psychoacoustic 
theories do not involve issues of representation that are 
central in sonification, since listeners needs to hear the 
underlying data relations in the sounds, rather than just the 
auditory attributes that are modulated by them.  
Thus, the current work in evaluating ALS-related proteomic 
data sonifications must be regarded as work that is still in the 
early exploratory stage.  As the work enters into a second 
more confirmatory stage, it will become critically important 
to establish the means whereby progress and success can be 
ascertained.  Therefore, in a manner that was thoroughly 
discussed in Bonebright and Flowers’ [12] chapter in the 
Sonification Handbook on ‘Evaluation of Auditory Display’ 
the initial (and ongoing) evaluation of the current 
sonifications has been focused upon whether the auditory 
distinctions displayed in each of the three case studies are in 
fact as audible and intelligible as the sonification system 
developer has designed them to be.  The evaluation methods 
that were used in this regard are those borrowed from 
perceptual science, and include psychophysical testing for 
detection, discrimination, and identification of displayed 
auditory attributes.  In addition, the perceptual distinctions 
displayed in the sonifications presented in the current study, 
which were intended to distinguish differences that exist in 
the proteomic data, were assumed to grow larger in 
perceptual magnitude as differences in the data grew larger. 
This assumption was directly tested in the experiments 
reported here, in that known differences in the data 
(according to the medical science) were used to predict the 
heard differences reported by observers based strictly upon 
blind pairwise comparisons between sounds (i.e., the 
estimated perceptual differences/similarities formed by 
listeners blindly, on the basis of the auditory display alone).  
Other simple psychophysical tests involving pairwise 
discrimination in terms of identifiable attributes can certainly 
be considered, but have not been executed as yet. 
Beyond these more elementary psychological measurement 
techniques, future development of the sonification systems 
under test will employ a broad range of evaluation methods, 
which have been chosen to address the most important issues 
in sonification system usability.  In the final analysis, 
however, the completed sonification system must meet 
explicit acceptance criteria before its success is demonstrated. 
As outlined by Schneiderman and Plaisant [13], these criteria 
for evaluating system performance might include the 
following:  
• Time for users to learn specific functions
• Speed of task performance
• Rate of errors by users
• User retention of commands over time
• Subjective user satisfaction
In additional to the overall satisfaction with the displayed 
sonification that may be expressed by system users with 
domain knowledge, which satisfaction may diminish with 
time, a more objective evaluation is to be recommended.  It 
is not enough that users think that they can use a system 
effectively; rather, it is important to determine whether users 
can reliably make accurate judgments about the information 
being displayed as part of a typical use-case analysis.  Thus, 
otherwise satisfying sonifications, which are nonetheless 
finding no support from the results of double blind testing, 
will eventually be rejected.  Ultimately, it is hoped that such 
an approach will contribute to the formulation of a more 
general theory of sonification.  Empirical results such as 
these might allow a sonification theory to evolve through a 
somewhat natural ‘winnowing out’ of unsuccessful 
approaches, supporting a general approach to sonification 
with the potential to fill ‘ecological niches’ with truly 
winning applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
Sound is potentially an effective way of analysing data and 
it is possible to simultaneously interpret layers of sounds 
and identify changes. Multiple attempts to use sound with 
scientific data have been made, with varying levels of 
success. On many occasions this was done without 
including the end user during the development. In this study 
a sonified model of the 8 planets of our solar system was 
built and tested using an end user approach. The 
sonification was created for the Esplora Planetarium, which 
is currently being constructed in Malta. The data 
requirements were gathered from a member of the 
planetarium staff, and 12 end users, as well as the 
planetarium representative tested the sonification. The 
results suggest that listeners were able to discern various 
planetary characteristics without requiring any additional 
information. Three out of eight sound design parameters 
did not represent characteristics successfully. These issues 
have been identified and further development will be 
conducted in order to improve the model. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Sonification of Scientific Data has gradually become more 
established since 1985 [01]. The large amounts of data that 
make up the basis of cosmic research suggest that 
sonification may be a suitable tool for data analysis, where 
the technique has been used to an increasing extent. For 
members of the general public spectacular images of the 
planets and other space related phenomena could 
potentially be sonically enhanced to include additional data 
not easily conveyed through traditional imagery. These 
sonic signatures might not only increase the entertainment 
value, but also help educationally. It may also improve 
accessibility, by providing a richer experience for those 
who are visually impaired. Sonification acts like a sound 
effect in a film where it enhances or indicates the nature of 
a particular parameter. For example if taking a scene from a 
film where the sound of a steam engine is heard but is not 
represented visually on screen then the viewer still feels 
that there is a steam engine in that particular scene and can 
relate to it.  
1.1. Sonification and Planetariums 
Scientists, composers and sound artists have explored and 
implemented sonification in planetariums usually in the 
form of installations, exhibits or performances based on 
musical compositions. These sonifications offered an 
educational and entertainment value to the audiences. 
Through sonification, abstract concepts like planetary 
movements, can be made more tangible and 
comprehensible to the general public. Since many 
sonifications have been created as artistic pieces a certain 
degree of scepticism from scientists has made them wary of 
using sonification as a scientific tool. Barrass [2] refers to 
the conflict between the more traditional scientific view 
with relation to data analysis and the new view, which 
embraces the advantages of the human auditory system and 
its cultural significance. There is a fine line between 
sonification as a means of scientific exploration and merely 
being perceived as a popular mass media marketing tool.   
       Out of the 58 examples of sonification that have been 
mentioned by Dubus and Bresin [3] the majority of these 
are related to scientific applications. In this list of examples 
it is interesting to note that only three sonifications related 
to astronomical sciences are mentioned. When compared to 
other areas of scientific study sonification ranks as one of 
the poorer fields of science. Considering the large amounts 
of data involved in astrophysics the use of sonification in 
this field can be explored in more detail. The difficulty 
arises when trying to find the right balance between artistic 
input and sonifications that are usable in scientific data 
analysis. It is for this reason that an end user approach was 
adopted for this study.	 
1.2. Sonification 
The multidimensional and multidirectional nature of 
hearing, or the spherical nature of sound as described by 
Sterne [4], allows for a number of characteristics of 
sonified data to be recognised. By listening to data it is 
possible to perceive patterns and structures that may not be 
apparent using visual methods. Certain sounds can be 
relegated to the background and given lower priority 
allowing the user to carry out other tasks while listening. 
There is also the ability to filter out certain sounds in order 
to be able to focus on specific sounds within a dataset [5]. 
By intentionally not discerning individual sounds, complex 
sounds can be perceived as a whole allowing the listener to 
hear multiple audio streams in parallel. Sensitivity to high 
temporal and high frequency resolution makes us distinctly 
sensitive to rhythm and pitch allowing listeners to 
distinguish minute changes in details and enables the use of 
complex datasets. From slight changes in sound, users can 
detect a variation in data through which the listener can 
convey the parameters affected. Apart from being able to 
handle other tasks while listening to data, there is also the 
advantage that it is possible to listen to data without having 
to look at a screen or to even be seated in front it which is 
ideal for distance monitoring [6]. Hermann and Hunt [7] 
mention how humans are capable of identifying sound 
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sources, spoken words and melodies under noisy 
conditions. Sound can be a tool for navigation in a fixed 
image as it portrays movement and offers spatiality. Time 
dimension is also well supported by sound mapping. Sound 
can be a potent means of allowing users to create mental 
image associations and this in turn strengthens memory [8]. 
It is also advantageous from the point of view of data 
storage where a single channel of uncompressed 640 x 480 
video equals 200 channels of CD quality audio [9].  	
1.3. Hearing in relation to Sonification 
Considering the sophistication of human hearing, sound can 
potentially be utilised effectively in the process of data 
analysis. Sound parameters can be attributed to data in 
order to represent various characteristics. In Table 1 basic 
elements of hearing as described by Levitin [10], are 
compared to sonification mappings that were used in a 
number of sonification projects that have been listed and 
categorised by Dubus and Bresin, [3]. It is worth noting that 
the sonification mappings can vary accordingly and are not 
necessarily arbitrary, and it is often the sound designer who 
designates the various parameters according to need. Dubus 
and Bresin have managed to show that the majority of 
projects used certain mappings related to specific 
parameters consistently. 
      The above mentioned sonification mapping parameters 
have been used in the sonification process of cosmic data, 
such as the sonification of Kepler space telescope star data 
[11] where the brightness values of certain stars were
observed over long periods of time. Fluctuations in the
brightness values indicated that planets were passing
between the Kepler telescope and the star that was being
observed. In order to sonify the data the software
‘Sonification Sandbox’ was used. ‘Sandbox’ is multi-
purpose software used for sonifying data. It allows users to
map data to multiple auditory parameters such as timbre,
pitch, volume and pan.
Table 1: - The relationship between hearing and sonification 
mapping possibilities 
Parameter Sonification Mapping 
Loudness Proximity, size, importance, energy 
Pitch Location, size, orientation, velocity, motion, size, distinction 
Contour This would represent the overall sonification 
Rhythm Intensity, density, speed 
Tempo Velocity, event rate 
Timbre Proximity, intensity, importance 
Reverberation Motion, location, proximity, spatialization 
Sources:  Levitin, [10] and Dubus & Bresin, [3] 
      One of the most commonly used techniques of 
sonification in Astronomy is Audification. NASA has 
published numerous examples of audification, such as those 
from waves captured by the Cassini spacecraft as it travelled 
through our solar system. There are various examples of 
different solar system phenomena like solar winds, sounds 
from Jupiter, Saturn, the moons of Titan, Encaledus, the 
rings of Saturn and the Voyager 1 recordings from outside 
the heliosphere of our solar system (The heliosphere is the 
sun’s magnetic field inflated to gargantuan proportions by 
solar winds [12]). These radio waves have been transposed 
by software platforms such as xSonify and brought into the 
human range of hearing [13]. Data like these can be 
immediately transposed in pitch. For example, readings 
from Jupiter of radio-astronomy data led to the discovery of 
whistlers, hiss and chorus.   
1.4. Sonification of Astronomical Phenomena 
Dubus and Bresin [3] describe how scientists are becoming 
more accustomed to using sonification as an analysis tool 
and that the community of researchers using this new tool 
has grown substantially. Out of the few sonifications made 
for space physicists none have been designed and tested 
with the end user [14]. This results in the sonifications 
being inadequate for the task of data representation and end 
up not being used. Dubus and Bresin [3] make reference to 
comments by Scaletti [15] where she states that sound 
attributed to data can only be called sonification once it has 
been done with the intent of understanding or 
communicating something about the original information.    
      The use of sonification in discerning space data is 
growing but not a new field. Donald Gurnett has been 
sonifying data from spacecraft for decades [16]. It was 
believed that space was a vacuum and therefore sound was 
unable to travel through it [17] but it has now been 
discovered that space is not a total vacuum and that stuff 
does exist between the stars at very low densities and 
pressures which makes the sound waves inaudible, but sound 
waves can actually travel through space [18]. This argument 
is further supported by Professor Carolin Crawford [19] and 
in a presentation entitled ‘The Sounds of the Universe’ she 
states that, “sound can be used as a diagnostic of cosmic 
phenomena, indirectly tracing the behaviour of 
astronomical objects: - whether the presence of lightning on 
Jupiter, or the physical structure inside distant stars.”  
      Crawford [19] argues that sound is an effective means 
of illustrating certain aspects of astronomy, in particular 
radio signals. She also referred to the capability of sound to 
transfer significant amounts of energy across vast volumes 
of space. During this presentation Professor Crawford plays 
numerous examples of “sounds from space” but emphasizes 
the fact that hardly any of the sounds played during her 
lecture are the actual sounds recorded from space. Some of 
the sounds never existed. They are conversions of natural 
radio signals, which are part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, into sound. For example, a recording of radio 
transmissions from the sun have to be speeded up 42,000 
times from 0.1 Hz to 4.2 KHz in order for them to become 
audible.  
     One aspect of space science that has grown popular 
recently is that of planet hunting. There are a myriad of 
exoplanetary systems where thousands of planets are being 
found, over 5000 found to date and 1800 confirmed as 
planets [20], [21]. The model of the solar system alone is 
already a rich and vast playground of possibilities and 
overwhelming amounts of data. In order to plough through 
this vast sea of information an efficient and effective means 
of data analysis has to be utilised. The use of sound could 
not only facilitate this process and reduce the amount of 
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time needed to make these analyses, but also allows the 
listener to create mental images [8] and transport users onto 
for example, planetary surfaces, nebulae clouds and black 
holes.  
      By building an effective sonification of the solar system 
it can act as a prototype for building sonifications for 
exosolar planetary systems. The Planetarium model not 
only works as an educational tool for people who are not 
familiar with astronomy but it also acts as an indication that 
if people who are not familiar with the space sciences can 
discern what the sonification parameters represent then this 
would mean that a sonification designed for astro scientists 
using an end user approach may have more positive results.  
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants 
In order to design the sonification of the planets the user, in 
this case a planetarium representative, was involved in the 
data gathering process. An interview was conducted with a 
trained scientist and teacher.  
      For the testing of the sonification 11 people from the 
general public were interviewed, together with the 
representative from the planetarium. For the experiment 9 
males and 3 females participated in the experiment with 
ages ranging from 24 to 56. 
2.2. Materials 
The data gathering interview was part multiple choice and 
part interview, where further questions were asked about 
the parameters addressed through multiple choice. Audio 
recordings were made of the interview to be later 
transcribed. 
      The testing of the sonified model took place at various 
locations, as no central meeting place could be found, and 
to better accommodate the participants’ different schedules. 
The participants were sat down amidst four speakers, two in 
front and two behind their heads, at close proximity. The 
choice of four speakers was determined by the fact that the 
planetarium would be using 5.1 surround system where 
surround sound would only be working on a flat plain with 
no up and down movement. Volume levels were kept 
within a safe range below 85dBA SPL (Peak) and were 
controlled by the sound designer. The sound designer 
triggered and manipulated sound live from a DAW using a 
MIDI controller. The participants were given a 
questionnaire; the first 4 sections were multiple-choice 
questions on which the respondents marked their choices, 
whereas the fifth section contained open-ended interview 
style questions, which were audio recorded and transcribed.   
2.3. Design 
Questions for the data-gathering interview were based on 
information found on a planetary fact sheet by NASA [22].  
The resultant sonified model would be a sonic 
representation of 8 planets and their orbital revolutions 
around the listener who would be situated in the position of 
the Sun.  
      Other questions were also added to the interview. 
Physical properties such as rock, gas, ice, liquid, metal and 
fire were included. These elements would be used in order 
to distinguish between one planet and another. The model 
would be represented on a 4 channel surround system 
working on a flat plane configuration (no up and down 
movements) and would be working as an audio visual 
presentation.  
      Questions that related to the mechanics of the model 
were also included. The model could be speeded up or 
slowed down so that planets that revolve around the sun 
either at very slow or at fast speeds could be regulated. 
There was also the idea of being able to ‘zoom in and zoom 
out’ to a specific planet. This would mean that the planet 
would be brought closer to the listener by turning up the 
volume and making the timbre much brighter to replicate 
the impression that closer objects are louder and clearer 
than further objects. MaasØ [23] describes this 
phenomenon in relation to the human voice and its relation 
to the three acoustic characteristics related to distance i.e. 
volume, timbre and reverberation. He referred to how 
listening is more precise on a horizontal level but less 
accurate at estimating distance. Listeners have difficulties 
distinguishing whether a sound is coming from 7 or 8 feet 
away but it can easily distinguish between sounds that are 9 
inches or 9 feet away. By adjusting the three acoustic 
characteristics mentioned it is possible to suggest a sense of 
distance.  
2.4. Procedure 
In Section 1 the planetarium representative was asked to 
grade the importance of each parameter. The grading was 
based on a five-point scale running from not important (1) 
through to very important (5).  Parameters that were graded 
1 or 2 were left out of the model. These parameters were 
Orbital eccentricity, planet surface pressure, the global 
magnetic field of a planet, perihelion and aphelion and 
rings of a planet. An exception was made in relation to 
Saturn’s rings that are the planets most distinct 
characteristic. Planetary rings had not qualified as an 
inclusive parameter. Section 2 clarified which of the 
parameters graded at score 3 were actually important to the 
planetarium since the questions delved into more detail. 
Parameters that scored 4 or 5 were to be included. Some of 
the parameters that were given importance for the model 
were not direct parameters that could be sonically 
represented that easily. For example, diameter could not be 
directly represented as a sonification parameter. It would 
have to be represented as the size of the planet in the sound 
design through pitch. A total of 17 questions out of the 19 
attributes mentioned in the NASA planetary fact sheet were 
included in this section. Five parameters were excluded 
from the final model and 12 parameters were included.  
        In the case of the testing of the model participants had 
to answer a number of multiple choice questions which 
were designed in order to identify whether users were able 
to discern what the sonification was representing and to 
grade accordingly. They were not told which planets they 
would be listening to. In Section 1 part i participants were 
asked about the planet Mercury, Section 1 part ii Venus, 
Section 2 Earth and Mars combined and Section 3 Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune combined.  
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2.5. Development of Model 
2.5.1. Parameter Mapping 
Pitch was used to reflect the size of the planets. The scale 
ran between the notes C4 for Mercury (the smallest planet) 
and C2 Jupiter (the largest planet) the other planets were 
designated as follows: - Venus B3, Earth G3, Mars A3, 
Saturn D2, Uranus E2 and Neptune F2.  
      Sound design elements were used to represent 
atmospheric conditions, temperatures, air pressure, climate 
conditions etc. of each planet [24] [25]. Virtual synthesizers 
were used to create the sounds in the sound design process, 
which gave more flexibility than samples.  
      Each planet was also assigned with a low pass filter on 
each channel of the DAW that could be controlled 
manually during the experiment by using a MIDI controller 
allowing parameters such as cut off on the low pass filter to 
be altered live. This allowed the timbre to be manipulated 
during testing. Volume control was also controlled 
manually. The reason for not automating these parameters 
was so that the sound designer could create the zoom effect 
during the experiment. 
      Rhythm was linked to pulses representing the radio 
waves that are emitted by the planets. Tempo was related to 
the ability to speed up and slow down the model. This was 
not given importance by the representative of the 
planetarium. By speeding or slowing down the tempo one 
can hear faster planets more clearly and understand their 
orbits with more appreciation. A case in point is Mercury 
which only takes 88 days to orbit the Sun. On the other 
hand, at normal speed the very slow planets such as 
Neptune only get to revolve once around the surround 
sound system and therefore had to be speeded up so that the 
listener could hear the orbit of Neptune a couple of times 
around the sun. It takes Neptune approximately 165 years 
to orbit the sun once [24]. A visual model working on the 
same principle can be found at solarsystemscope.com [26].  
      A scale was created in order to represent the different 
speeds and celestial movements of the planets’ orbits. 
When one observes various visual representations of the 
solar system it becomes evident that these representations 
are not according to scale. The number of orbits for each 
planet was worked out over 3 minutes running at a tempo 
of 5.33 seconds in a measure. Within the 3 minutes all 8 
planets of the solar system would have at least looped 
around the sun once. Neptune the furthest of the planets 
only makes one revolution within this scale but this 
represents how slow Neptune actually is. In 2011 the planet 
completed one orbit since the date of its discovery [27]. 
Table 2 indicates how much time it takes each planet in 
order to make one revolution around the sun, and how these 
data have been sonified. 
Table 2:  Temporal Scale of planetary orbits [28] 
Planet Sonified time in minutes 
Actual orbits in 
Earth days/ months/ 
years 
Mercury 0.075 88 days 
Venus 0.10 224.7 days 
Earth 0.15 365 days 
Mars 0.22 1 Year 11 months 
Jupiter 0.43 11.9 Years 
Saturn 1.05 29.7 Years 
Uranus 1.53 84.3 Years 
Neptune 2.55 164.8 Years 
The orbit was replicated by a surround panner which sent 
the sound through four outputs of a soundcard and was 
transmitted through a quadraphonic configuration. Every 
planet was automated so that it would move through the 
surround in accordance to the planet’s speed. 
The actual sonifications of each planet and of the solar 
system can be heard [29]: -  
3. RESULTS
3.1.  Results from the Data Gathering Interview 
The parameters density, diameter of the planet, gravity, 
length of day of a planet, orbital period, mean temperature 
of the planet’s surface and orbital velocity were given most 
importance by the planetarium representative (PR). 
      The parameters Mass of a planetary body, Distance 
from the Sun, Ability to zoom in and out on a planet, 
Atmospheric Characteristics were given less importance by 
PR but would still be included in the model. 
Orbital eccentricity, planetary surface pressure, ring 
system, global magnetic field and Perihelion and Aphelion 
were to be excluded from the model.  
      There were 20 questions in section 2 and the replies 
were related to Timbre: - Closer planets are clearer than 
more distant ones (proximity), Rhythm/ Duration: - 
Would represent the radio wave pulse emissions from 
planets, Tempo: - Variable speed of the planetary 
movements by altering the BPM in the DAW, Pitch: - 
Smaller planets are higher in pitch than larger planets, 
Loudness: - Closer planets are louder than more distant 
ones (proximity), Reverberation: - Would represent 
distance.  
3.2. Results from Testing the Sonification Model 
3.2.1. Interpretation of the characteristics of Mercury 
The first planet that the participants were asked to discern 
was information about the planet Mercury. The sonification 
of this planet was quite successful and participants were 
able to discern many of the planets characteristics. It is 
important to note that the listeners had no prior reference or 
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baseline to which they could associate to or compare and 
they were not told which planet or planets they would be 
listening to throughout the experiment. Considering this 
factor participants were still able to discern the planets size, 
gravitational influence and atmosphere successfully. The 
planet was deemed by P2, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8 as being of 
an average size and not a large one. P2, P6, P7, P8 and P9 
discerned the gravitational pull as being of average 
strength. Almost all the participants except for P2 were able 
to discern Mercury’s Magneto Sphere as one the planets 
main attributes and participants P1, P5, P6, P9, P10 and 
P11 were able to determine a lack of atmosphere or 
atmospheric conditions which is a precise discernment 
considering that Mercury does not have an atmosphere but 
instead has something called an exosphere made up of 
atoms which are blasted off its surface by solar radiation 
[27].  
3.2.2. Interpretation of the characteristics of Venus 
Venus was poorly represented sonically as a planet and 
listeners were not able to discern that many characteristics 
successfully. The only parameters that the participants were 
able to discern correctly was the strength of Venus’s 
gravitational pull. P1, P2, P3, P4, P9 and P11 could also 
successfully discern that Venus was a larger planet than 
Mercury and that Venus is close to the sun (P3, P4, P5, P6, 
P9, P10, and P11). Participants scored poorly with regards 
to the planets type were Venus was designated as an Icy 
planet of cold temperatures and of mild atmospheric 
conditions (P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P11 and PR). The 
sound design for a fiery planet like Venus was suggested by 
PR and was described as a ‘chime-like popping’ sound. It 
was probably the metallic properties of the sound that gave 
the impression of Venus being a cold icy planet. PR had 
also felt that the planet was of an average temperature like 
many of the other participants. This gives a further 
indication that the sound design for this planet is ineffective 
and has to be revised.  
3.2.3. Interpretation of the characteristics of Earth & 
Mars 
The overall discernment between the two planets of Earth 
and Mars was fairly successful although there were slight 
problems with the sound design of Mars that had a negative 
effect on the results with regards to parameters concerning 
the planets’ size. Participants P1, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10 and 
PR could successfully determine that both planets were 
close to each other and that there were slight differences in 
size between the two planets (P4, P6, P7 and P9). The only 
problem was that participants P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9 
and P11 mistakenly deemed Mars as being bigger than the 
Earth. With regards to characteristics P1, P4, P5, P6, P7, P9 
and PR were able to determine that Earth had rocky and 
liquid characteristics but were unable to successfully 
discern Mars as being a Rocky planet except for PR who 
was the only candidate to designate Mars as being a rocky 
planet. The sound design of Mars gave the impression of 
being a larger and colder planet with ice qualities due to the 
horn like qualities that were used for the sound design. The 
metallic quality of the sound gave the impression of 
coldness and the depth of the sound gave the wrong 
impression of largeness. The sound design for the planet 
Mars would have to be revised.  
3.2.4. Interpretation of the characteristics of Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus & Neptune 
In this section participants were asked to listen to the four 
planets of Jupiter, Saturn Uranus and Neptune 
simultaneously. The planets were introduced to the listeners 
one by one and then left to play at the same time for 
approximately three minutes. The results of this section 
were quite successful. This part of the listening experiment 
clearly indicated that P1, P2, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11 and 
PR were able to hear different characteristics 
simultaneously and to be able to discern differences 
between the planets and recognize various characteristics 
from each planet. P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P10 and P11 
found the experience of listening to four planets at the same 
time to be immersive. P2, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11 and PR 
were able to distinguish the orbits of each planet clearly.
Table 3 indicates the answers that participants gave for 
questions 4, 5 and 6 where for example in question 4 
participants were asked to indicate how many planets they 
thoughts were either rock, ice, liquid, gas or fiery by 
writing down a number which would range from 1 to 4. In 
Question 5 the listeners had to distinguish how many 
planets’ were small, medium or large in size and in 
question 6 the participants had to work out the orbit speeds 
of the four planets by stating how many planets were 
orbiting at a fast, average or slow rate.  
Table 3:  Question 4 -6 Reported instances of parameters 
when comparing four planets 
Parameter P
1 P2
 
P3
 
P4
 
P5
 
P6
 
P7
 
P8
 
P9
 
P1
0 
P1
1 
PR
 
4 
Rock 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Ice 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Liquid 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Gas 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Fire 1 1 1 1 1 2 
5 
Small 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
Medium 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
Large 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 
6 
Fast 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Average 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
Slow 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 
3.2.5. General interpretation of all eight planets playing 
simultaneously 
In this last part of the listening experiment the participants 
were asked to listen to all eight planets at the same time. 
The sound of each planet was triggered at the same time 
and was left to play for approximately three and a half 
minutes. In this section participants were asked more 
general questions related to main aesthetics. P2, P3, P4, P5, 
P8, P10, P11 and PR found that the soundscape was 
immersive and P1, P6 and P9 found that the sonification 
had a musical quality to it. P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P9, P11 and 
PR found it to be harmonious and P2 and P8 found it 
familiar. There was only one participant, P7 that found the 
soundscape to be confusing. The listeners were then asked 
to determine whether or not they could follow differences 
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in orbit speeds, planet size, proximity and climate. Table 4 
indicates the scores for these parameters. From the table the 
parameter climate is the least one that listeners were able to 
distinguish due to all the different sounds that were 
happening at once. Proximity was the characteristic mostly 
discerned by the listeners where they were able to perceive 
planets that were closer and others that were further away. 
Finally the participants were asked to classify the quality of 
the sound design ranging from poor to good. Most of the 
participants found the sound design to be good. P7 and P10 
found it to be fair while P9 graded it as not bad.  
Table 4:  Parameters that listeners were able to distinguish 
clearly 
Parameter P
1 P2
 
P3
 
P4
 
P5
 
P6
 
P7
 
P8
 
P9
 
P1
0 
P1
1 
PR
 
Orbit . . . . . . . 
Size . . . . . . . 
Speed . . . . . . . . . 
Proximity . . . . . . . . . . 
Climate . . . . . 
3.2.6. The Interview 
In question 1 participants were asked the reason for the 
rating they had given the model in section 4. The 
participants generally commented that they found the 
model to be immersive, it gave a good idea of spatiality, 
that the sounds of the planets were distinct but at the same 
time there was a balance between them, and that the sounds 
evoked images of planets and planetary landscapes.  
      In the second question the participants were asked to 
elaborate upon what they liked about the model. In general 
participants liked the distinction between the planets, and 
the amount and quality of the detail that were portrayed by 
the sounds. PR was impressed by the way that proximity 
was presented and how through immersion one felt that 
something was coming closer or moving away. 
      In question 3 participants were asked what they disliked 
about the model. There were certain resonances from one 
particular planet that did disturb some of the participants, 
P6 and P7 were particularly bothered by this. PR said that 
there were times when it got confusing. Rather than being 
an element of dislike it was more a matter of losing focus 
and not being able to discern the detail anymore.  
      Question four asked the participants how they would 
create their own sound design of the solar system. Many of 
the participants felt that they were unable to answer this 
question due to a lack of knowledge regarding the subject 
of sound design. Other participants such as P3, P4, P6, P7, 
P10 and P11 picked up on points relating to using the size 
and representing the dimensionality by using pitch or using 
smaller sounds for smaller planets and larger sounds for 
larger planets. PR replied the following:   
“… I think you got it quite right according to my ideas 
and tastes...” 
      Question 5 asked participants whether they thought the 
sound design was an effective tool for representing data and 
question 6 asked whether sound design could enhance 
visual presentation of planets and whether the participants 
would use sound to represent the planets. All the 
participants including the PR agreed that sonification was 
an effective tool for representing data in one way or another 
and all felt that that sound would enhance the visual 
experience.  
      Only P10 disagreed that sound could be used as a 
scientific tool due to its subjective nature. P10 did agree 
that sound enhances the visual and could be used 
effectively to that extent. P8 and P11 felt that sonification 
helps to make scientific data accessible to the layman. This 
was a valid point especially when considered in the case of 
a planetarium where the users will not necessarily be 
knowledgeable about the planets. P3 made an interesting 
comment by stating that sound is a language that can be 
taught. Once sound has semantic value then discernment of 
data can be comprehended more easily by the listener and 
can be relayed to other listeners more effectively. P5, P9, 
P10 and PR found that sound acts as an effective memory 
tag and would also enhance visual memory much more. 
The general feeling was that sonification creates immersion 
that allows the listener to be drawn into the data and to 
share a more intuitive response to it.  
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. The Subjectivity of Sound 
In reference to Hegarty [30] where an isolated sound is 
important to guide the listener. If the listener is unable to 
create the suitable mental image through the sonification 
then it is ineffective.  
      Should sonification follow strict parameters where 
certain sounds always represent certain characteristics? 
This reminds us of Hermann’s [31] comments that there 
were no specific guidelines determining how sonification is 
made. This remains to be a question of ‘for and against’ in 
the auditory display community. Let us take for example 
the high pitched and timbre sounds that seemed to evoke 
feelings of coldness in the participants of this experiment. 
There is an apparent trend in relation to sounds of this 
nature and the images they evoke in the listener. If further 
testing does indicate that the majority of participant’s 
related high frequency sounds to a feeling of coldness, then 
this could become a standardised representation of this 
sensation. This makes the sonification reproducible, that the 
system can be used with different data and in repetition 
with the same data Hermann [31].  
      Although sound is subjective and everyone experiences 
it in their own way, there are common elements that work 
collectively [32]. There are various examples from the 
results that show common elements that the participants 
were able to discern. Idhe [33] emphasizes that the listener 
should be aware that one’s beliefs will determine ones 
perspective of the sound and that the listener should listen 
to the sound itself. The beginning of the test might have 
induced a form of listening that searched for association 
since the null existence of one automatically caused the 
listeners to create an internal marking scale that they could 
relate to in order to be able to perceive the first planets that 
they listened to. As the test proceeded participants became 
more confident in their listening abilities. P10 had stated 
that the subjectivity of sound would not allow it to be an 
efficient scientific tool, but sound is measurable and it is 
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mathematical making it an efficient tool for representing 
numerical data.  
4.2. Human Hearing vs. Parameter Mapping 
Sonification  
The parameters of hearing given by Levitin [10] and the 
sonification parameters mentioned by Dubus and Bresin [3] 
in relation to hearing are loudness, pitch, contour, rhythm, 
tempo, timbre and reverberation and the sonification 
mappings in relation to these parameters are compared.  
      Participants could discern particular parameters because 
these sounds were mapped in accordance with the way in 
which human hearing works. In the case of proximity 
participants scored high. When the planets were played 
individually they were brought closer or taken further away 
from the listener by reducing the timbre and amplitude.  
      In the case of rhythm, listeners were able to relate to the 
orbits of the planets and to distinguish between the different 
speeds that the different orbits were moving at in 
comparison to each other rather than in comparison to the 
sun. Elements of reverberation were not emphasized in the 
testing and participants were not asked about it in the 
questionnaire.  
      Contour would be related to the participant’s ability to 
hear the model as a whole. Eight participants, including the 
planetarium representative, heard the model as harmonious 
and two others heard it to be familiar. These participants 
were able to hear the overall impression created by the 
sound of all eight planets playing and to take it in as one 
whole composition.  
      Pitch was calculated by participants in relation to each 
other. This meant that one planet always had to act as the 
baseline for the others to be compared to. When planets 
were played individually it was difficult to guess the size, 
especially in the case of the very first planet where there 
was nothing to compare it to.  
      Regarding the human hearing vs. parameter mapping of 
sonification when considering the positive results from the 
test and especially since the participants had no visual aid, 
guidance or even a comparative baseline then it can be 
concluded that the parameter mapping was successful.   
4.3. The End User Approach 
In this research and in research carried out by Diaz Merced 
et al. [14] no sonifications have been found that have been 
tested with the end user in the field of Space sciences. Diaz 
Merced et al. [14] have been designing the sonification 
software xSonify over the years and the final improvements 
made to the program have been made by involving the end 
user in the process.  
      There is one common aim in both studies that is clearly 
defined in the Diaz Merced et al. [14] report. The 
sonification must act as a common platform where blind 
and sighted people can be aware of the same events through 
the sonification and will be able to share the similar 
knowledge of what they have achieved through the 
sonification process.  
      One difference noted between the studies is that in the 
Merced et al. [14] report there is no mention of any spatial 
representation of the sonified data. Only volume, pitch and 
timbre have been mentioned as the parameters within which 
the sonification is made. The planetarium model gave 
importance to the spatial element. The spatial element helps 
to create immersion as was seen in the experiment carried 
out by Turner et al. [34] where a sense of a place was 
simulated in another place successfully. This is the level of 
immersion that can be achieved by using a surround 
configuration and also allows parameters to be mapped out 
more easily. For space data exploration this could be 
essential as multiple layers of data can be distributed in 
ways that make the data easier to listen to. Sterne [4] states 
that hearing immerses its subjects, it also places the listener 
inside an event and vision gives perspective. 
5. CONCLUSION
It is interesting to note that this listening experiment was 
conducted on an audience of non-scientific people whose 
knowledge of astronomy is limited and yet they were able 
to discern a lot of detail from the model. The people were 
not involved in the sound design process itself. It is also not 
known how much knowledge the participants actually had 
with regards to the solar system. The planetary 
representative was able to determine characteristics more 
precisely because he was more knowledgeable about the 
subject and because he was involved in the sound design 
process too. If the lay person was able to determine so 
many details of the sound design without any prior 
guidance or knowledge of what they were listening to then 
this reflects that sonification is an effective means of 
representing data. With a couple of adjustments that would 
have to be made in order to address the problems with 
certain aspects of the sound design with regards to Venus 
and Mars then the Solar System model could then act as a 
comparative model for exosolar planetary systems. This is 
the same approach that is usually employed by scientists by 
comparing exosolar systems to our solar system in order to 
determine how these planetary systems work. If the 
sonification of a planetary system could be conducted with 
Astro scientists as the end user and where the sonification is 
specifically designed and mapped out according to their 
needs then they may be able to determine much more from 
such a sonification model and to be able to use it efficiently 
as a scientific tool. If the sonification is used with a visual 
component then the effectiveness of any solar planetary 
model will be enhanced. 
As future work there are improvements that need to be 
made with regards to the sound design of certain planets. 
Once the sound design has been arranged testing can start 
again and a fresh batch of participants can be chosen in 
order to widen the sample to see what works and what does 
not and a more consistent sonified model of the solar 
system can be built and can also find use outside the 
planetarium market. The model of the solar system can act 
as a guideline or basis so that further sonifications for exo-
solar planetary systems can be built and can also be used as 
a comparative model against exo-solar systems. The work 
on exo-solar planetary systems will be aimed at Astro 
scientists that work in the field of exo-solar planetary 
science. The sonification can be used as a scientific tool 
which the scientists can use in order to analyse large 
portions of data and to find similar patterns or differences 
between the different systems.  
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ABSTRACT
The following paper introduces a new Layer Based Amplitude
Panning algorithm and supporting D4 library of rapid prototyping
tools for the 3D time-based data representation using sound. The
algorithm is designed to scale and support a broad array of configu-
rations, with particular focus on High Density Loudspeaker Arrays
(HDLAs). The supporting rapid prototyping tools are designed
to leverage oculocentric strategies to importing, editing, and ren-
dering data, offering an array of innovative approaches to spatial
data editing and representation through the use of sound in HDLA
scenarios. The ensuing D4 ecosystem aims to address the short-
comings of existing approaches to spatial aural representation of
data, offers unique opportunities for furthering research in the spa-
tial data audification and sonification, as well as transportable and
scalable spatial media creation and production.
1. INTRODUCTION
In todays rich data driven society strategies for optimal data expe-
rience and comprehension are more important than ever. Humans
are biologically predisposed to experiencing rich environmental
data multimodally [1], warranting research into individual modali-
ties’ potential in promoting data comprehension and interpretation
delivered through technology. Such research serves as the founda-
tion for their combined utilization to broaden cognitive bandwidth
and clarity [2]. In this respect, visual data exploration or visual-
ization has arguably seen greatest progress. This may be in part
because of human predisposition to visual stimuli, as well as be-
cause visualizations have had a rich history [3] that both predates
and inspires todays technology-centric approaches.
Audification and sonification [4] are relatively new but
nonetheless thriving research areas. In particular, they offer a di-
verse array of complementing and competing approaches to spatial
aural representation of data. With auditory spatial awareness cov-
ering practically all directions [5], it is a dimension that exceeds
the perceivable spatial range of the visual domain. Apart from the
simple amplitude panning [6], audio spatialization approaches in-
clude Ambisonics [7], Binaural [8], Depth Based Amplitude Pan-
ning (DBAP) [9], Vector Based Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [10],
and Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) [11]. The following paper fo-
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
cuses primarily on spatialization strategies that are reproducible in
physical environments and offer physical affordances with mini-
mal amount of idiosyncrasies, such as the vantage point, without
requiring additional technological support, e.g. a motion track-
ing system. For this reason, due to its specific context that does
not meet the aforesaid criteria the paper excludes the Binaural ap-
proach from the discussion below.
2. CATALYST
This project was inspired primarily by the newfound space whose
hybrid HDLA implementation exposed new audio spatialization
research opportunities and challenges. Virginia Tech Institute for
Creativity, Arts, and Technology’s (ICAT) Cube is an innovative
space with a hybrid audio infrastructure capable of supporting all
of the aforesaid approaches to spatializing sound, with particular
focus on WFS, Ambisonics, and VBAP (Fig.1). It is a 50x40x32-
foot (WxLxH) blackbox space with catwalks and mesh ceiling
whose audio infrastructure is centered around the idea of discov-
ery and experimentation, including audification and sonification.
ICAT’s Cube offers a unique hybrid 148-channel audio system de-
signed in collaboration with ARUP Acoustics inc. In order to ac-
commodate the various spatialization algorithms, it consists of a
124.4 homogeneous loudspeaker array offering several horizon-
tal layers of varying density: a high density ear-level equidistant
64-channel array and additional three loudspeaker layers with 20
channels each, including a 20-channel ceiling raster. The 124-
channel system is complemented by 4 symmetrically positioned
subs centered on each side of the first level catwalk. The system
also offers an additional 17-inch sub focusing primarily on sub-
50Hz frequencies. It can be further complemented by 10 mobile
floor-level loudspeakers. Cube also offers nine ceiling-mounted
ultrasonic audio spotlights, including four mounted onto a motor-
ized, remotely-controlled arm.
In a space designed for transdisciplinary research that needs
to be capable of near seamlessly transitioning from one spatial-
ization technique to another and/or concurrently employing multi-
ple approaches, such an implementation is not without a compro-
mise. Cube’s WFS relies on a proprietary Sonic Emotion Wave
1 system [12] that enables its implementation using sparser loud-
speaker configuration. Ambisonics require careful calibration due
to cuboid shape of the loudspeaker configuration [10]. Finally,
VBAP due to algorithm’s inability to handle irregular densities,
particularly the ear-level layer, utilizes only select ear-level and
ceiling loudspeakers, therefore relying more on the virtual sound
positioning than what a localized amplitude panning system may
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Figure 1: Virginia Tech ICAT Cube.
ostensibly require (Fig.3). Furthermore, each of the aforesaid con-
figurations provides limited transportability among various spaces,
including 900 square foot ICAT Perform Studio’s 2-layer 24.4
Genelec system, and the the Digital Interactive Sound & Inter-
media Studio (DISIS) classroom offering 8.2 single-layer Gen-
elec system. Apart from the WFS plane wave [11] and VBAP’s
source spread (a.k.a. MDAP) [13] that manifests itself in a form
of a regular circle-like shape around the source’s center, none of
the spatialization approaches offer an easy and controlled way of
projecting sounds through multiple physical sources, particularly
when it comes to irregular shapes. Likewise, none of the currently
available technologies provide the aforesaid features in a way that
can easily scale among varying loudspeaker configurations while
utilizing all of the available physical sources and their superior lo-
calization over that of virtual ones [14].
Based on the observations attained through the newfound Vir-
ginia Tech signature audio research space, several inconsistencies
have emerged that limit broader applicability of the preexisting
approaches to audio spatialization with particular focus on audifi-
cation and sonification scenarios (listed in no particular order):
1. Support for irregular High Density Loudspeaker Arrays
(HDLAs);
2. Focus on the ground truth with minimal amount of idiosyn-
crasies;
3. Leverage vantage point to promote data comprehension;
4. Optimized, lean, scalable, and accessible, and
5. Ease of use through supporting rapid-prototyping time-
based tools.
Recent Computer Music Journal solicitation [15] has defined
HDLAs as ”systems addressing 24 or more independent loud-
speaker”. In this paper HDLAs are further defined as loudspeaker
configurations capable of rendering 3D sound without having to
rely solely on virtual sources or post-processing techniques.
2.1. Support for flexible loudspeaker layouts
While most of the aforesaid spatialization algorithms are HDLA
and therefore 3D capable, most implementations favor certain
loudspeaker configurations, e.g. tightly spaced loudspeakers in
WFS or triangular loudspeaker placement in VBAP and High-
Order Ambisonics [16]. DBAP is configuration-agnostic, but also
requires additional features, such as spatial blur, designed to min-
imize problems of spatial coloration and spread typical of both
VBAP an DBAP [9]. Recent research further suggests for some of
these approaches there may be ways to utilize less common config-
urations (e.g. Blue Ripple Sound’s Rapture3D for irregular loud-
speaker arrangements using HOA [17] or the proprietary Sonic
Emotion systems that allow for sparse WFS arrays [12]). Due to
their proprietary nature, currently the limits of these solutions is
not known, nor how well and/or how reliably they may be able
to scale and/or accommodate systems whose irregularity signifi-
cantly deviates from the prescribed configuration (e.g. sparse vs.
irregular loudspeaker distribution in WFS), particularly in HDLA
environments. VBAP solution, like the one implemented in the
Virginia Tech’s Cube utilizes only some of the loudspeakers in or-
der to attain the desired triangular organization among the loud-
speakers, leaving a number of physical sources unused (Fig.3).
Given the physical sources’ superior audio spatialization poten-
tial over the virtual ones, such a solution was found incapable of
harnessing the full potential of CUBE’s audio system.
2.2. Ground Truth with Minimal Amount of Idiosyncrasies
Each of the aforesaid spatialization approaches is encumbered by
unique idiosyncrasies that limit the ease of their applicability in
a broad range of scenarios. These idioscyncrasies can be seen as
a detriment towards developing generalizable sonification strate-
gies in part because they can also cloud the prospect of identifying
the ground truth. The most obvious one is the aforesaid sensi-
tivity of various approaches to loudspeaker configurations. Sim-
ilarly, positioning a virtual (e.g. Ambisonics [7] and specialized
cases in WFS [18]), and physical sound sources (e.g. 4DSound
[19]) inside the listening area offers great promise. Yet, their re-
spective idiosyncrasies, such as the sweet spot (e.g. WFS alias-
ing, and lower order Ambisonics), custom and ostensibly intru-
sive hardware (4DSound), and the computational complexity (e.g.
Ambisoncs) that currently lacks out-of-box solutions, particularly
when associated with non-standard loudspeaker layouts, limits
their universal applicability. Similarly, WFS’s ability to place
sounds outside the listening space may allow for more uniform
perception of the sound source, yet doing so will also limit the
power of the vantage point that may help in clarifying source’s lo-
cation and its relationship to other adjacent sources depending on
listener’s location. Lastly, DBAP introduces spatial blur to com-
pensate for potential spatial coloration and spread inconsistencies.
2.3. Leveraging Vantage Point
In this paper the author posits for a system to provide optimal lis-
tening environment, it needs to mimic affordances of our every-
day lives as long as its implementation does not exacerbate one of
the observed limitations. Vantage point is one such affordance that
enables listeners to perceive both the rendered aural data within
the context of their immediate environment, as well as perceive
rendered data communally in a location-specific fashion. Unlike
virtual sources within the listening area that also introduce limit-
ing idiosyncrasies, vantage point is essentially intrinsic to simpler
amplitude-based algorithms. This allows for a closer study of a
particular angle, or even positioning oneself closer to the loud-
speaker perimeter to elevate perceived amplitude of a source or
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texture of interest, something that may prove particularly useful in
data audification and sonification.
The vantage point limitation brings out another important con-
sideration in pursuing a more universal and transportable approach
to spatializing sound–loudspeaker perimeter based spatialization.
Instead of relying on idiosyncratic sound processing that enables
rendering of virtual sources within and outside the loudspeaker
perimeter, the spatialization should ideally focus on the perimeter-
centric rendition, an approach that offers relatively straightforward
mapping of multidimensional data onto the loudspeaker perimeter,
reinforces the vantage point, and makes it considerably easier to
reproduce in varied and flexible HDLA scenarios.
2.4. Optimized, Lean, Scalable, and Accessible
Ideally, a system should be lean–it should rely on the preexisting
tool frameworks where possible, ensuring that at its very core it
is simple and maintainable with minimal redundancies. This is
certainly the case with some of the implementations that are typ-
ically embedded in digital signal processing languages, including
Max [20], Pure-Data [21], and Supercollider [22], or provided as
plugins (e.g. VST, LV2 plugins, or Audio Units). Such implemen-
tations can leverage the vast resources of those toolkits to further
enhance their functionality and flexibility.
In terms of rendering spatial data using sound, one of the ad-
ditional considerations is system’s responsiveness and how that
responsiveness scales from conventional stereophonic to HDLA
scenarios. Ideally, such a system should be capable of rendering a
scene in real-time and under low-latency conditions. While low-
latency operation is not necessarily critical in controlled tests, its
absence may limit system’s applicability and broader appeal, both
of which are essential for wider adoption and potential standard-
ization across multiple sites and contexts.
Although all of the aforesaid systems offer real-time and low-
latency performance, some (e.g. WFS and HOA) require careful
space- and loudspeaker-layout-specific calibration that may not be
easily accessible out-of-box. In particular, when considering sys-
tems with cutting-edge features (e.g. Wave 1), their proprietary
nature may render them as prohibitively expensive black box im-
plementations with more complex HDLA configurations requiring
special design and licensing. This can also be seen as a potential
factor in limiting the access to such solutions and consequently
their transportability.
2.5. Rapid-Prototyping Tools
If implemented well, rapid prototyping tools have a unique abil-
ity to go well beyond representing loudspeaker positions and their
respective amplitudes. By interfacing with multidimensional data
sources, such tools have the potential to lead to cross-pollination
of generalizable standards across various modalities and by do-
ing so serve as a scaffolding in domains whose standards are yet
to be solidified. For instance, being able to interact with visual
representation of audio spatialization may lead towards leverag-
ing standards and techniques associated with visual drawing and
painting and using those to guide the development of correspond-
ing methodologies in the spatial aural domain.
Sound is a time-based modality and for this reason, rapid pro-
totyping tools should go beyond providing the ability to position
a sound source. They could also include a way of altering their
location over time, as well as visualizing the outcomes of such
a change. With the exception of Sonic Emotion’s Wave 1 [12],
4DSound [19], D-Mitri system [23], VBAP-based Zirkonium [24],
and recently introduced Sound Particles [25], HDLA spatializa-
tion systems are devoid of any time-based data that can be easily
synced with other time-based content (e.g. video or an abstract
data feed), typically requiring users to create their own middleware
to drive such systems in real-time and/or render their audio feeds
into a multichannel audio file. While offering ability to visualize
loudspeaker configuration, it is currently unclear if DBAP offers
any rapid prototyping tools. Similarly, it remains unclear whether
Sound Particles is capable of rendering real-time low-latency au-
dio nor what is its CPU overhead in doing so.
Within the context of audification and sonification, none of the
existing off-the-shelf systems offer easy interfacing with multidi-
mensional data sets and their translation into a spatialized sound.
2.6. Other Considerations
Based on the observed limitations, the author of this paper posits
that the ideal platform for pursuing a generalizable approach to
spatial data representation using sound should mimic as closely
as possible real-world environmental conditions our multisensory
mechanisms are accustomed to experiencing, leveraging, and in-
terpreting. More so, it should do so with minimal technological
complexity and idiosyncratic limitations. Such a system is more
likely to integrate and cross-pollinate with other modalities and in
return leverage their preexisting body of research to identify opti-
mal mapping strategies. Furthermore, the author argues that such
cross-pollination in particular between visual and aural may offer a
useful scaffolding to sonification theory based on the existing body
of research in the visual domain. In a pursuit of such a solution the
technology presented in this paper focuses primarily on data sets
with up to four dimensions.
3. INTRODUCING D4
D4 is a newMax [20] spatialization library that aims to address the
aforesaid limitations by:
1. Introducing a new lean, transportable, and scalable au-
dio spatialization algorithm capable of scaling from mono-
phonic to HLDA environments, with particular focus on ad-
vanced spatial manipulations of sound in audification and
sonification scenarios, and
2. Providing a collection of supporting rapid prototyping time-
based tools that leverage the newfound audio spatialization
algorithm and enable users to efficiently design and deploy
complex spatial audio images.
Below we will focus primarily on the spatialization algorithm
that in part builds on author’s prior research [26] and its newfound
affordances that have a potential to serve as a foundation for the
further exploration of the auditory display paradigm.
3.1. D4’s Algorithm
At the very core, D4 is driven by the newly proposed Layer
Based Amplitude Panning (LBAP) algorithm. LBAP is rooted in
a straightforward sinusoidal amplitude panning algorithm which
amounts to:
Lamp = cos(Ldistance ⇤ ⇡/2), (1)
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Ramp = sin(Ldistance ⇤ ⇡/2), (2)
L and R variables stand for left and right channels spatially
oriented from listener’s perspective in clockwise fashion, respec-
tively. Ldistance is a normalized value between 0 and 1 and where
the ensuing amplitude value between 0 and 1 is used to modulate
the outgoing audio signal for both L and R channels.
In 2D arrays of varying densities, e.g. horizontal ear-level ar-
rays, the math for manipulation between loudspeakers remains es-
sentially the same, with the only addition being the awareness of
the loudspeaker and source positions in horizontal space expressed
as an angle (0-360 degrees). By a simple calculation, one can ei-
ther identify perfect physical source (a loudspeaker) or two adja-
cent loudspeakers and using the aforesaid function calculate the
amplitude ratios between the two. What makes this approach par-
ticularly convenient is its ability to utilize irregular densities across
the perimeter with the only caveat being decreased angle percep-
tion resolution in areas that may be sparser in terms of loudspeaker
spacing and therefore more reliant on virtual sources (Fig.2).
Figure 2: Irregular 2D perimeter loudspeaker array’s localized re-
liance on virtual sources and its inversely proportional relationship
to the array’s immediate density.
When applying the same algorithm in a 3D environment where
there are multiple horizontal layers of loudspeakers positioned
around the perimeter, the aforesaid algorithm is typically super-
seded by VBAP [27] and more recently DBAP [9]. Where VBAP
begins to fall apart is when horizontal loudspeaker layers are pop-
ulated with varying densities and consequently irregular distances
among loudspeakers. This is certainly the case with the ICAT
Cube where the upper levels host only 20 loudspeakers as opposed
to 64 loudspeakers at ear level and where such a configuration
make sense given human decreased spatial perception accuracy of
elevated sound sources. This, however, is not the only scenario.
Similar limitations can theoretically also occur in spaces whose ar-
chitectural design precludes equal loudspeaker distribution, some-
thing that DBAP aims to address albeit with added complexity
and ensuing idiosyncrasies. For instance, there may be acoustic
considerations, structural beams, pillars, walls, and other physical
structures that prevent loudspeaker placement. When employing
VBAP, such setups fail to provide usable adjacent triangles, as is
the case with ICAT Cube (Fig.3), and while one can skip physi-
cal sources in order to retain triangular configuration, such a so-
lution precludes the use of all physical sources, resulting in a less
than ideal scenario, particularly when considering preferred higher
loudspeaker density at ear level where human perception, depend-
ing on head orientation, offers greatest angular resolution. Another
option is using a hybrid system, so that the secondary spatializa-
tion approach utilizes the higher density layer. This, however, fur-
ther limits system’s transportability and introduces an entirely new
array of idiosyncrasies.
Figure 3: VBAP’s selective use of loudspeakers in irregular lay-
ered loudspeaker configurations.
LBAP aims to address this problem by introducing an ampli-
tude panning variant that relies on the core notion that the entire
perimeter-based audio system is separated into a series of layers
with each layer being assigned shared elevation and each loud-
speaker further identified by its azimuth (Fig.4). In this respect
vertical surfaces with loudspeaker rasters above, as is the case with
the ICAT Cube’s ceiling, and below are treated as a series of con-
centric circles, which is a feature that loosely resembles D-mitri
and MIAP’s grouping. In cases where there are no loudspeakers
below or above, the lowest and highest layers assume any sound
that moves below or above their elevation respectively should be
cross-faded across the layer itself (Fig.5). While this is less than
ideal, it can be easily remedied by adding an additional layer be-
low (should the architecture allow for doing so), while leveraging
existing infrastructure to the best of its ability.
Once the layers are identified, LBAP uses one vertical cross-
section as the elevation reference. Doing so will enable for the
sound to easily traverse individual layers horizontally (as it should)
without having to compensate for vantage point deviations in ele-
vation (e.g. loudspeaker in a far corner will effectively have lower
elevation than one immediately next to the listener that belongs
to the same layer (Fig.6). In cases where sound does not neatly
fall onto one of the physical sources or a single horizontal layer,
LBAP based on source’s elevation first identifies its closest two
layers, the one below and one above where the virtual source is
located. Once the two layers are identified LBAP calculates their
respective amplitude ratios as follows:
Aboveamp = cos(Belowdistance ⇤ ⇡/2), (3)
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Figure 4: ICAT Cube’s HDLA split into layers, including the ceil-
ing raster. Space render courtesy of ARUP Inc.
Figure 5: Vertical source rotations in ICAT Cube’s environment
below ear level rely entirely on virtual sources due to lack of phys-
ical layers.
Belowamp = sin(Belowdistance ⇤ ⇡/2), (4)
The layer elevation is expressed in degrees from -90 to 90,
which when combined with azimuth allows for describing all
possible angles. Above refers to the layer above, and Below
to the layer below the source’s position. Belowdistance refers
to the distance in degrees from the lower layer normalized so
that the full distance between the two layers is equal to 1. The
resulting layer amplitudes are calculated using the sinusoidal
amplitude panning approach. The layer amplitude values are
then used to modulate the output amplitude of the neighboring
loudspeakers whose amplitude values have been calculated
based on source’s azimuth using the same sinusoidal approach:
Below layer:
BLamp = cos(BLdistance ⇤ ⇡/2) ⇤ cos(Belowamp ⇤ ⇡/2), (5)
BRamp = sin(BLdistance ⇤ ⇡/2) ⇤ cos(Belowamp ⇤ ⇡/2), (6)
Above layer:
ALamp = cos(ALdistance ⇤ ⇡/2) ⇤ cos(Aboveamp ⇤ ⇡/2), (7)
ARamp = sin(ALdistance ⇤ ⇡/2) ⇤ cos(Aboveamp ⇤ ⇡/2), (8)
Figure 6: In a layered approach, depending on the architecture,
loudspeakers within the same layer may have slight angle anoma-
lies from the perceiver’s vantage point, as is the case here with
angles ↵ and  .
The ensuing two-step amplitude panning algorithm variant is
effectively loudspeaker density agnostic. One layer can have a
few loudspeakers, while other many. Regardless of the configura-
tion, the algorithm will never utilize more than four loudspeakers
for point sources. It is important to emphasize the layer eleva-
tion that is calculated using vertical cross-section of the space will
undoubtedly deviate for other loudspeakers in the space based on
listener’s position. Given, LBAP treats 3D loudspeaker arrange-
ments as perimeter-based spatial canvas, such deviations are seen
as being within the tolerance range of human perception, as they
effectively mimic limitations of cinematic screens where certain
aspects of the image from an individual vantage point are closer
or farther, resulting in seemingly illogical proportions, yet in our
minds we assemble such an image as a whole by taking into ac-
count their relative relationships. Similarly, in informal listening
tests, LBAP has proven capable of rendering horizontally moving
sounds that were higher than ear-level while still projecting a sense
of horizontal, rather than vertically erratic motion due to vantage
point variances in individual loudspeaker elevation within a partic-
ular layer.
3.1.1. Moving Sources
Once a point audio source is placed in a location, it can be rotated
horizontally using azimuth and vertically using elevation, with the
assumption it always emanates from the perimeter. The special
case for spherically moving sound sources are situations where
due to lack of additional physical layers (e.g. in the case of the
ICAT Cube there are by default no layers lower than the ear level)
the sound may have to be panned across the space, inferring sound
at that point is being panned inside the listening area, rather than
above or below the listener, something the system lacking phys-
ical sources is clearly incapable of rendering convincingly. This,
however, is primarily a hardware limitation and is for the most part
spatialization algorithm agnostic.
3.1.2. Independent Layers
Given sub channels are often treated as a separate group, spatial-
izing sources based on their own layered design, D4 allows for
defining layers whose amplitude computation takes into account
each such layer independently. This has proven instrumental in
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its integration into the ICAT Cube which utilizes four subs cen-
tered on each of the four sides of the 1st level catwalk as the first
independent layer and with an additional 17-inch subwoofer that
provides rumbling lows for the entire space from a single source
as the second independent layer. Consequently, the algorithm in-
herently allows for use of a single loudspeaker per layer, resulting
in 100% of the original generated amplitude emanating from that
speaker regardless of the source’s position and/or radius.
3.2. Advanced Sonification Features
Apart fromWFS’ plane wave [11] or VBAP’s source spread (a.k.a.
MDAP) [13] that manifests itself in a form of a circle-like shape
around the source’s center projected onto the 3D loudspeaker
perimeter, none of the spatialization approaches offer an easy and
controlled way of projecting sounds through multiple physical
sources, particularly when it comes to irregular shapes. What ar-
guably sets D4 apart from other spatialization algorithms is its re-
invisioned approach to growing point sources using Radius, and
the Spatial Mask, as well as a suite of supporting spatialization
tools that leverage these newfound affordances.
3.2.1. Radius
Each point source’s default radius is assumed to be 1 . As it
grows, based on proximity calculated as a linear distance between
source’s location and radius and physical loudspeaker’s position,
it spills over adjacent loudspeakers with its amplitude decreasing
in all directions using the sinusoidal amplitude panning curve. As
a result sounds with a diameter of 180 , cover entire sphere with
the opposite edge being essentially inaudible. At 360  diameter,
the overlap between the outer diameters when coupled together
(and further limited not to exceed maximum allowable amplitude)
amount to 100% of the original amplitude (Fig.7).
Figure 7: Sinusoidal amplitude curve applied to source radius in
a single dimension. Thick red line denotes relative source’s an-
gle within one dimension. Yellow striped and green dotted lines
denote two radius vectors across the said dimension. Example a)
shows 180  diameter or 90  radius with no overlap, and b) 360 
diameter or 180  radius with overlap.
3.2.2. Spatialization Mask
D4’s Spatial Mask (SM), akin to that of its visual counterpart con-
siders the entire spherical space to have the default mask of 1. This
means wherever the point source and whatever its radius, it will
populate all the loudspeakers based on the computed amplitude.
The spatial mask, however, can be changed with its default res-
olution down to 0.5  horizontally and 1  vertically, giving each
loudspeaker a unique maximum possible amplitude as a float point
value between 0 and 1. As a result, a moving source’s amplitude
will be limited by its corresponding mask value as it traverses the
ensuing spherical perimeter. This also allows a situation where
a point source with 180  radius or 360  diameter that emanates
throughout all the loudspeakers can now be dynamically modified
to map to any possible mask. When coupled with time-based vi-
sual editing tools, this equates to essentially aural painting [26] in
both 2D and 3D. We will further explore SM and its features as
part of the D4 Rapid Prototyping Tools section below.
4. SIDE-STEPPING LIMITATIONS
D4’s implementation of the LBAP algorithm is a lean implemen-
tation in that it relies on Max’s framework. Consequently, when
coupled with Max’s battery of digital signal processing objects, it
allows for greater extensibility. For instance, through the use of
a collection of included abstractions, D4 library offers access to
an otherwise complex form of movable sound sources, including
angled circular motion, and the ability to control attack and trail
envelope, effectively resulting in the aural equivalent of the mo-
tion blur (MB). D4 also offers easy way of interfacing with Max’s
Jitter library [28] that offers vector optimization when calculating
multidimensional matrices, something that has proven particularly
useful when working with the Spatialization Mask.
Informal LBAP an D4 tests have shown it is capable of pro-
viding critical low-latency real-time rendering of spatialized audio
sources even in ¿100 HDLA and high-audio-stream-count scenar-
ios. This makes it particularly useful in interactive environments.
Its inaugural implementation as part of a Tornado simulation that
premiered in the fall 2014 features 1,011 internal 24-bit 48KHz
audio streams or channels stemming from two dozen concurrent
point sources that are mixed down and outputted through the 124.4
CUBE loudspeaker system in real-time with audio latency of 11ms
(512-byte buffer) between the time an action is initiated and the
sound leaving the computer. D4’s implementation of the LBAP al-
gorithm is designed to scale from monaural to as many loudspeak-
ers as the system (CPU and audio hardware) can support. The
current version offers a growing array of optimizations, including
omission of unnecessary audio streams and bypassing redundant
requests.
D4 offers both single- and multi-threaded implementations.
The multithreaded version, however, has offered only marginal im-
provement over its single-threaded counterpart. This is likely due
to the fact that the built-in algorithm’s implementation maximizes
reliance on the built-in Max objects and as such in and of itself
does not bear significant CPU footprint. More so, whatever the
savings in terms of CPU utilization due to distribution across mul-
tiple CPU cores are replaced by the newfound overhead required
to synchronize concurrent audio streams through a high number
of interrupts required by the low-latency setting. Further testing is
warranted to attain a better understanding of the CPU overhead in
single- and multi-threaded scenarios.
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One of the greatest challenges of the HDLA audio content is
its transportability. Fixed media tends to be distributed as pre-
rendered multichannel sound files that are often accompanied by a
simple Max patch or an equivalent tool capable of interfacing with
often unconventional HDLA configurations. The target venue,
however, may not have the same number of loudspeakers, requir-
ing either sound to be re-rendered (assuming the existing system
lends itself to easy reconfiguration), or calling for compromises in
determining which channels need to be omitted or doubled. As an
alternative, a live version may be used where sound sources are
coupled by a system that renders entire piece in real-time, requir-
ing engine that is adaptable and reconfigurable. D4 aims to address
transportability by providing a simple one-step reconfiguration
consisting of loudspeaker channels and their respective azimuths
and elevations provided in an ordered (bottom-up, clockwise) lay-
ered approach that instantly updates all instances within the Max
ecosystem and adapts the spatialization algorithm for a newfound
loudspeaker arrangement. With its real-time low-latency scalable
engine D4 can also leverage the aforesaid implementation within
the live and interactive aural spatialization of data, as well as artis-
tic contexts.
Figure 8: An instance of D4 library’s signal monitor.
With its integration into Max, D4 immediately benefits from
the built-in debugging and signal monitoring tools. With the help
of the Jitter library, its spatialization capabilities can be easily
translated into visual domain. The same has enabled D4 access
to external control surfaces. For instance, the aforesaid Tornado
simulation offers iPad interface for controlling the simulation from
the Cube’s floor through the use of the Max’s Mira library. In ad-
dition, it offers a visual level monitor built out of a collection of
abstractions that enable users to easily customize and design new
space-specific level monitors. Given the exponential complexity
of signal flow in HDLA scenarios, the entire D4 ecosystem is vir-
tual audio bus aware, and offers a collection of visual tools, a.k.a.
monitors specially tailored to harness this feature (Fig.8). By as-
signing a bus name to a particular monitor, it will automatically
switch to monitoring all outputs from that bus, while leaving the
bus name blank will revert to monitoring main outs. Similarly,
the library provides a global main out whose adjustments affect
all its instances. By default, D4 comes with monitors for three
Virginia Tech spaces, including DISIS, and ICAT’s Cube and Per-
form studio, and offers easy way of creating new site-specific level
monitors using a collection of abstractions.
5. D4’S RAPID PROTOTYPING TOOLS
D4 library also offers a series of rapid prototyping tools. Below
we’ll provide a brief overview of its 2D and 3D editors and means
of importing data sets.
Figure 9: D4 library’s 2D mask editor.
2D mask editor (Fig.9) is a two-dimensional representation of
the loudspeaker perimeter unfolded onto a plane with the x axis
covering the full circle and y axis covering 90 degrees above and
below. Apart from the usual representation of angles and a cur-
sor, the visualization also auto-populates various layers, or as is
the case with the ICAT Cube, the 124-speaker array (red dots) and
its complementing 4-sub array (green dots). Jitter is used to allo-
cate area around each loudspeaker up to the half-point between it
and the adjacent loudspeakers. This area is used to calculate loud-
speaker’s overall amplitude based on its average grayscale color,
with the black color denoting silence and white color 100% of the
original amplitude.
To edit sound’s mask, user is provided a customizable cur-
sor that, akin to that of a digital drawing software, can be resized
and its brush altered by varying transparency and saturation. Fur-
thermore, the user can translate the SM both in conjunction with
sound’s rotation or independently of it. The editor also provides
brush mirroring around the texture’s x axis edges to simplify cross-
fading across the visual seam generated by unfolding the mask
onto a finite 2D plane. The ensuing mask can be fed either in
real-time or on demand to the desired sound object. It can be also
stored for time-based use and/or storage we will briefly discuss as
part of the time-based editing features below.
Figure 10: D4 library’s 3D mask editor.
3D Mask Editor (Fig.10) is a three-dimensional counterpart
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to the aforesaid 2D version. It allows for the exact same viewing
and editing of the mask albeit from a 3D vantage point within the
space, allowing user to pan the view around. This allows users to
place 2D drawings in the context of the actual 3D space. While
the default visualization provides a space-agnostic cuboid space,
inspired by ICAT Cube’s setup, given Max’s flexibility, its layout
can be easily altered, including importing actual 3D meshes of the
target space. The ensuing drawing is stored in the identical way as
the 2D drawing and the two are mutually interchangeable.
5.1. Time-Based Editing
While Mask Editors provide an easy way of populating sound
sources in a cloud-like configuration throughout the HDLA space,
their full potential is realized by leveraging accompanying time-
based editor. Each of the mask snapshots can be stored as a 4-
dimensional matrix (x, y, color, sequential keyframes). The ma-
trix is accompanied by a coll object data structure which further
contains timing of each keyframe and information on whether the
transition between the current and next keyframe requires inter-
polation or not. In its initial release there is only one linear form
of interpolation available between frames with other forms to be
introduced in a later version based on user feedback. In addition,
SM can be translated across x and y axes (corresponding to az-
imuth and elevation). Such interpolation is processed in parallel
to interpolation (cross-fading) between SM keyframes. This can
effectively serve as a secondary means of simulating cloud (as op-
posed to point) source’s location.
Given the mask editor is fairly CPU intensive, for more
complex real-time rendering saved editor renditions packaged as
matrix-coll data containers can be retrieved and replayed using a
considerably leaner Spatial Mask Player. Doing so enables playing
multiple concurrent instances with minimal CPU overhead.
What makes D4’s approach to spatialization potentially useful
as a platform for auditory displays is its ability to interface with the
vast collections of spatial data and their translation into the 3D au-
ral domain. Transferring visual data can be achieved by exporting
it into an array of grayscale images, using format such as MJPEG,
and importing it as a matrix into the editor. By relying on this fea-
ture alone, one could separate RGB channels into separate layers,
effectively creating an audification engine of a movie footage. D4
editor also allows for synchronization with external clocks using
SMPTE, and can adjust internal pace in respect to the sync.
6. ADVANTAGES
Based on the observed features, LBAP and the D4 library offer a
number of advantages over the existing approaches that may be
relevant to the audio display research, as well as the live and pro-
duction scenarios, including support for irregular HDLAs, trans-
portability, focus on the ground truth with minimal idiosyncrasies,
vantage-point aware, optimized, lean, scalable, and accessible, and
with the help of a growing number of rapid prototyping tools, the
ease of use with particular focus on mapping multidimensional
data onto spatial audio.
D4’s design focuses on rapid prototyping and implementa-
tion, leveraging existing battery of Max objects wherever possi-
ble, and consequently the pursuit of maximum flexibility. Such
hybrid, mostly open source (MOSS) approach to software distri-
bution is envisioned to isolate aspects that are easily modifiable by
community and thereby encourage iterative improvement through
community participation, while retaining control over the core al-
gorithm and its still evolving APIs. As a result, the library is
also implemented as a potential drop-in replacement for the ex-
isting approaches to spatialization that predominantly rely on the
azimuth/elevation value pairs. Although amplitude overages are
unlikely, as a safety precaution, LBAP further implements hard
limiting per physical output channel, preventing amplitudes that
exceed 1 or 100% of the incoming sound.
7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
While LBAP’s simplicity essentially makes it capable of address-
ing just about any 3D loudspeaker layout that can be reasonably
described as a collection of horizontal layers, D4 library’s rapid
prototyping tools do not account for corners in cuboid scenarios as
potentially special cases, something that would affect both the am-
plitude and the vantage point elevation. In informal listening tests
the dichotomy between the assumed spherical azimuth/elevation
loudspeaker location assignment and the actual cuboid layout of
the ICAT Cube has not revealed observable deviations mainly be-
cause the azimuth and elevation hold true in both cases, with the
ostensible amplitude variation due to differing distances between
the listener and individual loudspeakers being below the observ-
able threshold.
The same layered approach may make LBAP not applicable
to certain scenarios. While some such scenarios are delineated for
instance in DBAP paper [9], it is currently unclear how necessary
or useful such a feature may be, particularly within the context
of spatial audification and sonification. To address this, LBAP’s
layers could be ostensibly applied in a way where such layers are
not treated as parallel, albeit at a potentially significant increase in
algorithm’s complexity.
Unlike D-Mitri and MIAP, D4 is currently not capable of
grouping loudspeakers. While similar results can be achieved
through the use of the Sound Mask and/or independent layers,
there is clearly a need for potential use of groups in the system’s
future iterations. Another limitation is the lack of multiple inde-
pendent multilayered contexts. Currently, the system supports one
multilayered context and virtually unlimited number of additional
independent layers. It is unclear whether it makes sense to have
multiple concurrent multilayered contexts exist within the same
space.
It is worth noting that Jitter operations D4’s SM relies on are
not designed to take place per audio sample and as such its visual
tools have more limited resolution than the audio itself. While the
system provides built-in audio interpolation this remains one of the
potential limitations, particularly when it comes to exploring inno-
vative approaches to spatial amplitude modulation that goes be-
yond the fifty keyframes per second. Outside such extreme cases,
the number of possible keyframes has proven more than adequate.
8. OBTAINING D4
D4 is currently under development with the anticipated commer-
cial release in the summer 2016. For licensing enquiries contact
the author at ico@vt.edu.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we examined the role of informative sound in a 
simple decision-making game task. A within-subject 
experiment with 48 participants measured the response time, 
success rate and number of timeouts of the players in a 
number of eight-second decision tasks. As time proceeds, the 
task becomes easier at the risk of players timing out and 
reducing the overall opportunities they will have to attempt 
the task. We designed a simple informative sound display that 
uses a tone that increases in amplitude over the duration of the 
task. We test player performance in three conditions, no 
sound (visual-only), constant (non-informative) sound and 
increasing (informative) sound. We found that the increasing 
sound display significantly reduced timeouts when compared 
with the visual only and constant sound versions of the task. 
This reduction in timeouts did not impair the players’ 
performance in terms of their success rate nor response time.  
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to understand the informative use of 
sound in a simple decision-making task. We are motivated to 
better understand interaction in computer games where a 
player’s fast decision-making is often critical to performance. 
The amount of time taken to make such decisions can be 
affected by the amount of information the player possesses in 
their current situation. Assuming that extra information 
allows players to perform better at such game tasks, this 
paper investigates the way sound can be used to provide 
multi-modal support for decision-making. 
This ‘informative’ use of sound is designed to provide 
additional feedback related to the players’ own actions, as 
well as key events and states of the game world. That is, the 
player can gather information about the game environment 
by relying upon auditory as well as visual cues. This might 
be advantageous in situations where visual cues are unhelpful 
because the eyes are already engaged in processing other 
signals. Alternatively, auditory displays may provide a more 
optimal modality for information when temporal cues are 
required. 
In terms of computer games, the role of sound in has 
certainly evolved since the classic laser sound effects and 
monotone background music used in nostalgic games such as 
Space Invaders [1]. Indeed, sound has become an integral 
part of the experience provided by modern computer games. 
Sounds for computer games have traditionally been 
designed much like sound for motion pictures, as an adjunct 
to the visual experience. In films, music is used to establish 
the mood of the scene as well as to evoke tension and 
emotional responses from the audience [2]. Sound effects in 
film tend to enhance the realism of the scene with the 
intention of creating greater levels of immersion for the 
viewer.  
Rightly or wrongly, computer game designers tend to 
focus on visual perceptual cues when designing the game 
levels [3]. Like the sound in films, the auditory effects are 
mainly added to enhance the visual experience [4]. In 
accordance with this approach, much research on sound 
display within video games has focused on how sound 
enhances players’ experience and immersion [4-8]. 
Of course, one consequence of using sound solely for 
visual enhancement is that the design of more informative 
sound can be overlooked. For some user groups, such as the 
visually impaired, this can even exclude them from being 
able to play the game [9]. A more subtle consequence is that 
the full potential of using sound to convey useful messages is 
not always exploited in games. This is despite many studies 
within the field of auditory display [4,10-17] that provide 
evidence for the value of auditory feedback. It is clear that in 
many situations, well-designed sounds can provide important, 
additional feedback for computer users [7, 17-22].  
While sound is usually designed as an adjunct to visual 
experiences in computer games, some games do exploit 
sound in more informative ways. These include Papa Sangre 
[29], a horror themed audio game for the iOS mobile 
platform that uses sound effects to guide the player in the 
dark environment. Likewise, the recent Thief series [30] 
integrates sound into the gameplay and uses it as the primary 
feedback for navigation. Informative sound is also present in 
some online multiplayer games such as World of Warcraft 
[31] where the sounds provide a more general informative
function that supports player orientation and the
identification of key situations and states [21].
Many approaches exist for supporting the design of 
sound displays. These include a case-based, metaphorical 
approach for aligning the informative function of sounds to 
listening encounters from the real world [23] and a structured 
multi-sensory taxonomy with guidelines that considers all 
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modalities for the display [24]. Another approach relies on 
the use of Auditory Design Patterns [12,25,26]. This 
approach has been considered for both general auditory 
display [12] and specifically for use in video games [25,26]. 
Probably, the two most well-known techniques described 
for displaying information through sound are Auditory Icons 
[10] and Earcons [13]. The technique known as Auditory
Icons was first investigated as a means of extending the use
of visual interface icons to the auditory dimension [10].
Based on ‘everyday listening’ skills, this approach maps
information to recognisable sounds from the real world. By
using a recognisable sound, the user can intuitively
understand the current action or event suggested by the sound.
For example, hitting a tin with a stick is an event that
generates a sound. The sound itself coveys information about
the material and size of the tin and if it is full or hollow. The
sound also conveys information about the materials involved,
the frequency of hitting and the force of the hitting. This is
information we naturally learn to interpret from our everyday
experiences.
There are many instances of natural-like sounds used to 
augment computer interfaces. For example, the SonicFinder 
integrated running and pouring sounds in the Macintosh 
interface to represent file manipulations on the desktop [11]. 
In the SharedARK application, a virtual physics laboratory 
for distance education included sounds such as hums that 
mapped to the state of the physics being simulated [27]. The 
ARKola bottling system, mapped sounds to equipment in a 
soft-drink factory, introducing audio cues for monitoring the 
bottling process [27]. 
The second common method of designing informational 
sound is the use of Earcons  [13]. Earcons are abstract, 
synthetic tones that are structured to create auditory messages. 
This approach relies on ‘musical listening’ skills as it 
conveys information using musical properties of sound such 
as rhythm, timbre, and the pitch of notes. This can be 
contrasted with Auditory Icons that use everyday listening 
skills rather than acquired musical expertise.  
Studies on the effectiveness of Earcons for conveying 
information have been conducted since the 1990s.  Brewster 
et al [14] experimentally tested the effectiveness of Earcons 
in providing navigational cues within a structured menu 
hierarchy.  The results found that 81.5% of participants 
successfully identified their position in the hierarchy, 
indicating that Earcons can be a powerful method of 
conveying structured information. Polotti et al [28] evaluated 
the use of rhetorical Earcons to map common operating-
system functions in a graphical interface and found that 
subjects benefited from additional sound feedback when 
performing key tasks such as cutting and pasting. 
Compared with Auditory Icons, Earcons have the 
advantage of being able to convey complex information 
about events to the user without any natural associations with 
a sound source. On the downside, Earcons require prior 
understanding of the mapping between the sound and the 
event before the information can be recognised. By contrast, 
Auditory Icons are considered to be more intuitive as they 
leverage the existing listening skills of users. 
Currently, only a limited amount of work relating 
Auditory Icons and Earcons to computer games has been 
reported. Jørgensen [21] noted that both these approaches can 
play a role in terms of enhancing control functions for the 
player by extending the player’s current range of vision. 
There are also some taxonomies of sound usage described in 
the context of games [32-34]. The use of Earcons and 
Auditory Icons and their relationship to player performance 
in Defence of the Ancients 2 (Dota 2) [35], a popular 
multiplayer online battle arena game, have also been reported 
[36]. 
However, the informative use of sound has a much 
longer history of study in domains outside of games [18]. 
With applications have been reported in diverse domains 
ranging from file management [11] to hospital operating 
rooms and vehicle safety systems [39-41]. Leveraging these 
informative approaches to using sound can potentially allow 
more critical information to be integrated into game 
interfaces. This intent would be to improve traditional 
usability criteria such as effectiveness, utility and efficiency 
[10,11,26,37,38] without impacting on the immersive 
experience that games strive for.  
Interestingly, the effects of additional sound information, 
on top of existing visual information, are not always 
beneficial. The auditory Stroop effect [42] demonstrates how 
performance can deteriorate when the visual and auditory 
information are in conflict. Moreover, given the ultimately 
limited capacity of the brain to process information [43,44], 
additional sources of information, though relevant to the task 
at hand, may overload the system and impair performance. 
Thus, the potential benefit from adding auditory information 
to visual displays is not trivial and requires careful empirical 
scrutiny. This is precisely the aim of the current study.to 
evaluate user performance in a multimodal decision-making 
task. 
2. A SIMPLE DECISION MAKING TASK
We developed a simple, custom-built decision-making game, 
called Buckets. It was designed to allow for the controlled 
collection of performance data, something that can be 
difficult in commercial games due to the complexity of 
interactions. Our Buckets game consists of a repeated task 
that was initially designed as a visual-only perceptual 
challenge for measuring how players employ strategy, 
balancing the risks and rewards associated with game 
mechanics [45]. 
Balancing risk and reward is an important consideration 
in the design of computer games and has even been likened 
to the thrill of gambling [46]. Of course, if players gamble on 
a strategy, they assume some odds, some amount of risk. In 
gameplay it is reasonable to expect that greater risks will be 
compensated by greater rewards. Adams not only states that 
each “risk must always be accompanied by a reward” [46] 
but also describes this as a fundamental rule for designing 
computer games. 
In the Buckets game, players must solve a perceptual 
challenge, deciding which of four rectangles (buckets) is 
filling up with dark blue dots (rain) the fastest. The game is 
comprised of repeated trials. On each trial a new display of 
four buckets appears and the player has one attempt to 
determine by a key press which of the four items is the target. 
A new trial with a fresh display appears after a response, 
irrespective of whether it was correct or not. The player’s 
overall goal in the game is to identify as many target buckets 
as possible within a fixed time period. The longer a player 
waits on each individual attempt (trial), the more likely it is 
that the attempt will result in a positive outcome. 
This is because as each attempt progresses, more pixels 
accumulate in the target bucket, making it easier to discern 
the one correct bucket from the three incorrect ones. A 
typical strategy might be to attempt faster responses as this 
rewards the player with more time for additional attempts. 
An alternative strategy is to reduce the risk of each attempt 
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by waiting longer to improve chances of correctly identifying 
the target bucket. 
At the start of each trial four buckets are displayed (see 
Fig. 1). Each bucket consists of 5,000 pixels (50 wide x 100 
high). At the start of the game each of the four buckets are 
50% filled with 2,500 dark blue pixels and 2,500 white pixels. 
The actual position of the 50% of dark pixels is chosen 
randomly at every update of the display. For each trial one of 
the four buckets is randomly chosen to serve as the target. 
Each decision may last only up to 8 seconds within the trial, 
where this target bucket will gradually increase its number of 
blue pixels until it is 52.5% filled. This number was chosen 
by trialing the game and using the empirical data to set a 
difficulty level that gave players a 40-60% chance of success. 
If no response was given within 8 sec, a new trial begins and 
no score will be added to the player. 
Figure 1:  Buckets Perceptual Challenge 
The frame rate of the game is configured to ensure that 
the display is updated at 10 frames per second. This means 
that about 14 pixels of extra filling are added to the target 
bucket at each frame. The actual frame rate of the game is 
monitored to ensure it meets this required number of frames 
per second. 
Note that a player has only 8 seconds to respond, if they 
wait too long they timeout, losing the opportunity to make a 
selection. After collecting initial empirical data for the game 
we found an unexpected consequence of the design was that 
many players would experience these timeouts. This would 
negate the benefit that was meant to accrue by waiting longer 
to make a decision. To address this timeout problem, a 
simple sound alarm was designed. A beep was used to warn 
the player that they had 2 seconds left to respond. 
Unfortunately when trialing this solution the alarm proved 
distracting to some players, diverting them from their 
primary task and forcing them to make an immediate 
decision rather than allowing them to maintain focus on their 
primary perceptual challenge.  
While such auditory alarms are commonly used as 
warnings, they are intended to divert user attention away 
from their current task. However, peripheral sounds have also 
been found useful for background monitoring of system 
states. We therefore implemented a simple background sound 
that increased in amplitude over the 8 seconds of the task 
decision. This sound can be described as an auditory icon as 
the increasing sound acts much an alarm of an approaching 
car. The sound becomes louder (and more dangerous) 
towards a critical moment in time. There are some 
contraindications for using amplitude in this way [14], so we 
also considered increasing the frequency of the sound, 
however this required us to resolve the complex relationship 
between pitch and amplitude [17], something that was 
difficult to resolve in the software platform we used. Initial 
trials with this increasing amplitude sound, anecdotally at 
least, created a suitable alarming signal and thus we adopted 
this approach for further empirical testing. 
3. METHOD
The sound-augmented Buckets game was tested by 
comparing player performance in three conditions: no sound, 
constant sound and increasing sound.  The first,  ‘no sound’ 
condition used the original, visual only version of the 
Buckets game. The second condition used a ‘constant sound’ 
generated using a sine wave of fixed frequency (440 Hz). 
Musically, this corresponds to A in the fourth octave. This 
sound played at constant amplitude throughout the 8 seconds 
of each attempt. This condition was intended as a further 
control for comparing performance with the ‘increasing 
sound’ condition. The increasing sound was generated as a 
sine wave where the frequency of the signal was held 
constant at 261 Hz. Musically this corresponds to middle C. 
The amplitude of the signal gradually increased, in a linear 
fashion, over the 8 seconds of each trial. The increasing 
sound was pre-recorded as an 8 second wav file that was 
triggered for play at the start of each trial. 
We tested the game using a repeated measure design with 
48 psychology and computing students, and academics, from 
the University of Newcastle. Psychology students were 
awarded course credit for their participation. The study was 
approved by the University of Newcastle’s Research Ethics 
Committee. Participants were predominantly male (71%) and 
ranged in age between 18-54 years, with an average age of 21. 
All participants had normal, or corrected normal, vision and 
hearing. 
The experiment was conducted within a computer 
laboratory. On arrival, each participant was assigned a 
workstation that displayed the Buckets game. All data was 
collected using an Apple Mac Pro running OS X 10.8 
Mountain Lion. The game was played online using the 
Mozilla Firefox (Version 22) web browser and the Flash 
Player (version 11.4). Each participant wore a full sized 
headphone (AKG K44) during the whole experiment, even in 
the no sound condition. During the experiment the volume 
level on the operating system was set at the lowest possible 
volume (1 out of 16 bars). 
Each participant played in each of the three conditions: 
no sound, constant sound and increasing sound. The order of 
the three conditions was counter-balanced across participants 
to control for effects learning and fatigue effects. Participants 
were randomly allocated to an order of conditions. 
Regardless, each participant received one minute of practice 
time in each condition before playing that condition 
competitively for 15 minutes. These 15 minutes were further 
divided into three blocks of, five minutes each. 
As each condition began, the participant was presented 
with the game rules. These rules emphasized the importance 
of both accuracy and speed in the task. At the end of each 
individual trial the player received feedback for 500 
milliseconds regarding their choice of buckets. A green tick 
was displayed below the target square if the decision was 
correct. This was accompanied by a cash-register sound. If 
the player choose incorrectly a red cross was displayed below 
the target and a sigh-of- disappointment sound played. Where 
the player timed out an alarm clock was displayed, and a 
typical alarm clock sound was played. 
At the completion of each of the five minute blocks, 
participants received summary information about their 
performance, namely their number of correct and incorrect 
responses. At the end of each sound condition the subject 
was allowed a two minute break before commencing the next 
assigned condition. Overall subjects completed the 
experiment in about 60 minutes. 
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The player’s response time for each attempt, and their 
timeout status for that attempt, were recorded for later 
analysis. Data regarding the correct target bucket (1-4) and 
the player’s actual selected bucket (1-4) for each attempt 
were also saved. 
4. RESULTS
Overall, the players completed 20,173 trials, with 8,347 of 
these trials resulting in correct responses (41.38%). There 
were 11,369  (56.36%) incorrect responses and a further 457 
(2.27%) timeouts recorded. The task was designed to allow 
for a success rate between 40-60% (to allow a sufficient 
number of both correct and incorrect trials for analysis, see 
[45].) The results show this preliminary goal was achieved, 
so we move on to two further types of analysis. We first 
performed (section 4.1) further analysis on the pooled data to 
gain an overall appreciation of the data. This pooling process 
results in unequal number of trials for each condition, so 
within-group analysis cannot be used. A more traditional 
within-group analysis of the data is performed in section 4.2 
4.1 Pooled Trial Results 
The average response time of participants was 3.97 seconds 
(SD=1.98). A paired-samples t-test was conducted to 
compare the response time in winning trials and losing trials 
(excluding timeouts). There was a significant difference in 
the response time for winning responses (M=4.40, SD=1.81) 
and losing response (M=3.50, SD=1.88); t(19718)=1.96, p 
<0.05. Again this was expected, as the task was designed so 
that responding more slowly would improve the player’s 
chance of success. 
Next we considered all trials in relation to the three 
experimental conditions. Overall, the 48 players completed 
6,818 trials in the no sound condition, 6,661 trials in the 
constant sound condition and 6,694 trials in the increasing 
sound condition.  In the no sound condition there were 2,794 
(40.98%) correct responses, 3,830 (56.17%) incorrect 
responses and 194 (2.85%) timeouts. In the constant sound 
condition there were 2,717 (40.79%) correct responses, 3,773 
(56.64%) incorrect responses and 171 (2.57%) timeouts. In 
the Increasing sound conditions there were 2,836 (42.37%) 
correct responses, 3,766 (56.26%) incorrect responses and 92 
(1.37%) timeouts.  
We designed the increasing sound as a temporal cue to 
reduce timeouts; it seemed to be effective with 2.85% of 
timeouts in the no sound condition, 2.57% in the constant 
sound and 1.37% in the increasing sound condition. A chi-
square test of goodness-of-fit was performed to determine 
whether timeouts occurred equally across all sound 
conditions. Timeouts were not equally distributed in the 
experiments, X2 (2, N=457) = 49.09, p< 0.05. Unlike the 
timeouts, there were no significant differences in the number 
of correct responses X2(2, N=8,347) = 2.37, p=0.30 or 
incorrect responses X2 (2, N=11,369) = 0.15, p=0.93 across 
the three conditions. This suggests that apart from the 
reduction in timeouts, there were no changes in players’ hit 
rate (accuracy) when sound was included in the display.  
However, using a one-way ANOVA we found a 
significant effect of sound on mean response time for all 
trials at the p<.05 level for the three conditions [F(2, 19713) 
= 15.26, p = 0.00]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey 
HSD test indicated that the mean response time for the no 
sound condition (M = 3.77, SD = 1.93) was significantly 
faster than both the constant sound condition (M = 3.93, SD 
= 1.89) and the increasing sound condition (M = 3.94, SD = 
1.88). The constant sound condition did not significantly 
differ from the increasing sound condition.  
We then considered mean response time from winning 
trials separately from the response time for losing trials. 
Again there was a significant effect of sound on mean 
response time for both the winning trial data at the p<.05 
level for the three conditions [F(2, 8344) = 12.31, p = 0.00] 
and the losing trial data  [F(2, 11366) = 5.03, p = 0.01]. 
In terms of wins, post hoc comparisons indicated that the 
mean response time for the no sound condition (M=4.26, 
SD=1.85) was significantly faster than the constant sound 
condition (M=4.48, SD=1.81) and the increasing sound 
condition (M = 4.47, SD = 1.76). The constant sound 
condition did not significantly differ from the increasing 
sound condition. This overall pattern was consistent with the 
loss data where post hoc comparisons indicated that the mean 
time for the no sound condition (M=3.42, SD=1.91) was 
significantly faster than the constant sound condition 
(M=3.53, SD=1.85) and the increasing sound condition 
(M=3.54, SD=1.87). Again, the constant sound condition did 
not significantly differ from the increasing sound condition.  
These results were pleasing from our design goals, as 
they provided further indication that (i) players avoided 
timeouts in the increasing sound condition, and at the same 
time (ii) were able to wait longer to respond than in the 
original no sound condition. What was most surprising about 
these results is that players also seemed to wait longer to 
respond in the constant sound condition, although this 
produced no significant reduction in timeouts. This constant 
sound condition was included as a control condition and was 
not expected to produce any variation in the way players 
performed the task. 
4.2 Player by Player Results 
After examining effects from pooled data, we also considered 
the player-by-player results. That is, the mean result for each 
player in each condition was calculated before analyzing 
these results in a one-way repeated-measures design. On 
average players completed 420.27 (SD=81.43) trials, 142.04 
(SD=33.40) in the no sound condition, 138.77 (SD=27.69) in 
the constant sound condition and 139.46 (SD=31.54) in the 
increasing sound condition. The minimum number of trials 
completed by a player was 318. The maximum number of 
trials by a single player was 697. 
Given the variation in number of trials that players 
completed we were concerned that our overall results could 
be biased, or over weighted, by individual performance. We 
therefore repeated our pooled-data analysis by using the 
averaged results for the 48 players. This entailed averaging 
all trials for each of the 48 individual players to find their 
averages and then finding the average of these 48 results. 
First we considered the average number of winning trials 
for each player in the three conditions, no sound (M=58.21, 
SD=17.82), constant sound (M=56.60, SD=18.86) and 
increasing sound (M=59.08, SD=17.01). A repeated 
measures (within subjects) one-way ANOVA showed no 
significant difference between the number of wins in the 
three sound conditions, F(2,47) = 0.70, p =.497.  
Next we considered the number of losses per player in 
the three conditions, no sound (M=79.79, SD=39.37), 
constant sound (M=78.60, SD=7.62) and increasing sound 
(M=78.46, SD=39.18). Again a repeated measures (within 
subjects) one-way ANOVA showed no significant difference, 
F(2,47) = 0.06, p =.946.  
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We then analyzed the number of timeouts in the three 
conditions, no sound (M=4.33, SD=4.87), constant sound 
(M=3.54, SD=3.79) and increasing sound (M=1.65, 
SD=2.55). In this case a significant difference was found 
between the number of timeouts in the three sound conditions, 
F(2,47) = 13.36, p < .05 (0.000). Post hoc comparisons with 
Bonferroni correction confirmed that increasing sound 
resulted in a significantly lower number of timeouts 
compared to the no sound condition (p = .01). There were no 
significant differences between either the no sound and 
constant sound or the constant sound and increasing sound 
conditions. 
We then considered the average response time for all 
trials, per player (n=48), in the three conditions, no sound 
(M=4.08, SD=1.21), constant sound (M=4.18, SD=1.14) and 
increasing sound (M=4.22, SD=1.21). A repeated measures 
(within subjects) one-way ANOVA showed no significant 
difference between the response time in the three sound 
conditions, F(2,47) = 0.51, p > =.599. 
Next, we compared response times for all winning trials 
per player (n=48) in the three conditions, no sound (M=4.22, 
SD=1.23), constant sound (M=4.40, SD=1.11) and increasing 
sound (M=4.40, SD=1.20). No significant difference was 
found for the players average winning response time, F(2,47) 
= 0.98, p =.379.  
Finally we considered just the response time for losing 
trials per player in the three conditions, no sound (M=3.88, 
SD=1.16), constant sound (M=3.94, SD=1.08) and increasing 
sound (M=4.04, SD=1.19). Again no significant difference 
was found for the players average losing response time, 
F(2,47) = 0.72, p =.492. 
captions. 
5. DISUSSION
The key design goals of our multimodal display were 
validated in the experiment. First the decision-making task 
had a general success rate of about 41%, within the desired 
range of 40-60% (necessary to allow a sufficient number of 
both correct and incorrect trials [45]). However, there was 
considerable variation between players with four of the 48 
players averaging below a 25% success rate and another four 
achieving higher than 70% of correct responses when all 
their trials were considered. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of 
win-percentage across players (the line marks the mean 
correct rate of 41%). 
Figure 2: Percentage of wins for players 
Second, the application of increasing sound cue to 
prevent timeouts was also successful. When we analysed all 
trials together, and then player-by-player, we found a 
significant reduction in timeouts in the increasing sound 
conditions compared to the no sound condition. This 
reduction in timeouts did not seem to come at the expense of 
players responding more quickly in the task. Indeed when we 
examined all trials together we found a significant increase in 
reaction time, so players actually slowed their response time 
in the increasing sound condition compared to the no sound 
condition. Overall, they also recorded more wins and fewer 
losses in the increasing sound condition than the no sound 
condition. This was consistent with the game design, as we 
expect the task to become easier as players wait longer.  
These results are mitigated by the fact that when we 
compared the data by averaging player by player outcomes 
the difference in timeouts was still significant, however, the 
increase in response time and wins in the increasing sound 
condition was no longer evident. This suggests there was 
some bias introduced into the overall results by the 
performance of individuals in the experiment. Regardless, we 
can be confident that the player’s performance in the 
multimodal task did not reduce to offset the reduction in 
timeouts.  
The most surprising result was that that when we 
compared the overall trials we also found a significant 
difference between the response time and number of wins in 
the constant sound condition, compared to the no sound 
condition. Again this is mitigated by the fact that this 
significance was not evident when we compared the average 
results over the 48 players. Regardless this is a surprising 
result and worth further discussion.  
The increasing sound signal was specifically designed to 
allow players to wait longer before deciding. The constant 
sound was introduced as a control, yet somewhat surprisingly 
players seemed to wait longer before responding in this 
condition as well. This could imply they also receive some 
timing information from this constant sound signal. One 
explanation for these results is that players have an internal 
mechanism for measuring time that is activated by a constant 
sound signal. Indeed such a model has been proposed that 
describes an internal pacemaker sending a regular series of 
pulses to some kind of counter mechanism [47]. 
In this model the internal clock mechanism can also be 
calibrated by external events. In the buckets game this 
calibration might occur using the visual updates or the game 
time outs. The model has also been used to consider how 
such a clock could impact of cognitive function such as the 
decision-making task [48]. Because of the need to track time 
in the constant condition this model predicts that we would 
see slightly longer response times, yet lower success rates. 
While this is the case in this experiment, these differences 
were not found to be significantly different in the constant 
sound condition compared to the increasing sound condition. 
Regardless, this interesting result is probably worth further 
study. 
In terms of decision-making tasks in game designs, we 
have demonstrated the usefulness of gathering empirical data 
to test player performance on game-like tasks. We have also 
demonstrated how simple informative sound displays can 
provide useful information in a perceptual visual challenge. 
6. CONCLUSION
Fast decision-making is often a critical task that underpins 
performance in computer games (and real life). Players in 
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competitive games are often faced with numerous, rapid 
decisions in which the final outcome is decided based on the 
player’s current awareness of the situation. This requirement 
is also true in many business decisions.  
In this experiment we compared the performance of 
players in a simple visual decision-making task and a 
multimodal version of the same eight-second task. Players 
must choose between one of four possible outcomes within 
the eight seconds before timing out. The longer players wait 
the easier the challenge becomes.  
We augmented the visual only task by adding auditory 
feedback in the form of a sound slowly increasing in 
amplitude over the eight-second period. When compared 
with the visual only task, we found that there is a significant 
reduction in the number of timeouts experienced by players 
in the increasing sound display. This reduction does not seem 
to come at the expense of performance, as players seem to 
wait longer and make more correct responses in the 
increasing sound condition. 
An interesting result that needs further validation is that 
players also seem to wait longer when a non-informative 
constant sound was added to the display. This result was 
difficult to validate as considerable player-to-player variation 
occurs in the task with average success rates ranging from 
21% to 78%. Some players (n=15) performed at least 10% 
better in the increasing sound display while others (n=14) 
performed 10% worse with this display. For some (n=19) 
performance seems relatively unchanged between display 
modes. 
Such variation in performance has previously been 
reported with multimodal displays [15, 38] and categorised 
as conflicting, complementary and redundant [49,50]. Where 
individuals perform worse with multimodal information, the 
display can be categorised as conflicting; where they perform 
better it can be described as complementary; and where there 
is no change in performance the display can be described as 
redundant. This variability in performance is also worth 
further study to see if it is consistent among individuals 
across other multimodal tasks, indicating a particular 
individual preference or also if it might be mitigated by 
training. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, I offer a perspective into a creative research 
practice I have come to term as Ecological Performativity. 
This practice has evolved from a number of non-linear audio-
visual installations that are intrinsically linked to geographical 
and everyday phenomena. The project is situated in ecological 
discourse that seeks to explore conditions and methods of 
co-creative processes derived from an intensive data-gathering 
procedure and immersion within the respective environments. 
Through research the techniques explored include computer 
vision, data sonification, live convolution and improvisation 
as a means to engage the agency of material and thus construct 
non-linear audiovisual installations. To contextualize this 
research, I have recently reoriented my practice within recent 
critical, theoretical, and philosophical discourses emerging in 
the humanities, sciences and social sciences generally referred 
to as ‘the nonhuman turn’. These trends currently provide a 
reassessment of the assumptions that have defined our under-
standing of the geo-conjunctures that make up life on earth 
and, as such, challenge the long-standing narrative of human 
exceptionalism. It is out of this reorientation that the practice 
of Ecological Performativity has evolved.  
1. INTRODUCTION
“As techno-science increasingly reaches into every aspect of life, 
formerly fast held distinctions between the inert and the active, the 
human and non-human and life and matter are cracking.” [1] 
In April 2011 researchers from the natural and social sciences, 
the humanities, and a variety of creative practitioners gathered 
in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Under the title The Vibrancy 
Effect: An Anti-Disciplinary Meeting, the focus was to discuss 
and “explore the aesthetic-political-technical-ethical effects of 
vibrant matter [1].” The term Vibrancy, here, is in direct 
reference to Jane Bennett’s concept of vibrant materiality or 
“thing-power” that, as Bennett claims, attempts to give voice 
to the energetic vitality intrinsic to matter and the active, 
earthy, and complex entanglements of the human and            
nonhuman [2]. At this meeting, participants presented their 
unique thoughts, approaches, and concerns for considering 
vibrant materiality, or, what sociologist of science Andrew 
Pickering calls material agency—“the material that comes at 
us from outside the human realm [3].”  
 Jump ahead to May 2012 and a gathering of scholars at the 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee under the rubric of The 
Nonhuman Turn, and similar to The Vibrancy Effect, the 
discourses to emerge explored the agency of human and 
nonhuman bodies. Bennett describes these discourses as an 
attempt: “to find new techniques, in speech and art and mood, 
to disclose the participation of nonhumans in “our” world 
[4].” Erin Manning adds that the “art of participation does not 
find its conduit solely in the human. […] Art also does its 
work without human intervention, activating fields of relation 
that are environmental or ecological in scales of   intermixings 
that may include the human but don’t depend on it. How to 
categorize as human or nonhuman the exuberance of an effect 
of light, the way the air moves through a space, or the way one 
artwork catches another in its movement of thought [5].” 
 Broadly speaking, the nonhuman can refer to objects such 
as “climate change, drought, and famine; to biotechnology, 
intellectual property, and privacy; to genocide, terrorism, and 
war [6].” Such wide-ranging perspectives on what constitutes 
a nonhuman are, as Salter claims above, a cracking of 
distinctions [1]. But given the many concerns arising in the 
twenty-first century, in the time of ecological emergency, this 
turn towards the nonhuman has particular relevance, as 
Timothy Morton suggests, “to exit modernity [7].” 
2. ISSUES OF AGENCY
“Thinking issues of agency through the experiential encounter with 
the ‘stuff of the world’ encourage a radically different vision of the 
world—dynamic, temporally emergent, contingent, and       
performative [8].” 
Thinking in terms of agency and performativity is nothing 
inordinately new, and in Western thought has evolved from a 
variety of philosophical, scientific and artistic research that 
took place over the last century [6, 9, 10]. Of late however, the 
reinvestigation into these notions is, as Salter suggests… 
“encouraging a radically different vision of the world [8].” 
From Karen Barad’s “intra-action” [11] and Pickering’s 
“dance of agency” [3] to Bennett’s “thing-power” [2], 
Morton’s notion of the “hyperobject” [12] and Tim Ingold’s 
“meshwork” [13], a reconceptualization is taking place which 
challenges the fundamental understanding of the interdepend-
ence and interconnectedness of all life and matter and the 
notion of human exceptionalism. 
 As these thinkers grapple with the notion of agency in 
human and nonhuman bodies, a host of ecological, social, 
cultural, and political observations and concerns are being 
raised and challenged; the urgency of which is energized by 
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what has now been embraced as the Anthropocene1—the 
epoch in which the effects of fossil-fuel-burning humans have 
fundamentally altered the earth’s geological composition. 
 For my own part, I was drawn to these discussions as a 
means to answer my own question: What does making art 
from the lived and experiential encounters with the ‘stuff of 
the world’ do? In other words, what is the purpose of an art 
form set in the context of time and place? Since the 1990s my 
creative practice has revolved around the exploration of the 
day-to-day situated encounters in the real world (Figure 1). 
These works were deeply embedded in time and place and 
explored the impact that human activities have had on the 
landscape. Since then, this practice has evolved from a 
fixed-media format to one that explores non-linear systems. 
This was motivated by a growing curiousity to explore a more 
dynamic aesthetic that could include agential properties 
available in the respective environments. Field recordings 
have taken place throughout North America, New Zealand, 
and Australia resulting in a catalogue of audiovisual works 
that are intrinsically linked to geographical factors and every-
day phenomena. 
 But what is it about these experiential encounters that have 
held my curiosity? What significance does it have on my 
mode of artist practice, and how does this practice motivate 
the conditions in which creative possibilities are activated, 
assembled, and processed? More specifically, what would 
motivate my collaborators and I to venture on field recordings 
that would place us in Death Valley in 53ºC heat, the polluted 
wastelands of the Salton Sea in Southern California, the 
crowded sidewalks of Los Angeles, and the tourist-filled 
paved pedestrian trails in Sequoia National Park? The answer 
to these questions, I believe, resides in practice. 
 By reorienting my creative practice with these different 
thinkers and writers, the process that I refer to as Ecological 
Performativity has evolved. Central to this idea is the 
fundamental questions: What tendencies emerge in the 
1 Ecologist Eugene Stoermer and atmospheric chemist Paul 
Crutzen coined the term Anthropocene as a means to name the 
geological transformations that have occurred in the oceans 
(acidification) and coral reefs (bleaching) [14]. 
making-doing-thinking2 of creative practice when human and 
nonhuman agency is located as a co-creative device? What 
capasities do these tendencies have on the creative process and 
how do they affect the resulting artefacts? Can this encourage 
an attunement to the reality of the coexistence of all things on 
Earth? And if so, as a creative practitioner, what, then, is my 
response and response-ability?  
3. ECOLOGICAL PERFORMATIVITY
“The world is an open process of mattering through which          
mattering itself acquires meaning and form through the realization 
of different agential possibilities [11].” 
Open processes and different agential possibilities are central 
to the creative practice of Ecological Performativity.             
Ecological is located within the philosophical provocations of 
Brian Massumi and Erin Manning as being that of a relational 
experience: “Organisms-that-person agitate in the mix, but 
always in a witness of environment: a becoming ecology of 
practices [16].” Thus, this practice considers emergence and 
material agency as co-creative apparatuses. Accordingly, 
Performativity draws specifically upon Andrew Pickering’s 
notion of the “dance of agency [3].” Here, agency and 
performative are entwined in what Pickering posits as the 
performative idiom [18]. This is Pickering’s attempt to move 
away from the idea that agency is specific only to humans, or 
to what he refers to as “human exceptionalism [18].” He 
suggests that the world, in all its heterogeneous multiplicity, is 
full of agency and processes of emergence. By exploring these 
processes and performative relationships between things, 
including those beyond the human realm, Pickering suggests 
that we invite the “possibility of a non-modern stance of 
revealing rather than enframing which, in turn, invites 
open-ended extensions [19].” 
 Similar to other ecologically-grounded creative practices,3 
Ecological Performativity explores the relationships of 
environment, material, and process, and are derived from an 
intensive data-gathering procedure and immersion within the 
respective environments. Each work begins in a collaborative 
field-recording process that often starts in a matter-of-fact 
manner (making sure all batteries are charged etc.). However, 
the effect and affect these environments have on my 
collaborators and I become an operative agent. Bennett’s dis-
course on “thing-power” surmises that: “Earthy bodies, of 
various but always finite durations, affect and are affected by 
one another. And they form noisy systems or temporary 
working assemblages that are, as much as any individuated 
thing, loci of effectivity and allure [4].” There is a causal 
dimension that, as Morton argues, is “wholly an aesthetic 
phenomenon [7].” Of this my long time collaborator Andrew 
Denton writes: “Once time is taken to absorb [the location], I 
attempt to record material that communicates my sensations 
and experiences of being there [25].” He reflects that by 
“letting go of a need to understand, comprehend, and catego-
rize […] the intensity of the making-feeling-thinking [could] 
take over in the moment of capture, leave[ing] the reflection 
2 Donna Haraway describes this figure of practice as a back 
and forth passing of patterns, similar to string figure games 
[15]. 
3 Terms used to denote other ecologically-grounded creative 
practices include ecocomposition, sonic ecologies, EcoSon, 
ecosystems, and audible ecosystems [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. 
Figure 1: The work Motion Parallax (1998) was the first 
large-scale audiovisual collaboration between Andrew 
Denton and I and was created using field recordings captured 
on a cross-Canada trip from Tofino, British Columbia to 
Cape Spear, Newfoundland. This photo was taken on the last 
day of shooting on top of Signal Hill historical site located in 
St. John’s NFLD. 
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and reinterpretation for a later distanced encounter with the 
material during post-production [25].”  
 The post-production exploration of materials is done in part 
through the development of specifically designed computa-
tional systems. These systems vary in construction and are 
intrinsically linked to the collected location data of audio field 
recordings, moving images and photos, as well as weather, 
meteorological, and environmental data gleaned from these 
situated encounters. Through research the techniques include 
computer vision processes, data sonification, live convolution, 
and improvisation as a mean to engage the agency of material 
and thus construct the non-linear audiovisual installations. 
Data sonification has been enlisted in a variety of ways as a 
co-creative apparatus. This includes transcoding environmen-
tal data (numbers) into triggering agents on audio volume 
controls, audio delay units, audio effects units, and as a means 
to construct algorithms to run the overall architecture of the 
non-linear installations. In addition, the compositional            
technique of sonification has been employed on still and 
moving images for the manipulation of audio field-recordings 
and the generation of sonic material through motiongrams 
[26]. What emerges does so in an iterative, non-deterministic 
manner, which affords an open-ended interaction within an 
“ecology of practice [27].”  
 Subsequently, this ecology of practice has come to involve 
the recording of live musical improvisations in response to the 
developed system. This has become an important component 
of Ecological Performativity,—which is within the iterative 
developments of these systems out of the material gathered; an 
acoustic musician is then invited into the process to respond 
improvisationally to the material. Recordings have taken place 
in live multimedia concert improvisations, studio settings, and 
the respective environments. What this provides is a 
cumulative database that in turn folds back into the final 
system. Motivated by the desire to explore non-linear systems, 
the installation platform provides a space where the 
constraints of beginnings, middles, and ends are eliminated. 
The artwork can then exist as a transformative apparatus. 
 Operating in this discursive register, from the core of crea-
tive-research, provides a platform for experimentation-as-
process that contributes to new ways of thinking by insisting 
that every practice is a knowledge that can speak and act 
through the differences and emerging possibilities.  
4. Dark Ecology, the Sonic Potentials of Data and
the Salton Sea 
“With dark ecology, we can explore all kinds of art forms as         
ecological: not just ones that are about lions and mountains […].            
The ecological thought includes negativity and irony, ugliness and 
horror [28].” 
Anybody who has ventured into the writings of Timothy 
Morton will be familiar with the complexity of ideas spun on 
every page. From his book Ecology Without Nature and ideas 
of the “hyperobject” to his dark ecological thoughts, Morton’s 
philosophical ponderings purpose a way of thinking and being 
(of which he considers thinking, in and of itself, an ecological 
event) that embraces ambiguity, uncertainty and the            
uncanniness of the entangled mesh. Morton is a strong             
advocate for art, philosophy, and music stating that: “…art 
forms have something to tell us about the environment, 
because they can make us question reality [28].” 
“Thus the art in the time of hyperobjects explores the uncanniness 
of beings, the uniqueness of beings, the irony and interrelationships 
between beings, and the ironic secondariness of the intermeshing 
between beings [29].” 
 When considering Morton’s idea of the hyperobject, that of, 
“agents or objects so massively distributed in time and space 
as to transcend localization, such as the biosphere, global 
warming, or the sum of all the whirring machinery of capital-
ism [12],” the creative practice of making works from field 
recordings and data becomes multifaceted. When one reflects 
on the interwoven interactions that occur in any given 
encounter; between what is seen and unseen, heard and 
inaudible to our human ears, the complexity of the mesh is 
immense. For Morton, “the mesh” substitutes words such as 
interdependence and interconnectedness [28]. For Tim Ingold, 
the mesh is a metaphor for the relational interwoven lines of 
lived experience [13]. In my creative research, thinking in 
terms of the mesh underpins the practice of Ecological 
Performativity. By engaging in a non-deterministic way with 
what is present in any given environment, “the poetic potential 
of locational data has the capacity to draw you to the 
multiplicity and complexity of the content [25].” 
 This practice was put into play when collaborator Andrew 
Denton and I recently embarked on an audiovisual collection 
process throughout the Southwestern drought regions of the 
United States. This three-week field recording session 
involved many extreme locations including Bombay Beach on 
the Salton Sea. Parking our vehicle and venturing into this 
environment, the odour itself stopped us in our tracks. The 
shoreline was littered with dead fish and birds and human 
objects in varying stages of decline, all of which were covered 
with a dusty white mixture of salt and dried thermal mud. This 
environment is the result of early 20th century weather systems 
and ensuing human activities. 
 In 1905, when the Colorado River swelled and breached its 
banks, the water ran into the Salton Sink, a geographical 
region 220 feet below sea level. After two years of continuous 
flow, a 15-by-35 mile lake formed that became known as the 
Salton Sea [30]. Taking advantage of California’s newest and 
now largest lake, the Salton Sea became a favorite getaway 
spot for nearby Los Angeles and San Diego residents. During 
the 1950s and ‘60s, Bombay Beach, which is located on the 
lake’s eastern side, became a prosperous resort town filled 
with sunbathers, water-skiers, and yacht club parties. During 
the 1970s, however, it became apparent that the ecosystem of 
the Salton Sea was quickly deteriorating. With no drainage 
outlet and little to no annual rainfall, the inflow of industrial 
pollutants and untreated sewage began to increase the lake’s 
salient level and caused the water to deoxygenate. What had 
become an angler’s well-stocked paradise quickly transformed 
into a rotten layer of dead fish and birds [30, 31].  
 The indexical signs of the human and nonhuman now litter 
Bombay Beach, which has been described as “the most 
depressing place in California [32].” Once Denton and I had 
adjusted to the initial shock of this environment, we proceeded 
to record these indexical signs. Denton finds himself visually 
drawn to the monotonous awe of water reflections, birds in 
flight and the seemingly endless convoy of cattle trains that 
shimmer in the desert heat, on their journey from Mexico 
(Figure 2). For my part, I became transfixed with the 
numerous objects scattered throughout this landscape: rusty 
metal objects sticking out of the ground, wooden refuse from 
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dilapidated buildings, sections of concrete slab, plastic bags 
entangled and flapping in dead bushes, and a lone broken 
piano (Figure 3). Using contact microphones, I recorded the 
sonic textures and tones by tapping, plucking and playing 
these objects. Equally striking was the sound resounding at the 
waters edge. Primarily comprised of crushed fish and bird 
bones, the sonic quality activated by wave and human 
footsteps has a sharp percussive high-pitched resonance. I 
captured this using a hydrophone. 
 It was during this field recording I posed the question to my 
collaborator: what does making art from these lived and 
experiential encounters in the world do? Beyond technical 
considerations, this research attends to the frailty,      
vulnerability and the performative substance of time and 
place. Morton surmises “to be located “in” space or “in” time 
is already to have been caught in a web of relations [7].” From 
a sonic arts practice Kim-Cohen suggests that: “Every work of 
art is a response to the conditions within which it is produced 
and received [ … ], the assumptions and problems inherent to 
its time and place [33].” Or, perhaps, by choosing to engage 
with the negativity, irony and ugliness of these environ-
ments—Morton’s dark ecology, the capacity to recalibrate the 
world through our practice is opened by drawing out the 
evocative and emotional that, in turn, provides the opportunity 
to see, hear and be in the world differently [25]. The artwork 
becomes an apparatus of change. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we report on a unique and contextually-sensitive 
approach to sonification of a subset of climate data: urban air 
pollution for four Canadian cities. Similarly to other data-
driven models for sonification and auditory display, this 
model details an approach to data parameter mappings, 
however we specifically consider the context of a public 
engagement initiative and a reception by an ‘everyday’ 
listener, which informs our design. Further, we present an 
innovative model for FM index-driven sonification that rests 
on the notion of ‘harmonic identities’ for each air pollution 
data parameter sonified, allowing us to sonify more datasets 
in a perceptually ‘economic’ way. Finally, we briefly discuss 
usability and design implications and outline future work. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Sonification has, over the last two decades, established itself 
as a growing modality for conveying information and an 
increasingly legitimized tool, useful in many different 
circumstances. It can integrate successfully into workflows 
for control room monitoring, scientific data exploration, and 
even physiotherapeutic treatment [1]. Arguably, in any 
circumstance where there is (ongoing or continual) 
information that requires perception and/or action, 
sonification can play a part in its communication, either alone 
or as a complement to visual displays.  
Within the broader collection of ICAD literature, there have 
been numerous advances in scientific sonification and 
accompanying issues of auditory stream perception, 
aesthetics and usability. However, there has been relatively 
little attention as yet given to circumstances in which 
scientific data is communicated in the public sphere. That is, 
when sonifications have been designed to engage a mass 
audience through the audible representation of scientific data, 
with the goal of raising awareness and allowing an everyday 
listener access to challenging and often ‘cold’ scientific 
information. As with other contexts, this form comes with its 
own design ideals, aesthetic affordances, and functional 
constraints to consider. 
Recent sonification projects, which include the discovery of 
the Higgs Boson [2], Rosetta Comet [3], and gravitational 
waves [4], have received widespread public appeal. They are 
among the more salient examples of aesthetically driven 
mappings that are meant to engage the public in a particular 
way, with, of course, the openly political motive of trying to 
foster a public interest in scientific discovery. And also, 
perhaps, with the underlying political motive of trying to 
justify funding for costly programs. It is important to 
acknowledge this, because in circumstances where 
sonification is used as a ‘public relations’ tool, there is 
always a message underneath which serves as the guiding 
principle for its design: a note made most famously in 
Alexandra Supper’s discussion of the legitimacy of 
sonification [5].  
With sonification’s increasing presence in the public domain, 
one of the most pressing implications is the need to rethink 
perceptual mappings and training as part of ongoing design 
developments in sonification to involve an increasingly non-
specialized audience that is more used to listening to music 
than data. The visual equivalent of this would be the rise and 
popularity of conveying popular scientific/quantitative data 
through accessible and visually appealing infographics and 
data visualizations. Here is where sonification, akin to 
visualization, provides a unique entrypoint into 
understanding complex and often ‘invisible’ scientific, but 
also potentially social, cultural, and political processes. For 
this reason, it is useful to explore the unique ways in which 
sonification operates in the context of public relations. This 
paper will chart a practice-based research approach to a 
mapping strategy meant to engage the public with issues 
surrounding air quality in cities across Canada. Sonification, 
in this case, serves as a tool to communicate a broader 
message of mitigating emissions to the public, for citizen 
health, as well as for climate change activism. 
2. DATA DOMAIN AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Climate and weather data have been a popular resource for 
sonification research in the past, possessing time-varying and 
dynamic characteristics, ripe with temporal patterns for the 
ear to perceive. Previous explorations of climate data have 
often cited these as reasons for developing new sonification 
methods [6]. In more recent cases, such as Goudarzi’s user-
centered approach [7], the stated end-goal of her design 
methodology is to develop mapping strategies that serve the 
research needs of climate scientists. The data used is complex 
and multidimensional, requiring many perceptually diverse 
mappings sounding in parallel. Scientists are also required to 
learn the mappings over an extended period of time. 
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If we consider public presentation as the context of reception, 
the requirements are different. Given time constraints, 
sonifications often need to be simplified to drive home one or 
two highly important and impactful points. Fewer mapping 
strategies are used, and they may be more aesthetically 
driven. The message behind the sonification needs to be self-
evident, and would not require specialized ear training to 
perceive.  
In this project air quality was chosen among the broad 
spectrum of climate data based on its availability, and its 
recurring presence in the media’s continuous coverage of 
issues surrounding urban environments. Because of this 
coverage, a public is primed to understand the connections 
between air pollution, their health, and the contributions of 
these emissions to the climate change. A sonification of air 
quality data, then, serves as an access point for the public to 
further understand the urgency of our changing environmental 
condition. It is this underlying outcome that guides our 
design.  
Sonifications for four Canadian cities, Vancouver, Edmonton, 
Toronto, and Sarnia during the year of 2014 were analyzed. 
Data is retrieved from provincial websites for British 
Columbia, Alberta, and Ontario respectively [8], [9], [10]. 
Within each dataset, five metrics of air pollution are sonified. 
These metrics are Ozone (O3), Particulate Matter (PM2.5), 
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and 
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2). Each is sampled hourly. 
3. A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS METHODS: THE
AUDITORY GRAPH 
Of the three conventional methods of sonification, 
audification, model-based, and PMSon (parameter mapping 
sonification), the latter is most widely used for small to large 
datasets with multiple data properties or dimensions. 
deCampo’s Design Space Map [11] proves a useful starting 
point when designing sonifications, however, there appears 
to be a canonical propensity, in cases where the design space 
map is applied, to view a one-to-one data-to-pitch mapping 
as the archetype for an effective sonification, i.e. the auditory 
graph [12]. It is true that the ear’s ability to resolve frequency 
deviations - the JND - is apt compared to other mapping 
strategies within certain frequency ranges, however this often 
results in sonification designs which can be aesthetically 
challenging to listen to for extended periods of time [13], as 
well as semantically limited in terms of what pitch change 
denotes in terms of meaning. Furthermore, if more than one 
data dimension is sonified, resulting pitch streams must be 
kept sufficiently separate in frequency so they don’t overlap 
and risk confusion as to which data parameter is changing. 
These remarks are ultimately situated within one of two 
typical ‘requirements’ of sonification listening: ‘exact value 
perception’ or a high degree of correct value identification, 
versus the general perception of significant shifts in a 
continuous dataset. In the case of raising awareness, rather 
than scientific identification of data, this challenges 
perceptual considerations when designing sonifications. 
Conventional auditory graphs may seem appropriate for air 
quality data given an exploratory or purely scientific context. 
However, under the aesthetic and functional requirements for 
public relations outlined in the previous section, an 
alternative interpretation of the auditory graph is used, which 
we outline in the following sections. 
4. TIME SCALING AND PARAMETER MAPPING
Before the details of the design are revealed, it is encouraged 
that you listen to the sonifications for both Vancouver and 
Sarnia first. They are publicly available at 
https://soundcloud.com/marcstpierre [14]. We contend that 
this is meant to demonstrate an implementation which does 
not require detailed understanding, or prolonged training, in 
order to holistically perceive which city is more polluted. But 
it is ultimately in the hands of the listener to support this 
argument or critique it.  
To begin, there are a few stated goals of a sonification such as 
this one. The first is to holistically map more pollutants in the 
atmosphere to noise, which takes advantage of its negative 
connotations. This is an aesthetic decision to help 
communicate the detrimental effects of emissions to the 
environment. The second is to be able to differentiate and 
compare the relative levels of pollutants in each city. The 
third is to do this with temporal effectiveness. In short, the 
mapping requires enough aesthetic and functional flexibility 
to yield five differentiable streams that do not interfere with 
each other or cause auditory fatigue.  
The first and most crucial design consideration is time-
scaling. For this sonification, each data value representing an 
hour of real time, is reduced to 0.2 seconds of sonification 
time. A 12-hour day is therefore represented in 2.4 seconds, 
or a year in roughly half an hour. Daily emission patterns in 
the data are easily perceivable at this scale and rest 
comfortably within the echoic memory range [11]. With 
regard to streaming, several fundamental ideas from 
psychoacoustics and sound synthesis provide a framework for 
the final design. The first is Bregman’s seminal stream 
segregation grouping cue, which states that “when two 
concurrent sounds have different fundamental frequencies, the 
brain can use the fact that the harmonics that comprise each 
sound will be a whole number multiple of the fundamental.” 
[15] 
Considering the design criteria for perceivability, the nature 
of our dataset, and these perceptual attributes, we chose 
frequency modulation (FM PMSon) as the most suitable 
mapping strategy based on its ability to efficiently generate 
rich harmonic spectra in relation to a fundamental. Frequency 
modulation is a waveshaping synthesis technique, which uses 
one waveform to modulate the frequency of another 
waveform. One wave is called the carrier, the other the 
modulator. When modulation occurs at frequencies above the 
audio rate, “sinusoidal sidebands are created at frequencies 
equal to the carrier frequency plus and minus integer 
multiples of the modulator frequency”. The index of 
modulation is a ratio that indicates the amount of deviation 
from the carrier signal, and this value determines the number 
of sidebands on either side of the carrier, resulting a 
subjective experience of ‘noise’ [16]. 
4.1. Creating “Harmonic Identities” Using Stream 
Segregation 
The five metrics are sonified in parallel using a simple 
mapping strategy with a positive polarity (larger data values 
equal to larger acoustic values). 4 of the pollutants, CO, O3, 
SO2, and NO2, were scaled and mapped to the modulation 
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index of an FM synth in SuperCollider. Each pollutant was 
given its own fundamental frequency and carrier-to-
modulator ratio in different regions of the auditory spectrum. 
This mapping possesses multiple affordances: the first, given 
different c/m ratios, each pollutant occupies a fixed 
fundamental frequency in the auditory spectrum which 
remains unchanged throughout the sonification. This means 
that once the pollutant positions are known, it becomes very 
easy to identify which one is changing at any given time. 
Furthermore, because of the different ratios, each pollutant 
also possesses a distinct array of sidebands that are harmonic 
multiples of the modulator, creating unique timbral 
structures, or harmonic identities, for each pollutant. 
Importantly, this is what allows for the superimposition of 
streams on top of each other without perceptual and cognitive 
occlusion. As the modulation index goes up for each of the 
pollutants to the point of overlap between the sidebands, the 
streams remain differentiable, based on the consistent 
harmonic relationship to an unchanging and unique 
fundamental. In the same way that you are perceptually able 
to ‘parse’ out the sounds of individual instruments playing 
together in an orchestra, pollutants which are sonified using 
FM can be segregated (to a degree) based on their harmonic 
identities. As pollutant levels go up, the sidebands increase, 
becoming, fuller, brighter, and ultimately noisy. The effects 
of this mapping are evidenced by comparing a relatively less 
polluted city like Vancouver to an industrial town like Sarnia, 
where one sounds much more distorted and aesthetically 
‘harsh’ than the other.  
4.2. Particulate Matter (PM2.5) 
The fifth pollutant, PM2.5, is measured differently than the 
other chemicals and therefore receives a different mapping. 
Particulate matter is commonly cited as the most dangerous 
air pollutant among those measured [17]. Instead of a single 
chemical, PM2.5 is composed of multiple substances, some of 
which are quite toxic, that penetrate deep into the lungs 
causing cancer and other related diseases. Because of this 
PM2.5 is mapped to a granular synth whose click rate increases 
as the amount of particles increase. This is meant to evoke 
the sonic archetype of a Geiger counter, where the increasing 
click rate signifies increased urgency / proximity, and in this 
case danger to listeners who experience it. 
Figure 1: An approximate representation of the model’s 
frequency domain and stereo-space mappings (PM2.5 not 
represented here) 
Figure 2: Example synth definition and parameter mapping 
for CO and PM2.5 implemented in SuperCollider. 
4.3. The Importance of Redundancy in Communicating a 
Message 
Stream segregation between the four pollutants (CO, O3, NO2, 
and SO2) is further reinforced by the redundant encodings of 
the same data in different mapping strategies. Data is encoded 
onto amplitude, so that pollutants become louder and more 
salient as they increase, as well as the stereo field, so that 
each pollutant occupies a fixed position in space, making it 
accessible to a wide array of commercially available (non-
specialized) speaker arrangements and listening conditions. 
Previous research supports the idea that redundant integral 
mapping strategies improve performance in auditory graph 
comprehension [18].  
In total, each of the four pollutant chemicals possesses four 
dimensional attributes. Two of them: spatial position and 
fundamental frequency, are meant to facilitate fast and easy 
identification of the pollutant. The other two, loudness and 
number of sidebands, afford the perception of change. What 
is unique and promising in this design – and particular 
dataset used – is that a redundant one-to-many parameter 
mapping actually becomes a perceptual strength instead of 
weakness, owing to FM’s maintenance of consistency of 
harmonic identities, promoting coherence of the overall 
listening experience. 
4.4. A Brief Note on Spatialization for Public Sonification 
A practical consideration, chronically under-addressed by 
sonification work is that the context in which sonifications 
are presented, at conferences, in auditoriums, classrooms etc. 
offer widely differing conditions for both audio quality and 
spatialization. Designing for public presentation means 
designing for a variety of conditions in mind. In many cases, 
good quality speakers are not readily available and they may 
not be spaced at a wide enough distance to encompass the 
entire audience within an immersive ‘sweet spot’. Under 
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these constraints, sonifications that rely solely on spatial 
mappings struggle to produce meaning for the audience, 
unless they are already encoded redundantly to other 
parameters. That is to say, redundant mappings are important 
not only because their integration with other auditory 
dimensions emphasize perceptibility, but also because in 
contexts where one mapping fails, the data can remain 
comprehensible. Designers in visual modes of representation, 
for instance, routinely account for this: it is important to 
choose colours that, when printed in black and white, still 
offer enough contrast to delineate the image. Auditory 
representations in practical contexts can and should operate 
under the same principle. 
5. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
While we have not yet had the opportunity to formally ‘user 
test’ this sonification with an actual public of everyday 
listeners, we have informally presented and tested it in several 
working groups, including two sets of audiences of 20+ each, 
and a sonification working group of 5 participants. Here we 
report first impressions from these presentations to a portion 
of a ‘general public’. We discuss the design in terms of 
perceivability, but also in terms of affective engagement with 
the issues at hand and its utility in generating fruitful dialogue 
about climate issues and city infrastructures as a result of 
accessing complex data in this way. 
Ultimately, a successful sonification design solution reveals 
auditory gestalts, perceptible artifacts, or patterns in the data 
that hopefully inspire further research directions in the 
respective data domain. Based on the listening experiences 
during the 3 working group presentations of this sonification, 
the dataset anecdotally generated these results: 
• Most everyone was able to readily identify the most
polluted city (Sarnia) and the least polluted city
(Vancouver)
• Most everyone was able to comfortably identify if
not interpret the four harmonic identities of the
chemical pollutants, and their spatial position in the
recording
• The ‘Geiger counter’ mapping of particle matter
pollution seemed intuitive
• With some re-listening, most people were able to
identify a rhythmic pattern in the datasets in terms
of ozone ebbs and flows related to solar activity
What is more interesting to us in terms of auditory displays as 
a form of public engagement is that listening collectively 
(rather than individually) proved a rich way of raising and 
discussing a number of questions related to specific patterns 
of air pollution in these geographic areas. Sharing the 
sonification experience – and having it as a reference to come 
back to – allowed us to communicate important additional 
information to the publics we interacted with, who otherwise 
would not have volunteered to learn more about air pollution 
or its health and climate repercussions. Further, while 
parameter mapping might seem a ‘technical’ detail, folks 
raised a number of interesting perspectives on the use of 
‘logical’ and counter-logical approaches to representing 
degrees and type of pollution. One person suggested that 
while noisy sidebands convey the idea intuitively, a more 
impactful and artistically driven approach could be using 
silence somehow – to signify the loss of healthy air and 
environments. Comments such as these opened an interesting 
discussion of not only semantic mappings of data, but 
potential connotations of mapping choices as culturally 
specific, and as part of a larger ecology of accessible 
information visualization and public knowledge translation. 
One specific instance of having a fruitful and informative 
discussion based directly on the shared listening experience 
comes from listening to air pollution in Edmonton. This 
dataset exhibits a unique temporal emissions pattern that is 
not present in any of the other cities. Short bursts of 
emissions from different sources can be heard at extremely 
regular and predictable intervals throughout longer sections 
of the sonification for Edmonton. Our collective discussion 
specifically included brainstorming about possible causes of 
this pattern implying a spark of interest for further research 
into the infrastructural and industrial, as well as seasonal and 
environmental character of the city. Rush hour, although 
initially thought to be the cause, is not a possible explanation 
for the bursts; other cities would yield the same pattern if this 
was the case. What is curious is that, even though the short 
bursts sound at regular intervals, the source of the burst 
changes between the pollutants. At times there are prominent 
bursts in SO2 and CO, but they will then switch to O3 and NO2 
and back again. One current collectively-generated 
hypothesis is that the bursts are a result of a shared industrial 
practice across multiple sources of these pollutants, e.g. an 
active industrial complex or factory perhaps interacting with 
the weather. The point is that while we are not familiar 
enough with the data domain to make assumptions about 
causes, the listening experience of the sonified data provided 
not only enough recognition of relevant shifts and patterns, 
but also generates unique questions for further scientific 
inquiry and more importantly – public engagement. 
6. CONCLUSIONS
By charting a practice-based design methodology for 
sonification, we demonstrate an array of aesthetic, functional, 
and practical design choices, which coalesce to produce sonic 
information. In the case of public engagement, our design 
work begins at a high level with a message and aesthetic we 
wish to convey, then works down to lower level decisions 
that reference synthesis methods and psychoacoustics. An 
enquiry into the use of sonification in the context of public 
relations reveals certain generalizable principles: at the most 
basic level, it illustrates how semiotic decisions, such as 
pollution-to-noise mappings, can be an integral and effective 
part of collectively interacting with information. Making a 
comparison to visualization practices for climate data, there 
are arrays of similar cultural/semiotic decisions that are not 
typically discussed as part of public presentation: e.g. the 
colour red is often chosen to demonstrate the most 
detrimental environmental effects of pollution. What we are 
getting at is that these decisions exist already in the contexts 
of public knowledge translation, and that they must be 
acknowledged as relying on already established archetypes 
and ‘perceptual mappings’. Listening to sonifications, as a 
novel form of public engagement opens the door to having 
these sorts of conversations collectively and bringing 
attention to the culturally-specific and semiotically-driven 
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mappings of data-to-modality. The alternative is that these 
decisions are ignored at the cost of truly understanding what 
constitutes an effective information design strategy, visual, 
aural, or otherwise. Our assertion is that opening up a 
sonification design conversation in this way can uniquely and 
meaningfully inform the diversity of design choices for 
sonification, taking also in account the context of reception 
and variety of listening outcomes at hand. In that sonification 
sheds light on the ways we choose to communicate scientific 
data for all potential listeners, including the broader public. 
Living in an ocularcentric world, it is oftentimes easy to 
forget that all the graphs, Venn diagrams, box plots, 
infographics, and visualizations we use are full of calculated 
design choices meant to engage a viewer in particular ways – 
from scaling, to color theory, to graph and chart shapes. 
Sonification is no different. By exploring sensory modes 
alternative to visual designs, we can begin to rediscover the 
latent practices that govern how we communicate knowledge. 
Sonification opens the doors to critique them, and offers 
solutions to improve them.  
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ABSTRACT
Lost Oscillations is a spatio-temporal sound art installation that al-
lows users to explore the past and present of a city’s soundscape.
Participants are positioned in the center of an octophonic speaker
array; situated in the middle of the array is a touch-sensitive user
interface. The user interface is a stylized representation of a map of
Christchurch, New Zealand, with electrodes placed throughout the
map. Upon touching an electrode, one of many sound recordings
made at the electrode’s real-world location is chosen and played;
users must stay in contact with the electrodes in order for the
sounds to continue playing, requiring commitment from users in
order to explore the soundscape. The sound recordings have been
chosen to represent Christchurch’s development throughout its his-
tory, allowing participants to explore the evolution of the city from
the early 20th Century through to its post-earthquake reconstruc-
tion. This paper discusses the motivations for Lost Oscillations
before presenting the installation’s design, development, and pre-
sentation.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Sound archives allow dedicated researchers access primary
sources associated with the history of a place and the events which
shaped it. By engaging in a longitudinal listening survey, as a
kind of sonic archeology, researchers may unearth the develop-
ment of a place, but also vicariously experience significant events
that have affected an area over the course of its (phonographic) his-
tory. Those persons less able or inclined to peruse large amounts
of recorded material, they may be largely unaware of the sonic
stratigraphy upon which they live. One use of auditory display
in an artistic installation context is to convey this sonic history to
the public in an affectively compelling and aesthetically-motivated
manner.
This paper explores one such sonic artwork, the interactive
Lost Oscillations installation. Installed in Christchurch, New
Zealand in October, 2015, Lost Oscillations allows participants to
engage in a multi-sensory exploration of recorded events through-
out the last eight decades of Christchurch’s history.
In informal contemporary dialog, Christchuch’s history prior
to the 2010 and 2011 Canterbury earthquakes is muted: the earth-
quakes function as a sort of ‘event horizon,’ and there is little dis-
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
Figure 1: The purpose-built Lost Oscillations user interface,
shown with two of its eight loudspeakers.
cussion of events preceding them. A key goal of Lost Oscilla-
tions is to slip past these traumatic events, allowing those interact-
ing with the artwork to engage, through touch and listening, with
Christchurch in a context that largely focuses on its pre-earthquake
history. A tactile, multi-user interactive interface (shown in Fig-
ure 1) was chosen as the means by which participants may engage
with an array of archival recordings. This decision was arrived at
both to allow communal experience of sonic history and to em-
phasize embodied connection, through sound and touch, to sonic
place. To further provide those visiting the artwork with an im-
mersive, mixed reality, site-specific auditory experience, sounds
triggered from the interface are output to an eight-channel loud-
speaker array. This octophonic array spatializes the sounds relative
to the installation’s central-Christchurch location: sounds recorded
in locations to the north of the installation space, for example, are
output to northward-located loudspeakers.
The remainder of this paper provides a technical and aesthetic
overview of Lost Oscillations. It begins with a discussion of re-
lated works, presenting a number of pieces whose usage of inter-
face design and artistic aesthetic were influential in the artwork’s
initial conception and development. Following the review of re-
lated works, an overview of the design, development, and con-
struction of Lost Oscillations is provided. Section 3.3 discusses
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the purpose-built interface, its connection to a host computer, and
the computer’s audio output configuration. Similarly, Section 3.4
details the user interface’s microcontroller firmware as well as the
audio playback software used on the audio host PC. Finally, Sec-
tion 3.2 discusses the audio used in Lost Oscillations, including
both archival recordings and contemporary field recordings. After
discussing the physical design of the artwork, the installation and
use of Lost Oscillations is presented, focusing on its interactivity
and engagement by the public. Finally, the paper concludes with
a discussion of future avenues for similar works as well as a num-
ber of potential improvements that may be undertaken in future
iterations of Lost Oscillations.
2. RELATEDWORKS
Lost Oscillations fuses three sonic arts subdisciplines together, in-
cluding elements pertaining to the development of new interfaces
for musical expression, spatio-temporal sound art, and acousmatic
composition approaches. As such, key works from each of the
three subdisciplines served as inspirations for Lost Oscillations.
This section details a number of such works.
2.1. Interface Design and Diffusion Performance
Figure 2: The Manta touch-sensitive audio interface: an
array of touch-sensitive electrodes that may be config-
ured for audio interfacing applications. Photo courtesy
http://www.snyderphonics.com/
There is a rich history of new musical controller interfaces fea-
turing touch-sensitive electrodes. Whether capacitive or resistive,
these interfaces allow a user to affect an auditory output through
the use of a touch event. An early example of such interfaces is
the Cracklebox, a small analog soundmaker module developed in
1973 by Michel Waisvisz at STEIM1. The Cracklebox’s influence
has extended to modern MIDI-enabled musical performance tools,
including the recent Snyderphonics Manta2. The Manta (shown in
1http://steim.org/product/cracklebox/
2www.snyderphonics.com/manta.htm
Figure 2) is a touch-sensitive MIDI controller whose configuration
was a key influence during the design of the Lost Oscillations in-
terface: capable of USB-based MIDI communication, the Manta
may be configured to trigger and affect audio events on a PC.
Further, the second author’s prior audio interfaces were also
used as reference points in the design of the Lost Oscillations in-
terface: the decision to pursue touch input with no tactile feedback
was chosen in part due to the corporeal engagement afforded by the
membrane potentiometer-based Helio interface, described in [1].
In addition to turning to notable general purpose performance
interfaces for inspiration when developing Lost Oscillations, a
number of multichannel-specific interfaces were examined. [2]
provides a history of such interfaces, many of which are used for
live ‘diffusion’ performance and feature audio mixing desk-style
user interaction schemes, containing arrays of linear potentiome-
ters for adjusting loudspeaker gains. In contrast to these general-
purpose interfaces, intended to be used across a number of differ-
ent music genres, the Lost Oscillations interface allows users to
explore a predefined range of samples. As such, a sample-set spe-
cific interface may be used, allowing for a close coupling between
interface and audio.
2.2. Spatio-Temporal Sound Art
Figure 3: The Citygram interface, showing a map with
audio features spatially illustrated. Screenshot courtesy
http://cds.nyu.edu/projects/citygram-sound/
In developing Lost Oscillations, existing artworks that allow
participants to explore the spatiotemporality of a city or place were
examined. Third author Mo H. Zareei’s Complex, a “physical re-
sonification of urban noise” (described in detail in [3]) was a key
prior inspiration to Lost Oscillations: with a number of kinetic
sound sculptures positioned on a map in locations relative to mi-
crophone locations in the city, Zareei’s work made use of the City-
gram locative sonification dataset (described in [4] and illustrated
in Figure 3) to convey a city’s temporally-morphing sonic feature-
set.
Lost Oscillations shares this spatial coupling, using its map-
like interface to allow participants to explore sounds recorded at
locations upon which electrodes are placed on the interface. Where
Complex is a self-running kinetic sound sculpture, Lost Oscilla-
tions focuses on participatory engagement with the piece, requir-
ing people to engage with the interface to remain in physical con-
tact with it in order for audio elements to be played back.
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3. DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND USER EXPERIENCE
The development of Lost Oscillations focused on three areas: the
system’s hardware, its software, and the accompanying audio files
to be played back. After providing an overview of the piece’s func-
tioning, this section discusses each of these three and details the
means by which participants interact with the artwork.
Figure 4: Top view of the Lost Oscillations user interface, showing
electrodes placed throughout a map-like representation of the city
center of Christchurch, New Zealand.
3.1. User Experience
Upon approaching the user interface at the center of a ring of loud-
speakers, a participant sees a sculptural interface (shown in Fig-
ure 4) made of wood and plastic and interspersed with a number
of metal pads. Upon touching the pads, an ambient soundscape
produced by the loudspeaker array fades out to be replaced by an
audio recording emanating from the loudspeakers in the direction
of the sound file’s location of recording. The participant may touch
more than one metal pad, resulting in multiple playback events,
each spatialized relative to their real-world recording location. Af-
ter moving away from the contact points, the recordings fade out
and are slowly replaced by ambient audio emanating from all di-
rections. Another significant aspect of the interaction with audio
materials is that users cannot access the same temporal point in any
audio file as the audio is constantly, but silently, playing in real-
time and only becomes audible when an electrode is touched. here
the intention was to highlight time, and in particular the evanes-
cent of sound and the vital role of memory in auditory experience
given its invisible, intangible sound objects.
The following subsections provide specific details about the
development of the project, with a focus on the audio files used as
well as the hardware of the user interface and the software control-
ling audio playback.
3.2. Audio
The development of Lost Oscillations began with the selection and
creation of audio files to be played back in response to user input.
110 sound files were selected, spanning the years 1935 to 2015.
These sound files were obtained both from Nga¯ Taonga Sound and
Vision, New Zealand’s archive of film and video, and also include
self-made field recordings that were recorded in Christchurch in
the weeks prior to the installation of Lost Oscillations.
The archival audio samples from Nga¯ Taonga Sound and
Vision were chosen to equally represent everyday events and
historically-significant events. Further, the audio was selected
with consideration given to the location of its recording: by se-
lecting recordings made at the same locations over the course of
many decades, a sort of stratigraphic column of sound material
is formed. Sitting at the top of this column are the most recent
recordings, created by the third author during 2015 in the weeks
leading up to the piece’s installation. These contemporary field
recordings serve to provide a direct coupling between the “real-
world” sonic cityscape, in which the participants are immersed,
and the recorded soundscapes played through the loudspeaker ar-
ray and thereby maximize the mixed-reality ambiguity described
below.
After selecting the sound files from Nga¯ Taonga Sound and
Vision and creating a number of field recordings, the sound files
were organized according to the location of their recording. All
of the archival and field recording made in a single location were
then merged together into a single audio file, creating a temporal
stream of audio anchored to a single point in space.
3.3. Hardware
Figure 5: Detailed views of the user interface’s electrodes. At left,
an electrode mounted within a plastic panel; at right, a number of
electrodes made from metal washers and wire braid.
After selecting, organizing, and compiling the sound files into
discrete streams, the work on Lost Oscillations shifted to the re-
alization of the user input device and the interfacing schemes be-
tween the input device and the audio playback software.
In essence, the user interface in Lost Oscillations is a MIDI in-
put device that transmits MIDI messages in response to user inter-
action events. Physically, the interface consists of a large wooden
box that serves both as enclosure for transducer control and com-
munications electronics and as a mounting chassis for the inter-
face’s electrodes.
The purpose-built physical enclosure is constructed from
materials chosen as representative of the post-earthquake
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Christchurch rebuild, containing plywood surfaces, plastic orna-
mentation, and metal electrodes made from wire braid and large
washers of the type used in building construction projects (shown
at right in Figure 5). These materials were selected with the in-
tention of affording tangible symbolic engagement with the city.
Such a focus on the affective properties of materiality (as explored
in Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter [5]) serves to further couple Lost
Oscillations to the location in which it is installed. Further, the
layers of materials on the interface (shown at left in Figure 5) pro-
vide a visual connection to the sort of aural stratigraphic layering
present in the audio files (discussed in Section 3.2).
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Figure 6: A block diagram illustration the Lost Oscillations user
interface circuit.
The Lost Oscillations electronics consist of a number of
subassemblies that are interconnected, acting together to allow
touches to be detected and result in audio playback on a host PC.
Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the electronics, which are de-
scribed below.
Each of the 19 electrodes is connected to a Freescale MPR121
capacitive sensing device. The MPR121 is intended to allow a
number of electrodes to easily be connected to a microcontroller.
To simplify communications between a host microcontroller and
the capacitive sensing device, the MPR121 uses the I2C protocol
(described in more detail by [6]). The I2C protocol allows multiple
MPR121 devices to be connected together on a shared bus, with
each device assigned its own address. As the MPR121 allows for
a maximum of 12 electrodes to be connected, a second MPR121
is used in the Lost Oscillations interface to allow for all of the 19
electrodes to be scanned.
The I2C bus employed by Lost Oscillations allows for two-
way communication: the MPR121 devices may be digitally con-
figured at startup in addition to subsequently reporting their elec-
trode states (discussed below in Section 3.4). This configuration
capability allows the electrode sensitivities to be individually set,
decreasing the chance of false positive electrode sensing events.
In addition to using I2C to control and communicate with the
MPR121 devices, a small I2C OLED diagnostic display is also
connected to the bus. This display allows for rapid debugging and
status checks to be conducted while the artwork is installed in the
field.
The Lost Oscillations user interface employs an Arduino Due
microcontroller development board to handle its input, output,
and communications. The Arduino Due consists of two sepa-
rate microcontrollers: the primary microcontroller is a 32-bit AT-
SAM3X8E ARM device; the secondary microcontroller is an 8-bit
ATMEGA32U4 AVR device. The primary microcontroller is used
to communicate with the MPR121 capacitive sensors. It communi-
cates with the secondary microcontroller via TTY serial messages.
The secondary microcontroller’s role is to convert the TTY serial
messages from the primary microcontroller into USB MIDI HID
messages that may be read by a digital audio workstation on a host
PC. To serve as a USB MIDI HID device, the secondary micro-
controller is programmed with the HIDUINO firmware, allowing
for driverless MIDI communications [7].
The I2C devices along with the two microcontrollers make
up the purpose-built electronics assembly for the Lost Oscilla-
tions user interface. Due to the universal compatibility of the
HIDUINO-equipped MIDI HID device, any computer with an op-
erating system designed to handle HID systems may be used for
receiving MIDI touch events for Lost Oscillations. In practice,
a Mac Mini was chosen due to its relative low cost, small size,
and compatibility with the digital audio workstation software dis-
cussed in the following subsection.
3.4. Software
TouchActive 
pin high?
Finished 
checking 
electrodes?
Configure I2C
Yes
No
Check next electrode 
n
Pin State != Prev. 
Pin State AND
 Pin State = 1 
Send MIDI noteOn n
Yes
Send MIDI noteOff n
No
Figure 7: A program flow diagram of the capacitive sensor and
MIDI communications scheme deployed on the ATSAM3X8E.
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Lost Oscillations makes use of two software subsystems: one
on the microcontroller assembly presented in the preceding sub-
section and a second on the audio host PC.
As discussed above, the microcontroller assembly consists of
two separate microcontrollers, one to handle MIDI and one to han-
dle user input and output. While the MIDI communications micro-
controller is equipped with a standard HIDUINO firmware (as pre-
sented in [7]), the input/output microcontroller contains a custom-
developed firmware.
Figure 7 is a program flow diagram illustrating the means by
which the MPR121 capacitive touch sensor arrays are read and,
in the event of a touch or release event, MIDI messages sent over
TTY serial to the HIDUINO-equipped communications microcon-
troller. As shown in the figure, the firmware is quite simple, and
(following configuration of the MPR121 devices) simply loops
through the incoming messages from the MPR121 devices, check-
ing to see whether an electrode’s current state is different than its
previous state. If the state is different and the electrode is currently
sensing a touch event, then a MIDI NoteOn message correspond-
ing to the electrode’s number is sent to the ATMEGA32U2; if the
state is different and the electrode is not sensing a touch event, a
MIDI NoteOff event is sent. After the ATMEGA32U4 receives the
TTY serial message, it is converted into a USB MIDI HID event
and is sent over USB to the host PC.
The host PCmakes use of the Ableton Live digital audio work-
station software to read incoming MIDI messages and adjust the
gain of pertinent audio clips. As discussed in Section 3.2, an am-
bient drone plays continually in the background, attenuating only
when an electrode touch event occurs. Therefore, any incoming
MIDI NoteOn message attenuates the drone track and, concur-
rently, increases the gain on the audio clips whose electrodes were
just touched. After one minute of no input events, the drone track
begins to increase in gain, reaching a set volume and looping until
a MIDI NoteOn event occurs.
4. INSTALLATION AND USE
Figure 8: Lost Oscillations installed in Christchurch as part of the
2015 Audacious sound art festival. Visible here are a number of
the installation’s eight loudspeakers, arranged in a ring around the
central user interface.
Lost Oscillations debuted at Christchurch’s 2015 Audacious
Festival of sonic art works. As a site-specific installation, the
piece’s location and on-site configuration are significant to the
work’s outcome. As such, these two elements are discussed in
detail in the following two subsections.
4.1. Location
When installed, the user interface and speaker array were posi-
tioned outdoors in the center of Christchurch, surrounded by the
locations at which the piece’s sound materials were recorded or
which are referred to in spoken-word materials. The virtual sound-
scape therefore has a strong situated audio aspect, using sound spa-
tialization in combination with topographic cues provided by the
stylized map and the location of the sensors on it, to alert users to
the location of historical events and materials in terms of the actual
soundscape around them. Furthermore, the ambiguity between the
actual and virtual (8-channel) soundscapes createa strong mixed-
reality experience, thereby sonically and experientially connect-
ing the past and present soundscapes of the city, and blending its
virtual sounds with the present-day landscape of the city. It was
intended that such blending would result in spatiotemporal ambi-
guity, requiring that participants determine whether a sound was
created in the “here and now” of the city or, rather, in the “there
and then” of the virtual sound world.
To couple with the vital materiality of the interface’s physi-
cal components, a rock-strewn vacant lot in central Christchurch
(shown in Figure 8) was selected as the installation location. As
the work was sited at the location the Christchurch Art Gallery
prior to its demolition in the aftermath of the 2010 Canterbury
Earthquake, the vacant lot served as a tabula rasa (surrounded
by the city and its ambient noises) from which the contemporary
cityscape’s sounds could be combined with user-triggered histori-
cal audio events.
4.2. Configuration and Use
After selecting a location, the on-site configuration of Lost Oscil-
lations was considered. To allow for relatively accurate placement
of phantom audio sources, an eight-channel loudspeaker array con-
sisting of large weather-resistant monitor speakers was chosen as
the means of audio playback. The loudspeakers are positioned
around the centrally-located user interface: users approach the
user interface by stepping inside the ring of loudspeakers, an act
which physically and metaphorically immerses them in the situ-
ated mixed-reality audio-space of the piece’s situated audio.
After placing the speakers, the individual audio files’ gains
were adjusted in situ, with the objective of balancing the audio
files’ loudness with that of the ambient noise of the Christchurch
cityscape. After completing the level balancing, many of the field
recordings were difficult to distinguish from real-world sounds oc-
curring in the city at large; such ambiguity between audio file and
ambient noise indicated that the pursuit of inconspicuous situated
audio was a successful one.
Once the installation was opened to the public, participants
began to engage with the artwork. It was observed that the multi-
touch and multi-user capabilities of the audio interface led to in-
teresting and unanticipated interactions between different users.
When more than one user was touching the interface’s various
electrodes, some participants began to explore different rhythmic
and timbral means of interlocking the audio files that they each
controlled. Such open-ended user interaction schemes indicate
that the interface developed for Lost Oscillations is a flexible de-
vice that may be re-used or extended in future pieces with different
contexts.
During the installation of Lost Oscillations, video
footage was captured in order to allow the inherently
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transient site-specific work to be viewed by those un-
able to visit it. This documentation may be viewed at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eajBHvvfNUs.
5. FUTUREWORK
Lost Oscillations is the first in an intended series of interactive
sound art installations focusing on the spatio-temporal exploration
of sound. After installing and qualitatively evaluating Lost Oscil-
lations, a number of aspects will be altered in future iterations of
the piece.
The electrodes in Lost Oscillations are fixed in space, attached
to the surface of the interface’s enclosure. While touching the elec-
trodes results in spatially relevant audio, there is no accompanying
physical analog to the temporality of the audio. Future versions
of the interface will feature electrodes mounted to sensors that
allow vertical displacement to be transduced, letting users press
down to explore “deeper,” older sounds. Such depth-related con-
trol over the sound will further explore the underlying theme of
sonic archeology, allowing users to metaphorically excavate a cer-
tain area’s sound, beginning by exploring recent events and, by
pressing down and lowering the electrode, proceeding through to
listen to older sounds. Additionally, the depth element is envisaged
as increasing the affective affordance of the interface, as interac-
tion requires increased effort and control from users, encouraging
them to invest greater attention to, and corporeal engagement with,
the installation.
After exploring enhancements to the transducers, additional
versions of Lost Oscillations will be developed, each one pertain-
ing to a different city or region. A further area for development
in these regionally-discrete interfaces will be the employment of
regionally relevant materials in the construction of their interfaces,
further coupling an area’s physical materiality with the sounds that
are explored by those using the interface.
6. CONCLUSIONS
As an interactive auditory installation, Lost Oscillations combines
technical and aesthetic sonic arts subdiscplines in order to create a
piece that requires the human touch to explore the contemporary
and historical soundscapes of Christchurch, New Zealand.
Technically, Lost Oscillations serves as a case study in user
interface design for interactive auditory artworks, demonstrating
that a relatively simple, low-parts-count, driverless interface may
be effectively used to allow participants a meaningful way to in-
teract with situated audio. It is hoped that the design and develop-
ment of the physical interface for Lost Oscillations may serve as a
starting point for future auditory installation interfaces.
Aesthetically and conceptually, the outcome of Lost Oscilla-
tionsmay be viewed as a success: participants were able to engage
in a physical and aural exploration of the “sonic archeology” of the
city, experiencing the city’s auditory past within the greater con-
text of the present-day soundscape of the city. It is anticipated that
the technical, conceptual, and aesthetic outcomes of Lost Oscilla-
tions will be the first in a series of related artworks focusing on
the layered spatio-temporal sonic stratigraphy of cities and other
spaces.
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ABSTRACT 
Physical inactivity is a worldwide issue causing a variety of 
health problems. Exploring novel ways to encourage people 
to engage in physical activity is a topic at the forefront of 
research for countless stakeholders. Based upon a review of 
the literature, a pilot study, and exit interviews, we propose an 
app prototype that utilizes music tempo manipulation to guide 
users into a target heart rate zone during an exercise session. 
A study was conducted with 26 participants in a fifteen-
minute cycling session using different sonification mappings 
and combinations of audiovisual feedback based on the user’s 
current heart rate. Results suggest manipulating the playback 
speed of music in real time based on heart rate zone 
departures can be an effective motivational tool for increasing 
or decreasing activity levels of the listener. Participants vastly 
preferred prescriptive sonifications mappings over descriptive 
mappings, due to people’s natural inclination to follow the 
tempo of music.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Physical inactivity is a worldwide issue, causing  health 
problems such as obesity, high blood pressure, diabetes, and 
other psychosocial problems [1]. Finding new and effective 
ways to motivate and guide users in their exercise sessions 
could help solve this epidemic of inacitvity. Music is known 
to distract listeners from the monotony of exercise, and music 
tempo has a direct link to both percieved and acutal physical 
output [2] of a work out session. This paper explores the 
viability of using music tempo manipulation as a means to 
guide and motivate users to exercise more effectively.  The 
mission of the Tempo-Fit Heart Rate App is to offer users a 
simple, easy to use, effective, and motivating approach to 
improving their physical activity and achieving target health 
goals through the use of musical tempo feedback.  
Previous studies have examined the viability of 
sonifiying physiological data to guide runners into a 
predefined optimal heart range. For instance, Wärnegård 
developed and tested an app that provided auditory warnings 
(Earcons) when the user's heart rate fell outside of the 
predefined optimal range. This sonification strategy helped 
users maintain a consistent heart rate inside the optimal range 
compared to a control condition [3]. Instead of discrete 
Earcons, the proposed Tempo-Fit app modifies the playback 
speed (tempo) of the user's music to either reflect current 
heart rate (descriptive, or “what you are doing”) or guide the 
user (perspective, or “what you should be doing”) back to the 
optimal zone. Using this type of feedback system allows 
listeners to continuously monitor their changing HR while 
also providing more interesting and motivating auditory cues 
than simple Earcons.   
Auditory research has shown time and time again the 
relationship between music tempo preference and exercise 
intensity [4]. Multiple studies have observed that when 
exercising, participants vastly prefer to listen to music with 
medium to high tempos (< 120 bpm). Even for low intensity 
exercise (40% max HRreserve, or around 80 bpm for a 20 year 
old), participants showed a significant preference for both 
medium (120bpm) and high (140bpm) tempo music over slow 
tempos (80bpm). The same preference was found for higher 
intensity exercises (75% max HRreserve, or around 150bpm for 
a 20 year old), suggesting the relationship between HR during 
exercise and music tempo preference is not perfectly linear. 
Multiple exercise motivational applications (such as 
MusicalHeart, RockMyRun, Mptrain, etc.) analyze heart or 
step rate of the exerciser to suggest songs from a database 
with matching BPM’s [5, 6, 7].  
The Tempo-Fit heart rate application presented in this 
paper takes a different approach to using the BPM of music 
for exercise motivation. The music tempo (or in this case, 
speed of playback) is manipulated in real time to give cues to 
the listener’s current activity level. Since it is not necessary to 
match the exact music BPM to heart rate, and there already 
exists a general preference to medium to high music BPM’s 
regardless of exercise intensity level [4], users are allowed to 
select their own music. The application speeds up or slows 
down the playback speed of the current song as an auditory 
cue that the user’s heart rate has dropped below or above the 
recommended (or preset) HR range. Playback of the audio 
file is temporarilly manipulated to either 125% or 75% speed. 
This manipulation gradually increases or decreases over five 
seconds, emphasizing the change in tempo, as opposed to the 
actual BPM of the song. Once the user’s HR returns to the 
desired range, the playback speed of the audio file 
immediately returns to 100% (normal) speed. Our hypothesis 
is that the gradual change in tempo will be a more effective 
motivational feedback cue than the actual tempo of the music 
at any point in time. To test this hypothesis, and to gauge 
preference for either prescriptive (what you should be doing) 
or descriptive (what you are doing) sonification mapping, we 
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invited participants to try out our system during a fifteen 
minute exercise session on a cycling machine.   
2. METHODS
2.1. Participants 
All participants (N = 26, 4 females, Mage = 20.1, SDage = 1.3, 
age range: 18-22 years) were recruited from the local 
university undergraduate participant pool. Each participant 
was compensated with two psychology course credit points 
for an hour long study. The majority of participants (20/26) 
rated themselves as fairly athletic and reported going to the 
gym or working out semi-regularly (at least once per week). 
All participants were screened for medical conditions 
associated with increased risks of complications in relation to 
physical exertion. No other demographic information was 
collected.  
2.2. Stimuli and equipment 
Figure 1 depicts the laboratory setting where the cycling 
session took place. A 20 inch computer monitor was 
positioned three feet in front of the participant for television 
viewing. A smartphone (Galaxy S3) was placed on a table 
approximately two feet away from the participant. The 
smartphone app displayed a visual HR (approximately two 
squared centimeters in size) slightly outside of the 
participant’s field of view, forcing the participant to turn their 
head away from the television monitor to visually check their 
heart rate readout from the smartphone. A Monark 818E 
cycling machine (with participant-chosen resistance weight; 
normally between .25 and 2.0 KG) was used as the exercise 
equipment. The music stimuli were played from computer 
speakers positioned 3 feet away from the participant at a 
volume level averaging around 80 dB. All participants heard 
the same four songs (see Table 1) in the same order 
approximately twice during the exercise session. All songs fit 
into the music genre of dance music, varying from 117-130 
BPM. 
Table 1: Track titles and BPM of each song used for auditory 
feedback 
Artist – Song title BPM 
Adam Lambert – For Your Entertainment 130 
Daft Punk – One More Time 123 
Casio Kids – Fot I Hos 128 
Justin Timberlake – Sexyback 117 
2.3. Conditions 
A between-subjects design was implemented where 
participants were randomly assigned to one of the following 
4 conditions:  
Control – No tempo manipulation (music played at 
normal speed regardless of participant’s HR). HR was 
visually displayed on the smart phone (updated once every 
five seconds) positioned next to the participant. 
Prescriptive – “What you should be doing” mapping: 
Music tempo is gradually increased (over five seconds) to 
125% speed when the participant’s HR was below the target 
range. Music tempo is gradually decreased (over five 
seconds) to 75% speed when the participant’s HR was above 
the target range. Once the participant’s HR returned to the 
target range, the music tempo immediately jumped back to 
100% (normal) speed. Visual feedback was also provided in 
the same manner as the control group. 
Descriptive – “What you are doing” mapping: Opposite 
to the prescriptive condition; the music tempo increased to 
125% speed when the participant’s HR was above the target 
range. Music tempo decreased to 75% when the participant’s 
HR was below the target range. Music returned to 100% 
(normal) speed immediately when the participant’s HR was 
within the target range. Visual feedback was provided in the 
same manner as the above conditions. 
Music Only – Auditory only, no visual feedback: 
Auditory feedback was provided in the same manner as the 
prescriptive condition (“What you should be doing” 
mapping). No visual HR information was provided. 
2.4. Procedure 
Following the consent form and screening questionnaire, the 
participant equipped the Equivital vest [8] which sends the 
participant’s HR data over Bluetooth to the smartphone app 
once every five seconds. The participant was then instructed 
to select a TV episode to watch from Netflix.com to watch on 
the computer monitor. The TV sound was muted and subtitles 
were enabled to more closely resemble a gym environment 
and to provide incentive to use the auditory display over the 
visual display. All but four participants chose comedic 
cartoon shows such as “Family Guy” or “Futurama”.  
Figure 1: Actual setup of experiment, including: TV monitor 
for Netflix.com, smartphone (Galaxy S3), Monark 818E 
cycling machine. Music played from experimenter controlled 
PC speakers. 
After selecting the show on Netflix, the target HR range 
was calculated for each participant using the formula: min = 
[(220-age)*.5] + 5, max = [(220-age)*.6] - 5 [8]. Five was 
added to the minimum and subtracted from the maximum to 
decrease the target zone from a range of 20 to a range of 10 to 
prevent a ceiling effect on performance. The majority of the 
participants’ personally calculated target heart rate ranges 
were around 125-135 BPM. The participant was then 
instructed on his or her group’s particular sonification 
mapping. 
After confirmation that the participant understood the 
instructions, he or she would begin pedaling on the Monark 
818E cycling machine. Once the participant’s HR was within 
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the target range for 20 consecutive seconds, the experimenter 
would begin the Netflix TV show, the music, and a 15 minute 
timer. The experimenter manually adjusted the playback 
speed of the music in a “Wizard of Oz” fashion. Tempo 
manipulation was done via a custom Max/MSP patch. After 
the 15 minute cycling period, the experimenter conducted a 
semi-structured interview before releasing the participant to 
assess user preferences.  
To operationalize performance of the different feedback 
strategies, the percentage of time the user’s heart rate fell 
within the target range was calculated for each participant 
(heart rate samples within target range / total samples = 
percentage of time in target range). 
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Each participant experienced one condition, and the percent 
of HR samples (1 HR sample every 5 seconds) was used as 
the dependent variable. From Figure 2 we interpreted no 
significant differences (p > .05) between group performances 
due to the overlapping 95% confidence intervals and 
extremely small sample sizes within groups. However, this 
suggests that the music only condition performed as well as 
all other conditions including visual feedback.  
Figure 2: Average percent in range by condition. All error 
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.  
All but three participants said they would use the app if 
available. Participants reported the level of activity of the 
cycling session to be equivalent to a brisk walk or light jog. 
All participants (except those in the control condition) 
considered the music helpful. Participants in prescriptive and 
descriptive conditions reported a strategy of watching TV for 
20-30 seconds, checking the visual read out for 1-3 seconds,
then back to the TV. Participants in the control condition
compensated without auditory feedback by ignoring the TV
show and allocating attention primarily on reading the small
HR digit. Even with this compensation strategy, participants
in the control condition stayed within the target range for
76% of the session (lowest of all four conditions) compared
to 80% in the music only condition. Those participants in the
descriptive condition often reported that the mapping of HR
to tempo was not intuitive, or confusing. For instance,
whenever a participant in this condition’s HR increased
above the target range, the tempo of the music would
increase to 125%. This increase in tempo was sometimes
associated with an involuntary 3-5 BPM spike in the
participant’s HR even though the participant knew that an
increase in the tempo of the music was used to suggest that
they should decrease their activity level to return their HR to
the target range. Figure 3 shows the sampled HR from a 
participant in the descriptive condition, and figure 4 shows 
the sampled HR from a participant in the prescriptive 
condition. 
Figure 3: One participant’s HR (bpm) over time. The shaded 
area represents the target HR range. The participant was in 
the prescriptive condition.  
Figure 4: One participant’s HR (bpm) over time. The shaded 
area represents the target HR range. The participant was in 
the descriptive condition. 
Figure 3 shows that the participant easily manages to 
return back into the target range within 5-10 seconds or 1-2 
HR samples in the prescriptive condition.  Compare this to 
Figure 4 where each time the participant’s (in the descriptive 
condition) HR exceeds the target range, there is an additional 
3-5 bpm spike in HR, and it takes longer for that participant
to return to the target range (on average, 3-4 HR samples or
15-20 seconds). To further analyze this trend, the average
time per target zone departure was calculated for both above
the target range. For each time a participant left the target HR
zone, the number of samples was counted until the
participant returned to the target zone. The sum of samples in
each departure divided by the number of departures in a
session gives an estimate of the average time spent per
departure for that individual.
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Figure 5: Average time spent in an “over departure” per 
condition. 
Analyzing the data in this fashion gives an estimate of 
reaction time when exposed to different types of feedback. 
Reaction time in this sense is how quickly a participant 
reduces their heart rate back into the target range after 
exposure to a tempo manipulation. Again, the 95% 
confidence intervals in each group are overlapping, 
suggesting no significant differences. However, there is a 
trend of participants in the descriptive condition needing an 
extra 5 seconds on average to bring their heart rate down to 
the target range compared to participants in the prescriptive 
condition. In other words, participants found the prescriptive 
sonification mapping technique to be more intuitive than the 
target matching descriptive approach. This lends further 
support to the idea that it is people’s natural inclination to 
follow the rhythm of the music, as opposed to descriptive 
mapping where the tempo reflects the user’s current HR. 
4. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study suggest two main points. The first is 
that the change in music tempo served an effective 
motivational element, perhaps more than the actual tempo of 
the songs we selected. The second conclusion is that 
prescriptive sonification mapping (what you should be doing) 
is more intuitive than the descriptive mapping (what you are 
doing). This is probably explained by people’s natural 
inclination to synchronize their movements (or generally, 
their activity level) to the speed of the music, not the other 
way around. Subjective feedback from the semi structured 
interviews indicated that participants enjoyed the novelty of 
hearing familiar songs at unfamiliar speeds. Additionally, 
participants reported that they enjoyed the “game aspect” of 
controlling the playback speed of the music with their 
physical activity output.      
The main limitation of this study is the small sample size 
(six per condition). Perhaps a significant difference could be 
found between conditions if more participants were included 
(if there truly is one to be found). Level of athleticism could 
have biased our results as a confounding variable that was not 
controlled for. The self-reported athletes in the study seemed 
to have an easier time controlling their heart rate (due to prior 
experience with target heart rate zones). Either way, a follow 
up study should be employed utilizing a within-subjects 
design with more participants, including a baseline condition 
with no heart rate feedback whatsoever to compare to.  
Based on this small study, the use of music tempo 
manipulation as feedback on physical activity has shown to be 
as effective (and more enjoyable) than visual feedback. All 26 
participants agreed that for guiding a user towards a target 
heart rate range, the mapping utilized in the prescribing 
condition was most appropriate. This type of auditory 
feedback would be most helpful for exercises such as running 
or cycling, where it may disrupt the user’s flow to pull out a 
smartphone or watch and visually check for current heart rate. 
Some participants suggested that the opposite mapping (the 
type used in the describing condition) could be effective for 
achieving short bursts of high activity, as required for 
sprinting and weight lifting. If people’s intuitive reaction to 
an increase in tempo is to increase physical output, perhaps 
this mapping could result in a positive feedback loop, where 
the sensor detects an increase in heart rate (associated with 
the start of a sprint or end of a lifting set), and the system 
increases the tempo of the music resulting in an extra burst of 
physical output by the user. Alternatively, the same mapping 
could create a negative feedback loop where a decrease in 
physical activity is required, such as yoga or meditation. 
Further research is needed to validate this type of sonification 
in these specific circumstances. For instance, a few 
participants reported that they listened to podcasts or 
audiobooks while exercising. A future usability study could 
use similar sonification mapping techniques applied to spoken 
word audio to see if it would have a similar effect on exercise 
performance.  
A version of the Tempo-Fit Heart Rate application is in 
the process of being made for android smartphones using the 
libPD library for playback speed manipulation. It will 
communicate with a variety of popular wearable HR monitors 
that use the BluetoothHealth API (Polar, Garmin, etc.). Once 
completed, it will be uploaded to the Google Play market for 
free and its source code released on GitHub. 
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ABSTRACT
For the current diagnosis of Alzheimer’s dementia (AD), physi-
cians and neuroscientists primarily call upon visual and statistical
analysis methods of large, multi-dimensional positron emission to-
mography (PET) brain scan data sets. As these data sets are com-
plex in nature, the assessment of disease severity proves challeng-
ing, and is susceptible to cognitive and perceptual errors causing
intra and inter-reader variability among doctors. The Triple-Tone
Sonification method, first presented and evaluated by Roginska et
al., invites an audible element to the diagnosis process, offering
doctors another tool to gain certainly and clarification of disease
stages. Audible beating patterns resulting from three interacting
frequencies extracted from PET brain scan data, the Triple-Tone
method underwent a second round of subjective listening test and
evaluation, this time on radiologists from NYU Langone Medical
Center. Results show the method is effective at evaluation PET
scan brain data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Medical imagining techniques such as X-rays, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)
have drastically aided the diagnosis of medical conditions. Such
techniques provide physicians with multi-dimensional and time-
varying data sets that continue to increase in precision and reso-
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
lution. These techniques rely heavily on visual displays and vi-
sual based analysis for the principal method of evaluation and
subsequent diagnosis. The techniques listed above convey large
amounts of complex data via medical imaging. Although diag-
nostic accuracy is higher than ever, clinicians continue to strug-
gle when the visual analysis of the information provided leads to
imperceptible differences between health and disease. It is a pos-
sibility that for the diagnosis of AD, visual imaging techniques
of such complex data need supplementary information to aid di-
agnosis. The Triple Tone method aims to enhance clarity in the
diagnosis process, particularly in regards to diagnostic accuracy
and inter-observer variability.
2. BACKGROUND
The Triple Tone method proposed by Roginska et al. (2013) gen-
erates a sonification represented by three separate tones that cor-
respond to three regions of the brain: the sensorimotor cortex
(SMC), frontal lobe (FL), and parietal lobe (PL). Metabolic ac-
tivity of each region maps to frequencies that create the tone. The
SMC has a fixed tone of 440 Hz while the FL and PL tones are the
relative standard deviation with respect to the SMC in the positive
and negative directions. This difference in tones creates a beating
pattern, which would be more perceptible for the listener to hear.
Resulting sonification models were initially tested for accuracy on
listeners without medical backgrounds. Participants categorized
the sonification samples with both coarse and fine grained levels,
which represented the severity of the different cases of AD. For
instance, coarse categorization, on one side, involved four levels
that ranged from severities (normal, mild, moderate, and severe),
on the other, fine categorization involved twice as many levels by
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splitting each of the coarse levels in half. This test showed that lis-
teners could more accurately categorize the correct diagnosis with
finer gradation.
2.1. Current issues in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Dementia
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that af-
fects the frontal and parietal regions of the brain. Recently, a
multiplicity of imaging techniques, including positron emission to-
mography (PET) studies of cerebral metabolism have shown char-
acteristic changes in the brain of patients with AD. Particularly,
when a PET scan is used on a brain affected by AD, a decrease
in metabolic activity of the above cited regions can be found, as
shown in Figure 1. PET scan datasets are displayed visually with
MIM software, throughout which a radiologist can compare the
brightness of the affected regions to the sensorimotor cortex, a re-
gion unaffected by the disease. The greater is the difference in
brightness the more severe will be the diagnosis. To be fair, this
is an oversimplification of the process; however, such a technique
does rely heavily on the visual process. The downsides of this can
be seen in the intra and inter reader variability when it comes to
spotting the early stages of the disease’s progression.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Example of orthogonal PET scan brain images of (a) a
brain not affected by AD and (b) a brain severely affected by AD.
2.2. A review of Triple-tone sonification
The Triple-Tone Sonification method leverages the ear over the
eye. For example, if presented with two shades of red one fre-
quency apart on the color spectrum, the human eye will have a hard
time determining the subtle difference between them. However,
the human ear has a distinct advantage in that it hears two close fre-
quencies beat against each other in a phenomenon known as beat-
ing. As thoroughly outlined by Roginska et al. (2014), complete
with mathematical equations, the triple tone sonification method
takes PET scan data-sets and assigns a single audible frequency
value to the frontal, sensorimotor cortex and parietal regions. The
sensorimotor cortex is given a base frequency of 440 Hz, and the
other two regions are deviations from that frequency. These devi-
ation values are determined by how far the overall metabolic re-
gions activity deviates from the sensorimotor cortex. When these
3 frequencies are sonified, the differences between the regions are
audibly heard as rhythmic beating patterns.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Research structure and goals
As shown by Roginska et al. (2014) preexisting works, the previ-
ous round of testing validated the technique, proving its capability
to provide accurate categorizations of the beating patterns. How-
ever, that testing round was done on the trained musical ears of au-
dio professionals. The goal of this second round of testing was to
determine how the Triple-Tone sonification technique affected the
diagnoses process of those who would theoretically use it: physi-
cians in the field of radiology. Thus, the methodology by which
we tested the radiologists was informed accordingly. The goals of
this round of testing were to determine the following:
• The accuracy and consistency of diagnosis by musically un-
trained ears (physicians).
• The extent of influence of the sonification in the diagnosis of
a brain scan, for both experienced and inexperienced physi-
cians.
The learning curve associated with this sonification technique on
untrained ears, for both experienced and physicians with less ex-
perience.
3.2. Dataset preparation
The datasets used were the same as those in the first round of test-
ing: 32 de-identified PET/CT scans of human brains diagnosed
with varying stages of AD. Obtained from the Radiology Depart-
ment of New York University Langone Medical Center, these 32
brains scans consisted of 8 brain scans in each of the four cat-
egories of diagnosis of AD; Normal, Mild AD, Moderate AD,
and Severe AD. Only one slice per brain scan data set was used
for sonification. The datasets were prepared in the same manner
as the first round of testing as well. All datasets were spatially
warped to a standard brain model using the MIM software pack-
age (www.mimsoftware.com). The spatial normalization process
was necessary so that all 32 datasets used in testing were spatially
consistent. This made it possible to sonify the same two dimen-
sional subset of data points within each three dimensional dataset
by simply choosing the same lateral slice each time for sonifica-
tion. The next step was lobe segmentation. The MIM software was
used to determine the boundary coordinates of the lobes within the
dataset. The datasets were then output from the MIM software as
DICOM standard RTSTRUCT file format, and input into SoniS-
can, our primary data analysis tool developed for the purpose of
this research. SoniScan chose the 30th lateral slice of the spatially
normalized datasets, segmented the lobes into the three regions to
be sonified based on the given boundary coordinate points, and re-
moved all irrelevant data points from the sub datasets. The 30th
slice was chosen because it passes through representative regions
of the frontal lobe, parietal lobe, and sensorimotor cortex. There-
after, the 3 regions were mapped to a single frequency value each.
The full frequency mapping process is outlined in detail by Rogin-
ska et al., after this process, SoniScan output 9 frequency values,
3 for the 3 regions in the left hemisphere, 3 for the 3 regions in
the right, and 3 for both left and right together. AD can be asym-
metrical in where it acts, it can happen in the left, right or both
hemisphere. Thus it was necessary to dissect these regions by
hemisphere, and choose the 3 values that demonstrated the most
deviation, drawing attention to the abnormalities. Otherwise it was
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possible that, for example, an asymmetrical severe case would be
heard as mild or moderate when the left and right hemispheres
were sonified together. A sonification software tool was developed
for this research project using the sound synthesis engine and pro-
gramming language SuperCollider. The 9 frequency values were
input into this program for interactive testing of the sonifications
and output audio recordings. The final results were 32 30 second
audio files, one for each PET scan.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. General procedures
The Triple-Tone sonification technique was tested by one highly
experienced and one less experienced radiologist from the New
York University Langone Medical Center. Testing took place over
four sessions, each session included diagnoses of the same 32 de-
identified PET scan cases. The order of presentation of the soni-
fications was consistently randomized across diagnoses sessions
to minimize recall bias. The sessions were set up to mimic the di-
agnosis process that these radiologist would normally undertake in
which the radiologists would diagnose the left hemisphere’s frontal
lobe, the left’s parietal lobe, the right hemisphere’s frontal and the
right’s parietal. The radiologists were given no information about
the test case patient’s gender, age or medical history. For each ses-
sion, the diagnoses were recorded as well as the time it took for
the full diagnosis of each patient. The first session was a basic
visual diagnosis where the radiologists used the MIM software to
search through the 2D slices of each test case. The second session
was the advanced visual diagnosis session, which saw the addition
of the 3D projection views of the brain. 3D projection views are
generated by the MIM software. The data points in the 3D projec-
tion view represent the average intensity of voxels along the line
of view from an external perspective, directly left of and directly
right of the brain, to a depth of three millimeters. Physicians uti-
lize this view of the brain to assess the overall picture regarding
the diagnosis of a brain. The third session was the basic visual di-
agnosis with sonification, and the fourth session was the advanced
visual diagnosis with sonification. All sonifications were played
through Sennheiser HD650 headphones.
4.2. Sonification Training and Testing
The sessions with sonifications saw the addition of a training ses-
sion. The training was exactly the same for both sessions. The
first step of the training was to verbally introduce the radiologists
to the general idea of sonification. The next step was to present
them with specific examples of PET scan sonifications. To do this,
2 training case sonifications were played for each of the 4 AD di-
agnosis categories, 2 normal, 2 mild, 2 moderate and 2 severe.
These sonifications were played for 30 seconds while the radiol-
ogist looked at the lateral slice related to that particular sonifica-
tion. This was done to introduce them to the sound of each AD
diagnosis category and to closely match the form of the test itself.
The radiologists were informed that the sounds they were hearing
were sonifications of a 2D lateral slice of the region of the brain
where the greatest deviation of metabolic activity occurred. The
next part of the training was the introduction of a graphical user
interface tool that the radiologists could use during the diagnosis
process. Created in Matlab, the tool consisted of an interface of
40 buttons divided into 4 columns; Normal sonifications, Mild AD
Questions Physician 1 Physician 2
(High Exp.) (Low Exp.)
The sonification was tiring
to listen to and induced fatigue. 2 1
The sonification was pleasant. 2 2
The sonification provided
additional information that the
visual display did not. 3 5
The sonification was
helpful in discerning between: - -
a) normal and mild cases 5 4
b) mild and moderate cases 5 4
c) mild and severe cases 4 4
The sonification made me more
certain about my diagnosis. 4 4
Table 1: Physician questionnaire results
sonifications, Moderate AD sonifications and Severe AD sonifica-
tions. Each column had 10 buttons that would each play a sonifica-
tion from that column’s category. Ten sonifications were generated
for each category, resulting in a total of 40 training cases. The 40
training cases were generated from the spectra of the deviation val-
ues of the 32 test cases. Specifically and for example, the 8 severe
test cases had deviation values that went across a range. The 10
severe training cases were generated on average from that range.
The ranges of the categories were displayed in order through the
Matlab tool, where the smallest deviation in that category was at
the top of the column and the largest was at the bottom. The radi-
ologists were given a few minutes to test out the interface in order
to familiarize themselves with more sonifications from each cat-
egory as well as familiarize themselves with the tool they would
be using in the diagnosis process. Directly after the training ses-
sion, the radiologists were told to go about their diagnosis process
as they would normally do, searching through the 2D slices and
3D projections visually. Only this time, the 30 second sonification
would play along with the visuals. The radiologist could control
the playback and volume of the sonification. They were also given
the ability to play the training cases, by clicking the buttons of the
Matlab tool to do AB comparisons with the brain scan sonification.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Physician questionnaire
After the final session, the radiologists were given a brief survey.
They were asked a short series of questions on if they found the
sonification helpful in the diagnoses process. Their answers were
given on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = somewhere in the middle, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly
agree. As shown in Table 1, the radiologists found the sonification
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Physician 1 (High Experienced)
Sess. LF LP RF RP W
0 Basic
Visual 0.64*** 0.84*** 0.56** 0.8*** 0.88***
1 Adv.
Visual 0.39* 0.76*** 0.37* 0.74*** 0.81***
2 Basic
Visual 0.69*** 0.94*** 0.66*** 0.94*** 0.98***
+ Sonif.
3 Adv.
Visual 0.68*** 0.79*** 0.67*** 0.81*** 0.86***
+ Sonif.
Physician 2 (Low Experienced)
Sess. LF LP RF RP W
0 Basic
Visual 0.58*** 0.70*** 0.54** 0.64*** 0.87***
1 Adv.
Visual -0.15 0.00 -0.01 0.12 0.03
2 Basic
Visual 0.61*** 0.89*** 0.51** 0.83*** 0.93***
+ Sonif.
3 Adv.
Visual 0.58** 0.85*** 0.48* 0.79** 0.95***
+ Sonif.
Table 2: Pearson’s correlation for association with the ground
truth, ***significant at p < 0.001, ** significant at p < 0.005,
* significant at p < 0.5
technique, although not pleasant, helpful in the diagnosis process,
especially when it came to discerning between degrees of AD and
in solidifying the certainty of their overall diagnosis.
5.2. Statistical Analysis results
During each evaluation, both physicians took part in four distinct
sessions, basic and advanced visual diagnosis with and without
sonification. For each one of the 32 unidentified brain scans of
patient, eight cases per each severity level (normal, mild, moder-
ate, severe), physicians analyzed four part of the brain: left frontal
(LF), left parietal (LP), right frontal (RF), right parietal (RP). The
results were then compared to the ground truth provided by Dr.
Kent P. Friedman.
5.2.1. Regional Scores
For each combination of two physicians and four sessions there
is a significant positive correlation between the ground and the
Physician 1 (High Experienced)
Sess. LF LP RF RP
Basic Visual 0.68 0.86 0.64 0.84
Advanced Visual 0.57 0.97 0.55 0.91
Basic Visual + Sonification 0.74 0.99 0.71 0.96
Advanced Visual 0.87 0.96 0.85 0.92
+ Sonification
Physician 2 (Low Experienced)
Sess. LF LP RF RP
Basic Visual 0.64 0.86 0.59 0.75
Advanced Visual 0.57 0.97 0.55 0.91
Basic Visual + Sonification 0.61 0.96 0.48 0.84
Advanced Visual 0.52 0.85 0.44 0.77
+ Sonification
Table 3: Pearson’s correlation for association with worst scores
frontal, parietal and worst regions.This is excepted for the scores
reported by the less experienced physician during the advanced vi-
sual diagnosis (shown in Table 2), where there is no significant
correlation between the ground truth provided and the regional or
worst. Comparing basic and advanced inspections with and with-
out sonification a significant increase of the correlation is shown.
Since the highest significant correlation was always between the
ground truth and the worst scores, accuracy was assessed in terms
of concordance between the truth and worst results. Therefore
Figure 2: Basic visual with and without sonification for the two
physicians.
the correlation for the association of the regional scores with worst
scores is presented in Table 3. All correlations were significant
(p< 0.01). The worst scores were most highly correlated with the
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Sessions : Phys.1 High Exp. Phys.2 Low Exp.
Lower Upper Lower Upper
Basic Visual 41.9% 74.7% 41.9% 74.7%
Adv. Visual 41.9 % 74.7% 13.0% 42.6%
Basic Visual 78.2% 98.4% 64.1% 91.3%
+ Sonification
Adv.Visual 64.1% 91.3% 67.5% 93.3%
+ Sonification
Table 4: Concordance percentage of ground truth and worst scores
and left parietal scores
scores from left parietal region, highlighted in bold. According to
these results, looking at the parietal elements highlights more effi-
cient scores. Thus, this result suggest that the worst scores may be
approximated using only parietal region scores.
5.2.2. Accuracy Percentage
Logistic-Regression was used to characterize and compare ses-
sions in terms of the accuracy of the worst scores for each subject.
Accuracy was defined as the percentage of times the worst scores
were concordant with the ground truth. Generalized estimating
equations (GEE) is generally used to estimate the parameters of
a generalized linear model with a possible, unknown, correlation
between outcomes and it is based on binary logic regression. In
this work it has been used as a measure of agreement between the
ground truth and the worst and left parietal region. The lack of
statistical independence among results from the same subject (i.e.,
results for the 4 sessions) was accounted for by assuming results
symmetrically correlated when acquired from the same subject and
independent when derived for different subjects. Output included
a 95% confidence interval (CI), an estimate that calculateinterval-
sof possible values of unknown parameters, for the percentage of
times each session produced worst scores that were concordant
with the ground truth. The percentage % and number (#) of times
the worst scores and the left parietal scores were concordant with
the ground truth, is shown in Table 4.
6. DISCUSSION
A sonification method throughout which medical researchers have
access an additional way of interpreting data has been presented.
This method can assist more physicians detecting something that
may be missed with traditional visual inspection. To evaluate this
technique, the correlation between each evaluation method has
been proposed in this study and the correct diagnosis based on
the ground truth has been computed to measure whether sonifica-
tion helped improve accuracy in the diagnosis. Results from the
statistical analysis show a higher correlation between tests using
sonification and the ground truth. During the basic visual testing,
one physician achieved an accuracy of 56-88%while the other per-
formed at an average of 50-55%. For each session, the physicians
performed more accurately with an average improvement of about
10% using the added sonification method. For the more severe
cases, the improvement in accuracy was as high as 30% with soni-
fication added. The results of the evaluation show that subjects
with untrained ears are able to categorize the sonifications gener-
ated by the triple-tone technique with accuracy.
7. FUTUREWORK
Future purpose for the Triple-tone sonification method will extend
its data scope to spatial representation of the audio. It is theo-
rized that by sonify by one slice to a larger subset of the brain, a
more accurate description of the brain will be reached. Further-
more, by extending the spatial scene it may provide more infor-
mation from the data. Each DICOM data set is a 3 dimensional
matrix that contains 60 slices portraying the full brain. In the cur-
rent triple tone sonification method one subset of each dataset was
chosen for sonification: the 30th lateral slice (from the top) of the
spatially normalized dataset. This slice was segmented into three
lobes of interest (frontal and parietal) and the reference lobe (sen-
sorimotor cortex). After data was extracted from each relevant
lobe and frequencies per lobe were allocated, physicians were pre-
sented with a mono audio file, representative of the 30th slice of
DICOM data, sonified by three frequencies. The beating patterns
created by the three frequencies reveal the severity of the case.
To extract more slices from the DIACOM data set, modifications
to the SoniScan program were implemented. SoniScan is the C++
program used to perform slice selection, lobe segmentation and aid
calculations for frequency allocations. Due to the physical makeup
of the brain, coordinates for lobe segmentation will be individual
to each slice. Segmentation information was performed with the
aid of the MIM software. Each slice and its relevant coordinates
were placed into a 2D matrix for the SoniScan program to read as
per user defined slice number. The contours were approximated
to straight lines connecting the coordinates as in the original pro-
gram. Currently, physicians are presented with a mono audio file
containing the three frequencies. To better represent this informa-
tion, binaural renditions of case studies have been created. The
binaural examples allow for multi-slice playback, and individual
lobe isolation, all of which are user defined via a GUI. The frontal
lobe is spatially placed at azimuth: -5 to +5 and parietal lobe at
azimuth 175 to -175. Elevation of each slice is determined by how
many slices there are during playback. The more slices rendered,
the closer each slice will be to one another in elevation. Distance
of each sound source is 1 meter. The Head Related Impulse Re-
sponses used to for the convolution process were extracted from
the MARL-NYU file format for storing HRIRs.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Initial validation for the the triple-tone sonification method has
been presented in this paper. The promising results obtained from
this study highlight more possibilities in helping AD diagnosis.
In fact, through spatialization analysis of the resulting slices and
their sonification using this technique, radiologists can get more
information to investigate a larger region of the brain. Given a 3D
representation aurally also presents an opportunity to create a vir-
tual space for the brain with which the listener can interact. The
next steps involve possibly working with 3D audio and enhanc-
ing the analysis and/or experience of diagnosing AD. Furthermore
this sonification technique can be enlarged to existing visualization
imaging techniques, such as MRI, in order to bring considerable
improvement to medical diagnosis area. Therefore, the proposed
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method is broadly ready and now applicable to a number of differ-
ent methods with a promising future.
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ABSTRACT 
People with Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are known to 
have difficulty recognizing and expressing emotions, which 
affects their social integration. Leveraging the recent advances 
in interactive robot and music therapy approaches, and 
integrating both, we have designed musical robots that can 
facilitate social and emotional interactions of children with 
ASD. Robots communicate with children with ASD while 
detecting their emotional states and physical activities and then, 
make real-time sonification based on the interaction data. Given 
that we envision the use of multiple robots with children, we 
have adopted a client-server architecture. Each robot and 
sensing device plays a role as a terminal, while the sonification 
server processes all the data and generates harmonized 
sonification. After describing our goals for the use of 
sonification, we detail the system architecture and on-going 
research scenarios. We believe that the present paper offers a 
new perspective on the sonification application for assistive 
technologies.     
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important characteristics of people with Autism 
Spectrum Disorders (ASD) comes from difficulties in social 
communication. ASD may not be diagnosed until adolescence 
or later, whereas the symptoms appear in early childhood. 
Children with ASD often have trouble with fundamental social 
skills, such as turn taking, eye contact, and joint attention. 
Particularly, their problems in emotional communication are a 
serious barrier to their social inclusion. Given that the use of 
interactive robots is known to have high potential for enhancing 
social skills of children with ASD [1-5] and that music and 
sound are known to be effective to induce, deliver, and regulate 
emotions [6], we aim to design robotic sonification for children 
with ASD. While there has been active research on voice 
communication between children with ASD and robots [7-8], 
little empirical research has focused on sonification robots. 
Sonification is defined as the use of non-speech audio signals to 
convey information [9]. By definition, sonification can include 
all types of non-speech sounds, such as musical sounds, natural 
sounds, sound effects, even noise, etc. With all these sounds in 
mind, we have investigated the effectiveness of robotic 
sonification for children with ASD in a more systematic way. 
We envision not only interaction between a child and a robot, 
but also interactions between multiple children and multiple 
robots. To this end, we have developed a client-server 
architecture. Each robot communicating with a child acts as a 
client and a sonification server processes all the data and returns 
the action command to the clients. Our robotic sonification 
system is expected to facilitate emotional and social 
communications of children with ASD using music and real-
time sonification, generated based on a child’s emotional states 
and physical interaction patterns with robots. 
2. APPROACH TO ASD INTERVENTION
While waiting for more effective treatment for ASD, many 
remedies with diverse disciplines have been applied, including 
pharmaceutical research, behavioral therapy, and 
complementary and alternative medicine [10-11]. Here, we 
focus on an interactive robot approach and music therapy 
approach. 
Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 
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2.1. Interactive Robot Approach 
Some people with autism prefer to communicate with and 
through computers because they are predictable and place some 
control on the otherwise chaotic social world [12-13]. While 
keeping the advantages of using computers, researchers have 
attempted to use robots for children with ASD to help social 
interaction skills [1-5]. In addition to their basic computing 
ability, interactive robots provide a sensing and detecting 
environment, and save interaction data. Since robots play a role 
as a toy, we can also expect that psychological “rapport” 
between children and robots may be well formed.  
From the previous robot approach, we can learn metrics they 
successfully used. For example, research has shown that an 
interactive robotic dog (AIBO) enhances social interaction more 
than a mechanical toy dog (Kasha), which has no ability to 
detect or respond to its physical or social environment [4]. 
Researchers found that children with autism (aged 5-8 years) 
spoke more words to the AIBO, in comparison to the Kasha. 
AIBO also elicited more social behaviors such as verbal 
engagement (e.g., salutations, valedictions, and general 
conversation), reciprocal interaction (e.g., motioning with arms, 
hands, or fingers to give direction to the artifact), and authentic 
interaction (e.g., the speed, tone, and volume of the child’s 
voice is exceptionally well modulated for the circumstances, or 
the child’s body is in a state of repose oriented toward the 
artifact as a social partner). Moreover, as the children interacted 
more with AIBO, they engaged in fewer autistic behaviors such 
as rocking back and forth and flicking fingers or hands. 
Scassellati and his colleagues [8] have been working on 
affective prosody production learning of children with autism 
using Pleo, a dinosaur robot. Their pilot study was conducted 
with 9 to 13-year-old children with High Functioning Autism. 
The children had to use an encouraging tone of voice to have 
the robot move across areas of “water”, which they are told the 
robot fears. Children in these trials have shown increased 
appropriate prosodic production with the robot trials as opposed 
to equal sessions with a human instructor. 
2.2. Music Therapy Approach 
Children with ASD often show enhanced musical ability [14], 
though we acknowledge that it is not always the case. Music 
therapy is a broad category that encompasses diverse techniques 
that are frequently mixed and combined including receptive, 
recreative, compositional, improvisational, and musical activity 
therapies [15]. This variety demonstrates that drawing a general 
conclusion about the effectiveness of music therapy is not 
simple, but meta-analysis of existing studies has shown positive 
effects of music therapy [14-15]. We expect the use of various 
types of sonification (including music) in interactive robotic 
sessions will result in as effective outcomes as the traditional 
music therapy sessions or better outcomes than those.  
3. GOALS OF ROBOTIC SONIFICATION
A human brain has four different anatomical functions of 
emotions, which include appraisal, reactivity, emotional 
understanding, and regulation [16]. We believe our robotic 
sonification can enhance all of these emotional aspects of 
children with ASD.  
3.1. Enhancing Appraisal 
Individuals with ASD typically show limited engagement in 
expressing their own emotional states. This might be because 
they have some issues in appraisal of their states and/or they are 
not good at expressing their states actively. Serving as external 
stimuli, emotional music and sound will help children with ASD 
appraise their emotional states. Thus, our robotic sonification 
system is expected to boost children’s ability to appraise their 
own emotional states. 
3.2. Enhancing Reactivity/ Expression 
Once they are more capable to assess their emotional states, we 
can expect they are likely to express their emotions. However, 
appraisal and reactivity might be an independent process. Once 
our emotion detection system can estimate the children’s 
emotional states, the sonification system can easily help them 
express their emotions because music and sound deliver mood 
and emotions very well. It could be done in a conscious way 
(e.g., happy music or laughing sounds for the happy state), but it 
could also be done in an ambient way (e.g., slowly reflecting 
their mind state using the soundscape). 
3.3. Enhancing Emotional Understanding 
We anticipate that our robotic sonification system will also 
serve as a positive reinforcement of the mapping between social 
situations (e.g., happy or disappointed) and the sounds (e.g., 
laughter or a sigh) in the session. Therefore, children with ASD 
can make more strong associations between the situations and 
appropriate situational sounds. It can further help them learn 
and estimate the robot’s (or other person’s) emotional states, 
which might lead to forming a general capability of empathizing 
others. To this end, we have designed over 600 non-speech 
sound cues with about 30 emotional states [17]. Our plan is to 
construct personalized sound-emotion mapping dimensions 
based on subsequent mapping experiments.  
3.4. Enhancing Emotion Regulation 
Children with ASD have a variety of symptoms (e.g., tantrum 
vs. social isolation). Given that music is frequently used as an 
intervention for emotion regulation, if appropriately used, 
sonification might improve some children’s emotion regulation. 
However, for other children with ASD, specific stimulus can 
make their symptoms more severe. This is why we need to 
create an individualized sensory stimuli map.   
3.5. Enhancing Monitoring of Interaction 
From the perspective of a family member, teacher, or clinician, 
adding sonification can provide an additional way of monitoring 
of children’s interaction in the session. If the sonification is 
mapped so that the children are uniquely identifiable, they can 
monitor each child’s emotional states. Additionally, the 
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sonification can provide a representation of the interaction 
between robots and children overall, which will be helpful 
assessing the entire class or therapy session.    
4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
To obtain these therapeutic goals, we have designed robotic 
sonification platforms. We use a client-server architecture in our 
system (Figures 2 and 4) that can be connected with any robots 
and other sensing devices via TCP/IP sockets. The first 
prototype system can detect children’s emotional states during 
the interaction and play sonification adaptive to their emotions. 
The second system assumes that a child can interact with the 
multiple robots at the same time. All the activities and 
relationships between the child (or children) and multiple robots 
can be integrated in the sonification server and reflected in the 
sonification pattern. In this procedure, the sonification server 
can process different data, and control and harmonize different 
layers of the sonification in real-time. Depending on the purpose 
of the sonification, the server can decide which robot will 
generate the sounds or the server can also generate sonification 
(e.g., providing feedback to children vs. monitoring the 
emotional state of the child).     
4.1. Prototype System Configuration 
4.1.1. Non-humanoid Robot as a Client 
Figure 1. Romo and facial expression detection app. 
Figure 2. A client-server structure with Romo.
Our first prototype system uses Romo (Figure 1), which is 
composed of an iPhone and a trackmounted base. Romo can 
detect the child’s emotions at background and generate 
sonification on the fly in the robot or the data can be sent to the 
sonification server through the Internet and the server can 
generate sonification. The emotion detection system was 
implemented through an iOS application. This application 
activates the camera included in the iPhone, which captures a 
video in real-time at a frequency of 15 frames per second, when 
a child interacts with Romo. When an emotional state is 
detected, a pink rectangle marks the relevant region in the video 
and a text label of the emotion is displayed on the left top corner 
of the rectangle (Figure 1). The detected emotions are recorded 
with the time they are captured. They can be encoded as 
messages sent to the server or rendered as a visual graph when 
the interaction finishes. We used the cascade training method 
provided by OpenCV [18] (an open-source library that focuses 
on real-time image processing) to train our customized 
classifiers for basic emotional states, including happy, surprised, 
and angry. The training images were from Cohn-Kanade AU-
Coded Facial Expression database v2, which includes 592 
sequences from 123 posers. Each sequence begins with a neutral 
expression and proceeds to a peak expression. When the child 
plays with Romo, our classifiers scan every frame of the video 
captured by the iPhone camera and send the data to the server.  
4.2.2. Sonification Server 
The sonification server was implemented with JFugue, which is 
an open-source Java API for programming music (e.g., 
MusicString, MIDI, audio file I/O, etc.). It allows us to specify 
notes, chords, musical instruments, and tracks to play a music 
piece based on our own algorithms. JFugue provides a class 
called Pattern. We used Pattern to create a block of
sound/music (e.g., four or eight measures) for each interaction 
unit (e.g., an emotional state, physical activity, etc.), which we 
are interested in. The sonification server has an unlimited loop 
to listen to messages from the clients until it is manually 
stopped. It processes every message it has received and plays 
the corresponding sonification piece. 
4.2. Current System Configuration 
4.2.1. Humanoid Robots as Clients 
While Romo was developed as the first prototype system, our 
long-term research plan involves using various robot platforms, 
including humanoid robots, non-humanoid robots, and animal 
robots, each of which requires different hardware and software. 
Again, this is why we use a client-server structure. We have 
been working with two robot platforms: ROBOTIS OP2 
(formerly known as “DARWIN 2” or DARWIN-OP2”) and Nao 
(Figure 3), but here we focus on the description of ROBOTIS 
OP2.  
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Figure 3. ROBOTIS OP2 and Nao robots for this project. 
Figure 4. A client-server architecture with ROBOTIS OP2. 
Our second version client is ROBOTIS OP2, which is a PC-
based humanoid research robot. ROBOTIS OP2 has convenient 
interfaces, such as a camera and microphone, which enable 
natural interactions between children and robots. ROBOTIS 
OP2 has two 6-DOF legs, two 3-DOF arms and one 2-DOF 
neck. These joints allow ROBOTIS OP2 to simulate a number 
of human movements, such as walking, falling, standing up, 
looking around, or waving. ROBOTIS OP2 has a built-in PC 
with an Intel Atom N2600 @1.6 GHz dual core CPU, 4G 
DDR3 RAM and 32 GB mSATA, and runs Linux operating 
system. It provides programmers with a familiar environment 
and decent computing power to developing applications 
utilizing ROBOTIS OP2’s interfaces. However, compared to 
other computing devices, such as personal laptops, desktop 
computers, or commercial servers, ROBOTIS OP2 is low 
powered and has a particular problem for process that requires 
intensive computation. Such tasks may involve graphical or 
audio signal processing, artificial intelligence, and multi-
threaded applications.  
Therefore, we have designed a human-robot interaction system, 
using ROBOTIS OP2 as an autonomous terminal to interact 
with children through natural interfaces including sounds 
(speech and non-speech) and visuals, and passing computation-
intensive tasks to the remote server. The result is returned by the 
server and used as a reference by ROBOTIS OP2 to decide its 
next interaction.  
4.2.2. Sensing Devices as Clients 
Even though each robot has multiple cameras, it is hard to 
monitor the overall interaction scene between children and 
robots, using those embedded cameras. Therefore, we have 
incorporated an RGB-D depth sensor (Microsoft Kinect) to 
monitor the physical activities of a child and a robot to estimate 
the social engagement. We also plan to use multiple Kinects and 
other sensing devices to estimate their interactions more 
effectively. 
4.2.3. Integrated Sonification Server 
Our system includes a depth camera, one or more terminal 
robots (e.g., Romo, ROBOTIS OP2, and the Nao, see Figure 3), 
and a sonification server. Again, the clients and the server are 
connected using the reliable TCP/IP protocol. One of the salient 
differences between the first version prototype (Romo) and the 
current version system (ROBOTIS OP2) is the enhanced and 
integrated functions of the server. While the iPhone of Romo 
processes image data and performs facial expression detection, 
ROBOTIS OP2 just plays a role as a terminal. The server uses 
multiple threads to handle connections with each terminal robot 
and the depth camera. For example, when interacting with 
children, the terminal robot transfers the data captured by its 
cameras to the server as a sequence of images. The server 
performs an analysis of each image to detect a face. A detected 
face is marked with a rectangle and the position of its center is 
returned to ROBOTIS OP2. When ROBOTIS OP2 is notified 
by the server that a face is detected, it rotates its head to the 
direction where the face is detected and greets the person by a 
pre-recorded script to introducing itself. If ROBOTIS OP2 does 
not detect any faces, it will search for a face by rotating its head 
from side to side.   
On the other hand, to evaluate children’s physical activities and 
social interactions based on the data from the depth camera, we 
have incorporated metrics from physical therapy and 
rehabilitation [19]. However, the metrics are usually defined 
verbally based on physical rehabilitation conditions, and the 
underlying equations for deriving the metrics are not clearly 
defined. Thus, for assessing participating children’s gestures 
and small motions, we have determined from the literature that 
the best approach for our problem is to use the following 
metrics: range of motion (ROM), path length (PATH), peak 
velocity (PV), average velocity (AvgV), and movement units 
(MUs). Besides these parameters, we will also utilize the child’s 
specific motions or gestures to train the robot to attract more 
attention from the child.  
The integrated sonification server was programmed in Java, 
which enables us to access functionalities of our existing 
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JFugue platform easily. For example, the server can have a 
further analysis on the data it receives from the terminal robots 
and the depth camera, and uses the statistical data to generate an 
ambient music on-the-fly. For further research using diverse 
mappings, we specifically developed a sonification mapping 
platform in the integrated sonification server.   
Sonification Mapping Platform 
Figure 5. The M.U.S.I.C. platform’s background structure. 
To make a more flexible, robust, and easy to use interactive 
environment for sonification mappings with the clients’ real-
time data (e.g., children’s emotion data and physical movement 
data), we have developed the Musical Utility Software for 
Interactive Creations (M.U.S.I.C.) platform. The M.U.S.I.C. 
platform allows researchers to perform actions when the data 
meet created criteria in the form of conditions. The M.U.S.I.C. 
allows researchers to create simple one-on-one mappings 
between tracked emotion and movement data, and pre-defined 
MIDI notes or melody patterns. In the M.U.S.I.C. structure, 
researchers can make this mapping both dynamic and static, to 
load the program from launch or to make changes in real-time. 
The structure in the diagram (Figure 5) has been simplified to 
only describe the conditionals rather than the program as a 
whole. A conditional is a combined set of conditions and 
actions. When all conditions are met, all actions are performed 
in a separate thread. This allows for multiple conditionals to be 
run concurrently as well as maintaining a high speed. The 
conditionals are built in a conditional builder. The conditional 
builder has a reference to all of the current objects, patterns, and 
sections as well as a list of previously made conditionals. 
All of these references are acting independently of the 
conditional builder, and thus, allowing changes to occur at any 
point in the development process. Conditionals have a flag that 
determines if the conditional is enabled or disabled. The 
conditional checker is a separate thread that has a reference to 
the conditional list and is checking all conditionals that are 
enabled. Therefore, the process looks as follows: 
Figure 6. The pseudo code of the conditional checker. 
Figure 7. The pattern view tab. 
This is the generalized pseudo code of the conditional checker 
(Figure 6). It checks every enabled conditional, and then checks 
all conditions within that conditional. Notice how the flag 
doActions is set true. This is so that in situations where there are 
no conditions, all actions can still be performed. In turn, this 
allows for chosen actions to always be performed. This code 
does run at O(n^2) time. In the future, this conditional checker 
will be run by multiple threads so that runtime can be improved. 
This structure is the reason the program works and allows for 
dynamic adjustments of conditionals. Although this structure 
may seem complex, the actual GUI is easy to understand (Figure 
7). Researchers can make any patterns for each emotion or each 
movement of each child. Also, they can easily map the entire 
data stream with a certain sonification pattern. The structure 
makes it very convenient to add new conditions and actions. For 
example, when the algorithms for a new movement recognition 
are created (e.g., drawing a circle in a 3D space), it is just a 
matter of adding a new condition option for researchers to 
utilize.  
We plan to optimize the code to further improve performance 
and run usability tests, such as heuristic evaluation or cognitive 
walkthrough to improve the research environment. Since this 
application is currently built in Java, we are exploring the 
option of moving this application to Android as well for better 
mobility. Being able to use the program on the go, and with 
extra additions of more robots and sensing devices to connect 
with the sonification server, could really take this program to 
the next level of usability and accessibility for the researchers 
and clinicians without a programming background.  
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5. RESEARCH SCENARIOS
To conduct therapeutic sessions with children with ASD, we 
have developed relationships with Autism Awareness Groups, 
local elementary schools, and the Center for Autism in three 
different sites (Michigan, Washington DC, and Georgia). As 
mentioned, we have developed our research scenarios based on 
the phases in music therapy: receptive, recreative, compositional, 
improvisational, and musical activity therapies. Some of our 
initial research scenarios are as follows.    
5.1. Receptive Therapy 
“Musical walk with a robot” is a type of receptive activity. For 
example, we selected Antonio Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” as a 
thematic music, because it is a well-known classical piece with 
various themes and a sensational storyline, which can be 
smoothly related to different emotional sensations. Throughout 
the scenario, the robot will take the child to the four physical 
stages, each of which consists of different sounds and images 
evoked during spring, summer, fall, and winter seasons. 
5.2. Musical Activity Therapy 
As a musical activity scenario, we consider a traditional 
children’s game, “Dance Freeze”. With the child and the robot 
facing each other, music will be played and stopped at random 
(or pseudorandom) intervals. While the music is going, the 
players dance or move around the room. When it stops, they 
must freeze in place. If they move before the music starts again, 
the robot will play a disappointing sound. If they do not, a 
happy reward sound will be played, and then the music will start 
again for more dancing. The music can be varied to regulate the 
speed of the game and the arousal of the child. Depending on 
the aptitude of the child, it could be made more complicated by 
dictating what dance moves should be done and alternating who 
controls the game. 
5.3. Recreative and Compositional Therapy 
In addition to receptive or reactive scenarios, we also plan to 
conduct a recreative or co-creational sonification activity 
session. To illustrate, the robot will initially play a portion of 
music and perform actions (e.g., move or dance) correlated to 
the music. Then, the child can respond to the robot’s actions. 
The task will be interactive, such as kicking a ball toward each 
other or mimicking behaviors of each other. Each action 
sequence of the robot and the responses of the child will be 
translated into harmonized sonification. The music and the 
robotic actions will be built a priori according to our music-
action mapping algorithm. The child’s approximate movement 
and action can generate melodious sounds. If the child does not 
respond to the stimulus, the robot can continue to act while 
dynamically changing the music based on the behavior, 
distance, or interaction patterns of the child. If the child 
responds to the stimulus, then the robot will take turns and lead 
the child by suggesting a gesture or task to enhance the 
sonification outcomes and the social interactions. 
6. CONCLULSION AND FUTURE WORKS
To promote social and emotional interactions of children with 
ASD, we have designed an orchestration robot platform using a 
client-server architecture. Given that children with ASD literally 
show a large “spectrum”, we need to be cautious in selecting 
musical variables and making sonification. Even though the 
participating child prefers auditory stimuli in general, we need 
to empirically construct an optimized sonification zone to avoid 
the plausible reverse effect.  
Another aspect to consider is the selection of an appropriate 
robot. Some children might prefer animal robots, whereas others 
might prefer humanoids. To this end, we are conducting robot 
acceptance research simultaneously. Our client-server structure 
will allow us to flexibly adapt to the environments of using 
different types of robots for each child. We believe this 
multifaceted approach will ultimately lead to more efficient and 
effective interventions for children with ASD.    
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ABSTRACT 
Memorable life events are important to form the present self-
image. Looking back on these memories provides an 
opportunity to ruminate meaning of life and envision future. 
Integrating the life-log concept and auditory graphs, we have 
implemented a mobile application, “LifeMusic”, which helps 
people reflect their memories by listening to their life event 
sonifcation that is synchronous to these memories. Reflecting 
the life events through LifeMusic can relieve users of the 
present and have them journey to the past moments and thus, 
they can keep balance of emotions in the present life. In the 
current paper, we describe the implementation and workflow 
of LifeMusic and briefly discuss focus group results, 
improvements, and future works.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Past events are essential part to form the present self. On one 
hand, remembering these events can make some people 
nostalgic. On the other hand, people may evaluate their lives 
through reflecting past events. To help this self-reflection 
process, life-logging research and products have been 
introduced. How can we facilitate this reflection process to 
be more effective rather than just piling up the data? What if 
we sonify our life events and listen to them as a music piece? 
Given that sonification can provide not only cognitive 
information, but also strong emotional information [1], it 
might be a plausible approach. Our research started to 
address these questions. Past memories can be either pleasant 
or unpleasant and thus, we are able to plot the life events on 
the Cartesian coordinate with the mapping of the X axis as 
time and Y axis as emotions (e.g., positive-negative valence). 
Leveraging the life-logging concept and auditory graphs, we 
have developed an Android app, “LifeMusic”, to help people 
reflect their memories more deeply and remember precious 
life moments more vividly. People are not able to change the 
past, but they may be able to connect it to the present and 
better realize the value of their present lives. 
2. LIFE-LOGGING
Life-logging is not a new concept. Researchers have tried to 
trace people’s geographical positions using GPS, WiFi [e.g., 
2], or wearable camera [3] to support their memory about 
personal life events. Attempts such as LifeLog [4] or 
Microsoft MyLifeBits came out with a focus on life-long 
information capture. This type of applications concentrated 
on events, states, and relationships of an individual and 
aggregated them as raw data into the person’s timeline. Some 
of them pursued the role of growth memories in the 
intentional cultivation of good life [5]. Another study with 
older adults [6] focused on remembering what life events 
(both positive and negative) shaped their lives. From this 
study, it seems that negative events are less likely to have 
shaped peoples’ lives than positively scripted events, such as 
marriage, raising kids, etc. Overall, most research has 
represented the data visually, whereas there has been little 
research on representing the data auditorily. Based on this 
background, we posit the hypothesis that providing auditory 
representations of one’s life events (in addition to visuals) 
will facilitate this reflection process more effectively.  
3. AUDITORY GRAPHS
The ICAD community has a long history of auditory graph 
research [e.g., 7-10]. For example, Davison and Walker [10] 
tried to make a software standard for auditory graphs, 
“Sonification Sandbox”. Developed in Java, it provides a 
cross-platform tool for auditory display researchers. The 
Sonification Sandbox converts tabular information into a 
descriptive auditory graph with various sound profiles, 
including pitch, timbre, polarity, pan, and volume. It also 
provides graph contexts, such as tick marks and labels. Given 
that a graph itself is a complex construct, an auditory graph 
can be more easily presented to the listeners with this type of 
context. Smith and Walker [8] empirically showed that an 
addition of the context to auditory graphs better represented 
the data than without the context. Nees and Walker [9] also 
identified additional essential considerations of the auditory 
graph characteristics: data, mappings, scaling, polarities, 
context, temporal characteristics of auditory graph stimuli, 
and multiple data series, all of which we can further consider 
for our app. 
Representing one’s life events with an auditory graph has 
some advantages over just visual representation: (1) Given 
that life has a time dimension, an auditory modality fits to 
displaying it effectively; (2) Since sound and music are 
deeply related to emotions, the sonification of life will 
promote people’s affective contemplation process of their 
lives; (3) We aim to develop a smartphone app and so sound 
is an appropriate channel to compensate for its small display. 
Integrating these ideas, we have developed our application, 
LifeMusic, which records users’ life events and their mood, 
and represent those events with visual and auditory graphs 
according to different memory nodes.   
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4. LIFE MUSIC APP
LifeMusic application was developed as a smartphone app 
based on Android OS so that a large number of population 
could get access to this application and use it on the go. The 
application has a simple design which starts with a welcome 
screen (Figures 1-2). Pressing the start button in the welcome 
screen leads users to the picture capture screen. Users can 
take a photo or select one from their photo gallery, which is 
connected to their memory node. After the short demo video 
of how to use the app, users can see the core part of the 
application – the plot screen where they can plot their 
memories as nodes in a visual graph. In this screen, there is 
an “Add memory” button, which leads to a form screen. In 
the form screen, users can write about the specific memory. 
Users can give a title of the memory and write some 
description and time of the memory. This writing process can 
induce a specific emotional state linked to their memory [11]. 
Then, users rate this memory on a sad-happy scale between 
one to ten where one being absolutely sad and ten being 
absolutely happy. After saving the data in the form, users are 
redirected to the plot screen where the memory is added to 
the graph as a node. Again, in this way, users can add several 
memory nodes in the graph. In the graph, the X axis 
represents the time or age when the memory event happened 
and the Y axis represents the sad-happy scale.  
We have used a third party API, GraphView [12] to show 
the graph. There is a button, “Play life music,” in the plot 
screen. When users press this button, a sonification piece is 
produced and played according to the plotted nodes of the 
graph. Initially, we have three types of different piano sounds 
for playing memories: one for happy, one for neutral, and the 
last one for sad memory events. The sound for each 
emotional node lasts relatively long (around 7-10 seconds) to 
facilitate user contemplation and reflection. For our working 
prototype, we used Android SDK’s multimedia framework 
(MediaPlayer API) to play the sound. 
5. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
To receive initial user feedback, we demonstrated our 
application to eight (4 female) graduate student participants 
in a single focus group. Their age was between 21 years to 30 
years. They have different nationality, including India, China, 
USA, and Iran. First, the application was demonstrated to the 
participants and then, each of them experienced the 
application one by one. After getting used to the application, 
they could easily use the application to log their life events. 
Next, they provided their feedback on LifeMusic app. Our 
participants understood the concept of our app and how it 
worked very well. Some participants wanted to have more 
options of emotions (e.g., circumplex model [13]) rather than 
just happiness and sadness. Participants also suggested that 
the timeline of a memory can be more specific (e.g., time of 
the day, week, month, etc.) rather than just a year with a 
zooming function. Another suggestion was to make the 
music more rhythmic and varied. Overall, participants were 
excited about the use of our application and provided 
considerable ideas and improvements. 
6. IMPROVED SONIFICATION CONCEPTS
Based on the comments and feedback from the focus group, 
we are improving our app in a number of aspects. Here, we 
focus on the description of the sonification part. First 
iteration is to include a melody contour of the familiar music 
pieces [e.g., 14]. For example, we can have users mark their 
events as four seasons: spring, summer, fall, and winter as 
people often use an analogy of four seasons to describe their 
lives. Then, we can play each season’s theme of Antonio 
Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” for each life event. The second 
iteration could be to sonify the life events just as auditory 
graphs do with more granularity (e.g., using the Sonification 
Sandbox or other sound engine such as JFugue in Java) 
beyond just positive and negative valence. We can also 
include many other variables. For example, we will have 
users’ input on the strength and effect size of each life event 
Figure 1. Proposed Model of the App Flow 
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and those data could be mapped onto musical variables, such 
as volume or duration of the sound. Depending on people’s 
conceptualization of their life events, the same melody 
contour can vary and play a different genre of music (e.g., 
Rock & Roll vs. Classic vs. Jazz) or different cultural music. 
7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
LifeMusic is a small step towards a novel application with 
many possibilities. The aim of this application is to help 
people trigger their past nostalgic memories and reflect them 
more effectively. It allows users to gain a new perspective of 
their past and plan their future. Both happy and sad moments 
of the past constitute the “music of life”. The current 
application can be improved by adding more subtle emotions 
rather than the simple valence dimensions. Another extension 
for this application is to create it for multiple users so that 
one user can compare and understand his or her own graph 
with others’ by orchestrating them together. Of course, we 
will also use different visual representations of the graph and 
improve the sound generation by making it more accessible 
and customizable. Overall, the project is still a work-in- 
progress, but we are able to demonstrate it in the conference 
and hope to get some feedback from the ICAD community. 
We hope that a simple life graph system like LifeMusic can 
be a little reminder for people that life is short and we should 
try to make wonderful memories everyday regardless of 
being happy or sad.  
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ABSTRACT 
A pilot study was conducted to explore the potential of 
sonically-enhanced gestures as controls for future in-vehicle 
information systems (IVIS). Four concept menu systems were 
developed using a LEAP Motion and Pure Data: (1) 2x2 with 
auditory feedback, (2) 2x2 without auditory feedback, (3) 4x4 
with auditory feedback, and (4) 4x4 without auditory feedback. 
Seven participants drove in a simulator while completing 
simple target-acquisition tasks using each of the four prototype 
systems. Driving performance and eye glance behavior were 
collected as well as subjective ratings of workload and system 
preference. Results from driving performance and eye tracking 
measures strongly indicate that the 2x2 grids yield better 
driving safety outcomes than 4x4 grids. Subjective ratings 
show similar patterns for driver workload and preferences. 
Auditory feedback led to similar improvements in driving 
performance and eye glance behavior as well as subjective 
ratings of workload and preference, compared to visual-only.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Touchscreens in vehicles have increased in popularity in 
recent years. Touchscreens provide many benefits over 
traditional analog controls like buttons and knobs. They also 
introduce new problems. Touchscreen use requires relatively 
high amounts of visual-attentional resources because they are 
visual displays. Driving is also a visually demanding task. 
Competition between driving and touchscreen use for visual-
attentional resources has been shown to increase unsafe 
driving behaviors and crash risk [1]. Driving researchers have 
been calling for new infotainment system designs which 
reduce visual demands on drivers [2]. Recent technological 
advances have made it possible to develop in-air gesture 
controls. In-air gesture controls, if supported with appropriate 
auditory feedback, may limit visual demands and allow drivers 
to navigate menus and controls without looking away from the 
road. Research has shown that accuracy of surface gesture 
movements can be increased with addition of auditory 
feedback [3]. However, there are many unanswered questions 
surrounding the development of an auditory supported in-air 
gesture-controlled infotainment system: What type of auditory 
feedback do users prefer? How can auditory feedback be 
displayed to limit cognitive load? What type of menu can offer 
an easily navigable interface for both beginners and 
experienced users? More importantly, do these displays reduce 
the eyes-off-road time and frequency of long off-road glances? 
Does the system improve driving safety overall when 
compared to touchscreens or analog interfaces? These are 
among the many questions that we attempt to address in this 
project, of which, this study is a first step. This study describes 
our efforts to develop an in-vehicle sonically-enhanced gesture 
control interface. The development of the prototypes draws 
from research in movement science, human-computer 
interaction (HCI), and auditory display research to develop 
prototype that improves on the safety of touchscreen interfaces. 
2. DRIVING
2.1.  Multi-tasking in Vehicles 
In-vehicle information systems (IVIS), such as navigation 
devices, mobile phones, and radios often require manual input 
from drivers. If a driver wants to use an IVIS, he/she must 
balance the demands of the driving task with the demands of 
using the IVIS. Multiple Resource Theory [4] models how the 
demands of multi-tasking influence the performance on each 
of the tasks being completed. It suggests that while multi-
tasking, performance on two or more tasks is dependent on 
their overlap in demand for resources. If two tasks share 
demands for similar resources, then performance on one, or 
both tasks will suffer. Both driving and IVIS use are primarily 
visual-manual tasks. Multiple Resource Theory predicts that 
driving performance may suffer as drivers attempt to use 
IVISs, as long as those IVISs require visual-manual resources 
to use. Auditory feedback has potential to facilitate IVIS use 
by providing driver with information without introducing 
competition for visual resources. Indeed, auditory feedback 
has been shown to improve menu navigation in IVISs [e.g., 5].  
2.2. Eye Glances and Driving 
Not all off-road glances are equal in their impact on driving 
performance. Compared to normal, baseline driving, short 
glances away from the road pose little or no risk to driving 
safety. Long glances away from the road – 2 seconds or more 
– increase near-crash/crash risk by at least two times normal
driving [6]. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) has developed guidelines for IVIS
design that suggest limits for permissible visual demands of
IVIS use [7] which state that a driver should be able to
complete tasks while driving with glances away from the road
of 2 seconds or less. These guidelines and principles informed
the design and analysis of the pilot study and will inform future 
iterations of the prototype design and future evaluations of the
prototype effectiveness.
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3. MOVEMENT SCIENCE
3.1. Fitts’ Law 
Paul Fitts’ first quantified a movement task’s difficulty, 
known as the index of difficulty (ID) [8, 9]. The original Fitts’ 
Law equations describe movement along one dimension (1).  
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �2𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊� , (1) 
Here, A is the amplitude, or distance, from the start of the 
movement to the target and W is the target width. The Shannon 
Formulation of Fitt’s law (2) is generally preferred now 
because of its improved fit to observations while still adhering 
to Fitts’ Law and because it ensures a positive value for ID. 
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �2𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊 + 1�, (2) 
This equation can help us predict the difficulty of 
completing movement tasks in our different systems. For 
example, when comparing movements toward similarly 
positioned targets in the two different grid sizes, such as target 
A in the 2x2 grid and target A in the 4x4 grid (Figure 1), if the 
amplitude is 50 cm for both grids (approximately true), and the 
target size in the 2x2 grid is 12.6 cm and 6.3 cm in the 4x4 grid, 
then the calculated ID for the 2x2 is 1.79 and the ID for 4x4 is 
2.5. This predicts that selecting targets on the 4x4 will be more 
difficult. We do not suggest that Fitts’ Law provides a complete 
description of the nature of these complex cognitive, visual-
manual search tasks, but it does give us a foundation from 
which to make simple predictions about relative difficulty of 
using systems with different target sizes. 
3.2. Auditory Feedback and Fitts’ Law 
Fitts’ Law, and most of the related work done in the area of 
movement science have assumed that feedback about 
movement was obtained through the visual and proprioceptive 
modalities [10]. Research has shown that proprioceptive cues 
alone lead to reduced accuracy in movement tasks [11]. Since 
the in-vehicle gesture interface is intended to be used by 
drivers who are simultaneously driving a vehicle, visual 
resources may not be available. Proprioceptive cues alone may 
be insufficient to aid in movement toward targets. It is 
currently unclear how other feedback modalities, like auditory 
or haptic, can be best utilized to facilitate visually-unaided 
movement tasks while minimizing workload and unnecessary 
system noise. 
4. PILOT STUDY
4.1. Objectives and Hypotheses 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of two 
major design features on driving performance and driver 
glance behavior: the size and number of target boxes, and the 
presence of auditory feedback.  
Hypothesis 1: We hypothesized that the larger target sizes 
would reduce the secondary task difficulty and result in better 
driving performance (lower lane deviations) and eye glance 
behavior (fewer glances, less eyes-off-road time, fewer long 
glances) compared to smaller target sizes.  
Hypothesis 2: We also hypothesized that auditory feedback 
would decrease secondary task difficulty and result in better 
driving performance and eye glance behavior compared to 
conditions without auditory feedback. 
4.2. Participants 
A total of seven participants were recruited from Michigan 
Technological University undergraduate psychology student 
pool. Among the participants one was male and seven were 
female.  
4.3. Equipment 
4.3.1 In-vehicle Sonically-Enhanced Gesture Control 
Interface 
The in-vehicle gesture interface is comprised of two major 
components. A LEAP Motion, an infrared sensor designed to 
recognize hand features, was used to detect the hand position 
of the driver. Data from the LEAP Motion is sent to Pure Data, 
a free, open-source, real-time graphical programming 
environment for audio and visual processing. Within the 
customized Pure Data program there are audio and visual 
displays generated from the LEAP Motion data. The LEAP 
Motion tracks the center of a user’s palm and counts the 
number of visible fingers and relays that information to Pure 
Data, which contains a visual grid display (Figure 1).  
Figure 1: 2x2 grid (Top Left), 2x2 grid with visualization 
of hand position and highlighting box C (Top Right), 2x2 
grid showing visualization of a selection (Bottom Left), 
and Graphical display of 4x4 grid with hand position 
(Bottom Right). 
A graphic is displayed on a 1280x1024 monitor (Figures 
1 & 2). The graphic shows a grid (2x2 or 4x4). Each box 
contains a letter. As the user holds his/her hand over the LEAP 
Motion, the visual display shows a box representing the 
position of his/her hand within the grid. If the center of the 
user’s hand is within one of the boxes, that box is highlighted. 
For design concepts which have audio feedback, the same 
action will cue a text-to-speech .wav file for the letter in the 
box that is highlighted. Navigation through the system was 
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intended to be completed along a horizontal plane, with 
controls working analogously to a computer mouse. Target 
selection is dependent on the number of fingers visible to the 
LEAP Motion. If the system detects five fingers, then it will 
select the target which is highlighted at that moment. For the 
concept designs that have audio feedback, a selection action is 
followed by a confirmatory auditory icon which contains two 
“raindrop” tones, the first low followed immediately by a 
second higher frequency note. This is intended to provide an 
indication of selection. 
4.3.2 Driving Simulator 
A National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) MiniSim 
medium-fidelity driving simulator (Figure 2) was used for all 
driving scenarios. The driving scenario consisted of a single 
circuit through a residential area with many left and right 
curves. There were no other cars in the scenario. The simulator 
automatically records lane deviations and vehicle speed, along 
with many other variables.  
Figure 2: Driving simulator setup, visual display monitor 
with webcam, and LEAP Motion. 
4.3.3 Eye Tracking 
Eye glance behaviors were recorded by a webcam placed on 
top of the visual display monitor. The eye glances were later 
coded by a researcher and placed into three categories based on 
the estimated length of the glance duration: short (<1 second), 
medium (1 second≤ t ≤2 seconds), and long (>2 seconds).  
4.4. Experimental Design 
The study was a within-subjects repeated measures factorial 
design. Each participant completed all four conditions in one 
session.  
 2x2 grid with auditory feedback (2x2 VA)
 2x2 without auditory feedback (2x2 V)
 4x4 with auditory feedback (4x4 VA)
 4x4 without auditory feedback (4x4 V)
4.5. Procedure 
4.5.1 Training 
Before driving in the simulator participants were introduced to 
the gesture prototype system. Initially, participants were 
shown the system and given no instruction in order to observe 
their first assumptions about how the system is used. A brief 
training period followed, in which participants were instructed 
to navigate with a closed fist and select by showing all five 
fingers. Practice trials were completed until the participant 
was comfortable with the system. Next, participants were 
introduced to the driving simulator. Participants were told to 
drive in the right lane, and maintain a speed between 30-40 
mph. The participants were given no instructions about how 
they should balance the demands of the two tasks. 
4.5.2 Concept Systems 
The order in which participants used the concept systems was 
randomized. A total of 32 selection tasks, evenly divided 
between target boxes, were completed for each concept 
system, taking approximately five minutes to complete. 
Auditory cues instruct participants which target to select (e.g., 
“select option B”). The order of the auditory cues was 
randomly determined by the Pure Data program.  
4.5.3 Questionnaires 
After completing all of the selection tasks, the participants 
were asked to stop the car and put it in park. During that time, 
the experimenter asked participants about his/her first 
impressions. Qualitative notes were taken regarding 
participants first impressions. Next, participants were asked 
several questions about their workload [12], including: mental 
demand, physical demand, performance, effort, and frustration 
using the electronic version of  
NASA-TLX. This process was repeated for all four concept 
system designs. 
4.5.4 Semi-structured Interview 
Following completion of all concept system designs, a short 
interview was conducted to identify issues that participants 
noticed and to probe about experiences with various aspects of 
the system, including the target size and the presence of 
auditory feedback. 
5. RESULTS
5.1. Driving Performance 
Speed data indicate that participants were generally capable of 
maintaining a speed between 30-40 mph, as instructed, while 
using each of the concept designs. Lane deviation data show a 
pattern indicating that participants’ lane deviations were larger 
when using the systems with the smaller target sizes (4x4 
grids) (Figure 3). Presence of auditory feedback appeared to 
have little or no effect on lane deviations. 
Figure 3: Mean lane deviations for each of the concept 
systems. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. 
5.2. Eye Glance Behavior 
Drivers made more frequent off-road glances for design 
concepts with smaller target sizes, and also for systems with 
no auditory feedback. This is true for all three glance durations 
(short, medium, long). The effect of both the target size and 
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the auditory feedback appears to be large. Target size and 
auditory feedback seem to act independently on glance 
durations, with no interaction occurring. 
Figure 4: Cumulative eyes-off-road time for each of the 
concept systems. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals. 
5.3. Workload 
NASA-TLX results show similar patterns for mental demand, 
effort, and frustration, each of which showed lowest scores for 
2x2 VA, followed by 2x2 V, 4x4 VA, and 4x4 V. Perception 
of performance followed the reverse pattern, with the 2x2 VA 
grid resulting in highest perceptions of performance and the 
4x4 V grid resulting in lowest perceptions of performance. 
5.4. Semi-structured Interview 
When participants were asked to rank-order their overall 
system preferences, they nearly unanimously favored systems 
in the following order: 2x2 VA, 2x2 V, 4x4 VA, 4x4 V. Two 
participants said that the auditory feedback was helpful for 2x2 
grids but became more annoying than useful for 4x4 grids. 
Participants cited the ease of memorizing and acquiring the 
larger targets and the helpfulness of auditory cues (preview 
cues and confirmatory cues). 
Researchers also observed that some participants initially 
attempted to control the device by moving vertically rather 
than horizontally. They stated that the vertical mapping was 
more intuitive to them. However, the current orientation 
mapping is used because movements tend to be faster along 
the x-plane than the y-plane [10]. Interestingly, participants 
would frequently move their hand down as they moved 
backwards, although no participants acknowledged conscious 
control over their downward movement. 
6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The trends for all of the dependent measures indicate that 
larger target sizes, such as those in the 2x2 grids, lead to 
improved driving safety outcomes including lane deviations, 
eye glance frequency, eye glance duration as well as subjective 
measures of workload.   
It is possible that the 2x2 grid is easier because the 
proprioceptive and/or peripheral visual information is 
sufficient to guide a person within the target range. 
Conversely, the smaller targets in the 4x4 grid may require 
additional visual information because the smaller targets 
cannot be acquired with proprioceptive information alone.  
These results suggest that selection tasks with difficulty 
indices (ID) of 2.58 or higher should not be considered if the 
control space is located immediately in front of the in-vehicle 
center stack. Increasing target sizes and providing previewing 
and confirmatory auditory feedback can reduce secondary task 
difficulty and improve driving safety outcomes. 
With the pilot study completed, we are developing custom 
software to allow us to test more refined designs. This software 
will come with configuration files allowing for a wider range 
studies. The new menu will be configurable to allow us to 
study the effects of variable menu layouts, different auditory 
displays for menu navigation (e.g., spoken titles, earcons, 
etc.), and record timing of participant actions. We will have 
predefined task sets defined within the software. Timestamps 
of each point of data from the start to the completion of the 
action will be recorded and will be later analyzed to better 
understand the relationship between a sonically-enhanced 
gesture controls and driving performance. 
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ABSTRACT 
Here we report early results from an experiment designed to 
investigate the use of sonification for the learning of a novel 
perceptual-motor skill. We find that sonification which 
employs melody is more effective than a strategy which 
provides only bare timing information. We additionally show 
that it might be possible to ‘refresh’ learning after 
performance has waned following training - through passive 
listening to the sound that would be produced by perfect 
performance. Implications of these findings are discussed in 
terms of general motor performance enhancement and sonic 
feedback design. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sonification of human movement is slowly becoming a more 
commonly-used strategy for the provision of augmented 
perceptual feedback for motor skill learning [1]–[4]. 
Typically, this entails some variable of motor performance 
being tracked by a sensing system (e.g. accelerometers, 
optical motion capture, touchpads, force-plates) and fed back 
‘live’ to the moving individual in the form of synthesized 
sound [5]. Making movement information available through 
sound where it would otherwise be difficult to perceive can 
allow a learner to exert much finer control over their actions, 
ideally resulting in better task performance [6]. In this report, 
we aim to explore the benefits of making sonification musical 
(as compared to sonification concerned purely with 
providing temporal sonic information), and test a strategy for 
improving long-term retention of new skills learned with 
sonification. 
 
2. THE VALUE OF SONIFICATION FOR 
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR LEARNING 
In the psychology of motor skill learning and feedback, a 
major concern is the transfer of learned motor skills beyond 
the feedback environment [7]. Traditionally, the consensus 
has been that overuse of augmented feedback leads to 
dependence, as learners come to over-rely on the guidance it 
provides [8]. This “guidance effect” has been assumed to 
apply to all types of augmented feedback, independent of 
sensory modality or form, however this assumption is based 
almost entirely on research employing transformed or 
abstracted visual feedback. When sonification has been 
compared directly to such feedback, the guidance effect fails 
to materialize; task performance remains at a high level [9]. 
Retention tests without live sonification are crucial in this 
domain, as the goal is to learn an underlying movement skill; 
sonification is the vehicle for getting there more quickly, or 
learning the skill more accurately. Both everyday and sport-
related skills (the usual targets of this treatment) should 
ideally not be dependent on immersion within a feedback 
system. Findings such as the above suggest that sonification 
could in fact be a more appropriate type of augmented 
feedback for skill learning than the same information 
provided via a visual display (for more on this idea, see [10]). 
3. AESTHETIC ISSUES 
Where the efficacy of sonification has been tested 
experimentally, feedback systems have sometimes made use 
of aesthetically impoverished movement-sound mapping 
strategies. Pitch-mapping is the most common strategy in 
sonification generally [11], and the same can be said for the 
more narrow subdomain of sonification for perceptual-motor 
feedback. Konttinen et al., [12] for example, mapped 
deviation from a target to sine-tone pitch in a shooting task to 
provide feedback for use in controlling rifle stability. 
Schaffert and Mattes [13] mapped boat acceleration to the 
pitch of discrete tones in a MIDI note scale, while Powell 
and Lumsden [14] employed tone pitch to allow drivers to 
perceive their lateral g-force relative to a set limit in a 
motorsport racing task. More complex and interesting sounds 
have also been used to provide information about human 
movement, including vowel-like sounds (in golf swinging 
and jumping [5], [15]) and physical modelling of real-world 
noisy interactions (in handwriting [1]). Direct comparisons 
of basic vs. pleasant (but structurally similar) mapping 
strategies for motor skill learning have rarely been explored 
experimentally. 
For a novel motor task which has not been sonified before, it 
can be difficult to know the extent to which one should focus 
on aesthetics when designing sound as feedback. Simple 
approaches to sonification which provide basic temporal 
information to help organize performance have been shown 
to be effective for learning new tasks [3], [9], however there 
could yet be potential benefits unlocked through use of a 
more interesting mapping. Motivational factors are seldom 
considered in perceptual-motor learning studies, despite their 
importance for task engagement and therefore, performance 
[16]. Sonification as feedback presents a unique opportunity 
to provide augmented perceptual information which is 
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pleasant, evocative and interesting to use; to carry over 
information-design habits from classic visual feedback 
experiments (which have historically provided performance 
information as moving lines on a screen e.g. [17], [18]) 
might be a tremendous waste of potential. This is one of the 
dilemmas we aim to probe with the current investigation - by 
comparing one type of sonification which provides only 
temporal information, to another which also employs 
melody. 
4. PROLONGING RETENTION
As mentioned in section 2, good performance after the 
removal of sonified feedback is the goal of our research. It is 
not always practical to provide a live auditory display during 
motor performance, thus we require learning which is not 
dependent on the immediate presence of augmented 
feedback, i.e. learning that generalizes - and is not subject to 
the ‘guidance effect’ [8]. In a previous study by the authors 
similar to the current investigation (manuscript under 
revision at time of writing), we observed better performance 
in a custom bimanual shape-tracing task by participants 
learning under sonification conditions relative to control (i.e. 
silence). This task requires participants to trace a triangle 
with the left index finger while simultaneously tracing a 
diamond with the right (see Figure 1). When the task is 
performed correctly, participants move between corner zones 
with a timing ratio of 4:3. This type of bimanual dual-task is 
difficult to perform, but can be learned quickly with the use 
of augmented perceptual feedback [17]. Such feedback works 
by integrating perception of both hands into a single 
perceptual stream, which is more easily controllable [19]. 
When we removed sonification to test retention-without-
feedback, the boosted performance by participants in that 
group remained; there was no evidence of a ‘guidance 
effect’. However, in a second retention-without-feedback 
session 24 hours later, performance had declined and there 
was no longer a difference in scores between sonification and 
control. 
4.1. Listening for retention 
It may be possible to temporally extend the advantage of 
sonification by allowing participants to hear the sound of 
good performance before no-feedback retention-testing. It 
has been shown in musical instrument learning that listening 
to a learned piece of music elicits activations in neural areas 
associated with performing the piece [20]. It has been argued 
that this and similar such findings represent a mechanism of 
‘common coding’ for perception and action in the brain [21]. 
In other words, perceptual experience of learned action is 
neurally very similar to active performance. This could be 
exploited to enhance recall of new motor skills in 
sonification, as has been demonstrated in keyboard learning 
[22]. If this strategy works, it could have implications for 
how sonification-based training should be implemented in 
real-life skills. Playing a recording is much less onerous than 
providing live sonification. For example, a sporting skill, say, 
a golf swing [15] can be trained using sonification in a lab 
setting. Sonification might enhance performance of the swing 
in the lab by making temporal information about bodily 
rotation more perceivable, and the learner may come to 
understand their action in terms of its sonic outcome. 
Through practice, it is expected that the learner would come 
to know the sound of a good swing and purposely act so as to 
produce it. On the golf course, where it may be impractical to 
use live sonification (perhaps due to cumbersome 
equipment), the learner could listen to the sound of a good 
swing through headphones, and thus re-experience (part of) 
what it is like to produce a good swing, thereby enhancing 
motor sequence retention. 
In the current experiment, we test this strategy by re-
exposing participants to the sound of good performance prior 
to a 24-hour retention test, with the expectation that doing so 
should improve performance. 
5. METHOD
Participants were recruited from the university undergraduate 
population (currently N = 45) and randomly allocated to one 
of three independent conditions. 
All were required to learn the same bimanual shape-tracing 
task (Figure 1). Participants were instructed (via an animated 
demonstration) to trace two shapes (a triangle and a 
diamond) in an anticlockwise direction starting from the top 
corners, and to arrive at corner zones at regular intervals on 
each hand. When done correctly, the fingertips of both hands 
would complete a cycle (i.e. return to the top corner) at the 
same time. Task performance required continuous repeated 
cycles of the shapes. 
Movements were tracked using reflective markers attached to 
a pair of modified golfing gloves which were picked up by 
four optical motion-capture cameras. Sonification was 
provided (where necessary) by streaming Cartesian 
coordinate data corresponding to the position of the fingertip 
marker of each hand into Max/MSP 6.0 at 20Hz.  
Figure 1: Custom bimanual shape-tracing apparatus used in 
the reported experiment (top) and notes produced by the 
sonification patch in the ‘Melodic’ experimental condition 
(bottom). This melody was composed by the authors for the 
purpose of the experiment. 
One group of participants (N = 15) was required to learn the 
task without sonification of any kind (the ‘Control’ 
condition). This group listened to pink noise through 
headphones during practice. Another group (N = 15) 
practiced with basic sonification of fingertip corner arrivals 
(the ‘Temporal’ sonification condition). When a fingertip 
reached a corner, a short (200ms) burst of white noise was 
triggered. Correct performance thus produced a 4:3 rhythm. 
A third group (N = 15) practiced with melodic sonification of 
fingertip arrivals (the ‘Melodic’ sonification condition). In 
this condition, correct performance of the task produced a 
simple melody (right - left hand notes occurring in a 4:3 
rhythm) on a synthesized plucked stringed instrument in the 
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key of G major (see Figure 1). Sounds were presented 
through headphones. 
The procedure of this experiment consisted of three main 
stages: pretest, practice and retention testing. 
5.1. Pretest 
Participants completed a pretest trial at the beginning of the 
session. A demo animation was played to participants prior 
to the pretest which showed corner arrivals occurring as they 
would if the task were performed perfectly. The demo lasted 
9 seconds and consisted of three cycles of the shapes. For the 
pretest, all participants heard constant pink noise to obscure 
potential task-intrinsic auditory feedback. The movement 
phase consisted of a 26-second window in which participants 
attempted to match the demonstration. No artificial feedback 
was provided. 
5.2. Practice 
Following the pretest, participants underwent fourteen, 26-
second-long practice trials – the nature of which varied 
depending on condition assignment. The demo animation 
was played prior to every practice trial. Participants in the 
Control condition heard pink noise during demo presentation 
and the movement phase. Participants in the Temporal 
sonification condition heard 200ms bursts of white noise 
coincident with corner arrivals while the demo played and 
subsequently with their own corner arrivals on the shapes. 
Participants in the Melodic sonification condition heard the 
notes shown in Figure 1 coincident with corner arrivals in the 
demo and their own on the shapes. Participants did not 
commence movement until the demo had concluded. For 
participants in the sonification conditions, engaging in this 
task was thus instantiated as an unfolding sonic performance, 
and practice trials as repeated attempts to ‘play’ the task 
correctly. Participants in all groups received terminal (post-
trial) feedback in the form of their inter-manual timing ratio 
plotted over time. 
5.3. Retention testing 
Following the practice phase, all participants immediately 
underwent a retention test with no demo, terminal (graph) 
feedback or sound except for constant pink noise during the 
movement phase.  
Another retention test under exactly the same conditions was 
administered the following day. 
Participants in the two sonification conditions were then re-
exposed to the sound of perfect task performance. Note, they 
did not see the demo animation again, only the sound it 
produced during the practice phase the day before. 
Participants then completed another retention test. To control 
for potential practice effects of multiple-retention tests, 
participants in the control condition also completed this 
additional retention test, but did not hear any sound other 
than constant pink noise. Participants also completed a 
questionnaire asking about their experience of the experiment 
(enjoyment, interest and strategies used) and musical 
experience. 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main measure of performance in the current task is the 
bimanual timing ratio produced by participants over time. 
Within each trial, the absolute difference between produced 
and ideal (4:3) timing ratios was averaged to produce a single 
error score for each trial for each participant. As learner 
performance after practice is our primary interest, we here 
present a preliminary analysis of data from trial 14 and the 
following three retention tests (i.e. the final four stages 
shown in Figure 2 for all 3 conditions and all 45 current 
participants). A mixed ANOVA with trial and feedback 
group as factors revealed a significant main effect of 
feedback group: F(2, 39) = 3.579, p = 0.037, no significant 
main effect of trial: F(2.147, 83.744) = 2.593, p = 0.077 and 
no significant interaction: F(4.295, 39) = 0.572, p = 0.696. 
Our analysis does not currently go further because we are 
still in the process of collecting data, with the aim of N = 60. 
 Figure 2: Rates of error for the three experimental groups 
over time. Live sonification and terminal feedback were 
provided only on practice trials. The three retention means 
show no-feedback error rates following practice, after 24 
hours, and lastly, after listening to the sound of perfect 
performance. Error bars are standard error of the mean. 
Figure 2 shows different rates of reduction in error for 
experimental groups over time. Participants in the Melodic 
sonification condition reached lower average error scores 
than the Temporal sonification and Control conditions. This 
indicates that Melodic sonification was most useful for 
acquisition of the bimanual skill. The same pattern is 
observed at the first retention test, in which no sonification 
feedback was available. This indicates that participants in the 
Melodic sonification condition were not dependent on the 
presence of augmented feedback for good performance. On 
the second retention test (after 24 hours), average ratio error 
in the Melodic sonification condition increases to levels 
similar to the Temporal sonification and Control conditions. 
However, subsequently re-exposing participants to the sound 
of good performance appears to have had the desired effect, 
at least in the Melodic condition – error reduces in line with 
performance on the previous day. No benefit of hearing the 
sound of good performance seems evident in the Temporal 
condition, and there is little if any practice effect for the 
Control condition on day 2. 
Limited conclusions can be drawn from this incomplete 
dataset and the preliminary analysis we have conducted here. 
The lack of an enhancement effect of sonification in the 
Temporal condition is surprising, but may be related to 
motivation (the sound is very dull), or informational-
structural factors (the melody specifies the ordering of 
bimanual movements, making the task relatively easier in 
that condition). This may become clear with further analysis 
including questionnaire data. 
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7. CONCLUSION
We have presented preliminary evidence which indicates 
potential for improving motor task retention with passive 
listening. This means that if a new motor skill is learned with 
sonification, it may be possible to effectively ‘refresh’ 
learning through listening, rather than placing learners back 
in an augmented feedback environment. 
The value of melody and engaging sound vs. purely temporal 
sonic information for learning in this task may be partly 
motivational, but could perhaps be related to the extra, 
relevant information provided by the use of different tones. 
Feedback designers should consider using melodic 
movement sonification for either or both of these reasons. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes an approach to sonification based on an iPhone 
app created for multiple users to explore a microtonal scale generated 
from harmonics using the combination product set method devised 
by tuning theorist Erv Wilson. The app is intended for performance 
by a large consort of hand-held mobile phones where phones are 
played collaboratively in a shared listening space. Audio consisting 
of handbells and sine tones is synthesised independently on each 
phone. Sound projection from each phone relies entirely on venue 
acoustics unaided by mains-powered amplification. It was designed 
to perform a microtonal composition called Transposed Dekany 
which takes the form of a chamber concerto in which a consort of 
players explore the properties of an microtonal scale. The consort 
subdivides into families of instruments that play in different pitch 
registers assisted by processes that are enabled and disabled at 
various stages throughout the performance. The paper outlines 
Wilson’s method, describes its current implementation and considers 
hypothetical sonification scenarios for implementation using different 
data with potential applications in the physical world. 
Author Keywords 
collaborative sonification, mobile performance, microtonal 
composition, software instrument, pocket gamelan  
1.INTRODUCTION 
Ever since the first ICAD more than two decades ago the art of 
auditory display has become a tool to interpret complex data in many 
forms. [1] Its applications range from the use of audio signals to 
represent various kinds of natural phenomena such as tidal data 
collected over many years using conventional record keeping 
methods [2] to the design of air traffic control consoles for ’receiving, 
analyzing and acting upon complex information in a timely manner’. 
[3] The Listening to the Mind Listening project also showed how 
interpretations of the same data set by different sonification designers 
can vary in their musical characteristics [4] In its current form it is 
possible to argue that Transposed Dekany, the work described in this 
paper, is composition more than sonification. Stephen Barrass 
clarifies the distinction between the two: 
When the primary intention of the composer shifts to the 
revelation of the source, the work crosses into the realm of 
sonification. With this crossing over comes a question of whether 
the listener can also understand the composer’s intention to 
produce more than an experience of the music itself. [5] 
 Hermann describes Model-Based Sonification as a transformation 
from data to sound where  
data is used to build an instrument or sound-capable object, while 
the playing is left to the user. 
 This almost describes the Satellite Gamelan, the app I created to 
perform Transposed Dekany, and potentially satisfies all four 
conditions in Hermann’s definition of sonification - namely, that the 
sound reflects objective properties, that the transformation of data is 
systematic, that sonification is reproducible and that it can be used 
with different data. 
2.PUBLIC SOUND
The most common presentation for auditory display involves sound 
projected from a fixed location such as stereo or multi-channel 
speakers or binaural headphones. With the improved audio signal 
processing capabilities and widespread uptake of mobile phone 
technology there is now an alternative framework for public listening 
which I call collaborative sonification. 
 Collaborative sonification allows many listeners to present and 
interact with complex data in a shared acoustic environment. Sound 
is projected via a large malleable speaker array consisting of hand-
held battery-powered mobile phone speakers. Each phone becomes 
an independent sound source like any conventional hand-held 
musical instrument which results in the creation of ensemble sound 
albeit from a consort of electronic sound sources. The ideal built 
environment for such a presentation is a performance venue with 
high ceilings and reflective acoustics. Sound projection is no longer 
entrusted to one listener positioned at an electronic mixing desk 
trying (or perhaps not even bothering) to second-guess what listeners 
might expect to hear. 
 There are obvious limitations in projecting sound from a miniature 
loudspeaker with the power limitations and frequency response of a 
speaker phone. As with conventional consorts of viols, recorders or 
voices, strength comes from the size of the ensemble. While it is 
possible to produce audio covering the audible spectrum and project 
audio using mains powered speaker tether the phone to project I have 
chosen to work within the frequency response limitations of the 
speaker phone. 
 Vickers noted that using ‘organising principles of tonal music’ to 
present data can ‘result in more aesthetically-coherent sonifications’. 
[6] If those principles were extended to include music with a non-
equally tempered pitch spectrum based on harmonic ratios could this 
not also provide ‘a system that is more open to reading than it is a 
musical style that is recognized as such’ ? 
 My focus has not been what to do about a limited frequency 
response, but rather, what to do with frequencies produced within a 
limited range of four octaves. In fact the focus on frequency is even 
more specific: it is about unequal relationships that occur between 
pitches of a scale derived from pure harmonics. In the ideal acoustic 
environment a mobile phone speaker will clearly reproduce signals 
derived from pure harmonics played at the appropriate frequency. For 
that reason the app does not use sampled audio but synthesises bell 
tones and chorus tones by adding sines tones. These are tuned in a 
variety of ways using a simple algorithm based on harmonics.  
 The world’s musical traditions have many such scales where the 
size of intervals, i.e. the gap between two notes, is defined by points 
on the harmonic series. One of the most common scales are 
pentatonic. Some scales will sound more recognisably pentatonic 
than others that are tuned using different harmonics; this is especially 
true for audiences conditioned to hearing a pentatonic scale played on 
the black notes of a conventional music keyboard. 
 The Satellite Gamelan app was never intended to sonify anything 
more than abstract data i.e. harmonic numbers. Nevertheless it offers 
a rich and elegantly variable palette of harmonic flavours derived 
from numbers available in the harmonic series. 
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3.MOBILE COLLABORATION 
The work has precedents in other battery powered mobile events 
such as Iain Mott’s Sound Mapping in 1998 [7] and Golan Levin's 
Dialtones (A Telesymphony)[8] in 2001. The latter involved active 
participation by a concert audience. Mobile phones became a multi-
channel sound system through which triggered sequences of 
ringtones are played. Mobile phone ensembles have sprung up at 
Stanford, Michigan and Helsinki Universities using apps that 
synthesise audio with players wearing battery-powered amplifier-
speakers [9]. These, along with the Satellite Gamelan, are pre-dated 
by earlier mobile projects I developed for j2me phones [10] and 
purpose-built battery powered analogue circuitry called UFOs [11]. 
4.MICROTONAL TUNING 
The app also builds on the microtonal legacy of composer, 
instrument-builder and theorist Harry Partch whose work recognised 
and celebrated the diversity of tuning that lies outside the western 
concert tradition [12]. Each phone is tuned to a dekany, a 10-note 
scale generated from harmonics using a method devised by tuning 
theorist and instrument-builder Erv Wilson. 
 Wilson theories include a system of keyboard mapping that 
provides a broader historical perspective for Partch’s work and a 
trajectory that embraces both experimental and traditional tuning 
[13]. One of Wilson’s tuning theories, known as combination product 
sets (CPS) is a way to generate many scales of various size and 
harmonic flavour. 
4.1.Dekany 
The dekany is a CPS scale where pitches are generated by 
multiplying combinations of two harmonics from a set of five 
harmonics: 1, 3 ,7, 9 and 11. 
 Table 1 shows the relationship between pitches of the dekany and 
its five harmonic generators. Pitches are described in cents and ratios. 
Note that unison - 0 cents or 1/1 - is missing from the scale, the 
salient feature of CPS scales; nevertheless, for convenience, rational 
scale pitches are defined with reference to unison. In a CPS scale the 
numerator represents a product while the denominator represents the 
missing unison, or some octave above it. 
Table1. Pitches of the 1-3-7-9-11 dekany with five generators 
 The 1-3-7-9-11 dekany has two interleaved scales that are 
recognisably pentatonic. Their pitches are separated by two intervals, 
one small and one large, just like pentatonic scales played on an 
equal tempered keyboard. Pitches of the odd numbered pentatonic 
scale are separated by intervals of 231.174 and 266.871 cents while 
pitches of the even numbered pentatonic scale are separated by 
intervals of 213.598 and 284.447 cents; by comparison, pitches of 
pentatonic scales played on a conventional equal tempered 12-tone 
keyboard are separated by intervals of 200 and 300 cents. 
 Each pentatonic scale represents a different harmonic flavour, a 
result of differences in the size of their small and large intervals. 
These flavours produce strong consonance when heard separately 
and strong dissonance when heard simultaneously, a dissonance and 
consonance stronger than any produced in 12-tET. By organising the 
1-3-7-9-11 dekany as two pentatonic scales, I expected to make it 
easier for musicians to focus on pitches of one scale and selectively 
ignoring interference from pitches of the other. 
 This assumption can be tested in a laboratory. Using randomly 
selected tones interleaved with tones of a familiar melody, Alan 
Bregman demonstrates how auditory streaming makes it possible for 
listeners to segregate a stream of melodic tones from interfering tones 
that camouflage the melodic stream [14]. 
 The 1-3-7-9-11 dekany has two scales each with a different 
melodic contour. Each tends to camouflage the other and each are 
recognisably pentatonic, a property related to the harmonic 
generators used to create the dekany. 
4.2.Transposition 
Transposition is a process for playing a scale in a different register 
starting on each note of the original scale. On a 12-tone equal-
tempered keyboard, a transposed scale always fall on other notes on 
the keyboard. By contrast, transposing a scale with pitches that are 
generated from harmonics will result in additional harmonically 
related pitches that are not present in the original scale. 
 New harmonic flavours are created when different transpositions 
of the dekany are heard simultaneously. In performance players are 
divided into five groups, each playing in a different transposition.  
 The five transpositions are shown in Table 2, rearranged as 
interleaved odd and even pentatonic scales represented here in 
cents. Transposition results in 26 new pitches. Each transposition 
has some pitches in common with other transpositions creating 
harmonic connections between them. 
Table2. 1-3-7-9-11 dekany with five transpositions (in cents) 
5.MOBILE MUSIC
5.1.Satellite Gamelan 
The Satellite Gamelan is an app for eighty players. It configures a 
hand-held phone as an instrument that is played as part of a 
performing ensemble. The instruments are easy to play, quick to learn 
and enable a large consort of players to collaborate in the discovery 
of a new microtonal language. In the process of using the app 
players perform a composition called Transposed Dekany,. 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Figure 1. The left view [a] appears when the app is launched. Players select a family by touching 1-of-5 five coloured buttons. This takes 
them to another view [b, c, d, e or f] where they select 1-of-16 player settings. Each player has a different setting. 
Figure 2. These views appear once players have selected player settings. Players wit for the rest of the consort to make their selection. On 
an agreed hand signal sign from a designated lead player every player hits the centre button on their screen. 
5.2.Instrument Configuration and Tuning 
Each player configures their phone as a mobile instrument that can be 
played in one of two ways. Firstly players can shake it like a hand-
bell to produce bell sounds. Alternatively, players can touch buttons 
to produce a chorus of sine waves. 
 The full consort subdivides into five families each consisting of 
sixteen players. Players must first decide what part they will play in 
the consort, i.e. what family they join and which player they will be. 
Players then configure their instruments by selecting the family; this 
is done by touching one of the coloured buttons shown in Figure 1a; 
then selecting a player number; by touching one of sixteen buttons 
that appear as rosettes in Figures 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e or 1f. 
 Each family is tuned to a different scale transposition. This is 
selected automatically when players join a family (see Figure 1a). 
Once selected, an instrument remains tuned that way until the end of 
the performance. Selecting the player number chooses one of sixteen 
pitch and octave settings available within each family. Settings are 
uniquely assigned to each player. For example, every player has two 
bells each with its own pitch; every player has a pallet of chorus 
sounds played in uniquely assigned pitch and octave combinations. 
5.3.Composition - Transposed Dekany 
Once instrument configuration is complete, the app presents a 
screen view with a button surrounded by small circles as shown in 
Figure 2. All players are required to hit the centre button together. 
This starts a programmed sequence of states that automatically 
enables or disables the user interface during various states 
throughout the performance of Transposed Dekanies. The 
composition has 31 states in total as shown in Figure 3; the duration 
of each state is 24”; the total duration is 12’24”. 
 The sequence of states generates every combination of the five 
families. Every family has one state where those players are heard on 
their own. There is also one state in which every family is heard 
playing together. Within those boundaries every combination of two, 
three or four families playing together is heard once and once only. 
 The sequence is displayed as an animated graphic score that 
updates whenever a state changes allowing players to monitor their 
progress in relation to their own family members and other families. 
 In any given state even numbered players enabled in every family 
create bell sounds while odd numbered players create chorus sounds. 
On alternate states players switch roles, i.e. odd players playing bells 
instead of chorus and vice versa. 
 Bell tones are played by shaking the phone like a conventional 
handbell; the centre circle is the bell clapper. Chorus tones are played 
by touching one of five points on the perimeter circle, or bell rim. 
These tones are synthesised using some of the first software 
instruments created by Jean-Claude Risset at Bell Labs [16]. 
 Cues to play bell are shown in Figure 4a (odd) and 4b (even); the 
number in the centre is the selected player number. Cues to play 
chorus sounds are shown in Figures 4c for playing odd numbered 
notes of the dekany and 4d for playing even numbered notes. The 
animated graphic score is shown below the cue in each figure. 
Figure 4. Odd and even bell cues (a,b) and chorus cues (c,d) 
When the cue appears on the screen players may respond in their 
own time by ringing bells or playing chorus sounds within each 24 
second window. Bell and chorus decay times are calculated on the fly 
from the start of the triggered event. They are timed to last until the 
end of the final active state for that family of instruments or until 
another event is initiated by the player, whichever occurs first. 
Figure 3. The 5-bit sequence of 31 states enables every phone in each different family. Duration of each state is 24 seconds. 
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6.EXTENDED SCENARIOS 
In its current form the app is a collaborative tool for manipulating a 
specific abstract data set, namely, the 5 harmonics that generate the 
scale. With changes the app could include the use of physical data. 
6.1.Harmonic possibilities 
Wilson’s CPS method can generate many different dekanies scale 
each with its own specific harmonic flavour. To do this one might 
change the harmonics 1 3 7 9 and 11 to another set of values e.g. 1 3 
7 13 and 17. Increasing the number of harmonic generators would 
also produce scales larger than 10 notes per octave. 
 With further modification the app would allow a user to change 
harmonics using a slider or touch menu to select new values; with a 
looped note sequence playing, this would allow a player to make a 
seamless transition from one harmonic flavour to the next. With 
further modification to the app, changes made by a user on one 
phone would also be broadcast to other phones. 
 Significantly, any change in the harmonic flavour is instantly 
recognisable irrespective of the musical expectations of the listener. 
6.2.Bicycle flotilla 
The app would lend itself to an event involving a flotilla of cyclists 
each using an iPhone as the mobile sound source, i.e. without 
headphones. The event would be an extension of the first Concert on 
Bicycles in 1983 when about 130 cyclists using ghetto-blasters tuned 
to a 1-hour broadcast radio program and cycled round Lake Burley 
Griffin, Canberra; half the cyclist travelled in a clockwise direction, 
the other half in a counter-clockwise direction, thereby passing one 
another at double the normal bicycle speed. The mono broadcast was 
transformed by the mass movement of multiple sound sources to 
create spatial artefacts discernible only to participating listeners. [16] 
 In this scenario participants install the app prior to the event. 
Instead of a ghetto-blaster, cyclists fasten an iPhone to their bicycle 
frame thereby making it responsive to accelerometer data. With some 
modification to the app, the handbell becomes a bicycle bell that 
responds to corrugations in the surface of the track while GPS data 
transforms the harmonic properties as cyclists enter new terrain. 
7.CONCLUSIONS 
The Satellite Gamelan app was first used on Nov 30 2012 as part of 
the Space Time Concerto Competition. On that occasion the 
performance  involved a hook up of several concert venues spanning 
several continents and interconnected via a satellite link. The app has 
since been modified to support 80 players in the same venue. [17]  
 My ultimate objective is to take advantage of venue acoustics 
enjoyed by performers of conventional concert music. The Satellite 
Gamelan app used by a large ensemble can augment a standard 
contemporary concert program. For an established professional 
orchestra or large choir the economics are straight forward. 
Transposed Dekany is easy to play and quick to learn. It is currently 
available as an app that runs on a phone widely used by many 
musicians. For an existing ensemble of seasoned players the work 
can be made concert-ready in a single one-hour rehearsal. A 
performance lasts less than thirteen minutes, requires no special 
concert amplification and every instrument can be set up by its player 
without technical support. The missing ingredient so far is a 
conductor with the vision to convince eighty musicians to put their 
regular instrument aside (or rest their vocal chords) in order to 
present a new kind of chamber concerto where ‘playing is left to the 
user’ [5] yet executed to the highest standards of ensemble 
musicianship.  
 Clearly the problem lies not with the definition of sonification as 
this has evolved in the ICAD community but rather with limitations 
we place on what constitutes the ‘organising principles of tonal 
music’. [6] That is a problem I have always had , and will probably 
continue to have, with music in general. 
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ABSTRACT
Music psychologists have frequently shown that music affects peo-
ple’s behaviour. Applying this concept to work-related computing
tasks has the potential to lead to improvements in a person’s pro-
ductivity, efficiency and effectiveness. This paper presents two
quantitative experiments exploring whether transcription typing
performance is affected when hearing a music accompaniment that
includes vocals. The first experiment showed that classifying the
typists as either slow or fast ability is important as there were sig-
nificant interaction effects once this between group factor was in-
cluded, with the accuracy of fast typists reduced when the music
contained vocals. In the second experiment, a Dutch transcription
typing task was added to manipulate task difficulty and the volume
of playback was included as a between groups independent vari-
able. When typing in Dutch the fast typists’ speed was reduced
with louder music. When typing in English the volume of music
had little effect on typing speed for either the fast or slow typists.
The fast typists achieved lower speeds when the loud volume mu-
sic contained vocals, but with low volume music the inclusion of
vocals in the background music did not have a noticeable affect
on typing speed. The presence of vocals in the music reduced the
accuracy of the text entry across the whole sample. Overall, these
experiments show that the presence of vocals in background music
reduces typing performance, but that we might be able to exploit
instrumental music to improve performance in tasks involving typ-
ing with either low or high volume music.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hearing music can affects people’s behaviour. From the speed of
drinking a can of soda [1], to the type of wine bought in a super-
market [2], to children’s performance in arithmetic tasks [3], there
is substantial empirical evidence that hearing music affects what
people do and how well they do it. Our research aims to identify
whether we can exploit music to positively influence people while
they are working.
Many people spend a large proportion of their working lives
using a computer. A study in 2007 collected objective data of
computer-use at work across 95 organisations from Europe, North
America and Australasia [4]. Highest levels of computer use were
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
identified in the UK, where over a 4 week period employees spent
an average of 16.8 hours per week using a computer, i.e. approx-
imately 40% of their working week. Given that people spend a
large proportion of their working hours using a computer, we ask
whether hearing music while interacting with a computer can pos-
itively affect performance in work-related computing activities?
Kallinen [5] showed that the speed of reading news stories on
mobile devices while in a noisy cafe´ was affected by the tempo
of the background music. Significantly faster reading speeds were
achieved when listening to music with a higher tempo. Although a
cafe´ is not a typical work environment and reading the news on a
mobile device is not a typical work task, this result shows there is
potential to exploit the impact of particular parameters of music to
improve performance in work-related tasks. This outcome leads to
a refinement of our research aims – we want to identify how dif-
ferent parameters of music affect people’s performance with work-
related computing tasks.
Typing is a fundamental method used to interact with a com-
puter. In 1937, Jensen investigated how hearing music affected the
transcription typing performance of skilled typists [6]. The task
required participants to copy text presented visually using a type-
writer. The skilled typists made significantly more errors when lis-
tening to Jazz music than without music, or when accompanied by
slow, melancholy Dirge music. Typing speeds were significantly
slower with a Dirge music accompaniment than with Jazz music
or without music. Jensen made no attempt to explain why Jazz
increased error rates, or why Dirge music decreased typing speed.
There does not seem to have been any follow up work to Jensen’s
experiment, so it is interesting investigate the impact of music on
typing performance further, and within a modern context.
In this paper, we present two experiments investigating the ef-
fect of different parameters of music on transcription typing speed
and accuracy. Although transcription typing is not a typical work-
related computing task, it is clearly-defined allowing us to retain
tight control of the experiment, ensuring construct validity. The
first experiment focuses on the impact of the presence or absence
of vocals on typing performance, using two pieces of Rock music
from different styles. The second experiment considers if the vol-
ume of the music is a significant factor affecting performance, and
how the difficulty of the task mediates the influence of music.
2. VOCALS AND MUSIC STYLE
Shaffer [7] performed a number of experiments with a single,
skilled typist, investigating how different verbal stimuli affect tran-
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scription typing performance. This typist was able to maintain
high levels of performance when copying from a visual source
whilst reciting nursery rhymes. Further, the typist was able to
transcribe material that was presented aurally through headphones
in one ear, while concurrently repeating words heard through the
other ear. For this skilled typist, typing performance was main-
tained in the presence of potentially conflicting verbal material.
But does this outcome extend to being able to perform transcrip-
tion typing while hearing music containing vocals? And would
less skilled typists be affected in a similar way?
2.1. Method
The aim of this first experiment is to investigate whether the pres-
ence of vocals in a piece of music affects transcription typing per-
formance with two pieces of Rock music with different styles. Ra-
tionally, one might expect that hearing one verbal source whilst
copying different visually presented verbal material would be a
difficult task which compromised performance. But, this argument
contradicts the outcome from Shaffer’s work which has been influ-
ential in the typing literature (e.g. in [8]) and we have identified
no other empirical evidence to support this hypothesis.
2.1.1. Experimental Design and Hypotheses
Two experimental design paradigms were used. The first was a 1
by 5 design with a single independent variable (IV) for music with
5 levels (Alt Rock With Vocals, Alt Rock Without Vocals, Pop
Rock With Vocals, Pop Rock Without Vocals and Without Music).
This design paradigm focuses on the impact of the pieces of music
as a whole and permits inclusion of a Without Music condition.
The second 2 by 2 design paradigm focuses on manipulating the
presence of vocals (2 levels – with and without vocals) and the
style of the music (2 levels – Alt Rock and Pop Rock).
Typing speed and accuracy were measured as dependent vari-
ables (DVs). The number of transcribed characters was established
and uncorrected errors counted using the Levenshtein Minimum
String Distance algorithm. Measures of Characters per Minute
(CPM) for speed, and Error Rate for accuracy were calculated us-
ing and (1) and (2).
CPM =
Number of Characters
Length of Task (in minutes)
(1)
Error Rate =
Number of Errors
Number of Characters
⇤ 100% (2)
2.1.2. Participants
The participants were recruited (22 male, 6 female) via an advert
sent to University mailing lists, which stated that participants must
be native English speakers, should not be dyslexic or have a hear-
ing disability. Participants were aged between 18 and 44, 53%
aged 18 to 24. Twenty-two participants were studying Computer
Science (11 undergraduate and 11 PhD), with 4 Social Science
PhD students and 2 professional researchers from the Humanities.
All participants received a £10 Amazon voucher.
2.1.3. Materials and Environment
The experiment took place in a quiet usability laboratory on the
University campus. The room contained 1 desktop computer run-
ning Windows XP which the participant used. The typing tasks
were hosted on a bespoke website accessed through the FireFox
browser with spellcheck disabled. The website displayed two text
boxes side by side. The left hand text box was non-editable and
displayed the text to be copied. The participants entered their tran-
scription in the right hand text box, the contents of which was
saved on the webserver once the task had been completed. The
experimenter used a MacBook Pro to control the music playback
via Audacity connected to a pair of Philips SPA 2210 2.0 speakers.
Two pieces of Rock music were used in this experi-
ment, both taken from Cambridge Music Technology website
(http://www.cambridge-mt.com/). The first song, “Atrophy” by
The Doppler Shift, was described as Alt Rock style, the second,
“Big Dummy Shake” by Moosmusic is Pop Rock. For the ex-
periment to have strong internal validity, the two variations of the
music stimulus needed to be the same with the exception of the
presence of vocals. Multi-track recordings were mixed down into
two separate versions of each song. One version included all the
vocal tracks while the other was a mix of only the instrumental
tracks. It was also important that the participants were equally fa-
miliar or unfamiliar with the music. None of the participants could
recall hearing either song prior to the experiment.
There were 5 conditions in the experiment. The order of pre-
sentation of music style was alternated so that the participants did
not hear the two Alt Rock or Pop Rock conditions back to back.
The style of music and inclusion of vocals were both counterbal-
anced to avoid learning and fatigue effects. The position of the
Without Music condition was also systematically varied. Five pas-
sages from different chapters of The Outlaw of Torn (Edgar Rice
Burroughs) were displayed to participants as the text for transcrip-
tion. The order of presentation of the passages was varied to avoid
connections between experiment condition and each text passage.
2.1.4. Procedure
The experimenter began by telling the participants that they would
complete a number of transcription typing tasks while listening to
different pieces of music to see how the music affected their per-
formance. They were told they could correct any errors but that
they should only use the keyboard and not the mouse and that they
should type as naturally as possible. The participants completed
a 30 second practice transcription typing task, followed by 5 tran-
scription typing tasks (4 with music, and 1 without music). The
experimenter started timing the task when the participant began
typing and stopped the participant after 4.5 minutes. Once the
participants had finished all 5 typing tasks, they completed demo-
graphic questionnaires on paper.
2.2. Results
2.2.1. Typing Speed
Figure 1 shows a histogram of typing speed for all conditions. Vi-
sual inspection suggests the distribution may be bimodal rather
than normal with a crossing at around 340 CPM as shown by the
overlay which is an approximation of two normal distributions.
There may also be 5 outlying data points above 520 CPM.
Scatterplots were created for the Alt Rock and Pop Rock con-
ditions (Figure 2) to compare the speeds achieved by each partic-
ipant within a single piece of music and establish an appropriate
threshold level for separation into ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ typist groups.
The histogram in 1 suggested a crossing at about 340 CPM. In-
spection of the scatterplots led to a refinement of this threshold
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Figure 1: Histogram of CPM showing typist ability grouping with
normal distribution overlays and a possible outlier.
Figure 2: CPM scatterplots for both music styles, showing typist
ability classification with the 330 CPM threshold applied. Speeds
achieved by participants 16 and 27 are highlighted.
value to 330 CPM, resulting in 16 participants classified as slow
typists and 12 as fast typists. The only participant that did not eas-
ily fit within this classification structure was participant 16 who
achieved less than 330 CPM in the Pop Rock Without Vocals con-
dition, but higher than 350 CPM in all other conditions. As 80% of
tasks were completed high above the 330 CPM threshold, partici-
pant 16 was classified as a fast typist. The scatterplots also verify
that a single participant (P27) achieved over 500 CPM in all tasks.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on the data us-
ing both the 1 by 5 and 2 by 2 experimental design paradigms. A
second analysis using mixed designs ANOVAs allowed inclusion
of typing ability as a between-participants factor. An alpha level
of 0.05 was used in all statistical tests.
All of the underlying assumptions for Repeated Measures
ANOVAs were met when the data was treated as a single distri-
bution. The assumption of normality of distribution was assessed
for each condition separately using Shaprio-Wilk’s test. Despite
the bimodal characteristic observed through visual inspection, all
of the distributions were found not to deviate significantly from
normality. When treated as a single distribution, the Repeated
Measures ANOVA resulted in no significant omnibus effects or
interactions in the 1 by 5 or 2 by 2 design paradigms.
When typing ability was included in the analysis as a between
groups factor a statistical outlier was introduced. The analysis
was performed both with and without the outlier included in the
dataset. This outlier had no effect on the outcomes using either
the 1 by 5 or 2 by 2 analysis paradigms. All other assumptions for
Mixed Design ANOVAs were met.
With the 1 by 5 experimental design paradigm the effect of
the music was not significant, F(4,104)=1.20, n.s., and neither was
the interaction between music and typing ability, F(4,104)=1.99,
n.s. Typist ability was a significant between groups factor,
F(1,26)=90.42, p<0.001, ⌘⇢2=0.78, with higher speeds achieved
by the fast group (M=408.17, SD=53.07) than the slow group
Slow typists
Fast typists
Figure 3: Significant 3-way interaction between music style and
typing ability. Error bars show the standard error.
(M=249.80, SD=39.31). This result is expected given the typ-
ist ability classification was applied post hoc based on the speeds
achieved by each participant.
Using the 2 by 2 analysis paradigm, there were no om-
nibus effects identified for the vocals condition, F(1,26)=9.32, n.s.,
nor music style, F(1,26)=0.06, n.s. A trend towards a signifi-
cant interaction between music style and vocals was identified,
F(1,26)=3.83, p=0.06, ⌘⇢2=0.13, which suggests any effect of vo-
cals on speed may differ depending on the style of the music, but
there is insufficient evidence from this experiment to be sure.
The 3-way interaction between music style, vocals condi-
tion and typing ability was significant, F(1, 26)=8.57, p=0.007,
⌘⇢
2=0.25 (Figure 3). A simple 2-way interaction between mu-
sic style and vocals was significant for fast typists, F(1,11)=7.50,
p=0.02, ⌘⇢2=0.41, but not for the slow typists, F(1,15)=0.77, n.s.
When accompanied by Alt Rock music the fast typists achieved a
mean typing speed that was 8 CPM higher with vocals than without
vocals (Alt Rock With Vocals: M=410.37, SD=56.93, Alt Rock
Without Vocals: M=402.19, SD=42.63). For Pop Rock music, a 17
CPM difference in typing speeds was identified between the with
and without vocals conditions with higher speeds achieved without
vocals (Pop Rock With Vocals: M=400.54, SD=61.86; Pop Rock
Without Vocals: M=417.24, SD=52.96). However, the simple sim-
ple main effect for vocals was not significant for either music style
(Alt Rock: F(1,11)=0.83, n.s., Pop Rock: F(1,11)=3.27).
Typist ability was a significant between groups factor,
F(1,26)=90.28, p<0.001, ⌘⇢2=0.78, with a lower mean speed
achieved by the slow typists than the fast typists (Slow: M=248.74,
SD=39.04, Fast: M=407.48, SD=53.60).
2.2.2. Typing Accuracy
The error rate data had a negative skew so a square root trans-
formation was applied. Before transformation 4 of 5 condi-
tions (80%) were strongly non-normal by the Shapiro-Wilk’a
test (p<.002), with the 5th condition resulting in moderate non-
normality (p=0.03). After the square root transformation was ap-
plied to the data none of the distributions deviated significantly
from normality. Figure 4 show a histogram of the transformed
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Figure 4: Histogram of Transformed Error Rate Percentage.
Figure 5: Error Rate scatterplot for Alt Rock music conditions,
showing typist ability classification with 330 CPM threshold.
error rate percentage which does not contain the bimodal charac-
teristic observed in the typing speed distribution.
A scatterplot of the two Alt Rock conditions is included in
Figure 5 which shows the pattern of error rates achieved by each
participant with the slow or fast typist classification. The Pop Rock
scatterplot contained similar characteristics. The scatterplot shows
that the range of error rates for the slow typists is greater than the
for the fast typists group. But, there is a clear mix with some slow
typists make few errors, but some fast typists making a compara-
tively large number.
Treating the transformed error rate percentage data as a single
distribution resulted in no significant omnibus effects or interac-
tions when analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA for either
paradigm. There were no assumption violations when the dataset
was considered as a whole in either the 1 by 5 or 2 by 2 paradigms.
With the typist ability classification applied, two outlying data
points are introduced. These two outliers had no impact on the
outcomes of the analysis in either paradigm. There were no other
violations of assumptions for Mixed Designs ANOVA.
Inclusion of the typist ability classification in the 1 by 5 anal-
ysis paradigm resulted in a non-significant omnibus effect for mu-
sic, F(4,104)=0.19, n.s., and a non-significant interaction between
music and typist ability, F(4,104)=1.22, n.s. Typist ability group
was a significant between groups factor, F(1,26)=6.15, p=0.02,
⌘⇢
2=0.19. The mean transformed error rate for the slow typists
was higher than for the fast typists (Slow: M=0.95%, SD=0.39%,
Fast: M=0.67%, SD=0.31%) meaning that the fast typists made
significantly fewer errors.
Performing the analysis using the 2 by 2 design paradigm with
typist ability classification resulted in no significant omnibus ef-
fects. There was a significant 2-way interaction between vocals
and typist ability group, F(1,26)=7.24, p=0.01, ⌘⇢2=0.22. Figure 6
shows that the slow typists made more errors when hearing music
that did not contain vocals. In the fast typists group, the magni-
tude of the difference in transformed error rate percentage between
Figure 6: Significant interaction between vocals and typing ability.
Error bars show the standard error.
with and without vocals condition is the same as for the slow typ-
ists, but in the opposite direction with fewer errors without vocals.
A simple main effects analysis for vocals was significant for fast
typists, F(1,11)=6.92, p=0.02, ⌘⇢2=0.39) but not for slow typists,
F(1,15)=0.22, n.s.
2.3. Discussion
The initial aims of this experiment were taken with the assumption
that the data collected would be treated as a single distribution.
However, when the dataset was analysed as a single distribution
for both typing speed and accuracy measures, there were no sig-
nificant omnibus effects or interactions. Visual inspection of the
typing speed distribution suggested a bimodal distribution, lead-
ing to a means of classifying participants as either slow or fast and
analysing the data to consider whether typist ability matters. The
analysis with typist ability classification included led to a num-
ber of significant interactions involving this between groups factor.
When typist ability classification is applied as a between groups
factor the degrees of freedom for the error term are reduced by 1.
This reduction leads to a more appropriate partitioning of the error
variance and as the model fits the distribution better the statistical
power is increased.
Typing ability grouping was a significant between groups fac-
tor for both the typing speed and accuracy measures. The former is
expected given that typing speed determined participant allocation
to a group. However, although the error rate scatterplots showed
a mix of error rates for the slow and fast typists, there was still a
significant difference in transformed error rate between the groups
with the fast group making fewer errors than the slow group over-
all. This result is likely to be due to the differences in the spread
of error rates by achieved by each group, with a smaller spread for
the fast typists than for the slow typists. This outcome indicates
that the fast typists were better in both the performance measures,
suggesting that they are more skilled typists and not simply faster.
The fast typists made fewer errors when hearing music without
vocals. In contrast, the slow typists made more errors without vo-
cals, though the post hoc simple effect analysis was non-significant
for the slow group. The non-significant simple effect may be due
to the relatively small sample size when the ability classification is
applied as a between groups factor. It is possible that the slow typ-
ists had to concentrate harder when hearing music that contained
vocals, and as a result noticed and corrected their errors more fre-
quently. The differences in effect of vocals on accuracy rates for
the slow and fast typists groups warrants further investigation.
Typing ability was not intended to be included as a factor in
this first experiment. However, the analysis has shown that this
post hoc classification is a very important factor that must be con-
sidered in future experiments.
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3. VOCALS, VOLUME AND TASK DIFFICULTY
The outcomes from the first experiment showed that the impact of
the presence of vocals in a music accompaniment on transcription
typing performance is worth pursuing. But, separating the sample
into slow and fast ability categories resulted in small group sizes
which potentially affected the outcomes. A larger sample of par-
ticipants is needed to accommodate the ability classification. Ses-
sions in first experiment using a laboratory-approach took 1 hour
per participant. To maximise efficiency for the second experiment
a classroom-based methodology was used. This approach allowed
us to perform an experiment with at least 50 participants in 4 hours.
An online methodology could have been used to get high par-
ticipation rates in less time with the experiment hosted online and
participants completing tasks remotely. This approach would al-
low us to reach large numbers of participants without the exper-
imenter needing to be present. But, conducting a remote experi-
ment also removes the experimenter’s ability to carefully regulate
the environment. For example, the experimenter would be unable
to tightly control the volume of playback of the music which has
previously been shown to affect people (e.g. in [9]). The impact of
volume needs to be investigated in a controlled environment prior
to any online experiment. So, this experiment includes volume as a
between groups IV. If volume does not affect typing performance
in a controlled environment then this provides evidence that an
online methodology would be appropriate. However, if volume is
shown to be a factor that affects performance then careful consider-
ation of how to accommodate the lack of control of volume within
the experiment will be needed before any future online approach
can take advantage of the large pool of potential participants.
The first experiment also indicated that any effect of the
accompanying music differs according to participant skill level.
Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether the effect of ac-
companying music is consistent across tasks of varying difficul-
ties. When transcription typing in one’s own language, perfor-
mance levels have been shown to be maintained even when words
in the presented text are randomly ordered so that the text passage
does not have semantic meaning [8]. As such, a simple reordering
of the words is unlikely to make the task more difficult and another
approach is needed. In this experiment the difficulty of the task is
manipulated by including typing tasks in Dutch, which is expected
to be a language that than is unknown to the participants. We ex-
pect that in harder transcription tasks, the extent of the effect due
to the music will be reduced.
3.1. Method
The primary aim of this experiment was to investigate whether the
presence of vocals in the music affects typing performance and
how typist ability interacts with vocals. This experiment also con-
siders if the volume of music affects performance and whether
there is any interaction between the volume and presence of vo-
cals. Finally, this experiment looks at whether an increase in task
difficulty, manipulated by including a Dutch transcription typing
task, reduces the affect of music on typing performance.
3.1.1. Experimental Design and Hypotheses
This experiment used a 2 by 2 by 2 mixed design. The between
groups IV was music volume (low or high), the within groups IVs
were vocals (2 levels – with and without vocals) and text (2 levels
– English and Dutch language). It was expected that typing ability
would be included as a between groups factor but this would be
incorporated post hoc based on the distributions of speed. The DVs
for typing performance were speed measured in CPM, calculated
using (1) and error rate calculated using (2).
3.1.2. Participants and Experimenters
Both the participants and experimenters were first year undergrad-
uates studying Computer Science. The students were taking a Hu-
man Computer Interaction module where they learn how to per-
form experiments. Within one practical class the students all get
to experience being a participant and being an experimenter. Fifty-
five students (8 female, 47 male) were participants in this experi-
ment, while another 55 acted as experimenter. All of the partici-
pants were aged between 18 and 24. Nine participants were non-
native speakers of English, but all had demonstrated competency in
English by achieving International English Language Test (IELT)
scores in excess of 6.5. None of the participants in this experiment
were familiar with the Dutch language. The participants were not
asked to report whether they had a hearing disability or dyslexia
as this would have been inappropriate given the classroom con-
text. After the experiment, 5 participants were randomly selected
to win £10 Amazon gift vouchers. The 3 best typists received £30,
£20 and £10 Amazon gift vouchers.
3.1.3. Materials
The with and without vocals versions of the Alt Rock style mu-
sic were used in this experiment. The Alt Rock style was chosen
over the Pop Rock because the outcomes from the first experiment
suggested that vocals might have had a significant effect on per-
formance in the Pop Rock music condition. We did not want to
constrain the generalisations of the outcomes from these two ex-
periments to a single style and as there was no clear evidence that
vocals had a negative effect with the Alt Rock music, it is more
interesting to use this piece as the stimulus.
Four text passages were used for the typing tasks, two in En-
glish and two in Dutch. The English text passages again came from
The Outlaw of Torn by Edgar Rice Burroughs while the Dutch text
passages were taken from Op Eigen Wieken, a Dutch translation
of Louisa May Alcott’s Good Wives. The Dutch language was
chosen for the difficult text condition because the Dutch alphabet
is similar to English. Accents were removed from all characters.
Again bespoke webpages hosted the typing tasks. These web-
pages controlled the music, which began playback when the par-
ticipant made their first keypress. After 4.5 minutes the webpage
generated an alert box to end the task. Volume of playback was
also set by the webpage. Half of the participants used webpages
which played the music at 100% volume, while playback was set to
50% volume for the other participants. The suitability of playback
volume (i.e. not too quiet or loud) had previously been verified in
a pilot test.
The text passages were counterbalanced so that there were
no pairings between the pieces of music and the different texts.
The order of experimental conditions was systematically varied to
avoid fatigue and practice effects.
All participants completed the typing tasks on personal com-
puters running Windows 7 in the department’s software labora-
tory. The experimenter was instructed to use the FireFox browser
and disable spellcheck. Participants were given sets of inexpensive
headphones (Astro Tools ATA 1144) to use.
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3.1.4. Procedure
The experiment took place during two practical classes for a first
year undergraduate module. The students worked in pairs, with
one acting as experimenter and the other as the participant. Step-
by-step instructions for running the experiment were given to the
student acting as experimenter to ensure the procedure was fol-
lowed correctly, including a script of what to say to the partici-
pant. The instructions and process had been thoroughly piloted
with pairs of students, including non-native English speakers.
Each experimenter began by explaining the premise of the ex-
periment to their participant. The participants were told to type as
naturally as possible without prioritising speed or accuracy. The
experimenter then set the computer’s volume to maximum and in-
formed consent was taken.
The first typing task allowed both students to practice the pro-
cess. The music began playing on the participant’s first keypress.
After 30 seconds an alert message ended the practice task. The first
experimental typing task was then loaded into the web browser.
Each of the experimental typing tasks lasted 4.5 minutes.
After finishing all 4 typing tasks, participants completed demo-
graphic questionnaires. When all the participants had finished the
experiment, the first author debriefed the class.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Typing Speed
Figure 7 shows a histogram of the CPM data for the high and low
volume conditions combined. The crossing point for the two dis-
tributions is again at approximately 330 CPM. Figure 8 is a scatter-
plot of CPM values for all participants in both of the English text
conditions with classification of typists into fast and slow ability
groups using a threshold value of 330 CPM. Visual inspection of
the scatterplot verifies a clear gap between the slow and fast typ-
ists. The proportion of fast typists in this sample was smaller than
in the first experiment, with just 11 out of 55 participants classified
as fast typists. Of these 11, 6 were in the loud volume condition.
Of the 42 slow participants, 22 heard loud music. Participants 14
and 28, both non-native English speakers, were the slowest typ-
ists. These participants were removed from the analysis as their
Dutch and English typing speeds were similar, implying that both
languages were unfamiliar. The other non-native speakers of En-
glish achieved lower speeds in Dutch than English, making them
suitable for inclusion in the analysis. Participant 54, a non-native
English speaker, was the fastest typist in this experiment.
With all the participants considered as a single dataset, 3 of the
8 distributions (37.5%) were strongly non-normal by a Shapiro-
Wilk’s test (p<.015). But, with participants classified as a fast
or slow typist only 1 of the 16 conditions (6.25%) had a strong
non-normal distribution (p=0.015). This confirms that, the typing
ability classification improves the normality of the distributions.
Given the importance of the typing ability classification shown in
the first experiment a decision was taken to classify the participants
as either fast or slow typists according to their achieved typing
speeds in English for the inferential analysis. The data was not
analysed as a single distribution in this experiment.
A Mixed Design ANOVA was performed on the CPM data.
Volume level (low and high) and typist ability (slow and fast)
were between-participants IVs. Presence of vocals (with and with-
out) and language of presented text (English and Dutch) were the
within-participant IVs. The assumption of homogeneity of vari-
Figure 7: Histogram of CPM showing typist ability grouping with
normal distribution overlays.
Figure 8: CPM scatterplot of English text condition showing typist
ability classification. Non-native English speakers are highlighted,
with attention drawn to the speeds achieved by participants 54, 14
and 28.
ance was not met, with violations in both of the English text
conditions, (with vocals: F(3,49)=3.43, p=0.02, without vocals:
F(3,49)=4.93, p=0.005). As the group sizes are unequal, this as-
sumption violation requires further investigation. When sample
sizes are different, heterogeneity of error variance is problematic
if the larger variance is associated with the smaller group as the
resulting F statistic is inflated leading to a higher chance of a type
I error [11]. If the larger variance occurs in the larger group, the
F statistic is conservative, with risk of a type II error. Inspection
of box plots of each condition showed that smaller variances were
associated with the fast typist group which had smaller numbers
of participants. As such, the F statistic is at risk of being conser-
vative rather than inflated so the analysis can proceed. Six partic-
ipants were statistical outliers. The analysis was performed both
with and without these outliers included in the dataset and the out-
comes were not affected by their inclusion. All other assumptions
for Mixed Design ANOVAs were met.
Table 1 presents the outcomes from this analysis. The lan-
guage of the presented text had a significant omnibus effect
with faster speeds achieved when typing in English (M=254.16,
SD=74.95) over Dutch (M=162.60, SD=47.42). There was
also a significant omnibus effect for vocals, with higher speeds
achieved without vocals (M=209.04, SD=63.50) than with vocals
(M=206.82, SD=58.86). Volume was not identified as an over-
all significant between groups factor, F(1,51)=0.32, n.s., though
unsurprisingly the overall effect of typing ability was significant,
F(1,51)=81.32, p<0.001, ⌘⇢2=0.62, with higher speeds achieved
by those allocated to the fast typists group. The significant two-
way interactions are not discussed in detail in this paper as they
are subsumed by significant three-way interactions.
The three-way interaction between vocals, volume and typing
ability was significant meaning that the two-way interaction be-
tween vocals and volume is different across levels of ability. This
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Effect Test p ⌘⇢2
Vocals F(1,49)=7.746 0.008 0.137
Vocals x Volume* F(1,49)=4.296 0.043 0.081
Vocals x Ability* F(1,49)=8.467 0.005 0.147
Vocals x Volume*
x Ability* F(1,49)=6.410 0.015 0.116
Text F(1,49)=306.715 <0.001 0.862
Text x Ability* F(1,49)=24.797 <0.001 0.336
Text x Volume* F(1,49)=8.558 0.005 0.149
Text x Vocals F(1,49)=3.630 n.s.
Text x Volume* x Ability* F(1,49)=7.799 0.007 0.137
Text x Vocals x Ability* F(1,49)=2.516 n.s.
Text x Vocals x Volume* F(1,49)= 0.093 n.s.
Text x Vocals x Volume*
x Ability* F(1,49)= 0.871 n.s.
Volume* F(1,49)=0.905 n.s.
Ability* F(1,49)=90.805 <0.001 0.650
Volume* x Ability* F(1,49)=3.395 n.s.
Table 1: Summary of Outcomes from 2 by 2 by 2 ANOVA. The *
indicates a between groups factor.
three-way interaction is shown in Figure 10. The simple two-
way interaction between vocals and volume was significant for
fast typists, F(1,9)=11.93, p = 0.007, ⌘⇢2=0.57, but not for slow
typists, F(1,40)=0.23, n.s. For the fast typists, the simple sim-
ple main effect of vocals was significant with high volume music,
F(1,5)=26.68, p=0.004, ⌘⇢2=0.84, but not with low volume mu-
sic, F(1,4)=0.43, n.s. When hearing high volume music, the fast
typists were slower with music that contained vocals (M=266.96,
SD=96.31) than without vocals (M=294.50, SD=101.66). The
simple simple main effect of volume was significant without vo-
cals, F(1,9)=14.47, p=0.004, ⌘⇢2=0.617, but not with vocals,
F(1,9)=2.752, n.s. When hearing music that contained vocals,
the fast typists achieved higher speeds in the low volume con-
dition (M=311.98, SD=65.62) than in the high volume condition
(M=266.96, SD=96.31). These results suggest that for best perfor-
mance faster typists should avoid listening to music at a loud vol-
ume if it contains vocals, but if the volume of the music is lower,
the presence of vocals does not have a noticeable effect.
The three-way interaction between text, vocals and typing
ability was also significant, indicating that the interaction be-
tween text and vocals is different across levels of ability. This
three-way interaction is shown in Figure 9. The simple two way-
interaction between text and volume was significant for the fast
typists, F(1,9)=5.64, p=0.04, ⌘⇢2=0.39, but not for the slow typ-
ists, F(1,40)=0.03, n.s. The simple simple main effect of text was
significant for both the low, F(1,4)=168.64, p<0.001, ⌘⇢2= 0.98,
and high volume groups, F(1,5)=44.59, p=0.001, ⌘⇢2= 0.90. The
fast typists achieved higher speeds at both volume levels when
typing in English (Low volume, M=365.64, SD=15.14; High vol-
ume, M=368.54, SD=29.71) over typing in Dutch (Low volume,
M=261.22, SD=26.65; High volume, M=192.93, SD=48.17). The
simple simple main effect of volume was significant when typ-
ing in Dutch, F(1,9)=8.06, p=0.02, ⌘⇢2=0.47, but not in English,
Slow Typists
Fast Typists
Figure 9: Significant 3-way interaction between volume, vocals
and typing ability. Error bars show the standard error.
Slow Typists
Fast Typists
Figure 10: Significant 3-way interaction between text, vocals and
typing ability. Error bars show the standard error.
F(1,9)=0.06, n.s. When typing in Dutch, the fast typists achieved
higher speeds with low volume music (M=261.22, SD=26.65) and
slower speeds with high volume music (M=192.93, SD=48.17).
When typing in a familiar language, the volume of the music did
not have an impact on the speeds achieved by the fast typists. How-
ever, when typing in an unknown language, the high volume music
resulted in lower speeds.
3.2.2. Typing Accuracy
As in the first experiment, the error rate data had a strong nega-
tive skew. A logarithmic transformation was applied as a square
root transformation did not improve the normality of the distri-
butions sufficiently. Before transformation, 12 of 16 conditions
(75%) were strongly non-normal (p<.002) by Shapiro-Wilk’s. Af-
ter transformation this reduced to just 3 of 16 conditions (18.75%)
with moderate non-normal distributions (p>.03).
Analysing using a mixed ANOVA on the transformed data as
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a single distribution resulted in a significant omnibus effect for
text, F(1,51)=6.00, p=0.02, ⌘⇢2=0.11. The transformed error rate
was higher with Dutch (M=0.23%, SD=0.59%) than with English
text (M=0.05%, SD=0.64%). There was a significant omnibus
effect for vocals, F(1,51)=5.64, p=0.02, ⌘⇢2=0.10, with higher
error rates with vocals (M=0.24%, SD=0.67%) than without vo-
cals (M=0.07%, SD=0.60%). Volume was not a significant factor,
F(1,51)=0.36, n.s., and there were no significant interactions.
3.3. Discussion
In this experiment, when transcription typing while listening to
music that contained vocals the participants typed significantly
slower with higher error rates than when accompanied by instru-
mental music. This higher performance without vocals indicates
that the typing task was easier with instrumental music and sug-
gests that if task performance is important, people should choose
to listen to instrumental music over music containing vocals.
Although there was a significant omnibus effect for vocals,
the interaction between vocals, volume and typist ability is par-
ticularly interesting as for the slow typists the omnibus effect of
vocals is not evident. Even with comparatively small numbers
of fast typists in the experiment, for whom the effect of vocals is
clear with the high volume music, the omnibus effect for vocals is
achieved which demonstrates the strength of the effect for the fast
typists. These experiments are quite different in nature and objec-
tive to Shaffer’s [7] work, but the outcomes do seem to contradict
the assertion that skilled typists are not affected by concurrent ver-
bal material. This could be due to the differences between hearing
spoken words and listening to music containing vocals, but further
investigation is needed.
The other significant three-way interaction between volume,
text and typing ability is also interesting as it clearly shows the ef-
fect of the background music on typing speed is connected to the
difficulty of the task, but not in the way that we initially proposed.
When typing in English, a task that was comparatively easy for all
participants, the volume of the music had no obvious effect. How-
ever, when typing in Dutch, the fast typists group achieved sig-
nificantly lower speeds when accompanied by louder music. This
suggests that when the skilled participants had to concentrate more
on the task, the louder music was more distracting and reduced
their performance. For simple tasks, we might conclude that vol-
ume does not have a big effect but in more complex situations, the
volume of the music should be carefully considered.
In this experiment, the participants heard music in all of the
experimental conditions. There was no condition where the partic-
ipants typed without music and so their base typing performance
level was not included within the analysis. This limitation was
caused primarily by the setting of the experiment, i.e. as part of a
practical class rather than using a laboratory. The classroom is a
busy environment, which is typically quiet, but not silent. It would
have been hard to control the room sufficiently to eliminate con-
founds for a no-music IV so one was not included.
The modest number of fast typists in the experiment is a fur-
ther limitation. For the accuracy DV, speed classification did not
factor in the analysis so it is not an issue. But, for the speed analy-
sis only 11 of 53 typists were classified as fast, limiting the gener-
alisability of the outcomes. Due to the setting of the experiment, it
was not possible to select participants with a range of abilities and
no further participants could be added without introducing con-
founds. Experiments with a large group of fast typists are needed
to validate the typing speed outcomes.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has highlighted the importance of the differences be-
tween skilled and novice typists. The typing literature, much of
which was written in the 1980s, has typically focused on work-
ing with typists that had been trained. But, these two experiments
have shown that the impact of different dimensions of background
music on typing performance is dependent on typing skill level.
Both experiments in this paper have also shown that vocals
can have a negative affect on transcription typing performance. Al-
though this outcome may seem obvious, these experiments provide
empirical evidence that was previously missing from the literature.
The second experiment demonstrated that high volume music can
have a negative affect on typing speed, so we recommend that care-
ful consideration of the researchers’ inability to control volume be
taken in any future experiments performed online. This result also
indicates that different dimensions of music have different effects,
and suggests that we might be able to exploit loud, instrumental
music to improve performance when working at a computer, es-
pecially for tasks where the user’s level of skill is high. But, for
difficult tasks, skilled user’s should choose low volume music to
maintain high levels of performance.
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ABSTRACT 
This position paper suggests a novel approach to enhancing 
productivity for professionals whose core business is deep 
thinking, by manipulation of the sonic environment. 
Approaching the issue from the perspective of sound-design, 
it proposes the composition and algorithmic generation of 
background soundscapes that promote a psychological state 
of flow [1], and can become mentally associated with 
particular tasks through exposure, so as to facilitate task 
switching by switching soundscapes. 
These background soundscapes are intended to mask 
distracting clatter, oppressive quiet, and other suboptimal 
sonic environments frequently encountered in office 
workplaces. Consequently, I call them active-silences—
soundscapes designed to be not heard, although they may be 
relatively loud. The most commonly used active-silence is 
white noise, though there are surprisingly diverse other 
approaches to crafting active-silence. This variety suggests 
the possibility of training associations that pair distinct 
active-silences with distinct mental tasks. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Cordoning off blocks of uninterrupted time is a serious 
challenge for many professionals. In today’s ‘on-line’ society 
multitasking is the norm and extended periods of time to 
concentrate on a single task are scarce. Yet deep thinking is 
core business for many professions. Moreover, some 
professions require several distinct types of deep thinking, 
and switching between them can be difficult. For example, 
one of the most challenging aspects of academic life is 
juggling the responsibilities of teaching and research. I 
usually need at least an hour to shift mental gears between 
these categories, particularly switching into the deep thinking 
required for research, writing, computer programming, or 
creative development.  
Psychologists refer to this as task switching [2].  Many 
authors have highlighted the need for ways to minimise 
switching time — the time lost in switching to a new task — 
in order to improve productivity and decrease stress in the 
workplace [3]. Environmental cues can aid resumption of 
suspended mental tasks, particularly by conditioning through 
association [4] and productivity tools that deliberately 
manipulate the visual environment to facilitate task switching 
are emerging [5]. However, the sonic environment does not 
appear to have been considered for this purpose. I suggest 
manipulation of the sonic environment may facilitate 
switching between different deep thinking tasks. 
2. HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis of this paper is that sonic conditioning 
through the use of background soundscapes may facilitate 
‘getting into the zone’ when switching between different 
categories of deep thinking. I propose a compositional 
approach, using various forms of active-silence to create 
distinct sonic environments to associate with distinct mental 
activities. 
The use of sound to condition automatic physiological 
responses has a long history, going at least back to Pavlov [6] 
and his dogs—by training dogs to associate sonic cues with 
subsequent feeding, Pavlov observed the dogs become 
conditioned to salivate in response to these sonic cues. It 
seems plausible that an analogous mental conditioning may 
be achieved through crafting background soundscapes that 
become associated with a particular mental activity. 
There does not appear to have been any research 
conducted on whether association through exposure to 
background sound can assist in re-entering a particular 
mental state. 
3. ACTIVE SILENCE
Whilst most psychological studies on environmental noise 
concentrate on its distracting effect [7],[8],[9], there are a 
number of studies that find cognitive benefits to certain types 
of background noise. For example studies have found that 
background white noise gives cognitive benefits to monkeys 
[10], geriatrics [11] and ADHD children [12], and promotes 
sleep in infants [13]. Di et. al [14] find that pink noise and 
certain FM tones can alleviate annoyance caused by low 
frequency environmental sound. 
A rarely discussed issue with studies on the enhancing or 
distracting effect of background sound is the ambiguity of the 
control group. Typically such studies will compare the effect 
of various types of background sound to ‘silence’. However, 
silence is a problematic notion. Loudness is relative; in the 
right context a pin drop can be piercing. In the absence of 
incident vibrational energy the ear will provide its own, and 
in an anechoic chamber purpose-built to be devoid of sound, 
the noise of one’s heart beating and blood circulating 
becomes loud [15]. Occupational health & safety regulations 
typically mandate maximum occupancy times of around an 
hour in these deafeningly silent chambers. Rather than an 
absence of sound, silence is better described as a culturally 
and contextually determined soundscape of familiarity. 
I propose the term active-silence for a soundscape 
artificially generated (through technology) in order to create 
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a silent quality. Active-silence is designed to be not heard—
to only be perceptible when it ceases. Various types of 
active-silence are becoming increasingly popular. White 
noise generators for the bedroom can now be found on 
Amazon and eBay, and there is a proliferation of noise-
streaming websites, offering a selection of noise colours 
(white, brown, pink) along with various other ‘calming’ 
soundscapes, typically recordings of rain, the ocean, or other 
natural environments. For example, whilst writing this paper 
I have been listening to various soundscapes from soundrown 
(http://soundrown.com). Curiously, I have found that for me 
the ‘cafe’ setting seems most conducive to writing. Try it 
yourself and see what works best for you! It’s interesting 
since the cafe setting is quite noisy. The sound of the barista 
banging the group-head to empty the used coffee is 
ostensibly quite loud and intrusive. 
3.1. Sound-masking 
Since the 1970s there has been a commercial industry of 
active-silence generation for workplaces, often called sound-
masking. The idea of sound-masking is to raise the noise 
floor with a relatively spectro-temporally homogeneous 
sound, such as white noise, so that other unwanted sounds are 
less noticeable. White noise per se is not typical for 
commerical office installations. For example, the following is 
taken from marketing material for a commercial sound-
masking system manufacturer: 
“Q: Isn’t a sound masking system the same as white 
noise? 
A: The term white noise describes a specific type of 
used in early masking systems in the 1970s. These 
systems were inflexible and the hissing quality of their 
sound prevented widespread acceptance … The 
Logison Acoustic Network makes an engineered 
sound comparable to that of a soft airflow.” [16] 
Pink noise, by which is meant noise with a spectrum whose 
power is inversely related to frequency, is more commonly 
used in practice, whilst Logison (for example) markets its 
product as ‘green noise’, presumably alluding to its 
naturalesque qualities – though they do not give any details 
on the synthesis process. Pink noise, also called 1/f noise, has 
been written about at length as a sort of spookily ubiquitous 
phenomenon, akin to the fibonnaci series or the golden ratio, 
that pops up repeatedly in nature [17] and in music [18]. 
Treasure [19] similarly recommends naturalesque sounds for 
sound-masking, particularly “water, wind or waves”.  
3.2. Natural Soundscapes 
A number of studies have found evidence of positive and 
restorative effects of natural soundscapes [20],  [21], [22], 
[23], [24]. Moreover, natural soundscapes that induce 
feelings of tranquility and pleasantness exhibit dramatic 
heterogeneity in terms of quantitative acoustical descriptors 
[25], [20], [26], and even in terms of other subjective 
descriptors [27]. 
However, playing back recordings of natural soundscapes 
in an office environment is problematic. It seems to be 
important for soundscapes to not be overtly incongruous with 
the visual surrounds [23], [26], [28]. Many natural 
soundscapes contain particular sounds that are readily 
recognisable, such as bird-calls, that seem odd in an interior 
setting. 
Yet the abstract sonic qualities of natural soundscapes 
suggest a point of departure for the creation of active-silences, 
by mimicing these qualities without the particular and 
recognisable sounds of a wilderness field recordings: 
properties such as spatial engulfment [29], acoustic richness 
[30], acoustic complexity [25] and acoustic diversity [31].  
For the purposes of this paper, the great diversity of 
natural soundscapes that promote tranquility adds confidence 
to the notion that a variety of active-silences may be created, 
different enough to condition distinct tasks with distinct 
soundscapes, whilst remaining undistracting. 
3.3. Background Music 
The notion that intentional background sound can enhance 
workplace productivity is not new: the Muzak corporation 
claimed exactly this from inception in the 1930s all the way 
through to bankruptcy in 2009, though the scientific rigour of 
their self-funded studies is disputed [32]. What is not 
disputed is Muzak’s lack of artistic merit: “people began to 
use the company’s name as a generic term for anything 
bland, soulless, and uninspired — so much that today many 
don’t realize that the word has a non-perjorative application” 
[33]. 
The Muzak corporation’s own research suggested that 
continuous Muzak was counterproductive (and unpalatable – 
workplaces would simply switch it off after a while) and 
instead opted for alternating periods of 15 minutes of Muzak 
followed by 15 minutes of “silence” [33]. 
The intentions of this paper are quite different to the 
goals of Muzak. Muzak was conceived in a modernist frame 
at the height of the Scientific Managerialism of Frederik 
Taylor [34], where workers where considered as “cog[s] in 
the machinery” [36] inspired by the production lines of Ford 
Motors. Like much of the modernist program of control-
over-nature a side-effect was greater homogenisation of our 
lived experience. Modernist architecture similarly sought to 
erode acoustic idiosyncrasy: “reverberation equations, sound 
meters, microphones, and acoustical tiles were deployed in ... 
office skyscrapers. The control provided by these 
technologies, however, was applied in ways that denied the 
particularity of place, and the diverse spaces of modern 
America began to sound alike as a universal new sound 
predominated.” [37]. 
Critical responses to this modernist acoustic 
homogenisation included John Cage’s never realised Muzak- 
Plus [33], and Brian Eno’s Ambient Music: “whereas the 
extant canned music companies proceed from the basis of 
regularizing environments and blanketing their acoustic and 
atmospheric ideosyncracies, Ambient Music is intended to 
enhance these” [37]. Yet, despite the proliferation of ambient 
music as a genre tag, “Eno's mini-manifesto about ambient 
music became less interesting to him with time, and [ambient 
music] became something of a moving target, meant to 
accomplish very different goals, some of which surely had 
much to do with marketing.” [38].  
Other approaches to understanding everyday 
environmental sound emerged in the 70s with Murray Shafer, 
Barry Truax and others intitiating the World Soundscape 
Project and the field of Acoustic Ecology [39]. Schafer 
argued that the invention of the window marked a significant 
turning point in human phenomenal experience where the 
soundscape and the visual scene became decoupled. In 
parallel, a number of theorists across sound studies, urban 
planning, and cultural theory discussed the contradictions 
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between treatment of sound in planning & law compared 
with sonic experience[40].   
Yet despite these diverse strands of criticism and 
resistance to modernist soundscape approaches, practical 
application of these ideas indoors remain mostly confined to 
concerts or installations. The post-modern vision of interior 
acoustic environmental design is yet to be realised. 
More recently, since Rauscher et al. [41] promoted the 
Mozart Effect—claiming that playing Mozart in the 
background during study enhances learning outcomes—there 
has been a hive of research activity investigating the 
influence of background music & sound on concentration, 
productivity, and learning. This area has been the subject of 
quite some controversy, of which more below, but it does 
focus on techniques for enhancing concentration over our 
timescales of interest, i.e. periods of several hours.  None of 
these studies on background music & sound appear to 
explicitly consider the effect on task switching, though one 
might hypothesise that a concentration-enhancing technique 
is likely to decrease switching time. On the other hand it may 
be that deeper concentration comes at the cost of cognitive 
flexibly.  
Controversy over the Mozart Effect has centred on the 
authors’ claims that something about the genius of Mozart 
enhances cognitive ability whilst listening. Thompson et al. 
[42] argue that there is nothing inherently superior about
Mozart’s music in producing this effect; rather it is simply
the case that people learn better when listening to music that
they liked and are familiar with—the original researchers just
happened to choose subjects who knew and liked Mozart.
4. GETTING INTO THE ZONE
A key consideration for productivity in an office environment 
is the time it takes to ‘get in the zone’, particularly given the 
frequency with which interruptions can be typically expected 
in many workplaces. Whilst there is a wealth of 
psychological literature relating to attention, concentration 
and distraction in multi-tasking environments, much of this 
research considers either very short timescales, or is 
primarily concerned with fatigue. For assessing the kinds of 
mental states of interest here, which may take around an hour 
to achieve, and last for several hours, I suggest flow theory.  
4.1. Flow 
The notion of the psychological state of flow was developed 
by Czikszentmihalyi (1990 / 1975) in his studies of peak 
experience. A flow state is one of effortless concentration, 
accompanied by high intrinsic motivation and positive 
emotion, sometimes described as “the zone” (Lafont 2015). 
The theory’s key finding is that a balance between challenge 
and skill is conducive to entering flow. Though originally 
developed to describe the sorts of peak experiences often 
reported by athletes, musicians, and other high achieving 
individuals, “it is important to note that flow is ... not usually 
regarded as an all-or-nothing peak experience; rather, degree 
of flow is a continuous variable that can be used to 
characterize the experiential quality of any everyday activity” 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1992), and has been 
applied to workplace experience in particular (Eisenberger et 
al. 2005). 
4.2. Mental Context Switching 
A number of studies, mostly in cognitive psychology, have 
examined switching time mitigation techniques in various 
contexts, for example driving whilst talking on the phone. 
The tasks typically studied are moment-to-moment, rather 
than requiring cohesive cognition over larger timescales, and 
the switching times are very short. Wickens et al. comment:  
“Numerous models of sequential operations in multi-
task performance can be found, and these can be 
positioned along a time-scale continuum … the majority 
of such models appear to lie toward the ‘micro’ end of 
the continuum, modeling task switching times in the 
order of milliseconds … Often, their focus is exclusively 
on time, and on accounting for variance in multi-task 
performance time required to carry out relatively simple 
cognitive activities” [43] 
Studies that investigate longer timescales—on the order of 
hours, and complex cognitive tasks such as involved in 
research and writing, are few. 
Environmental cues can stimulate recall of mental states 
formed in the environment from which the cues are taken. 
Smith & Vela suggest “the reinstatement of context cues … 
should benefit memory for information learned in the 
reinstated environment” [44] although the kinds of 
experimental manipulations they surveyed typically involved 
moving subjects between physically different environments 
(i.e. different rooms). The challenge this position paper 
explores is how to artificially modify an environment that is 
physically fairly static – sitting in the same room on the same 
chair looking at the same computer screen – to allow these 
artificially created cues to assist in switching mental states. 
5. PROPOSED APPROACH
This position argued in this paper is that creating background 
soundscapes for everyday environments should be 
approached as applied composition/sound-design — an 
exploration, parameterisation, and evaluation of active-
silences. The aim of these active-silence compositions would 
be to assist in ‘getting into the zone’ in two respects. First, 
the soundscapes should encourage flow. Second, the 
soundscapes should have some unique character to enable 
them to condition switching into a particular mental activity.  
I expect the type of soundscapes that encourage flow will 
vary across people, locations and tasks. To provide depth and 
breadth, and enhance generalisability whilst retaining 
ecological validity, a multi-method investigation would be 
beneficial, including: 
• Reflective practice by artist-researchers: longitudinal
and iterative practice of composing active-silence, and
evaluation of the success of sonic conditioning on the
researcher’s professional work — particularly the
challenge of switching between research, writing, and
creative development.
• User testing: development of software that can generate a
variety of types of active-silence, allowing the user to
select the appropriate silence for the task at hand — and
evaluation of the success of the sonic conditioning for
‘getting into the zone’.
One approach to evaluating the success of sonic conditioning 
could be comparison of the efficacy of different soundscapes 
in promoting flow. 
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5.1. Measuring Flow 
There are several reasons for using flow theory in this 
context, rather than other measures such as concentration or 
annoyance that are frequently used in studies of noise 
abatement (e.g. [9], [5]): 
(i) Flow theory studies psychology in context. Nakumara &
Czikszentmihalyi emphasise that “a key characteristic [of]
the flow model … is interactionism … Rather than focusing
on the person, abstracted from context, flow research has
emphasised the dynamic system composed of the person and
the environment” [45]. Given the primary goal of this
proposal is to help the mind perceive a new context despite
substantial environmental similarity, through specific
environmental modification, this seems apposite.
(ii) Flow theory has mostly been developed to account for
cognitive experiences on the timescales of interest here—on
the order of hours—whereas measures such as concentration
and annoyance are shorter timescale, at least in the ways they
have typically been operationalised in these studies.
I propose a novel evaluation tool for measuring flow,
tentatively termed ‘Enhanced Experience Sampling
Method (EESM)’. The EESM would combine several
existing research instruments and technologies, leveraging
the recent development of portable ubiquitous computing and
biomonitoring devices. In particular it would combine the
traditional Experience Sampling Method for measuring flow
with physiological markers and affective computing
techniques. These components and their possible synthesis in
the EESM are elaborated in the next few sections.
5.2. Experience Sampling Method 
A standard approach to measuring flow is the experience 
sampling method [46] which is a regimented form of self-
reporting on subjective qualitative experience. Typically the 
sampling is prompted by a some form of signalling device 
(originally Csikszentmihalyi used electronic paging devices). 
These authors argue that experience sampling offers the 
“unique advantage of … its ability to capture daily life as it is 
directly perceived from one moment to the next, affording an 
opportunity to examine fluctuations in the stream of 
consciousness and the links between the external context and 
the contents of the mind” [46]. 
5.3. Physiological Markers 
Experience sampling has some methodological dis-
advantages: it relies on the subjective opinions of the 
participants, and can be obtrusive—frequent interruptions 
may hinder flow. To address this various authors have sought 
to probe flow through observable physiological measures. De 
Manzano et al. found “a significant relation ... between flow 
and heart period, blood pressure, heart rate variability, 
activity of the zygomaticus major muscle, and respiratory 
depth” [47] and Keller et al. [48] find a challenge-skill-
balance measure to be a common cause for both self-reported 
flow measurements and the psychophysiological markers 
heart-rate variability and salivary cortisol. 
5.4. Affective Computing 
Affective Computing is another body of research that seeks 
to link observable physical measures with underlying mental 
states.  Having arisen from the field of Human-Computer 
Interaction, it concentrates on the computational detection of 
human emotional states whilst interacting with a computer 
(originally in the context of artificial intelligence, but now 
more broadly applied). The primary methods used are rooted 
in computer vision, for example automated facial expression 
recognition [49]. As the kinds of tasks this paper is 
discussing are primarily computer-based, affective 
computing techniques (using for example the computer’s 
webcam) could provide another stream of data for 
interrogating flow. 
5.5. Enhanced Experience Sampling Method (EESM) 
To evaluate flow in the workplace, an enhanced experience 
sampling method combining signal-prompted subjective 
qualitative self-reporting with objective quantitative psycho-
physiological measures including heart-rate variability and 
galvanic skin response, and affective computing measures, 
could be devloped. An important design element for 
implementing an experience sampling instrument is the 
sampling-schedule, which may be regular, random, or event-
based according to the needs of the project [46]. The 
availability of portable computing devices now means that it 
is feasible to construct an adaptive sampling-schedule, based 
on real-time feedback from physiological measures. In the 
early stages of exploring the efficacy of various background 
soundscapes in promoting flow, adaptive scheduling could be 
used to increase the power of tests relating flow states to 
physiological measures. Later, as these relationships become 
better established, adaptive scheduling could be used to 
strategically avoid interrupting moments of flow. 
6. CONCLUSION
There is much to suggest that sonic conditioning of mental 
contexts is possible. It is established that both music and 
sound can condition emotion [50], enhance concentration 
[10], [12], [51], and stimulate recall of memories [52]. What 
has been less well understood is the broad variety of 
background sounds that can be used without causing 
distraction. It seems a reasonable extrapolation that training 
the mind to associate particular soundscapes with particular 
tasks may help switching between tasks by switching to the 
associated soundscape. 
Other environmental variables are thought to assist in 
conditioning mental contexts. For example, amongst a 
growing population of telecommuters and work-from-home 
employees, freelancers or consultants, common strategies to 
address “work/home boundary permeability” [53] include 
deliberate environmental modifications such as setting up a 
physically separated ‘home-office’ and changing into work-
clothes. Furthermore, the ability to control one’s sonic 
environment is often cited as a benefit of working from home 
[54]. It may be that the relatively sparse attention paid to 
workplace sound design reflects a general trend for sound to 
be of secondary concern in architecture [55]. 
On a task-based level, evidence from the Human-
Computer Interaction field supports the notion of 
environmental conditioning (or priming) in facilitating 
mental contexts. For example, Altman & Trafton’s  Memory 
for Goals theory [56] examines task resumption after an 
interruption in the workplace. Andrews et al. explain: 
“over the course of an interruption, the activation level 
of the suspended primary task goal will decay and it 
will be more difficult to retrieve this goal upon 
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resumption of the primary task. The activation level of 
the goal is dependent on two constraints: strengthening 
and priming … the priming constraint suggests that 
cues in the physical or mental environment influence 
activation by providing associative activation. 
Critically, an association between the cue and the 
suspended primary task goal must be established prior 
to the interruption.” [57] 
Kersten & Murphy [58] provide empirical evidence that 
visual context priming can reduce task switching time, and 
boost productivity in the context of computer programming, 
and a growing number of software programs are available 
that attempt to organise computer monitor display according 
to task contexts, such as TaskTracer [59], User Monitoring 
Environment for Activities [59], and TaskTop [61]. None of 
these programs, however, consider the sonic environment. 
The benefits of faster switching times, greater levels of 
workplace flow, and enhanced multitasking capacity, would 
be widespread. For most people who work in an office 
environment, multitasking has become the norm [62]. The 
pace of multitasking reduces productivity [63] and increases 
stress [64]. The issue is particularly problematic in academia 
[65]. 
This proposal is timely in that recent developments in 
personal physiological tracking and affective computing have 
made devices for these functions readily available to 
consumers, driven by a growing movement of personal bio-
monitoring, sometimes referred to as “The Quantified Self” 
[66]. These devices, such as the Samsung Simband and Fitbit 
surge smart-watches, and the Intel RealSense camera, 
provide an unprecedented level of detail whilst remaining 
fairly unobtrusive. 
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ABSTRACT
As visual display complexity grows, visual cues and alerts may
become less salient and therefore less effective. Although the au-
ditory system’s resolution is rather coarse relative to the visual sys-
tem, there is some evidence for virtual spatialized audio to benefit
visual search on a small frontal region, such as a desktop monitor.
Two experiments examined if search times could be reduced com-
pared to visual-only search through spatial auditory cues rendered
using one of two methods: individualized or generic head-related
transfer functions. Results showed the cue type interacted with dis-
play complexity, with larger reductions compared to visual-only
search as set size increased. For larger set sizes, individualized
cues were significantly better than generic cues overall. Across
all set sizes, individualized cues were better than generic cues for
cueing eccentric elevations (>± 8 °). Where performance must be
maximized, designers should use individualized virtual audio if at
all possible, even in small frontal region within the field of view.
1. INTRODUCTION
The complexity and clutter of visual displays, such as dynamic in-
teractive map displays, has increased over the last decade. Visual
alerts on maps, for instance, have to compete with: the map sym-
bols, colors, contrast and motion that are represented in the map.
In other words, a designer is challenged to create a visual pop-out
effect in an already colorful and moving scene. Increases in vi-
sual complexity may reduce the effectiveness of the visual alerts
that have previously been effective in simpler, less cluttered maps.
Spatialized auditory alerts can point to a location in space, such as
the location of a particular visual object on a map display, as an act
of deixis [1]. Yet the visual modality has better spatial resolution
than the auditory modality, so it has often been the case the vi-
sual alerts alone have been used to alert different spatial locations
on the monitor. This research investigated if auditory spatial alerts
can aid visual search in a small frontal spatial region and what their
utility is as a function of the complexity of the visual display (here
in terms of the number of visual distractors).
Auditory spatial acuity is relatively worse than visual acuity.
Visual vernier acuity averages around 5 arc seconds (or 0.0014°
; [2]). Auditory acuity has been estimated in a variety of ways.
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
Measurements of minimum audible angle (MAA; [3, 4]) suggest
resolution around 1°. Measurements of localization error in the
free field find ~11° absolute angular error (after removing front-
back confusions) and many studies suggest that localization errors
increase for virtual audio (See [5] for a discussion). Within virtual
audio there are differences in accuracy as well; individualized spa-
tial audio can be near free-field performance whereas generic (i.e.,
non-individualized) spatial audio is worse [6]. Still, auditory cues
have been shown to benefit visual search tasks despite the auditory
system’s resolution, such as a pilot searching for nearby aircraft
traffic on the ground [7] or in the air [8], or in the task paradigm
of aurally aided visual search, a visual search in 360° space sur-
rounding the searcher (e.g., [9, 10]). In the research of Perrott et
al. [9] and Bolia et al. [10], a spherical search space comprised
of 277 loudspeakers placed approximately 15° apart surrounded
the participant. Each loudspeaker has a cluster of 4 LEDs that can
be independently lit. A target was displayed along with varying
numbers of distractors (i.e., different set sizes) and the target was
present on every trial. The target was one of two possible configu-
rations of LEDs and the participant’s task was to find and identify
the target configuration. Accuracy and response time were mea-
sured as a function of the availability of a cue and/or the type of
cue and the set size.
The aurally aided visual search paradigm has been used to
show the benefit (i.e., reduction in search times) of an audio cue
compared to visual only search. Additionally, this research has
been used to discriminate between the effectiveness of different
types of auditory cues. For example, researchers have used free-
field sounds played from the target location and compared those
to non-individualized virtual sound sources for that location (e.g.,
[10]). They found that both free-field and non-individualized vir-
tual cues provided a benefit, but non-individualized virtual cues
did not provided as much of a benefit as free-field cues did. Ad-
ditional research has manipulated free-field and virtual auditory
cues further by changing cue reliability / precision, measured the
impact of hearing protection devices on spatial hearing, and inves-
tigated potential for multi-sensory cues to facilitate search times
[11, 12, 13]. The reduction in search times from spatial audio cues
is unsurprising in part because of the discretization of the visual
search area and the possibility for visual targets to appear outside
of the field of view. For instance, an auditory cue that was local-
ized within 11° of the target would orient a searcher within one or
two visual stimuli from the target. Also, an auditory cue to a region
outside of the current field of view would naturally improve search
times. Neither of these circumstances hold true in a small spatial
region represented by a computer monitor. It is unclear if being
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oriented within 11° of the intended location would reduce search
times in a search area that may only subtend 50° x 30°, has many
visual stimuli within that region, and is completely within the field
of view. Yet other research has shown that free-field spatial audi-
tory cues can speed target identification even in the frontal region
and even in the absence of distractors (two frontal locations were
measured: 0° and 15°; [14]), suggesting perhaps virtual auditory
cues could speed search times.
The experiments presented here tested the utility of auditory
spatial cues in a visual search task in a small frontal region. All
audio cues were virtual, yet two different cue types were tested:
cues created with individualized head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) and cues created with generic HRTFs (measured on a
Knowles Electronics Mannequin for Acoustics Research, or KE-
MAR). This manipulation was to test if the previously found
differences in localization accuracy between individualized and
generic virtual audio would matter in this small region [6], sim-
ilar to the effects found in previous work investigating spatial pre-
cision of free-field auditory cues on visual search [15]. More-
over, the comparison between generic-HRTFs and individualized-
HRTFs was motivated by a practical issue: if auditory cues were
shown to reduce search times and generic HRTFs were no different
from individualized cues, then displays with spatialized auditory
alerts could be deployed with one set of generic HRTFs rather than
needing to measure HRTFs for every user and switch the HRTFs
being used. The effectiveness of auditory cues was measured for
many different levels of visual complexity, i.e., the number of dis-
tractors in the visual scene. Two experiments investigated different
ranges of set size.
2. EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment measured search times when there was no
audio cue (visual only), when there were virtual audio cues ren-
dered with individualized HRTFs, and when there were virtual au-
dio cues rendered with generic HRTFs (KEMAR). Also, visual
scene complexity was varied by manipulating set sizes, defined as
the number of visual stimuli on the screen (including the target).
The set sizes tested in Experiment 1 were: 1 (target only), 6, 12,
and 24.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Nine participants (4 female) with audiometrically-normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision were paid for their par-
ticipation. All participants had previous experience with psychoa-
coustic tasks, including free-field and virtual audio localization
experiments. All participants provided informed consent under a
protocol approved by the Air Force Research Laboratory, 711th
HPW Institutional Review Board.
2.1.2. Stimuli
Visual and auditory stimuli creation and experiment control was
done within MATLAB (MathWorks), using the Psychtoolbox [16].
The visual search task was to indicate which one of two possible
targets was present. The targets were similar to a Landolt C; they
were circular rings with a diameter of 1.24° that had an opening
of 0.13° on either the right or left side. The thickness of the cir-
cle’s line (i.e., the stroke width) was 0.10°. The distractors were
Figure 1: Examples of the visual stimuli that appeared in Exper-
iments 1 and 2, not shown to scale. The leftmost stimulus is a
target facing left, the middle stimulus is a target facing right, and
the rightmost stimulus is a distractor.
circles of the same diameter and stroke width that had no opening.
Examples of both possible targets and the distractor are shown in
Figure 1. To maximize the sensitivity to differences in the two
spatial auditory cues, the target opening was made small such that
the target could not be identified with peripheral vision, but had
to be foveated [17]. Visual stimuli were presented on a monitor
that subtended ±27° azimuth and ±16° elevation. Visual stim-
uli were presented against a black background and contrast of the
visual stimuli was the same for the target and distractors. Pilot
studies using a higher contrast value had pronounced perceptual
tracers that were distracting to searchers. For each trial, the tar-
get was randomly placed and distractors, when present, were ran-
domly placed such that they never overlapped the target or other
distractors. When stimuli were immediately adjacent to each other,
there was 0.7° between them.
The auditory stimuli were 250-ms bursts of broadband noise
(0.2-14.5 kHz) with a pink spectrum. Stimuli had 5-ms cosine
ramps and were played at approximately 65 dB. These stimulus
parameters were used in prior experiments on aurally aided vi-
sual search [9, 10] and were used for comparison. For each indi-
vidual listener and a KEMAR acoustic mannequin, an HRTF was
measured prior to the study according to the methods described in
[18]. In short, subjects were outfitted with binaural microphones
that blocked off, and sat flush with, the entrance of the ear canal
while broadband signals (periodic chirps) were presented from 277
loudspeaker locations surrounding the listener and recorded bin-
aurally. A similar process was used for the KEMAR mannequin,
but utilized the built-in ear-canal microphones (GRAS 46AO). The
resulting recordings were subsequently used to calculate a sam-
ple HRTF for each location in the form of 256 Discrete Fourier
Transform magnitude coefficients for each ear and a correspond-
ing ITD. ITDs were found by taking the difference in slope of the
best-fit lines to the unwrapped low-frequency (300-1500 Hz) phase
response of each ear. Headphone (Sennhiser HD-280) correction
filters were also collected for each subject (and KEMAR) using a
similar measurement technique (described in [18]). Final spatial
filters were created for each measurement location by constructing
a time domain filter using the headphone-corrected HRTF magni-
tude and a minimum phase assumption. ITDs were incorporated
into the minimum phase filters by delaying the contralateral ear by
the corresponding delay.
2.1.3. Procedure
Participants sat in a double-wall sound-isolated booth and used a
chin rest. Their eyes were approximately 54 cm away from the
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Figure 2: Log response times for Experiment 1, shown as a func-
tion of set size and audio cue type. Within-subject standard error
bars are shown after Morey [19].
monitor and their eyes were approximately centered on the screen.
Each trial began with a fixation point at the center of the screen that
was present for 500-1000 ms then disappeared and the search dis-
play immediately appeared. Participants searched until they found
the target and they used the keyboard arrow keys to indicate their
response of left/right. Participants were instructed to find the tar-
get as fast as possible while maintaining accuracy. Block length
was 50 trials, which varied in duration due to the variation in re-
sponse times for different conditions. There were 2 blocks of each
combination of cue type and set size (i.e., 24 blocks total) and the
order of blocks was randomly determined.
2.2. Results
A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was con-
ducted on log response times. Accuracy of target identification
responses was quite high (98.9%) so all trials were included in the
response time analysis. To assist in plotting data that are averaged
across subjects, within-subject standard error bars are calculated
after Morey [19] to visually represent the within-subject error term
used in statistical tests.
There was a significant main effect of cue type (F(2, 16) =
47.14, p <.001). Both cue types led to shorter response times
compared to the visual only condition, and the HRTF cues were
not different from each other. Consistent with past research, there
was a significant effect of set size (F(3, 24) = 184.70, p <.001),
larger set sizes led to longer response times. In addition, there was
a significant interaction between cue type and set size (Figure 2,
F(6, 48) = 18.77, p <.001). As set size increases, auditory cues
provide a larger reduction in search times.
2.3. Discussion
We found that that both the individualized-HRTF cues and the
generic-HRTF cues reduced search times in comparison to the vi-
sual only condition and that the auditory cues provided a larger
reduction as set size increased. The individualized-HRTF and
generic-HRTF cues were not different from each other, suggesting
that the increased localization accuracy of individualized HRTFs
does not affect this task for simple displays with few visual ob-
jects. However, it is possible that there would be differences be-
tween the two different auditory cues for set sizes larger than those
tested here.
A common finding in the literature on virtual audio is that el-
evation error is larger than azimuth error, particularly with generic
HRTFs [20]. This likely is due to the nature of the spectral monau-
ral cues used for elevation, which vary more between individuals
than the interaural time and level cues used for azimuth. There-
fore, we tried to examine if there was a difference between indi-
vidualized and generic HRTFs when the azimuth and elevation of
the target was considered. We separated the trials where the tar-
get appeared at an eccentric azimuth or elevation and compared
that to trials where targets appeared at a central azimuth or ele-
vation. The screen subtended ±27° in azimuth and ±16° in el-
evation. Therefore, eccentric azimuth was defined as targets that
appeared at an absolute azimuth greater than 13.5° and eccentric
elevation was defined as targets that appeared at an absolute ele-
vation greater than 8°. The left panel of Figure 3 shows eccen-
tric azimuths for the three cue types. Eccentric azimuths were not
slower for generic or individualized cues, though they were slower
for visual only conditions (p <.01). Eccentric elevations, shown
in the right panel of Figure 2, were slower compared to the central
elevations (p<.001). In addition, there was an interaction between
cue type and eccentricity (p <.05). The KEMAR cue was not as
fast as the individualized cue for eccentric elevations, though they
are not different for the central elevations
3. EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 investigated a larger range of set sizes, while us-
ing the same cue types as Experiment 1. We hypothesized that
larger set sizes would introduce an overall difference in response
times between the individualized-HRTF cues and the generic-
HRTF cues in addition to the differences for eccentric elevations
found in Experiment 1.
3.1. Method
The same participants from Experiment 1 were used for Experi-
ment 2. The same stimuli and equipment from Experiment 1 were
used for Experiment 2, with the exception that the set sizes tested
were: 24, 48, 96, and 1092 (filled screen). When the screen was
filled, the stimuli comprised a grid. No stimuli overlapped and
there was 0.7° between them.
3.2. Results
The same data analysis was conducted in Experiment 2 as had been
conducted for Experiment 1 on the log response times for target
identification. Again, target identification accuracy was quite high
(98.8%), so all trials were included in the response time analy-
sis. There was a significant main effect of cue type (Figure 4,
F(2, 16)= 67.87, p <.001). Performance in the visual-only condi-
tion was slower than when KEMAR-HRTF cues were present, and
search times with KEMAR-HRTF cues were slower than search
times with individualized-HRTF cues. There was a significant
main effect of set size (F(3, 24) = 53.90, p<.001). Response times
increased as set size increased. There was a significant interaction
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Figure 3: Log response times as a function of eccentricity in azimuth (left panel) and elevation (right panel) for Experiment 1. Within-
subject standard error bars are shown after Morey [19].
between cue type and set size (Figure 5, F(6, 48) = 3.0, p <.05).
As set size increased, the reduction in response times provided
by individualized-HRTF cues in comparison to visual only search
increased (p <.001). There was no interaction between KEMAR-
HRTF cues and individualized-HRTF cues as a function of set size
or between KEMAR-HRTF cues and visual-only search as a func-
tion of set size (both p >.30).
The trials were separated into eccentric azimuths or eleva-
tions and central azimuths or elevations using the same criteria
as in Experiment 1 (Figure 6). For azimuth (left panel), tar-
get identification times were faster for individualized-HRTF cues
than KEMAR-HRTF cues for both central and eccentric target az-
imuths. There was a significant interaction (p <.01), which was
due to the slower responses for visual-only eccentric locations
compared to the visual-only central locations. For elevation (right
panel), there was no interaction between eccentricity and cue type
(p = .07). Because of the particular hypothesis that eccentric loca-
tions might reveal differences between individualized-HRTF cues
and KEMAR-HRTF cues, another ANOVA was conducted with-
out the visual-only data. This test was significant (p <.01). For
central elevations, KEMAR cues and individualized cues were not
different but for eccentric elevations, KEMAR cues were slower
than individualized cues.
3.3. Discussion
Experiment 2 showed that auditory cues led to faster response
times compared to visual only search. In addition, it showed that
individualized-HRTF cues were faster than KEMAR-HRTF cues.
Further analyses showed that this enhancement was found in ec-
centric elevations, and surprisingly found also in azimuth (central
and eccentric). The difference in azimuth may be attributed to the
large main effect of cue type that appears in elevation.
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tion of audio cue type. Within-subject standard error bars are
shown after Morey [19].
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4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study explored whether or not spatialized auditory cues could
provide effective spatial cues in a visual search task in a small
frontal region. Auditory cues were either absent, created using
generic HRTFs or created using individually-measured HRTFs.
Experiments 1 and 2 tested performance in two different ranges
of visual display complexity. Experiment 1 used set sizes from 1
(target only) to 24, and Experiment 2 used set sizes from 24 to
1092 (filled screen).
In general, the presence of a spatial auditory cue reduced
search times and interacted with visual scene complexity. In sim-
ple visual displays, there was no overall difference between search
times with individualized cues and generic cues, though individu-
alized cues to eccentric elevations were faster than generic cues. In
Experiment 1, there was no difference between visual only search
times and search times with an audio cue when the set size was
1 (no distractors present). This is in contrast to the research done
by Perrot et al [14] that found that free-field audio reduced tar-
get identification times even on target-only trials. We did not find
this, perhaps because virtual audio was used here or perhaps be-
cause the identifying features of their visual targets may have been
more easily detected using peripheral vision than our stimuli were.
Perrot el al’s target subtended a visual angle of 0.97°and its orien-
tation was the identifying feature whereas we had a small feature
by comparison (0.13°).
For complex displays, there were overall differences between
the two types of virtual audio cues, with individualized cues pro-
viding faster response times than generic cues. The eccentricity
effects were found in complex displays as well, suggesting that
individualized cues would become more and more important with
the use of larger displays. The findings for both Experiments agree
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with a study by Vu et al. on free-field audio cues to a visual
target that investigated cue displacement [15]. They found that
non-displaced cues (cues at the target location) were better than
displaced cues (cues off the target location in either horizontal
or vertical dimension) which were better than a non-informative
cue at reducing search times, and the magnitude of these effects
varied with the number of distractors and the amount of displace-
ment. In the present work, the virtual cues created using KEMAR
HRTFs may have been displaced or more displaced than the cues
created with individualized-HRTFs, and therefore may have been
perceived at a spatial location that was not the visual target’s lo-
cation. The displacement may have been mostly in elevation as
indicated by search times for eccentric elevations, and Vu et al.
found that elevation displacement reduced search times more than
horizontal displacement. However, the indication of displacement
here is only indirect, no measure of localization was conducted for
the virtual stimuli. Future work using virtual audio in visual search
should measure localization of the stimuli, and perhaps an in situ
measurement of localization could be accomplished through eye
tracking.
The data from Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that the primary
benefit of individualized-HRTF cues is found in the elevation di-
mension, consistent with previous localization research [20]. In
both experiments, individualized-HRTF cues to targets at eccen-
tric elevations resulted in faster searches than generic-HRTF cues.
Cues to targets at central elevations resulted in search times that
were not different between the two cue types. This finding sug-
gests that other alternative auditory cues that do not indicate ele-
vation, such as stereo panning or interaural level differences alone,
would not perform as well as individualized-HRTFs. We did not
test these alternative auditory cues but future work could inves-
tigate if they may reduce search times compared to visual-only
search and if they provide comparable search times to generic-
HRTFs or if generic-HRTFs still perform better perhaps due to
providing some elevation information.
In conclusion, these data support the notion that spatial audio
cues are useful spatial cues to visual displays. Furthermore, indi-
vidualized spatial audio is functionally superior to generic spatial
audio with eccentricity and display complexity.
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ABSTRACT 
The demands of concurrent radio communications in Navy 
shipboard command centers contribute to the problem of 
operator information overload and impede personnel 
optimization goals for new platforms. Motivations for 
serializing this task and human performance research with 
virtual, multichannel, rate-accelerated speech in support of 
this idea are briefly reviewed, and the results of a recent 
listening study in which participants carried out a Navy-
relevant word-spotting task in this context are reported.  
1. INTRODUCTION
The broad operational range of radio circuits that require 
active attention in Navy command centers is a factor in 
operator information overload and an impediment to 
personnel optimization goals for new and existing platforms 
[1][2]. As part of an effort to address this and other 
performance issues related to multitasking in shipboard 
decision environments, our research group is exploring 
machine-mediated task serialization concepts.   
Under one of our proposals, concurrent voice 
communications would be buffered and handled one at a 
time. To offset the extra time serialization would potentially 
impose, operators would monitor and/or interact with rate-
accelerated speech as needed [3].  
In a series of recent participant studies with news and 
story-based speech materials, measures of attention, 
comprehension, and effort were significantly improved by 
mediated serialization, in marked contrast to concurrent 
listening at normal speaking rates in the same span of time 
[4].   
More recently, we have developed and vetted a corpus of 
simulated Navy voice communications based on a short set 
of fictitious tactical scenarios. In the present report, we 
describe the outcome of a preliminary listening study with 
these speech materials in which we simulated a mission-
specific attentional concern for rate-accelerated voice 
communications in virtual auditory displays. 
2. BACKGROUND
Navy watchstanders work in heavily loaded, multitask 
settings and must attend to and integrate a wide variety of 
auditory and visual information tasks. Specialists who have 
responsibility for particular tactical information domains, 
such as air or (ocean) surface defense, sit before a visual 
representation of entities being tracked in the operational 
theater, monitor and initiate relevant voice communications, 
and maintain an up-to-the-moment assessment of the tactical 
situation and their ship’s capacity to act. Recent growth in 
shipboard information capacities has profoundly increased 
the human performance challenges of this work. Training in 
the expertise and skills these positions require is done at 
Navy facilities where teams learn current operational 
practices on legacy systems and coordinate with each other in 
highly realistic tactical simulations. Coverage of all requisite 
voice communications is ensured via team augmentation and 
redundant monitoring. The communications workload is 
limited to two active channels (operationally referred to as 
circuits) per operator, and critical circuits are assigned to two 
or more individuals as needed [4].  
Fleet modernization has brought with it an ongoing 
opportunity to study how watchstanding can be reshaped to 
move beyond the constraints of its present operational 
framework. Increased task loads are already being supported 
by tactical information systems that have far more 
functionality and three times the visual display space of 
previous consoles.  
With new ship classes coming online, machine-aided 
techniques for conveying and managing the display of 
competing information tasks are being investigated. The 
intent is to reduce the metacognitive effort associated with 
unassisted multitasking and to structure the presentation 
and/or modulation of information in accord with the 
operator’s perceptual strengths. Team augmentation and 
redundant listening, for example, are not optimal uses of 
personnel, but this strategy does succeed in minimizing the 
operational risk of missing critical information in the process 
of having to attend to two voices at once. Ideally, operators 
should be able to focus on one message at a time. Mediated 
serialization of the communications task would allow 
operators to do this and would also afford a number of 
optimizations. As competing messages are enqueued, they 
could be rendered to text, analyzed for priority and duration, 
and their rates of speech accelerated as needed. The effort of 
divided listening would be alleviated, and because of varying 
distributions of idle time on competing channels, trained 
operators could reasonably cover an array of more than two 
voice communications circuits in a virtual auditory display 
[4]. 
Important listener performance questions are raised by 
the use of serialization and rate-accelerated speech, 
especially if the latter is to be rendered as virtual sound. 
These concerns include listeners’ abilities to attend to and 
encode rapid messaging, adapt to imposed aural attention 
switching, and maintain and resume an understanding of 
multiple, aurally modulated, information contexts. In a 
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sequence of studies with continuous speech materials 
developed from news commentaries and short narratives used 
in age-related cognition research, listeners in our lab were 
found to be markedly (and significantly) better at following 
and understanding serialized, rated-accelerated speech from a 
forward array of up to four spatially separate sources in a 
three-dimensional auditory display than they were when 
listening to two concurrent, opposing, and unaccelerated 
sources in the same virtual setting [5][6][4]. Attention and 
comprehension were measured, respectively, by the ability of 
participants to discriminate between actual and falsely 
sampled content while they were actively listening and, 
afterwards, to categorize queries derived from the spoken 
materials as being in agreement with, or not stated in, what 
they had heard. Listening performance was found to be 
equivalent for normal and accelerated listening up to an 
increase of at least 65% and then to exhibit an approximately 
linear decline that remains well above chance up to an 
increase of at least 125% [6][4]. Mixed costs were found for 
imposed attention switching in manipulations that compared 
serial listening at normal and 100% faster rates of speech. 
Attention and comprehension dropped significantly when the 
rate of speech was doubled but remained substantially above 
the same measures for current listening, whereas only 
attention exhibited an additional significant drop—albeit 
modest—when successive utterances in four serialized 
contexts were also randomly alternated to completion, as 
opposed to not being alternated [7]. 
These findings show that mediated serialization and rate-
accelerated speech may in fact be a feasible technology for 
increasing performance capacities in Navy voice 
communications. Up to this point, however, only continuous 
speech has been evaluated, which is not representative of the 
radio communication patterns operators are actually exposed 
to. There are important reasons for having adopted this 
approach. Since continuous speech does not feature 
intermittent periods of idle time, it allows effectively 
equivalent performance comparisons to be made between 
serial and concurrent listening and between normal and 
accelerated listening.  The next step is to explore these and 
other performance questions with more realistic speech 
corpora situated in the context of a Navy-relevant task.  
As was noted earlier, watchstanders must attend to and 
integrate a wide variety of auditory and visual information. 
One of the voice communications skills they learn is the use 
of changing sets of code words, which are employed to 
disguise names and other references that would expose 
operational goals. In our previous work, we measured aural 
attention performance with ordered checklists of spoken 
phrases from each virtual source of speech, wherein listeners 
had to mark phrases they heard and pass over spurious 
phrases. In a more Navy-like setting involving several 
channels of speech communications, listeners would be 
expected to be aware of code words and this could also serve 
as a measure of aural attention. In the remainder of this 
paper, we outline and present the results of a limited study 
that was designed to explore the ramifications of this type of 
attentional measure.   
3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHOD
As part of a related research effort studying the use of chat-
based communications in watchstanding operations, we 
recently developed a corpus of interrelated voice 
communications with multiple talkers on four radio circuits 
that serve different operational functions. The scripted speech 
materials cover four fictional naval scenarios that run for 
about seven or eight minutes each. Each scenario involves an 
ongoing tactical operation in which the listener, in the role of 
a watchstander, is expected to monitor the actions of several 
radar-tracked air and surface entities/objects that are verbally 
identified and visually depicted on a corresponding tactical 
situation display, known as a “TACSIT.” The scenarios are 
designed for use in a laboratory-based mock-watchstanding 
environment, and an experienced Navy reservist has vetted 
the visual and spoken content for operational realism and 
difficulty appropriate to non-specialists in an experimental 
setting.   
The laboratory setup entails a multi-screen tactical 
information console and a head-tracked immersive auditory 
display with a fixed, real-world frame of reference 
corresponding to the console’s center screen. Speech and/or 
cueing and other forms of auditory information are virtually 
positioned in the listening space using non-individualized 
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) and are binaurally 
rendered with a stereo headset. The center screen displays the 
TACSIT, and other tactical information tasks are shown 
separately, as needed, on adjacent screens to the left and 
right.  
For the present study, we identified a different set of 
eight “code words” in each of the communications scenarios 
and modified our TACSIT software to show a given set as a 
list in an onscreen box, together with an overhead depiction 
of each voice circuit’s virtual location in the auditory display 
relative to the listener. A screen shot of the TACSIT and 
these additional elements is shown in Figure 1. Both the code 
word list and the four circuit positions, labeled “1,” “2,” “3,” 
and “4,” were implemented as interactive widgets. The list 
was only visible when its box was moused over with the 
computer’s pointer, and the circuit labels functioned as 
clickable buttons. Interactions with the widgets were 
programmed to be logged as time-stamped performance data. 
The code word lists were then used as the basis of an 
active listening task. Five volunteer listeners from our 
laboratory (three men and two women, with a mean age of 
Figure 1. A screenshot of the visual display listeners used. 
The TACSIT showing a number of radar-tracked objects is 
positioned at the top. The list of code words can be seen in 
the tall box on the lower left, and the interactive depiction of 
each voice circuit’s virtual location in the auditory display 
relative to the listener is positioned to the right of the list.  
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34) were given a short time to study and commit one of the
lists to memory. Next, they listened to the corresponding
scenario and were told they could follow radar tracks and
attendant behaviors on the TACSIT as they were mentioned
on any of the radio circuits. At the same time, they were
asked to spot any spoken instances of the listed code words
and to indicate where each instance came from by clicking on
the corresponding circuit label as quickly as possible.
Approximately equal numbers of code words were spoken on
each circuit during the exercise, with half of the eight words
distributed across the four circuits and occurring only once
and the others occurring up to four times. The four circuits
were virtually positioned in the listener’s forward horizontal
plane at 75° and 25° to the left and 25° and 75° to the right of
the console’s centerline; the spread between these positions
was exaggerated in the visual display to make it easier to
click on the circuit labels (see Fig. 1). All of the voice
communications were serially interleaved, meaning that the
temporal order of utterances across all circuits was preserved
in the manner of a first-in-first-out queue, but only one
circuit was sounded at a time. To determine how many times
listeners needed to look at the list for verification, as well as
the amount of time they spent looking at the list, the code
words were intentionally hidden during the listening exercise,
but could be revealed, if needed, by mousing over the list
box. Participants were urged to refer to the list as little as
possible.
Each participant performed four word-spotting exercises, 
each based on a different scenario and each corresponding to 
a different manipulation of the speech materials. The voice 
communications were unaccelerated in one of the exercises 
and were uniformly 50%, 65%, and 100% faster in the other 
three, respectively. Speech in the faster manipulations was 
accelerated with a speech analysis/synthesis technique known 
as pitch-synchronous segmentation developed at our facility 
in the early 1990s that preserves pitch and facets of the 
speech waveform associated with intelligibility [8]. To 
ensure that shorter utterances corresponded to what was 
being shown on the TACSIT, which was not accelerated in 
the faster manipulations, each accelerated utterance was 
played at the same point in time it had originally been 
scripted to occur prior to being accelerated. To be clear, the 
visual part of each of the “faster” scenarios ran for its 
original length of time, and each accelerated utterance uaccel 
started at the same time t, relative to the start of the visual 
part of its scenario, as its source uunaccel did in the original, 
“unaccelerated” version of the scenario. The unaccelerated 
exercise was given to all participants first, and the other three 
were given to each in a successively changed order. The 
distribution of spoken code words on each circuit in the four 
manipulations is described in Table 1.  
In the following analysis, list visits, list look times, the 
timing of mouse clicks on circuit numbers in the visual 
display, the number of errors, and the proportions of correct 
responses were treated as dependent variables. Our 
expectations were a) that listeners would uncover the code 
lists two or three times during each exercise, b) that response 
times would be slower in the faster manipulations, c) that 
there would be few if any erroneous identifications of the 
circuit a given code word was spoken on, and d) that the 
mean proportion of correct responses across all 
manipulations would be above 50%, with the lowest scores 
occurring in the faster manipulations.  
4. RESULTS
There were no significant differences in the number of list 
visits across the four speech rates, F(3,9) = 0.434, p = 0.731. 
However, the mean number of list visits per listening 
exercise was 10.35, which was much higher than anticipated. 
There were also no significant differences in the average 
amount of time participants looked at the list (and/or kept the 
list visible) across the four manipulations, F(3,9) = 1.515, p = 
0.276. On average, participants spent roughly 5% of each 
exercise referring to the code words. In summary, increasing 
the speaking rate of the talkers on each of the radio circuits 
by up to 100% did not lead to meaningful changes in the 
number of times subjects looked at the list of code words nor 
in the amount of time the list was kept visible on the 
TACSIT.  
In the response data, one listener’s clicks were lost in the 
65% and 100% faster manipulations due to a technical 
problem. The remaining data for this participant was 
included in the following analyses. There were no significant 
differences in the time listeners took to click on a circuit after 
spotting a code word, F(3,9) = 2.234, p = 0.154.  A mixed 
criterion was used for this measure: a 4000 ms cutoff was 
applied unless the code word was embedded in an utterance 
that took more than this amount of time to complete. 
Contrary to what was expected, the mean values for this 
performance metric ranged from 3240 ms for normal speech 
to 1747 ms in the 65% faster manipulation; The next slowest 
mean response time (2598 ms), however, occurred in the 
100% faster scenario. There were no significant differences 
in the number of errors listeners made across the four 
listening exercises, F(3,9) = 1.0, p = 0.436. An average of 
2.06 errors were made in each manipulation, an error being 
defined as clicking on the wrong circuit when a code word 
was spoken. More notably, the total number of clicks 
listeners made decreased significantly as the rate of speech 
was accelerated. Thus, the proportion of code words 
listener’s spotted and clicked the correct source of was 
Table 1. Distribution of code words spoken on each radio 
circuit in each manipulation. Four of the eight code words 
participants were asked to spot in each listening exercise 
occurred only once and were uniformly distributed; these 
occurrences are respectively indicated with the number “1” in 
each cell of the 4x4, manipulation-by-circuit matrix shown in 
the table. The remaining four code words in each exercise 
were spoken up to four times and were distributed so that the 
total number of code words spoken on each circuit was 
approximately equal; these occurrences are indicated with the 
parenthetical numbers in each cell. In the first cell, for 
example, three different code words were spoken, one being 
said three times, for a total of five occurrences.  
Circuit 1 Circuit 2 Circuit 3 Circuit 4 
Normal speech 1+(3+1)=5 1+(3)=4 1+(3)=4 1+(1+2)=4 
50% faster 1+(3+1)=5 1+(4)=5 1+(3)=4 1+(3)=4 
65% faster 1+(3)=4 1+(2)=3 1+(3+1)=5 1+(1+1+1+2)=6 
100% faster 1+(4)=5 1+(4)=5 1+(4)=5 1+(1+3)=5 
Table 2.  Summary of mean performance measures in each 
manipulation. “*" indicates a main effect.   
Normal speech 50% faster 65% faster 100% faster 
List visits 9.6 13.8 8.25 9.75 
List look time (s) 15.3 27.5 17.5 23.4 
Resp. time (ms) 3240 2133 1747 2598 
Errors 1.5 3.25 1.75 1.75 
Prop. correct* 0.4853 0.2639 0.3472 0.2000 
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significantly predicted by speech acceleration rate, F(3,9) = 
8.440, p = 0.006, η2 = 0.738. This proportion dropped from 
nearly 50% for unaccelerated speech to 20% when the rate of 
talker’s speech was doubled. A summary of the performance 
measures discussed up to this point is given in Table 2. 
To assess performance differences associated with the 
central and/or peripheral circuits, a 4x4 repeated measures 
ANOVA of the corresponding proportions of correct 
responses across the four rates of speech, showed there was 
no main effect of spatial position, F(3,9) = 0.072, p = 0.974. 
However, there was a significant circuit by speed interaction 
F(9,27) = 5.542, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.649. These results are 
depicted in Figure 2. 
To more closely examine the interaction, separate 
repeated measures ANOVAs of the word spotting responses 
were conducted for each rate of speech. As can be seen in 
Figure 2, listeners correctly responded to a greater proportion 
of code words spoken on the third circuit (0.80, right central 
position) in the normal speech manipulation (blue line) than 
in any other part of the study; the performance differences in 
this manipulation were marginally significant, F(3,12) = 
3.124, p = 0.066, η2 = 0.439. In addition, the comparatively 
high proportion of correct responses to code words on the 
fourth circuit (0.55, right peripheral position) was significant, 
relative to performance on the other circuits in the 100% 
faster manipulation (purple line), F(3,9) = 10.500, p = 0.003, 
η2 = 0.778. There were no significant performance 
differences between the four circuit positions in the 50% and 
65% faster manipulations (respectively, the red and green 
lines). 
5. DISCUSSION
Several performance questions for mediated serialization of 
voice communications were explored in this preliminary 
study. In particular, the use of code words in Navy tactical 
communications was studied as a novel way to compare aural 
attention performance under normal and accelerated rates of 
speech as well as when rendered at different source positions 
in a virtual auditory display. While no test of scenario 
comprehension was included in the study and only a small 
number of participants were recruited, the findings showed 
that when listeners recognized code words, they could 
generally identify its virtual source shortly after it was 
spoken regardless of the rate of speech. Surprisingly, instead 
of being slower to respond to accelerated speech as we 
conjectured, listeners responded progressively faster in the 
50% and 65% manipulations (see “Resp. time (ms)” in Table 
2). The reasoning behind our expectation was that because 
making sense of speech can occasionally require a 
momentary mental review of what has been variously called 
“echoic memory” [9], “precategorical acoustic storage” [10], 
and “brief auditory storage” [11], it therefore seems plausible 
that listeners without exposure or practice might need to do 
this more often when processing rate-accelerated speech, and 
so, become progressively slower to respond. The decline in 
the mean proportion of correct responses shown in Table 2 as 
the rate of speech increases across manipulations—albeit, not 
fully linear and not significant until the rate of acceleration is 
is 100%—is consistent with this processing conjecture in the 
sense that attentional difficulties tend to correlate with 
missed information. Moreover, listeners’ mean response time 
in the 100% faster condition was the second slowest in the 
study, suggesting that, as in our previous studies (e.g., [6]), at 
some point above an increase of 65% in the rate of normal 
speech, aural processing begins to require genuine attentional 
effort. Noting that “correct responses” required listeners to 
identify the circuit a code word was spoken on, rather than 
the word itself (thus, only implying that a specific code word 
was heard), the unexpected pattern of response times 
observed here may reflect a native attentional ability to adapt 
to the pace of auditory events up to a point, much as melodic 
and/or rhythmic information can generally be followed 
within a range of tempos and becomes difficult to process 
outside of this range (see, e.g., [12] and [13]). 
That said, it is evident that the word-spotting part of the 
experimental task was not as easy as we had anticipated. 
While lower scores did occur in the faster manipulations as 
anticipated, the mean proportion of correct responses across 
all manipulations was below 50%, and despite the seemingly 
low numbers shown in Table 2, listeners made more errors 
than were expected. Put another way, listeners simply missed 
more than half of the code words in each of the 
manipulations, and although on the whole they were equally 
attentive to both the central and peripheral circuits (see Fig. 
2: by circuit, the mean proportion correct responses ranges 
from .3125 for circuit 4 to .3858 for circuit 2), on average, 
listeners clicked on the wrong circuit 27% of the time (the 
error rate ranged from 15.4% for normal speech to 40.6% 
when the speech was 50% faster). Given the extent and 
pattern of missed code words across manipulations and the 
surprising rate of source identification errors, it is clear that 
listeners struggled to do well. Factors that may have 
contributed to their performance difficulties include 
distracted listening arising from looking at the code word list 
(note that these numbers in Table 2 are much higher than 
were expected), response completion errors arising from 
ongoing listening demands, attentional fatigue arising from 
varying distributions of code words in each manipulation and 
the relative sparsity of instances (just under 2.5 words per 
minute) and, to a lesser extent (because of the horizontal 
layout of source positions) poor display fidelity due to the 
use of non-individualized HRTFs. An aspect of the spoken 
material worth considering, that may have also influenced 
listeners’ performance, is the relatively innocuous nature of 
the code words that were used in each manipulation. The 
incorporation of a range of Navy-like code words—words 
that are generally colorful and somewhat salient relative to 
ordinary speech—was not considered in the scripting and 
Figure 2. Correct identifications of circuits code words were 
spoken on, expressed as a proportion, in each of the four 
manipulations. 
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recording of the radio communications part of the four 
tactical scenarios, which was done several months before the 
study this conceived. Thus, words that could plausibly 
function as “code words” had to be identified in each script. 
A range of nouns (“knots,” “sensors,” “queen,” etc.) and, to a 
lesser extent, verbs (“proceed,” “verify”) and response words 
(“aye,” “copy”) were chosen within the fixed wording of the 
scripts so as to achieve a relatively uniform spread of words 
for listeners to spot across the four circuits in each scenario; 
the full selection of code words is given in Table 3. 
Additionally, in each manipulation, four of the eight code 
words were spoken only once and the remaining four were 
said multiple times in roughly equal numbers see Table 1). 
Performance very nearly at or above 50% correct occurred in 
only six cells of the 4x4 manipulation-by-circuit response 
matrix (these measures are plotted in Fig. 2). Listeners only 
needed to spot two words, “report” and “whiskey,” in the 
best of these cells (circuit 3 under normal speech), and it 
could be argued that “whiskey” is a more readily spotted 
word than any or most of the more ordinary words 
participants were asked to listen for. In contrast, though, 
listeners also only had two words to spot in three of the four 
cells with the lowest performance (circuits 1, 2, and 3 under 
100% faster speech and circuit 4 under 65% faster speech). 
Curiously, in the lowest of these cells (circuit 1, with no 
correct responses), one of the two words was 
“reconnaissance,” which was chosen for its potential 
salience. In spite of these somewhat contradictory 
performance patterns, similar to a point made above, the 
predominant occurrence of the poorest performance in the 
study under the fastest rate of speech is consistent with our 
earlier finding that listeners perform at parity with normal 
speech only up to a 65% increase in the rate of speech. In the 
other lowest performing cell (circuit 4 under 65% faster 
speech), a different factor may have interacted with the 
listening task: here, instead of only two words, there were 
five separate words to spot—more than in any other cell in 
the study—giving listeners more work to do. Even so, this 
observation is somewhat countered by the best performance 
in the 100% faster manipulation (circuit 4) wherein, unlike 
circuits 1, 2, and 3 in this manipulation, there were three 
words to spot. The possibility that many of the code words 
were not memorable is also supported by the much higher 
than expected numbers of list looks participants resorted to in 
each manipulation in spite of having been given ample time 
to study each list before each of the listening exercises. 
In addition to examining a structured set of performance 
questions, the broader intent of this study was to gain a 
preliminary sense of how carefully listeners are likely to 
listen in a somewhat “realistic” serialized multimodal 
framework wherein both auditory and visual information 
display components are referentially related. If mediated 
serialization of competing aural information tasks is to be 
adopted, it must be viable within a unifying operational 
context such as tactical situation monitoring, which was used 
here, or air traffic control. The counterpart of this study’s 
measure of auditory attention will be an evaluation of 
listeners’ attention to and knowledge of the tactical 
information content of the scenarios in a future experiment. 
Another aspect of managed task switching we have explored 
in the past and now plan to study in an integrated operational 
setting is the utility of virtual auditory cueing as a technique 
for guiding the operator’s attention from one task to the next 
[14][15][16]. Although auditory cues significantly improved 
task performance in a series of prior studies with a cockpit-
like dual task involving rapid decision making and 
continuous tracking, a range of additional questions are 
raised by their use in mixed auditory information settings. 
Among these are the development of an empirically based set 
of organizing principles for the presentation of competing 
sounds and performance-based evaluations of different 
cueing designs for cross-modal task switching involving 
prioritization and modulated information displays such as 
rate accelerated speech and visual augmentation to guide the 
operator’s attentional focus. 
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ABSTRACT 
Attention redirection trials were carried out using a wearable 
interface incorporating auditory and visual cues. Visual cues 
were delivered via the screen on the Recon Jet – a wearable 
computer resembling a pair of glasses – while auditory cues 
were delivered over a bone conduction headset. Cueing 
conditions included the delivery of individual cues, both 
auditory and visual, and in combination with each other. 
Results indicate that the use of an auditory cue drastically 
decreases target acquisition times. This is true especially for 
targets that fall outside the visual field of view. While 
auditory cues showed no difference when paired with any of 
the visual cueing conditions for targets within the field of 
view of the user, for those outside the field of view a 
significant improvement in performance was observed. The 
static visual cue paired with the binaurally spatialised, 
dynamic auditory cue appeared to provide the best 
performance in comparison to any other cueing conditions. 
In the absence of a visual cue, the binaurally spatialised, 
dynamic auditory cue performed the best. 
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most common ways of interacting with mobile 
devices is through visual interfaces. Similarly, widely 
available wearable computers such as Google Glass [1] and 
the Recon Jet [2] also use visual interfaces as the primary 
means for information delivery. However, visual presentation 
can overwhelm a user due to an inordinate number of data 
streams vying for the same screen space, or the users’ 
inability to divide attention between the presented 
information streams on the screen and the world around 
them. Either way, the information presented only via the 
visual faculty can overload the users’ senses and cognitive 
ability [3]. 
Addressing this problem for wearable displays, with their 
severely limited screen space and constant demand on the 
user’s attention, is particularly important. Attention critical 
tasks such as driving, search and rescue etc. maybe adversely 
affected by the use of such devices [4] [5] [6].  This presents 
us with a set of unique challenges; (1) information 
presentation without overloading the user and (2) unobtrusive 
information delivery requiring minimum attention from a 
user perspective. 
As part of our research, we are interested in exploring the 
use of binaurally spatialised auditory cues delivered over a 
bone conduction headset (BCH) for wearable interfaces. By 
doing this, information can be presented using auditory and 
visual cues and hopefully reduce the problem of information 
overload. In the remainder of this paper we first review 
related work and then describe an experiment exploring the 
effectiveness of using several combinations of auditory and 
visual cues for information presentation in a wearable 
computer interface. We then summarise results from the 
experiment and conclude, providing suggested directions for 
future research. 
2. BACKGROUND
Wearable spatial auditory displays have been the subject of 
research for well over two decades now [7] [8] [9] [10] [3]. 
Almost all of these systems incorporate the use of Head 
Related Transfer Functions (HRTF) [11], either 
individualised or non-individualised, to deliver a three 
dimensional synthetic rendering of the acoustic environment. 
However, the drawback with these systems is the use of 
headphones to deliver the required auditory cues or create an 
auditory environment. This can isolate a user from his/her 
acoustic environment [12] [13]. One solution to this problem 
is the implementation of techniques that allow the capture 
and reproduction of the ambient acoustic environment. 
Harma et al. [14] and Tikander et al. [15] have demonstrated 
the use of such an ‘audio augmented reality’ device. Devices 
such as the Here Active Listening system [16] developed by 
Doppler Labs are gaining popularity in the consumer market.  
All these systems need to be inserted in to the ear canal, 
and rely on external microphone inputs to reproduce the 
ambient environment around the user. Their sizable form 
factor also occludes the pinna, meaning signals reaching the 
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microphone are not necessarily those that have been filtered 
as a result of the reflections resulting from the shape of user’s 
pinna. From exiting literature we know that the occlusion of 
the pinna can cause a greater number of front – back 
confusions and a diminished ability to localise in the vertical 
plane [17]. 
The problems described above are unacceptable in 
attention critical environments that demand high levels of 
awareness of auditory and visual cues. Leaving the ears open 
to the ambient acoustic environment while engaging in a 
visually demanding task is safer than having the ears 
plugged. To overcome this problem, we use a bone 
conduction headset (BCH) to deliver binaurally spatialised 
audio as part of a wearable interface. Previous studies 
exploring the use of the BCH as an auditory display device 
appear promising [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]. While the use of 
the BCH has been primarily restricted to its implementation 
as an auditory display for the visually challenged [18] [20], 
some studies have demonstrated its effectiveness even for 
sighted users [23] [24]. However, besides [23] [24] we are 
unaware of any studies that incorporate the use of BCH as 
part of a wearable interface. We hope to demonstrate the 
practical utility of a BCH, as part of wearable interface, to 
deliver binaurally spatialised cues.  
In the following sections we describe our implementation 
of the BCH as a spatial auditory display device as part of a 
wearable hybrid interface. We then present a user study 
conducted to evaluate the use of audio-visual cues in a visual 
search task. The ability to reorient attention with the use of 
these cues is explored. Existing studies demonstrate that 
there is a significant increase in visual search task 
performance when auditory cues are used [25] [26] [27]. The 
amalgamation of the visual and auditory faculties and the 
ability to exploit their mechanisms of perception could make 
for a more efficient interface than one that relies completely 
on a single modality. Such an interface assumes great 
importance in attention critical fields such as driving and 
search and rescue. Being able to receive task specific 
information without having to divide attention between the 
primary task and information retrieval that may directly 
affect the outcome of the task is important. For example, 
receiving binaurally spatialised auditory beacon based 
navigation during a driving task is safer than having to 
constantly direct one’s visual attention to a GPS device. 
While the navigation information is critical to the primary 
task of driving and directly affects its outcome, information 
delivery can take place in a manner that does not affect the 
primary task in manner that renders it unsafe. In our study we 
demonstrate the use of this and other auditory cues along 
with visual presentations made on wearable device. 
3. PARTICIPANTS
30 participants (20 male, 10 female) between the ages of 18 
and 34 (Mean: 24, Std. Dev: 4.3) volunteered to take part in 
the study. Participants reported normal hearing in both ears. 
No testing was carried out to verify their claims of having 
normal hearing since there appears to be no known relation 
between localisation performance and audiogram results 
unless the hearing loss is profound [25]. All participants were 
compensated with $20 shopping vouchers for their efforts. 
4. METHOD
4.1. Apparatus 
The apparatus used for the study can be divided in to three 
categories; ‘real-world’ analogue (for far domain stimuli 
presentation) and tracking equipment, handheld and worn 
tracked devices used by the participants and a bone 
conduction headset (BCH) used to deliver auditory cues. 
The real-world analogue used for this experiment was a 
set of three screens connected to each other at 60°. The 
screens measured 2400mm x 1830mm (74.65° x 59.53° 
visual angle) and were mounted 600 mm above the floor. 
Images were projected on to these screens by three NEC 
LT265 projectors. The tracking system used for the study 
comprised of four ARTTRACK2 cameras mounted on top of 
the screens (see figure 1), paired with the DTrack software 
[28]. The cameras are capable of tracking objects up to a 
distance of 4.5m. For detailed specifications of the camera 
see [29]. 
Equipment used by participants consisted of a Recon Jet 
[2], a wearable ‘smart glass’ and the Steradian S-7X laser tag 
gun [30] (see figure 2). Both these devices had markers 
affixed to them to allow their positions to be tracked during 
the course of the experiment. The laser tag gun was modified 
such that depressing the trigger on the gun allowed the 
participant to ‘shoot’ targets that were displayed on the 
screens. This was achieved by connecting a pair of leads 
attached to the trigger inside the gun to the circuit board of a 
mouse. The Recon Jet has a widescreen 16:9 WQVGA 
display with images on it set to appear as they would on 30 
inch HD display at 7 feet. For more detailed technical 
specification see [2]. The Recon Jet was connected wirelessly 
through a router. Tracking data was transferred to the PC 
using the VRPN software [31] [32]. 
Figure 1: Block diagram of the experimental setup 
Participants also wore a pair of bone conduction headsets 
(Aftershokz Sportz3) [33]. Auditory stimuli for the 
experiment were reproduced over the BCH. The auditory 
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stimuli were delivered to the BCH via the PC’s on-board 
sound card. 
Figure 2: Participant holding the laser tag gun with 
markers affixed on top to allow the position of the 
gun to be tracked. Also seen in the picture are the 
Recon Jet with markers for tracking, and the BCH. 
4.2. Stimuli 
Participants were presented auditory and visual stimuli for 
the experiment. A detailed explanation of the stimuli is given 
in the following sections. 
4.2.1. Visual Stimuli 
Visual stimuli were delivered on the screens representing the 
far field and the Recon Jet display. Stimuli displayed on the 
screens were targets that appeared at random intervals during 
the experiment, and a string of numbers at the bottom of the 
centre screen. Targets consisted of yellow discs of 
approximately 58mm radius that turned blue when shot and 
appeared at predefined positions of ±50° and ±100° (see 
figure 3). The targets were positioned at the centre of the 
screens. The numerical string used a black Arial typeface of 
65mm size positioned in the horizontal centre and 
approximately 690mm below the vertical midpoint of the 
centre screen. 
Figure 3: Target Positions 
Text displayed on the Recon Jet used a white Arial type 
face and was positioned in the centre of the screen (see figure 
4). Preceding messages were listed above in grey. Visual 
interrupt signals delivered on the Recon Jet consisted of 
static cues, pursuit visual cues and a blank screen. The static 
visual cues consisted of white arrows 1.3° in width and 6.5° 
in length (see figure 5). The arrows were angled at 40° for 
targets appearing at ±50° and 80° for targets at ±100°. Pursuit 
visual stimuli caused all objects on the screen to move in the 
direction of the target at 16.2° per second. 
Figure 4: Messages displayed on the Recon Jet screen 
In addition to the messages on the Recon Jet and targets 
projected on the screens, the participants also saw two 
smaller ‘dots’ on the screens. These dots represented the 
position of their head (yellow dot) and the position of the gun 
(blue dot). Both these moved around on the screen as the 
participant rotated along the horizontal arc on which the 
targets appeared. 
Figure 5: Visual Cue – White Arrow 
4.2.2. Auditory Stimuli 
Auditory stimuli consisted of a 1 second alarm sound or ping 
(25ms on set and offset rate). The same sound was used for 
two of the three types of auditory cues that were delivered. 
The alarm tone was presented either as a static sound or a 
binaurally spatialised dynamic audio cue moving in the 
direction of the target. The binaurally spatialised, dynamic 
cue simulated the motion of the alarm from the participant’s 
position towards the target on the screen. The cue was 
designed in accordance with alarm design guidelines 
prescribed by Walker and Kramer in [34]. The duration and 
level of the auditory cue were chosen to represent those used 
by previous researchers [18] [35] [20] [36] [37].  Despite 
studies demonstrating that wideband noise is easier to 
localise [18] [20] [36] [38] [39] than most other forms of 
stimuli, we chose to use a ping for its aesthetic appeal [40]. 
The third auditory cue consisted only of silence. The static 
auditory cue was delivered at approximately 70dBA.  The 
dynamic cue on initiation will have had approximately the 
same loudness level, but fell quickly as the cue moved 
towards the target.  A logarithmic fall off with the addition of 
the Doppler Effect was modeled to replicate real world 
auditory percepts. 
The visual and auditory cues used here are analogous in 
that they encompass similar perceptual characteristics, but in 
different domains (see table 1). 
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AUDITORY CUES VISUAL CUES 
S0 No sound (Silence) V0 Blank Screen 
S1 Static alarm V1 
Static (Arrows 
pointing in the 
direction of the 
target) 
S2 
Binaurally 
spatialised, 
dynamic alarm 
V2 
Pursuit visual 
cue 
Table 1: A list of the auditory and visual cues used in 
the experiment. A total of 9 cues encompassing a 
combination of all the cues above were presented to 
the participants. 
The experiment was designed and built within the 
Unity3D [41] environment. Binaural spatialisation of the 
auditory cue was achieved using the 3Deception Binaural 
Engine plug-in for Unity developed by Two Big Ears [42]. 
We’ve chosen to adopt the use of a plug-in versus the 
traditional approach of using individualised HRTFs or HRTF 
libraries since we believe this lends a greater degree of 
ecological validity to the study. The plug-in was chosen after 
an extensive phase of testing and comparisons with existing 
binaural engines. 
5. PROCEDURE
Participants were seated on a rotating chair 1600mm from the 
central screen (see figure 1). The position was situated 
approximately on the normal from the central screen such 
that targets could be presented anywhere on a 200° horizontal 
arc. Participants were allowed to adjust the height of the 
chair for comfort. 
Participants were then handed the Recon Jet and BCH to 
put on. If required, they were helped positioning the screen of 
the Recon Jet so that the text displayed on the screen 
appeared clear. The BCH was put on such that the drivers of 
the headset sat in front of the ears on the mandibular condyle. 
Participants were also handed the laser tag gun. Following 
this, a short calibration process was run. This was to ensure 
that participants had a full range of motion that allowed them 
to reach targets at ±100°, check if tracking information was 
being gathered in the right manner and ensure that 
participants were able to read text appearing on the Recon Jet 
and the main screen. Following the calibration process, six 
practice trials were conducted. These trials allowed 
participants to see the different audio – visual cues that could 
be presented to them during the course of the experiment.  
The main experiment was separated in three blocks. Each 
block was followed by a five minute break. During each 
block participants were instructed to read aloud number 
strings appearing on the central screen and messages 
appearing on the Recon Jet. Messages displayed on the 
Recon Jet were chosen at random from one of three structure 
types; [Alpha] team entered site [C][37] at time [1407], 
[Alpha] cleared floor [2] at time [1407], or [Alpha] team 
exited site [C][37] at time [1407] (see figure 5). 
During a third of the trials for which messages were 
displayed on the Recon Jet, a cue would interrupt the 
participant one second after the message’s onset. 
Simultaneously, a target would appear at ±50° or ±100°. 
Participants were required to ‘shoot’ or mark the target using 
the modified laser tag gun as quickly as possible (see figure 
6). Once the target had been shot, participants returned their 
gaze to the central screen, and the alternating display of 
number stings on the central screen and messages on the 
Recon Jet resumed. Within each block there was one target 
event trial for each combination of visual and audio cues for 
each position for a total of 36 target events (9 event types x 4 
target locations) and 72 non-event messages. The experiment 
took on average 65 minutes to complete. 
Figure 6: Participant attempting to shoot a target. 
6. RESULTS
Two participants were excluded from the analysis – one for 
not following instructions, while the other had to be excluded 
due to failure of the on-board sound card to deliver audio 
signals. Additional technical difficulties with the Recon Jet, 
primarily associated with power management, meant data 
from the third block of trials for an additional six participants 
was recorded incompletely or lost. Data gathered from the 
third block was excluded from the analysis for all 
participants to maintain uniformity.   
A 3x3x4 (visual cues: 3 auditory cues: 3 target positions: 
4) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
carried out to test for the main and interaction effects between
the factors. Since the data violated Mauchly’s test of
sphericity, values as determined by the Greenhouse-Geisser
correction were used. The results showed significant main
effects of all three independent variables; audio cues (F
(1.677, 80.513) = 104.671, p < 0.001), visual cues (F (1.767,
84.822) = 60.736, p < 0.001) and target positions (F (2.244,
107.732) = 54.592). The results also showed significant two
way interactions between all pairs (visual x audio: F (3.038,
145.835) = 16.041, p < 0.001; visual x position: F (3.432,
164.742) = 13.754, p < 0.001; audio x position: F (3.928,
188.535) = 8.248, p < 0.001). In addition to this, a significant
three way interaction between the three independent variables
was also observed (F (5.528, 265.30) = 4.054, p = 0.01).
To look into the details of the interaction effects, we 
tested simple two-way interaction effects by fixing the levels 
of the target position. For the target at -100°, statistically 
significant interactions were found between the auditory and 
visual cues (F (2.942, 158.852) = 11.414, p < 0.001). Main 
effects of the visual (F (1.806, 97.504) = 44.114, p < 0.001) 
and auditory cues (F (1.784, 96.32) = 47.764), p < 0.001) also 
showed statistically significant results. Similar results are 
observed for the target at +100° with interaction effects 
between the two types of cues being statistically significant (F 
(3.258, 169.395) = 5.852, p = 0.001). The main effects of the 
cues also show statistically significant results (Audio: F 
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(1.562, 81.214) = 20.299, p < 0.001; Visual: F (1.927, 
100.179) = 30.847, p < 0.001). 
No significant interaction between the audio and visual 
cues were seen for targets at -50° (F (2.209, 119.266) = 1.839, 
p = 0.159) and +50° (F (3.1, 161.204) = 0.971, p = 0.410). For 
-50° there were significant main effects for both the auditory
(F (1.558, 84.145) = 37.285, p < 0.001) and visual cues (F
(1.802, 97.331) = 5.982, p = 0.005), while +50° displayed
similar effects only for the auditory cues (F (1.785, 92.81) =
30.743, p < 0.001) and not the visual cues (F (1.717, 89.272)
= 1.859, p = 0.167). The lack of a significant effect for the
visual cues suggests that the peripheral vision over rides any
of the visual cues when targets appear in these regions.
Participants appear to lock onto these targets as result of the
auditory cues and peripheral vision, rendering the visual cues
ineffective.
The preceding analysis was then followed up with an 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each target position to 
compare performance between the different cues and their 
combinations. All positions displayed a significant difference 
in performance between the different cue types and their 
combinations (-100°: F (4.494, 242.66) = 31.008, p < 0.001; 
+100°: F (3.656, 190.112) = 17.182, p < 0.001; -50°: F
(3.851, 207.944) = 12.063, p < 0.001; +50°: F (5.018,
260.93) = 9.672, p < 0.001). Post hoc tests using the
Bonferroni correction of pair wise comparisons between the
cueing conditions give a detailed picture of the effectiveness
of the cues for each of the four positions. For the auditory
cueing conditions (V0S0, V0S1 and V0S2) only, the static
(V0S1) and dynamic auditory (V0S2) cues outperform the no
cue condition, V0S0, at all target positions (-100°: p < 0.001;
+100° (V0S2): p < 0.001; -50° (V0S1): p = 0.006; -50°
(V0S1): p < 0.001; +50 (V0S1): p < 0.001; +50 (V0S2): p =
0.04) except +100° V0S1 (p = 1). No significant difference
was observed between the static (V0S1) and dynamic (V0S2)
cueing conditions at -100° (p = 0.194), -50° (p = 1) and +50°
(p = 1). A significant difference, though, was observed at
+100° (p = 0.008). While further investigation is required,
the binaurally spatialised auditory cue consistently
demonstrates a faster onset of head motion time across all
targets (see figure 7).
Figure 7: Average time for onset of head motion measured 
across all auditory cueing conditions. 
For the cueing conditions using V1 paired with the 
auditory cues (V1S0, V1S1 and V1S2), a significant 
difference is seen between V1S0 and V1S2 at all positions (-
100°: p = 0.02; -50°: p < 0.001; +50°: p < 0.001; +100°: p = 
0.001). Significant differences were also seen between V1S0 
and V1S1 at +100° (p = 0.012), -50° (p < 0.001) and +50° (p 
= 0.001), while -100° showed no significant difference 
between the cues (p = 0.06). This result is similar to the one 
obtained with only auditory cues earlier. No significant 
differences were observed between V1S1 and V1S2 at any of 
the positions (p = 1). Both these conditions show closely 
matched onset times for head motion, with V1S2 displaying a 
marginally quicker onset (see figure 8). 
Figure 8: Comparisons between on-set of head motion 
times for the static visual cue (V1) paired with the 
auditory cues. A significant difference exists between 
on-set of head motion times for no auditory cue vs. 
auditory cueing conditions. No significant difference 
is seen between the static (S1) and dynamic (S2) 
auditory cueing conditions when paired with the static 
visual cue (V1). 
For the cueing conditions using V2 paired with the 
auditory cues (V2S0, V2S1 and V2S2), a significant 
difference is observed between conditions V2S0 and V2S1 at 
-100° (p < 0.001), -50° (p = 0.01) and +50° (p = 0.003). No
significant difference between the cueing conditions is seen at
+100° (p = 0.261). Comparisons between V2S0 and V2S2
display significant differences at -100° (p = 0.001), -50° (p =
0.044), +100° (p = 0.017) and +50° (p < 0.001). Comparisons
between the V2S1 and V2S2 pair does not show any
significant difference at -100°, +100°, -50° and +50° (p = 1).
These cueing conditions (V2S1 and V2S2) appear to have
similar onset times across all targets (see figure 9).
Figure 9: Comparisons between on-set of head motion 
times for the pursuit visual cue (V2) paired with the 
auditory cues. 
From the analysis that has been carried out, it is clear that the 
presence of a visual or auditory cue definitely elicits a quicker 
onset of head motion from the time the target appears at any 
one of the positions. The lack of significant differences (-
100°: p = 1, -50°: p = 0.753, +50°: p = 1 and +100°: p = 1) 
between the spatialised auditory cue (V0S2) and the static 
visual cue (V1S0), points to the fact that both these cues are 
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nearly equally good at redirecting attention. A combination of 
these two cues though, consistently registers the quickest time 
for the onset of head motion across all positions even though 
in some cases these differences do not appear statistically 
significant. This lack of statistical significance appears mainly 
when this cue (V1S2) is compared with other cues that 
include either a binaurally spatialised auditory cue (S2) or a 
static visual cue (V1). While V1S2 appears to be best suited 
for attention directions tasks, a comparison of the onset of 
head motion times between +100° and -100° for this cue 
shows that the cue performs better for the left side i.e. -100° 
(506.61 ms vs. 529.53 ms) (see figure 10). 
Figure 10: Onset of head motion times for the cueing 
condition V1S2 (static visual cue and dynamic 
auditory cue) for ±100°. 
7. DISCUSSION
We’ve been able to demonstrate the benefits of using 
auditory cues in an attention redirection task via this study. 
The results in this case can be categorized in to two distinct 
types: (1) auditory cues only and (2) audio-visual cues. The 
first part of the results section falls under the auditory cues 
category. The results obtained for these cueing conditions 
tend to suggest that the binaurally spatialised, dynamic 
auditory cues is effective for redirecting attention to targets 
that do not occupy the user’s field of view i.e. ±100°. The 
absence of a significant difference between the static (S1) 
and dynamic (S2) cueing conditions for targets at ±50° is 
likely due to the fact the targets fall within the user’s 
peripheral vision. The onset of the auditory cues could 
possibly be the precursor to the participants localizing the 
target using their peripheral vision. This could be responsible 
for over-riding both the visual cues, negating their effect. 
This effect extends across the two auditory cueing conditions 
S1 and S2 paired with the two visual conditions V1 and V2 
for targets at ±50°. Conversely, when either of the auditory 
conditions paired with a visual cue was compared to the 
performance without an auditory cue, a clear difference in the 
onset of head motion times is observed. This is indicative of 
the fact that even in the presence of a visual cue delivered 
during a visually demanding task, an auditory cue is more 
likely to attract attention and help reorient user attention in 
the space around him/her. Another observation that points to 
the effectiveness of the binaurally spatialised dynamic cue is 
the absence of a considerable difference between targets on 
the same side i.e. ±100° and ±50°. This result effectively 
demonstrates that the binaurally spatialised auditory cue is as 
good at redirecting attention to targets outside the visual field 
as the visual percept is at acquiring targets at ±50° in this 
experiment. 
In the case of combinations of the visual cues, V1 and 
V2, with auditory cues S1 and S2, the pairing of the static 
visual cue, V1, with the dynamic auditory cue, S2 appears to 
provide the best results. As we’ve demonstrated with the 
auditory cueing condition only, these results show a superior 
performance in comparison to other cueing condition 
pairings when compared with onset of head motion and 
target acquisition times for targets outside the visual range. 
This study clearly indicates that the use of auditory cues in 
conjunction with visual cues to reorient attention is possible. 
The results from our study compare favourably with those of 
Perrott et al. [25], Nelson et al. [26] and Rudmann & Strybel 
[27].  
8. CONCLUSION
We’ve demonstrated the use of a binaurally spatialised, 
dynamic auditory cue in conjunction with a visual cue to 
redirect user attention. These reorientation cues appear to be 
most effective for targets outside the visual field, but have 
also shown to be of use within the peripheral vision in 
comparison to having no auditory cue at all. The use of an 
auditory cue or alarm in a visually demanding task cannot be 
underestimated. The dynamic auditory cue appears to be able 
to redirect the user’s attention without inducing a frantic 
search of the visual field, a behavior that was seen with the 
static auditory cues. Similar to a ‘3D’ auditory cue delivering 
azimuth, elevation and distance information used by Nelson 
el al. [26], our dynamic auditory cue exhibits superior 
performance compared to the static cue. These results also 
demonstrate that the binaurally spatialised, dynamic auditory 
cue will be useful in the event that a user does not latch on to 
a visual cue that may be presented simultaneously. The 
outcomes from this study also appear to suggest that a ‘dual 
delivery’ of cues across two different modalities appears to 
ensure that the system is somewhat fail safe. 
For the purpose of this experiment only four specific 
targets were used. In the future, it will be worthwhile 
exploring how both visual and auditory cues will perform in 
the presence of visual and auditory distractors. It also worth 
comparing the performance of binaurally spatialised, co-
located cues with spatialised dynamic cues moving towards a 
target. The results from such experiments could provide 
further vindication for using the BCH as an auditory display 
incorporated in to a wearable computing interface and also 
give us an idea as to which of the cues provide better results 
for binaural spatialisation over a BCH.  
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ABSTRACT
Auditory cues, when coupled with visual objects, have lead to re-
duced response times in visual search tasks, suggesting that adding
auditory information can potentially aid Air Force operators in
complex scenarios. These benefits are substantial when the spa-
tial transformations that one has to make are relatively simple i.e.,
mapping a 3-D auditory space to a 3-D visual scene. The current
study focused on listeners’ abilities to map sound surrounding a
listener to a 2-D visual space, by measuring performance in local-
ization tasks that required the following responses: 1) Head point-
ing: turn and face a loudspeaker from where a sound emanated, 2)
Tablet: point to an icon representing a loudspeaker displayed in an
array on a 2-D GUI or, 3) Hybrid: turn and face the loudspeaker
from where a sound emanated and them indicate that location on a
2-D GUI. Results indicated that listeners’ localization errors were
small when the response modality was head-pointing, and local-
ization errors roughly doubled when they were asked to make a
complex transformation of auditory-visual space (i.e., while using
a hybrid response); surprisingly, the hybrid response technique re-
duced errors compared to the tablet response conditions. These
results have large implications for the design of auditory displays
that require listeners to make complex, non-intuitive transforma-
tions of auditory-visual space.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the Air Force, operators are routinely required to make complex
decisions with an incredible barrage of information, often under
severe cognitive load (multitasking, multiple sources to monitor,
interoperability issues, etc.). Most information is presented using
visual interfaces, and due to increasing complexity of operations,
there is a high likelihood that operators might miss critical infor-
mation if these events occur outside of the locus of visual atten-
tion. In these complex operations, the consequences of missing
critical information could be greatly reduced by introducing mul-
timodal displays and presenting some of the information through
the auditory modality. The auditory modality has the advantage of
responding to sounds arriving from anywhere in the environment;
thus, while the spatial resolution of the auditory system is coarse
relative to visual spatial resolution, its coverage is greater (360 de-
grees), reducing the possibility that events occurring outside the
field of view will go undetected. Auditory cues can also effec-
tively increase awareness of one’s surroundings, convey a variety
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
of complex information without taxing the visual system, increase
the sense of presence in immersive environments, cue visual atten-
tion, and facilitate cross-modal enhancements.
One of the early obstacles to using auditory cues in operational
environments was the feasibility and cost of recreating auditory
space over headphones. Using signal-processing techniques, it is
now relatively easy to generate stereophonic signals under head-
phones that recreate the spatial cues available in the real-world; in
fact, when these cues are rendered appropriately, it is often diffi-
cult to distinguish between sounds presented in the free-field over
loudspeakers from those presented virtually over headphones [1].
When coupled with a head-tracker, realistic acoustic environments
that respond naturally to dynamic source and head motion can be
rendered in 3-dimensional (3-D) space around a person’s head.
Such displays are not only effective and compelling, but are now
sufficiently mature for integration into systems employed in oper-
ational environments.
Several studies have now shown that auditory cues can speed
responses to targets in a visual search task, i.e., when auditory
cues are co-located with visual targets, search times for a visual
target are reduced significantly compared to the same search con-
ducted without an auditory cue. Further, some of these studies
demonstrated that an auditory cue reduced the deleterious effects
on response time that typically occur with increases in visual scene
complexity [2, 3]. In all of these experiments, accuracy was fairly
high by design and only response time differences were mea-
sured and reported. While response time is an important metric
in real-world operational environments, research studies are also
interested in the question of localization accuracy. In determin-
ing localization accuracy, a number of different response tech-
niques have been used; a relatively natural response method re-
quires listeners to turn to the stimulus location and localization re-
sponses are obtained by tracking the listener’s head in space (head-
pointing, finger-pointing or nose-pointing response methods) [4].
Other natural response methods have included using a pistol-like
device to “shoot” at the target location [5]. While head-, finger-
or nose-pointing responses are most accurate [6], by and large,
these other response methods yield comparably similar localiza-
tion responses; in part, it is due to the fact that these localization
responses do not require any mental transformations of the target
location and the listeners can use their own anatomical references
to localize a sound.
In contrast to more direct or natural localization responses, in-
direct localization response methods have also been used, such as
a verbal reporting technique [7], God’s eye localization pointing
(GELP) [6], or the large- and small-head response techniques [8].
In verbal response methods, listeners had to be trained to state the
perceived azimuth and elevation on sources that were then tran-
scribed by an experimenter. In the GELP method, listeners were
DOI: 10.21785/icad2016.032 Page 147
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Figure 1: Picture of the facility with the circular speaker array. A
listener is shown seated in the center of the array with the tablet
and head tracker.
required to make their responses of perceived location on a 22 cm
plastic sphere using an electromagnetic sensor. In the large- and
small-head response techniques, the sphere in GELP was replaced
by an anatomically correct styrofoam head (large or small); the
head was placed in front of the subject facing their right side for
easy accessibility. All of these procedures were less accurate than
direct localization responses, suggesting that some response tech-
niques yield better localization accuracy than others. There are
several reasons for decreased accuracy of localization responses
with indirect methods; for example, the verbal response technique
required correct interpretation and entry by an experimenter which
could be a source of error. The remaining three response tech-
niques require listeners to remember target sources relative to their
own head and then transform that response onto another represen-
tation of possible source location (either a sphere or a styrofoam
head). In summary, indirect localization responses are presumably
less intuitive than direct pointing techniques.
In future AF operations, we can foresee several areas where
operators can utilize natural, intuitive localization judgments to ac-
quire a visual target or avoid a threat; for example, head- mounted
displays (HMDs) can be head-tracked to display coupled visual
and auditory information allowing operators to access data that are
tied to line-of-sight. However, in order for audio-aided cueing to
be effective in operational environments, operators might have to
make more complex transformations of an auditory cue to an asso-
ciated visual space; for example, in intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) missions, operators are tasked with trying to
find, fix and track a target when presented with a God’s eye view
of visual targets on the ground. In such scenarios, it is not unrea-
sonable to expect that an audio cue might assist operators to locate
a target and track a moving target. However, it is not clear if opera-
tors could make the spatial transformations required to best utilize
such a cue. That is, can an observer benefit from a 3-D spatial
audio cue generated and presented virtually to reduce the acquisi-
tion time of a visual object presented on a 2-D display located on
a monitor/screen in front of the operator. The current experiment
was designed to assess if localization accuracy and response time
would vary as a function of the response technique employed in the
task. Three response techniques were evaluated: head-pointing,
tablet response (with possible target locations displayed using a
GUI) and a hybrid method that incorporated head-turning to local-
ize the sound on a tablet. The first technique is very intuitive and
Figure 2: Screenshot of the tablet Graphical User Interface (GUI)
used with the tablet and hybrid methods.
natural where a listener has to turn his/her head towards the direc-
tion of a sound. The second technique requires listeners to perform
a more complex transformation of space; he/she has to associate a
sound with an object representing the loudspeakers displayed on a
tablet. The third technique was employed to evaluate whether or
not turning and acquiring a source might facilitate accuracy with a
tablet response.
Another factor that is important while evaluating response
techniques is the actual stimulus itself. It is known that high fre-
quency energy (above 8 kHz) is important for accurate auditory
localization of non-speech signals [9, 10, 11, 12]. The few stud-
ies that have examined speech localization in the horizontal plane
using single words presented found no significant differences in
localization accuracy with speech and non-speech broadband stim-
uli; however, they reported an increase frontback confusions with
speech stimuli [6]. In the current study, both non-speech broad-
band stimuli as well as speech were used as stimuli to evaluate
whether the two response techniques might have differential ef-
fects on the two types of stimuli.
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants
Eleven listeners (six female) participated in the experiment. All
had normal audiometric thresholds (<20 dB HL at octave frequen-
cies between 250 and 8000 Hz) and normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, and all had prior experience in sound localization studies.
They were all paid to participate in the study, and all provided
informed consent under a protocol approved by the Air Force Re-
search Lab, 711th HPW Institutional Review Board.
2.2. Stimuli
On each trial, the listeners heard either a burst of noise, or a single
word, which were both presented at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
The noise bursts had a pink spectrum between 100 Hz and 20 kHz,
and a duration of 250 ms. The words were from recordings made in
our lab of the PB-50 word lists [13]. The word lists were recorded
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with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz by twelve talkers (six female),
none of whom were participants in this experiment. The record-
ings were post-processed to normalize the duration of each utter-
ance to 500 ms using the Praat software [14].
2.3. Equipment
The experiment was controlled by a PC running the Windows 7
operating system and Matlab (the Mathworks, R2013a). The stim-
uli were generated in Matlab, and were presented through a RME
RayDAT interface, RME M-32DA converter, eight Crown CTs
4200 four-channel amplifiers, and 32 Orb Audio loudspeakers in
an evenly spaced circular array, approximately 11.25 degrees apart
in azimuth (see Fig. 1). The listener was seated at the center of the
array with their ears on the same plane as the loudspeaker array.
An Optitrack V120:Trio was used with a custom array of reflecting
balls mounted on a headband for tracking head motion. A cluster
of four LEDs was mounted in front of and centered on each loud-
speaker. The LED array was controlled by PacLED64 boards (Ul-
timarc). On head-tracked response trials, input was made using a
Nintendo Wii remote, with communication to Matlab provided by
WiiLab [15]. The tablet interface was a custom app running on a
Google Nexus 9 tablet.
2.4. Procedure
Within a block of 32 trials, the stimulus condition (noise or speech)
was held constant, and the source location was pseudo-randomly
selected so that each listener completed 15 trials per source lo-
cation per response method. On each trial, the listeners oriented
toward a reference location (defined as 0 degree azimuth), heard a
stimulus, made a response according to the response input method
for that block, and received feedback for the correct location of the
source. The details for each response method follow. Each listener
completed all of the blocks for one response method before con-
tinuing to the next method. The head tracking and tablet response
methods were completed first and with six listeners completing the
head tracking method first and the remaining completing the tablet
response first. Both groups (tablet first or head tracking first) com-
pleted the hybrid response as the third condition.
2.4.1. Head pointing method
At the start of each trial, the listener was required to orient towards
a reference loudspeaker. The LED cluster closest to their head
orientation would illuminate as their head turned. When the LED
cluster at the reference location was illuminated, they pressed a
button on the Wii remote to start the stimulus presentation. After
the end of the stimulus, the head-slaved LED cursor would again
illuminate, and the listeners would turn to look in the perceived
direction of the sound. When the LED cluster was illuminated on
the desired response location, they again pressed a button on the
Wii remote to enter their response.
2.4.2. Tablet method
The listeners remained oriented toward the reference loudspeaker
for the whole experiment. The tablet showed a circular array of
32 buttons that corresponded to the 32 loudspeaker locations (see
Fig. 2). The reference location was at the top of the tablet display.
In each trial, they heard the stimulus, and then indicated on the
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Figure 3: Average unsigned localization error (left panel) and
mean response time (right panel: note logarithmic response times)
plotted as a function of the two stimuli types, speech and noise.
The parameters in the figures represent the three different response
techniques used: head pointing (black bars), tablet response (gray
bars) and hybrid response (head-pointing then responding using
the tablet: white bars). Error bars represent standard error for
within-subject measures.
tablet the location from which they perceived the sound to origi-
nate. The correct source location was indicated after their response
by flashing the background color of the corresponding button lo-
cation on the GUI.
2.4.3. Hybrid method
The hybrid response method contained elements of the head track-
ing and tablet methods. The listeners had to orient toward the refer-
ence loudspeaker before each trial and press a button on the tablet
to begin stimulus presentation. After the stimulus ended, they were
instructed to turn their head and look in the perceived direction of
the sound source. After identifying the sound source location, they
were instructed to return to the reference position and select the re-
sponse on the tablet (the tablet display did not rotate with the head
orientation). As with the tablet method, correct location feedback
was provided by flashing the background color of the correspond-
ing button.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data from the experiment are plotted in Figure 3; the left panel
depicts average angular error as a function of the stimuli used in
the experiment, for the three types of response techniques. As is
apparent in the figure, there appears to be no difference in local-
ization accuracy for the two different types of stimuli (Speech and
Noise) across response techniques used. The response techniques
do, however, influence localization accuracy. Specifically, local-
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of response location vs. source location for the three response methods. Each data point in the plot is jittered slightly
so that more frequently used target/response combinations appear with a larger black patch. The dashed lines with a negative slope in each
plot indicate where front-back and left-right reversals would lie.
ization accuracy was best (about 4 deg.) for the head-pointing
response technique and increased by at least a factor of two (to
about 9.7 deg.) with the tablet response technique. However, when
they first turned to look at a loudspeaker before responding on the
tablet, errors were smaller when compared to the tablet response
technique. The right panel in Figure 3 depicts the geometric mean
response times for the three different response techniques in the
experiment. As is evident from the figure, listeners were fastest
using the tablet response (approx. 1.5 sec on average), slowest us-
ing the hybrid technique (approx. 2.3 sec) and took approximately
1.75 sec on average to respond using head-pointing. This was true
for both Speech stimuli and Noise stimuli. It is perhaps not sur-
prising that response times were longer using the head-pointing
technique, since listeners had to rotate in their chairs and look at
a loudspeaker, whereas in the tablet response condition, they re-
sponded by clicking on a GUI display of the loudspeaker array.
Interestingly, response times were faster in the hybrid condition
than the simple sum of response times for the head-pointing and
tablet response techniques, especially since they had to reorient
towards the reference speaker before they responded; it is possi-
ble that the reduction in response time occurred due to reduced
transformations listeners made in the hybrid condition compared
to the tablet condition. Another possibility is that listeners were
generally more efficient at associating a visual target to a source,
presumably because the head-pointing response relies on explicit
memory of the source’s visual location, and the mental transfor-
mation onto a tablet response was easier in this condition.
Figure 4 depicts performance for the three response techniques
as a scatter plot, where target locations are plotted on the abscissa
and response locations are plotted along the ordinate. In these
plots, correct responses would fall on the diagonal from lower-left
to upper-right. As seen in the figure, head pointing response tech-
niques resulted in a tight distribution with most of the responses
falling along the diagonal. In contrast, the response distributions
for the tablet techniques are more scattered along the diagonal.
The off-diagonal errors were mostly front-back errors and they
were more common for speech, than for the noise stimuli. The
increased front-back confusions for speech stimuli have also been
reported in other studies, both with real and virtual stimuli. Re-
sponses using the hybrid technique were less variable compared to
the tablet response technique, but head-pointing localization tech-
nique outperformed the two other techniques.
At the outset, we were interested in assessing whether the or-
der in which listeners experienced the head-pointing or tablet re-
sponse technique influenced localization accuracy in the experi-
mental conditions. The data describing the influence of order are
depicted in Figure 5 where average localization errors are depicted
as a function of the two types of stimuli used. The left panel de-
picts data for listeners who responded to Speech or Noise stim-
uli using the tablet response first followed by the head-pointing,
whereas the right panel depicts errors for listeners who responded
to the two types of stimuli using head-pointing first followed by
tablet responses. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
with one between-subject factor (order of response technique) and
2 within-subject factors (type of stimuli and response technique)
showed a significant main effect for response techniques used
(F(2,18)=81.6, p<0.001). No other main effects or interactions
were significant. Thus, it appears that exposing listeners to what
should be a more direct response technique first did not afford
them any advantage over a group who experienced a more indi-
rect response method first. It is perhaps surprising that the hybrid
response technique resulted in lower localization errors compared
to the tablet response, because in both cases, the response was the
same. Somehow, turning and pointing to a location in space al-
lowed listeners to make the necessary spatial transformation and
associate a visual object with a sound with more accuracy. How-
ever, it was still not as accurate as the head-pointing technique.
Listeners were required to reorient to the boresight speaker be-
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Figure 5: Average localization error plotted as a function of the
two stimuli types, speech and noise. The parameters in the figures
represent the three different response techniques used, as in Fig. 3.
The left panel is for listeners who ran the tablet response condition
first, and the right panel is for those who ran the head pointing
condition first.
fore responding, which could have resulted in less accurate perfor-
mance. The hybrid condition was also run as the last condition;
it is possible that listeners had gained some familiarity with the
tablet response technique so that better performance in the hybrid
condition was merely a reflection of habituation with a response
technique. In order to assess whether listeners improved in the
hybrid condition due to repeated exposure/practice with the tablet
response, ten of the eleven listeners from the study were re-run in
the tablet response condition for a second time (the eleventh lis-
tener was unavailable). The mean accuracy and response times
in this condition is plotted in Figure 6, along with data from the
first tablet response condition and the hybrid condition. As shown
in the figure, accuracy in the second tablet response condition re-
duced by approximately 2 degrees, and was significantly better
than the first tablet response condition (F(2,18)=81.6, p<0.001),
but still differed from the hybrid condition. However, listeners
did not differ in response times between the two tablet response
conditions. Thus, repeated exposure to tablet response technique
facilitated learning, but the improvement did not explain all of the
performance advantage observed with the hybrid response tech-
nique.
The data from the current study suggest performance degrades
in listening conditions where operators are required to make a
mental transformation from a sound emanating in space to an as-
sociated aerial view of the objects creating that sound (tablet re-
sponse technique). The poor performance is reflected in decreased
localization accuracy for the tablet response condition. When the
auditory source and its corresponding visual object are co-located,
listeners can easily identify the source by turning their head to-
wards the auditory source and the visual object simultaneously
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Figure 6: Average localization error (left panel) and mean response
times (right panel) plotted for three response techniques, collapsed
across the two stimuli type (Speech and Noise). The tablet and hy-
brid conditions in the figure are replotted from Fig. reffig:angular
(dark grey and white bars respectively); the light grey bar depicts
average error and mean response times for ten listeners who were
rerun in the tablet response condition (denoted as Tablet2 in the
figure). Error bars represent standard error for within-subject mea-
sures.
(head-pointing technique). Allowing listeners to use a hybrid re-
sponse technique, during which they can first turn and look at the
loudspeaker and then select the appropriate one on the tablet seems
to improve their localization accuracy, albeit never to the same ac-
curacy as the head-pointing response technique condition, and at
the cost of increased response times. These results suggest that
associating an auditory stimuli with a visual object that do not co-
exist may not afford any benefits in visual search tasks. It is pos-
sible that listeners can learn to associate sound to visual objects if
these sounds were perceptually different (i.e., each sound paired
with a specific visual object), or if they are trained in the task.
In this task, we measured localization accuracy using three re-
sponse techniques. We postulate that three possible sources can
limit the performance in the task: target locations (all possible
locations from which the a target sound can arise), human sen-
sory limitation (listeners ability to localize sounds in space), re-
sponse technique. From our data, it is clear that head pointing
technique resulted in the best accuracy. We argue that for the tar-
get locations tested (32 loudspeakers distributed in 360 degrees az-
imuth), the data obtained with the head pointing technique reflects
the lower bound of performance limitations; i.e., the best perfor-
mance in the task given the perceptual limitations. It is possible
that there might be some response transformations that listeners
are required to do even in this task; nevertheless, such a transfor-
mation is well-practiced, and agrees with accuracy estimates ob-
tained in our lab using a larger density of loudspeaker locations
([1]). Using a tablet response limited performance mainly due to
response technique limitations, suggesting that GUIs used to elicit
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localization responses should be used cautiously. From an auditory
displays perspective, if an auditory stimulus is used to cue a loca-
tion in space that is aerially displayed, our data suggests that 32
locations might be too dense of a visual field to cue. It is possible
that two of the sources of performance limitations can trade-off, so
that limitations due to response techniques can be offset by reduc-
ing the target location density. Therefore, GUI responses might be
perfectly adequate for a more limited distribution of source loca-
tions. Further research is needed to validate our claim. Our exper-
iment also suggested that localization accuracy was better when
tablet responses were reintroduced for a second time, suggesting
that exposure to a response technique could improve performance.
Additional research is needed to assess whether systematic train-
ing can improve response accuracy in localization tasks using more
indirect response methods.
4. CONCLUSIONS
An accumulating body of evidence has show that auditory cues
play a crucial role in everyday life. Spatial auditory informa-
tion can provide invaluable information to an operator, particularly
when the visual channel is saturated [16]. Response times to visual
targets associated with localized auditory cues have been shown to
decrease [2] relative to those without auditory cues; however, in all
these studies, the responses were intuitive and natural i.e., turning
to look in the direction from which the sound emanated. In some
Air Force operations, the transformation of auditory space to a vi-
sual object might not be straightforward, and it might require some
mental transformations. The current study attempted to assess the
variability associated with response techniques in a simple local-
ization task. The findings suggest that localization errors almost
double when listeners have to indicate the location from where a
sound emanated using a tablet response technique, compared to
a more natural head-pointing localization response. Some of the
deleterious effect of making a transformation could be eliminated
by allowing listeners to orient their head towards the speaker and
then responding using a tablet (the hybrid response technique). Ex-
posure to more natural response techniques did not allow listeners
to perform better in conditions requiring some mental transforma-
tions. The results of the study suggests that designing auditory dis-
plays for military operations where there is not a simple 1:1 match-
ing of the spatial locations of visual and auditory stimuli might not
be particularly useful and might require additional training.
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ABSTRACT
While several potential auditory cues responsible for sound source
externalization have been identified, less work has gone into pro-
viding a simple and robust way of manipulating perceived exter-
nalization. The current work describes a simple approach for para-
metrically modifying individualized head-related transfer function
spectra that results in a systematic change in the perceived exter-
nalization of a sound source. Methods and results from a subjec-
tive evaluation validating the technique are presented, and further
discussion relates the current method to previously identified cues
for auditory distance perception.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most spatial auditory displays are built around the understanding
that, by replicating the natural cues listeners use to determine a
sound source’s location, any single-channel sound source can be
imbued with spatial attributes. These cues are the complex func-
tion of space, frequency, and individual listener known as a Head-
Related Transfer Function (HRTF). HRTFs capture the acoustic
transformation a sound undergoes as it travels from a specific loca-
tion in space, interacts with a listener’s head, shoulders, and outer
ears, and arrives separately at the two eardrums [1]. A single-
channel sound filtered with the right-ear and left-ear HRTF cor-
responding to a specific location can then be presented over head-
phones with directional accuracy and fidelity comparable to a free-
field source provided the HRTFmeasurements were individualized
to the listener [2, 3, 4].
Unfortunately, due to logistical issues associated with ac-
quiring individualized HRTF measurements, most spatial dis-
plays utilize non-individualized HRTFs or subsets of the cues
contained therein (e.g., only gross binaural cues), resulting in
less perceptually accurate spatial representations. A frequent
bane for headphone-based displays is the problem of poor sound
source externalization. Sometimes referred to as “inside-the-head-
locatedness” [5], poor externalization (or internalization) is the
perceptual phenomena where sound sources are perceived to orig-
inate from a location within a listener’s head rather than from out
in space where the display designer had intended. Blauert [5] was
one of the first to throughly review the literature associated with
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
externalization and suggested that the lack of externalization was
merely an endpoint on the continuum of perceived auditory dis-
tance (i.e. a sound source appears so close to you that it is per-
ceived inside your head).
The theory that perceived externalization is part of auditory
distance perception was backed up by the experimental evidence
of Hartmann and Wittenberg [6]. They showed that perceived ex-
ternalization could be manipulated systematically for a harmonic
tone complex by zeroing out inter-aural phase differences (IPD)
for tonal components above a given frequency; the lower the crit-
ical frequency the less externalized the sound source was judged
to be up to a cutoff frequency near 1kHz. Hartmann and Wit-
tenberg [6] also showed that externalization was not affected by
forcing a single frequency independent interaural timing differ-
ence (ITD) cue, and that both monaural magnitude spectra need
to be preserved across the entire frequency range to ensure good
externalization not just the gross interaural level difference (ILD).
Proper externalization (and/or distance perception) has also been
liked to a number of other factors including the use of dynamic
head-motion cues [7], ratio of direct to reverberant energy [8], and
the high frequency roll off [9].
Despite the previous efforts, it is not clear what the role of
spectral features are in perceived externalization. At the extremes,
there is a very clear relationship between the presence of monaural
spectral features and externalization, such that an absence of spec-
tral features when implementing only a frequency independent
ILD causes poor externalization, while the full representation of
the spectral features when implementing an individualized HRTF
produces good externalization. It is less clear however what is per-
ceived with compressed spectra, where the narrowband spectral
cues are present yet potentially diminished in magnitude. Based
on that question and the desire for a simple parameterization with
which externalization could be effectively modulated, the current
investigation aimed at determining whether externalization could
be reliably controlled through simple modifications to the monau-
ral magnitude spectrum contained in an HRTF.
2. PARAMETERIZATION
From previous literature it is clear that the two extremes of exter-
nalization can be attained using methods that differ only in spectral
representation of their spatial filters. On one hand, if spatial in-
formation is imparted on a sound source using only binaural cues
(ILD and ITD), the sound source will appear as though it originates
from somewhere along the interaural axis inside the listener’s head
[10]. On the other hand, well localized and externalized sound
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sources can be created virtually if the source is rendered with an
individualized HRTF that preserves the ITD and both left-ear and
right-ear monaural spectral cues [11]. These two methods of spa-
tial presentation differ only in the way the spectrum of the sound
source at each ear is modified. The parameterization detailed in
this section provides a straightforward method to linearly interpo-
late between the spectra that are known to result in good external-
ization and spectra which are known to result in strong internaliza-
tion.
Starting from an individualized HRTF measurement, the fol-
lowing method systematically varies the prominence of spectral
features of the left-ear log-power spectrum; an identical procedure
is used to modify the right-ear spectrum. If we defineHL ,✓[k] to be
the individualized left-ear log-power spectrum (i.e. decibel scale)
corresponding to a location with azimuth  180o    < 180o
and elevation  90o    < 90o, the location-specific, frequency-
independent average monaural level AL ,✓ is defined as in Eq. 1.
AL ,✓ = 1K
X
k
HL ,✓[k] (1)
Here, k is used to represent one ofK discrete frequency values
in the valid positive frequency range for the HRTF. For the present
work 2  k  174, making K = 173, which represents the
positive frequencies from approximately 200 Hz to 15 kHz for a
512 length DFT at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. This average level
is subtracted from the measured HRTF to give the left spectrum
SL ,✓[k] as in Eq. 2, which contains all of the spectral features.
SL ,✓[k] = HL ,✓[k] AL ,✓ (2)
These two components are then weighted and recombined to
give the transformed spectrum H˜L ,✓[k] as in Eq. 3
H˜L ,✓[k] = ↵100S
L
 ,✓[k] +AL ,✓ (3)
The parameter ↵ in Eq. 3 varies the magnitude of the spectral
features contained in the final transformed spectrum H˜L ,✓[k] from
full scale for ↵ = 100 to nil for ↵ = 0. The transformed spectra
corresponding to several levels of the ↵ parameter are shown in
Fig. 1 for the left and right ears of a representative subject at two
locations on the horizontal plane.
3. METHODS
3.1. Subjects
Eight paid listeners (5 males, 3 females) with normal audiomet-
ric thresholds participated in the subjective evaluation experiment.
Listeners participated in 60 trials broken into self-paced 30 minute
blocks over the course of two weeks. All listeners had previous
experience with virtual spatial audio in the context of objective lo-
calization experiments conducted within the laboratory, however,
all listeners were believed to be naive to both the subjective evalu-
ation method presented below and to the formalized concept of ex-
ternalization at the onset of the experiment. As such, the subjects
were presented with the following verbal description of external-
ization at the onset of every experimental trial to familiarize them
with the question at hand.
Externalization: To what extent does the virtual
source sound outside your head?
In this type of trial you will be asked to judge
how each virtual source is positioned relative to
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Figure 1: Transformed HRTF spectra for a single subject at to lo-
cations on the horizontal plane (panels) as a function of the ↵ pa-
rameter. Spectra were given a  30↵20 dB gain for plotting purposes.
yourself. When listening over headphones, some
sounds may appear as though they originate from in-
side your head (completely internalized) while oth-
ers may sound as though they clearly come from
a physical location out in space (completely exter-
nalized); variations between these two extremes are
also possible where a sound might appear to come
from on your face, head, or neck or just outside your
body.
3.2. Task Description
A single experimental trial consisted of an implementation of
the Multi-Stimulus Test with Hidden Reference and Anchor
(MUSHRA) [12]. In this task, listeners were presented with the
GUI depicted in Fig. 2. By pressing the selection buttons on the
GUI (labeled ”REF”,”A”,”B”,...”F”), listeners were able to selec-
tively listen to each stimulus one at a time as many times as they
desired and in any order throughout a trial. Listeners were asked to
compare the various stimuli both to each other and to a reference
stimulus and provide an externalization rating for each stimulus
according to the scale in Table 1 which was always visible to the
subjects at the left of the GUI. They were also were provided writ-
ten instructions on the use of the GUI and informed that the refer-
ence stimulus should correspond to a rating of 100 on the provided
scale. At any time during a trial they could reexamine the verbal
description of externalization, adjust the overall stimulus level, and
leave comments utilizing the GUI.
3.3. Stimuli
On a given trial seven different stimuli were employed, the refer-
ence stimulus and six test stimuli. The reference stimulus always
consisted of a virtual sound source rendered with a full HRTF,
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Figure 2: Graphical user interface for the MUSHRA task used
during the subjective evaluations.
Rating Description
80 - 100 Outside arms reach
60 - 80 Within arms reach
40 - 60 Just outside my body
20 - 40 On the surface of my face, head, or neck
0 - 20 Inside my head
Table 1: Verbal descriptions of different levels of externalization
and the corresponding rating values used for the subjective evalu-
ation.
while the test stimuli consisted of virtual sound sources rendered
with HRTFs that had been transformed as described in Sec. 2 for
↵ values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100. The ↵ = 100 stimulus was
identical to the reference stimulus, therefore acting as the hidden
reference and the ↵ = 0 stimulus acted as the hidden anchor.
All individualized HRTFs had been previously measured on
each listener with the methods described in [3] and consisted of
256 minimum-phase DFT coefficients (sampled at 44.1 kHz) for
each ear and a corresponding ITD value at 2 spatial locations, in
front of and 45o to the left of the subject). HRTFs were converted
to the log-power (decibel) domain, transformed, and ultimately
converted back to 256-tap minimum-phase filters. Test stimuli,
each 5 s in duration, were generated by convolving one of three
single-channel base signals (broadband noise, music, spoken En-
glish) with the resulting right and left filters and delaying the con-
tralateral ear by the ITD value. The music and speech samples
were taken from the Sound Quality Assessment Material record-
ings for subjective tests (Track 70 and Track 50, respectively) [13].
All stimuli were normalized post-filtering to have the same aver-
age initial level of 60 dB SPL. Each subject participated in ten
trials for each location and stimulus type for a total of 60 trials.
4. RESULTS
Across all three base stimuli and both azimuths, two subjects
showed a negative correlation with the average trend ( r = -0.78
, r = -0.81) computed with their data removed. While is it con-
ceivable that their reference HRTF produced poorly externalized
stimuli through some type of measurement artifact (thus resulting
in a low externalization rating for alpha = 100) , the near perfect
reverse ratings exhibited, including rating the anchor, which con-
tained only gross ITD and ILD cues, with a high externalization
rating, leads the authors to believe that the subjects misunderstood
the task or rating scale. Because of this these two outliers were
removed from from remaining data and analysis.
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Figure 3: Average externalization ratings for the filtered noise base
stimuli at the left 45o position by subject. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals for the pooled data.
Figure 3 shows the average ratings for the remaining subjects
at the left 45o azimuth location averaged across the three base
stimuli as a function of the ↵ level. It is clear from Fig. 3 that
subjects showed a systematic linear relationship between the ↵
parameter and their externalization ratings. Repeated measures
ANOVA results indicates a significant main effect for the ↵ pa-
rameter on the externalization rating (F(5,5) = 9.073, p < 0.001).
In general subjects indicated the ↵ = 0 condition (containing only
ITD and ILD cues) was “Inside (the) head” or “On the surface”.
Less consensus is seen in the slope of the functions however, and
likewise the rating given to the full HRTF condition (↵ = 100),
where ratings varied from “Outside arms reach” to “Just outside
(the) body”.
In contrast, ANOVA results did not indicate a statistically sig-
nificant main effect for base stimulus type (F(2,2) = 2.305, p =
0.150). Results comparing the ratings for the three base stimuli
types averaged across subjects and location are shown in Fig. 4.
While not statistically significant, the average data does show a
slight trend for externalization ratings to be highest in speech con-
dition compared to the music for bandpass filtered noise.
Figure 5 shows the ratings for the two locations as a function
of the ↵ parameter averaged across subjects and stimulus type.
Clearly evident in the figure is an interaction with the stimulus lo-
cation and the ↵ level; the ratings start lower but increase more
rapidly for the left 45  location compared to the front. This ob-
servation is backed up by ANOVA results which show a signifi-
cant interaction for ↵ and location (F(5,5) = 4.891, p = 0.003), but
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Figure 4: Average externalization ratings pooled over subject and
location. Marker color represents base stimulus type. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals for the pooled data.
no significant main effect for location itself (F(1,1) = 3.943, p =
0.121).
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Figure 5: Average externalization ratings pooled over subject and
base stimulus type. Marker color represents location. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals for the pooled data.
5. DISCUSSION
The current results agree with the existing literature for the two
extreme ↵ conditions. The internalized ratings given to ↵ = 0
condition agree with previous studies utilizing only gross binuaral
cues, and the full HRTF condition where ↵ = 100 showed the
expected externalized ratings. More interestingly, the intermedi-
ate results suggest that manipulating the strength of narrowband
spectral features clearly affects the perceived externalization in a
systematic fashion. This implies that the parameterization tech-
nique introduced here might be adequate for an externalization or
distance based display technology.
Somewhat surprisingly, no effect was found for the different
types of base stimuli, despite the fact that they differed signifi-
cantly in terms of their long-term average spectral profile. Based
on those differences the results of Little et al. [9] would suggest
that the high-frequency roll off seen for the speech and to a lesser
extent music would result in higher externalization ratings com-
pared to the flat spectrum noise. This discrepancy could be ex-
plained by the blocked nature the experiment since different base
stimuli were never compared directly. It is also likely that the high
frequency roll off cue is only used when the different stimuli are
assumed to be from the same original sound source, a situation
clearly not applicable across base stimuli.
The interaction between the ↵ parameter and the stimulus lo-
cation may be additional evidence to suggest a relationship be-
tween externalization and distance perception. By examining the
spectral profiles illustrated in Fig. 1, we can clearly see known
low-frequency ILD distance cues present for the lateral location
that are not available for the front location. The left 45o profiles
clearly show an increase in low frequency ILD cues as ↵ is de-
creased similar to the near-field HRTF cues observed by Brungart
et al. [14], and an increase in spectral roll off as ↵ is increased
similar to the propagation-related distance cue described by Little
[9]. The front location only contains the roll off cue due to it’s lack
of ILD.
In addition to the current positve results, to be valuable as
a display technology the parameterization should preserve both
the perceived sound quality and localization accuracy. Further re-
search will have to be completed in order to investigate these fac-
tors.
6. SUMMARY
The current work describes a simple parameterized method for
controlling the perceived externalization of a sound source based
on flattening of the monaural HRTF spectra. Examinations show
that this method can be related to previously observed cues
used for auditory distance perception, and a subjective evaluation
demonstrates the technique is capable of producing the desired
perceptual results.
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ABSTRACT
As 3D audio becomes more commonplace to enhance auditory
environments, designers are faced with the challenge of choosing
HRTFs for listeners that provide proper audio cues. Subjective se-
lection is a low-cost alternative to expensive HRTF measurement,
however little is known concerning whether the preferred HRTFs
are similar or if users exhibit random behavior in this task. In
addition, PCA (principal component analysis) can be used to de-
compose HRTFs in representative features, however little is known
concerning whether the features have a relevant perceptual basis.
12 listeners completed a subjective selection experiment in which
they judged the perceptual quality of 14 HRTFs in terms of ele-
vation, and front-back distinction. PCA was used to decompose
the HRTFs and create an HRTF similarity metric. The preferred
HRTFs were significantly more similar to each other, the preferred
and non-preferred HRTFs were significantly less similar to each
other, and in the case of front-back distinction the non-preferred
HRTFs were significantly more similar to each other.
1. INTRODUCTION
3D audio is used in many settings to augment a wide variety of
tasks including improving immersion in virtual reality, enhancing
speech intelligibility, improving video games, providing spatial
cues for assistive technology for persons with visual impairments,
enriching positional systems for air traffic controllers, and sonify-
ing multidimensional data. In each of these scenarios, 3D audio
minimizes cognitive load, provides spatial cues for degraded vi-
sual environments, and provides information redundancy, which
significantly improves task performance [1, 2, 3].
3D audio cues are most effectively realized through the use
of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). Proper perceptual
fidelity in virtual auditory environments requires the use of in-
dividualized or customized HRTFs. The use of a generic or
non-individualized HRTF leads to poor elevation perception, de-
creased externalization, and increased front/back reversal errors
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
The most accurate HRTFs are obtained by direct acoustic mea-
surement, however the measurement process is very expensive in
terms of time and resources [4, 9, 10, 11, 5]. By placing a lis-
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
tener in an anechoic chamber and positioning a loudspeaker at a
known location, it is possible to measure the entire acoustic trans-
formation of a sound by the listener’s body. The frequency re-
sponse is recorded at each ear with microphones placed in the ear
canal. When used to synthesize virtual auditory sources, HRTFs
are typically realized as the cascade of a minimum-phase FIR filter
and an all-pass filter that accounts for the lag in the wavefront ar-
rival time between the two ears [8, 12]. Directly measured HRTFs
provide an individualistic 3D sound experience for each person,
according to their specific anthropometic features. Although this
direct measurement may produce the most accurate measurement,
perhaps such costly and resource intensive measurements are not
completely necessary to convey 3D sound to a listener.
As a solution, many researchers have proposed less costly
methods to alleviate the need for individualization that have been
met with varying levels of success. These methods include: HRTF
approximation using theoretical computation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17],
active sensory tuning [18, 19], machine learning [20, 21, 22, 23,
24], genetic algorithms [25, 26, 27], clustering [28, 29, 30, 31],
generic models[4, 5, 32, 7], physical feature measurement[33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39], pre-measured [40, 41, 10], and subjective se-
lection from pre-measured HRTF databases [42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
Many quantitative and qualitative metrics have been proposed
to analyze HRTF similarity [47, 48, 49, 28, 23]. Principal Compo-
nent Analysis or PCA arises as an objective method to use the com-
mon features of an HRTF to decompose it into features that can be
varied. PCA is used to describe a data set by using only a few
orthogonal components and corresponding weights. For example,
Martens was one of the first researchers to show that variations
in an HRTF’s spectral energy distribution with changing azimuth
could be adequately captured by four principal components, quan-
tified in terms of spectral band weighting functions. This finding
simplified HRTF analysis by providing a simple (4D) measure of
global spectral variation which until then was otherwise difficult to
quantify [50]. Following this work, PCA has been used my many
researchers to decompose the HRTF.
Though many researchers have used PCA and other decompo-
sition tools to define features and (sometimes) measure HRTF sim-
ilarity, many if not all of these approaches neglect to address the
perceptual validity of the features used to represent HRTFs. Even
if the exact mathematical relationships had been discovered,is no
perceptual basis to prove that the extracted features affect 3D au-
dio perception. The most straightforward method to determine a
listener’s preference for HRTFs and how it impacts their 3D audio
perception is through a subjective selection procedure in which a
listener can choose useful HRTFs from a database of pre-measured
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filters. This approach is an effective yet inexpensive method to ob-
tain a listener’s HRTF preference, however, little is known about
the similarities of the subjectively selected HRTFs. For example,
Schonstein and Katz [51] found large variances in judgments for
listeners perceptually evaluating HRTFs. The next logical step in
this line of research is to analyze the subjectively selected HRTFs
chosen by a listener to discover if similarities exist that can be
quantified.
The present work uses PCAmetrics to decompose a set of pre-
measured HRTFs and uses clustering to group them. A given set
of listeners perform a subjective selection task in which they indi-
cate their HRTF preferences. Following this, a difference analysis
is used to measure HRTF similarity of preferred HRTFs as com-
pared to not-preferred HRTFs. If similarity is observed, this will
achieve our goals of (1) demonstrating that the mathematical de-
composition of HRTFs using PCA actually has perceptual validity
and (2) validating subjective selection as an appropriate method
for naive listeners to customize their listening experience. If this
work proves to be successful, instead of using the complete HRTF,
3D audio designers could build simplified HRTF models based on
the relevant features extracted.
2. BACKGROUND
When clustering a large multidimensional dataset, among the first
factors to decide upon is an appropriate metric to use when rep-
resenting HRTFs. Bondu et. al [28] analyzed several different
criteria for clustering HRTFs and discovered that the Avendano
criterion performed best both in terms of localization performance
and clustering. This would be ideal for our usage, however, Aven-
dano criterion is restricted to the frequency domain. This means
that by using this metric, any time domain information would be
omitted from the analysis. The present work employs a metric that
combines both time and frequency domain information for clus-
tering. The method used in the present work is described in the
following sub-sections.
2.1. HRTF Decomposition & Clustering
2.1.1. Principal Component Analysis
PCA is a data reduction method that is used to describe the relevant
features of the HRTF. In his seminal study, Martens [50] proposed
a method of using spectral band energy to analyze the statistical
features of HRTFs. In his study, the spectral area of an HRTF was
decomposed into 24 sub-bands centered with 24 frequencies from
low to high spectral area. Each HRTF was transformed into a 24
element vector. Then, each vector corresponding to each HRTF
was grouped together into a matrix, whose rows corresponded to
observations and columns corresponded to frequency elements.
Lastly, PCA was performed on the formed matrix to decompose
the observations into the combinations of different bases. Based
on the study of the shape of the bases, Martens found that the
energy bands of frequency should be regrouped into four sets,
which are grouped in the following table.
2.1.2. HRTF Clustering
After decomposing an HRTF into relevant features, a k-Means
clustering algorithm can be used to partitions data into k mutu-
ally exclusive clusters based on their distance to the centroid of a
Group1 166,282,410,543,681,825,980,1158,1368,1616
Group2 1909,2255,2664,3146,3716,4390,5185
Group3 6125,7235,8545,10094,11923
Group4 14083,16634
Table 1: Frequency band grouping, from Martens [50]
cluster. The algorithm forms groupings or clusters in such a way
that data within a cluster have a higher measure of similarity than
data in any other cluster. The measure of similarity on which the
clusters are modeled is defined by Squared Euclidean metric. The
k-Means algorithm treats each observation in the dataset as an ob-
ject in a specific location in space. The partition found in the algo-
rithm ensures that objects in the cluster are as close to each other as
possible and as far from other objects in other clusters as possible.
The k centers of the clusters are initialized through Arthur & Vas-
silvitskii’s algorithm [52] and then an iterative algorithm is used to
minimize the sum of the distances from each object to its cluster
centroid, for all clusters. The algorithm moves objects between
clusters until the sum cannot be further minimized. The algorithm
runs as follows:
Given cluster number k and a set of n data points  .
1. Randomly choose one center c1 from  
2. Take a new center ci, choosing x 2   with probability
D(x)2P
x2 D(x)2
3. Repeat step 2 until k centers C = {c1, . . . , ck} have been
taken together
4. For each i, j 2{1,...,k}, cluster Ci 2  , xn 2 Ci,
ifkxn   cik  kxn   cjk, for all j 6= i.
5. For each i 2{1,...,k}, set ci to be the center of mass of all
points in Ci: ci = 1|Ci|
P
x2Ci x
6. Iterate steps 4 and 5 until C no longer changes
2.2. HRTF Similarity
Once the HRTFs have been decomposed into their relevant fea-
tures, an HRTF similarity metric can be employed. The similarity
for different sets of HRTFs, i.e., preferred, non-preferred, is de-
scribed by the distance between the average energy for all relevant
HRTF azimuths and elevations, as represented in Equation 1,
distancej =
1
N
NX
i=1
(Ej1i   Ej2i)T (Ej1i   Ej2i) (1)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote 2 different sets of HRTFs to
be compared, N denotes the total number of pairs of HRTFs from
the total HRTF database, and i represents all of the HRTF direc-
tions for two different HRTF sets. Letter j can be defined to be
either left or right ears, E represents the 4 element energy vector,
derived from the PCA described in Section 2.1.1. Thus, Equation
1 provides a metric to quantify distance between different sets of
HRTFs that can be generalized for any analysis.
It should be noted that since HRTFs consist of both left and
right ear filters, we must first redefine the energy vector as the
ratio between left and right ears:
E = log
El
Er
= logEl   logEr (2)
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After this step, Equation 1 was used to calculate HRTF similarity.
2.3. Spectral Notch Analysis
The locations of spectral notches within HRTFs convey 3D audio
cues that allow listeners to distinguish sounds rendered in the front
from sounds rendered in the back and provides and provides eleva-
tion cues that allow a listener to determine the height of a spatial-
ized sound source [53, 54]. Notches are characterized by the min-
imal value points in HRTF magnitude response. To determine the
locations of spectral notches within an HRTF, a fast Fourier trans-
form is performed on the head-related impulse response (HRIR).
Then, every point in the magnitude response is compared with its
adjacent points.
3. METHOD
3.1. Subjective Selection Experiment
The subjective selection experiment methodology used in the
present study is thoroughly outlined in in Wan et al. (2015) [55]
and summarized in this section.
3.1.1. Subjects
12 subjects (5 male and 7 female) with normal hearing were re-
cruited to participate in the study. Participants were either full-time
students or undergraduate summer research students at Clemson
University. It should be noted that 3 subjects’ performance clas-
sified them as outliers. This was because they either (1) preferred
all of the HRTFs in the dataset all of the time or (2) Never picked
an HRTF consistently. Accordingly, their data was removed from
the analysis.
3.1.2. Stimuli
The stimulus used in the study was a 500-ms infrapitch noise,
which was constructed by creating pink noise with 200-ms sam-
pling that was repeated 2.5 times.
14 HRTF datasets were used. 13 were from the CIPIC
database[9], and one KEMAR dataset. For each trial, the program
created impulse responses for the left and right ears by cascading
the minimum-phase head-related impulse responses, which were
drawn from a given set of HRTFs, with the all-pass impulse re-
sponses for the KEMAR ITD.
3.1.3. Procedure
All participants were randomly divided into two groups, A and
B, which performed the experiment in different order. In each
session, subjects in Group A went through a three-stage listen-
ing procedure in which they evaluated the perceptual criteria in
the following order: externalization, elevation discrimination and
front/back discrimination. Listeners in Group B evaluated the per-
ceptual criteria in the following order: externalization, front/back
discrimination, elevation discrimination. In each stage, the partic-
ipants judged each HRTF’s ability to render the given perceptual
cue. Each three stage procedure constituted an experimental ses-
sion. Each subject completed 3 experimental sessions, occurring
between 1 and 2 days apart. To eliminate any potential stimuli
judgment bias, subjects were unknowingly deceived by being told
Figure 1: User interface for the spectral coloration selection tasks.
that they would be judging 3 different sets of sounds on each day,
when in fact the same HRTFs were used for each session.
The experiment’s user interface is shown in Figure 1. In each
stage, the HRTFs were randomly ordered and presented 4 times per
HRTF. In each interval (as shown in Figure 1), 5 HRTFs (marked
as letters A, B, C, D, and E) rendered 3D sound. The HRTF cor-
responding to each letter was highlighted as it was used. The par-
ticipant could replay any option by clicking its letter. There was
a check-box below each HRTF letter that allowed the listener to
select whether the HRTF that was used provided adequate cues for
the given stage.
In the case of front/back discrimination, each trial started with
an unspatialized (monaural) reference signal, which was generated
by processing the test signal with the HRTF at 0  azimuth, 0  ele-
vation and cross-summing the left and right channels. The purpose
for this step was to avoid spectral coloration variability between
the raw and the processed test signal. This signal was used as an in-
the-head reference, to which the HRTF rendered sounds could be
compared. Following the reference signal, the listener heard five
consecutive sounds, generated from randomly selected HRTFs,
at randomly selected azimuths (±150 ,±120 ,±60 ,±30 ) on
the horizontal (ear level) plane. All of the intervals in each trial
used the same sequence of azimuths. If none of the intervals gave
the perception of externalization, the listener selected the ”None”
check-box. After submitting the selections, the results were saved,
and the listener proceeded to next trial. The elevation discrimi-
nation phase proceeded almost identically to the front/back dis-
crimination phase. The only difference was that each interval
was rendered using a selected HRTF at a random azimuth from:
±150 ,±120 ,±90 ,±60 ,±30 ; at elevations of ±36 . The
externalization phase required the listener to judge the external-
ization of each interval.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Evaluation Metrics
As described in Section 2.1.1, PCA was performed on each of the
CIPIC HRTFs. After band pass filtering the HRTF with center
frequencies given in the 1, the energy in the four groups were cal-
culated thus forming a four elements feature vector for each HRTF.
PCA is then repeated on the newly derived energy vectors to ana-
lyze the energy of the HRTFs.
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As described in section 2.1.2, HRTF clustering was also per-
formed to observe any HRTF groupings. Each HRTF’s left and
right ear energy vectors for all directions (Table 1) were used for
clustering. HRTF similarity was quantified using the metrics de-
scribed in 2.2.
The metric described in Section 2.3 was used to determine the
locations of the spectral notches to evaluate its position and mag-
nitude in each band group. The manner in which to locate the
spectral notches was slightly revised due to the fact that CIPIC’s
own post-processing of the raw data uses a Hanning window to
remove any room reflections [9]. This processing is problematic
because the high-frequency components of the HRTF are filtered
away. It is for this reason that the notch in the last energy band
group was purposefully omitted.
In order to analyze the time dependent HRTF features, the ITD
information was extracted and plotted with the notch position to
further assess similarity. In these analyses, the notch positions and
ITDs are scaled such that their values are between -1 and 1 inclu-
sive. All of the aforementioned metrics in this section were used
to assess whether the preferred HRTFs for elevation and front/back
distinction are related to their energy features, spectral notch loca-
tion, or time-dependent features.
4.2. Subjective Selection Preferences
Figure 2 summarizes the results of the experiment described in
Wan et al. (2015) [55]. Figures 3 through 7 show the results of
the present study. It should be noted that 3 of the original twelve
subjects were considered outliers because they did not demonstrate
selective behavior. These subjects either did not pick any HRTFs
consistently, or they picked almost all of the HRTFs all of the time.
Thus, their data was not chosen to be included in the analysis. In
addition, the present analysis focuses on the front/back and ele-
vation distinction stages of the experiment since these stages rely
heavily on the listener’s ability to discriminate HRTF spectral fea-
tures.
4.3. Spectral Similarity of Chosen HRTFs
4.3.1. Elevation Distinction
Figure 3 shows the clustering of the HRTFs used during the ele-
vation distinction stage. The vectors for clustering are the spectral
band energy based on the band group in table 1. Each axis rep-
resents a frequency band. In the analysis, band groups 2, 3 and 4
are used for clustering. The 4 asterisks in the plot are the centroid
of four clusters. The various colors indicate the cluster in which a
particular HRTF belongs. The text in the plot represents each of
the HRTF datasets used in the analysis. The symbol ’k’ represents
the KEMAR dataset and the numbers ’1’ through ’13’ represent
the CIPIC HRTF datasets that were used in the experiment, in nu-
meric order. In this figure, the HRTFs preferred in all 3 sessions
by Subject 2 are displayed more prominently than the HRTFs that
were not preferred.
Table 2 displays the similarity between the preferred and non-
preferred HRTFs chosen in the elevation distinction stage (as com-
pared to the average HRTF similarity) for each subject as calcu-
lated according to the metric described in Section 2.2. A small
value indicates a higher degree of similarity and a larger value in-
dicates dissimilarity. A dash (’-’) symbol in the table indicates
that a listener did not have a specific preference. An ’0’ in the
Figure 2: HRTFs chosen by each subject at the end of each session.
Along the abscissa is the HRTF identifier and along the ordinate is
thee subject identifier
table occurs if the listener only consistently preferred one HRTF,
and therefore the difference between the HRTFs is 0.
The aggregated results are summarized in Figure 4.
Figure 4 compares the mean distances between preferred
HRTFs, non-preferred HRTFs, and the distances between those
chosen and not chosen, as compared to the average distance be-
tween HRTFs, displayed by the horizontal line in the plot. The
results presented were assessed with an ANOVA. Error bars in all
figures indicate 95 % confidence intervals. Overall, the preferred
HRTFs were significantly more similar than the non-preferred
HRTFs. Furthermore, the preferred and non-preferred HRTFs
were significantly less similar than the average HRTF similarity
[F3,113 = 3.36, p < 0.05]. The similarity score for the average
HRTF group is significantly higher than that for the PvsNP group,
suggesting that, for the elevation dimension, PvsNP were more
similar than the average HRTFs.
4.3.2. Front/Back Distinction
In a similar fashion as Figure 3, Figure 5 shows the HRTF clus-
tering for the HRTFs used during the front/back distinction stage.
In this figure, the HRTFs preferred in all 3 sessions by Subject
1 are displayed more prominently than the HRTFs that were not
preferred.
In a similar fashion as Table 2, Table 3 displays the similar-
ity between the preferred and non-preferred HRTFs chosen in the
front/back distinction stage (as compared to the average HRTF
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Figure 3: Clustering of the HRTFs used in the elevation distinction
stage. Along each axis is the frequency band group. The preferred
HRTFs chosen by Subject 2 are highlighted for comparison. The
four different colors represents 4 HRTF clusters.
Preferred Non-preferred Average PvsNP
Subject1 2.01 2.48 4.91 6.03
Subject2 0 4.01 4.91 4.66
Subject3 - 4.70 4.91 4.93
Subject4 1.48 - 4.91 -
Subject5 4.35 - 4.91 -
Subject6 0 3.88 4.91 6.71
Subject7 0 4.03 4.91 7.20
Subject8 5.0 - 4.91 -
Subject9 4.41 - 4.91 -
Table 2: Similarity of preferred and non-preferred HRTFs by sub-
ject in elevation distinction stage.
Figure 4: Similarity of preferred (P), non-preferred (NP), All, and
preferred to non-preferred (P vs NP) HRTFs used for elevation dis-
tinction. Along the abscissa are the comparison groups and along
the ordinate is the similarity metric score. Lower values indicate
more similarity.
Figure 5: Clustering of the HRTFs used in the front/back distinc-
tion stage. Along each axis is the frequency band group. The
preferred HRTFs chosen by Subject 1 are highlighted for compar-
ison.
Preferred Non-preferred Average PvsNP
Subject1 1.75 1.76 4.52 3.73
Subject2 0 3.51 4.53 7.46
Subject3 - 2.52 4.53 3.81
Subject4 2.02 - 4.53 -
Subject5 3.99 - 4.53 -
Subject6 0 1.99 4.53 4.44
Subject7 0 4.28 4.53 4.70
Subject8 4.22 - 4.53 -
Subject9 4.92 - 4.53 -
Table 3: Similarity of preferred and non-preferred HRTFs by sub-
ject in front/back distinction stage.
Figure 6: Similarity of preferred (P), non-preferred (NP), All, and
preferred to non-preferred (P vs NP) HRTFs for front/back distinc-
tion. Along the abscissa are the comparison groups and along the
ordinate is the similarity metric score. Lower values indicate more
similarity.
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Figure 7: Clustering of HRTF notch locations and ITD for the
elevation distinction stage. Along the x-axis is the location of the
left ear notch frequency, along the y-axis is the location of the right
ear notch frequency, and along the z-axis is ITD. The preferred
HRTFs chosen by Subject 2 are highlighted for comparison.
similarity) for each subject as calculated according to the metric
described in Section 2.2.
Figure 6 compares the mean distances between preferred
HRTFs, non-preferred HRTFs, and the distances between those
chosen and not chosen, as compared to the average distance be-
tween HRTFs, displayed by the horizontal line in the plot. The
results presented were assessed with an ANOVA. Error bars in all
figures indicate 95 % confidence intervals. Similar to the results
displayed in Figure 4, for each subject the preferred HRTFs were
significantly more similar than the average similarity. The non-
preferred HRTFs were also found to be significantly more similar
than the average similarity [F3,98 = 3.09, p < 0.05]. What’s
more, with a comparison between non-preferred and preferred,
we find that the non-preferred is more similar than the preferred
HRTFs.
4.4. Time Dependent Similarity of Chosen HRTFs
4.4.1. Elevation Distinction
Figure 7 shows the results of the HRTF notches and ITD clus-
tering for the HRTFs used during the elevation distinction stage.
The axes on horizontal(xy) plane are locations of HRTF notches
for left(x-axis) and right(y-axis) ears. The frequency locations of
all notch points have been normalized based on a maximum fre-
quency of 22,050 Hz. On the vertical axis(z axis), the ITD is
normalized to scale [0,1]. In this figure, Subject 2’s preferred
HRTFs are highlighted. HRTF similarity was assessed using the
ITD and notch features and no significant differences were found.
[F3,113 = 0.18, p = 0.91]
4.4.2. Front/Back Distinction
Similarly, Figure 8 shows the results of the HRTF notches and
ITD clustering for the HRTFs used during the elevation distinction
stage. In this figure, Subject 2’s preferred HRTFs are highlighted.
HRTF similarity was assessed using the ITD and notch features
and no significant differences were found. F statistics and p value
are given as[F3,98 = 1.72, p = 0.17]
Figure 8: Clustering of HRTF notch locations and ITD for the
front/back distinction stage. Along the x-axis is the location of the
left ear notch frequency, along the y-axis is the location of the right
ear notch frequency, and along the z-axis is ITD. The preferred
HRTFs chosen by Subject 2 are highlighted for comparison.
5. DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
The goal of the present work was to determine if the PCA features
on which HRTFs are clustered have a perceptual linkage and to
quantitatively validate the HRTFs chosen in a subjective selection
procedure.
In the work we found that HRTFs that were picked were sim-
ilar in terms of distance from each other. This suggests that PCA
decomposition is indeed a valid tool that has a perceptual signif-
icance when analyzing HRTFs. This work further validates the
subjective selection methodology by showing that there is simi-
larity between chosen HRTFs and novice listeners are capable of
using spectral cues to discriminate between features.
Furthermore, the present work shows that HRTFs that were not
selected also share similar qualities as they are typically grouped
near each other.
The present work highlights the challenge of accurately de-
composing an HRTF such that it can be represented as a set of
points in space. In creating the current work, many solutions were
tried, however it was found that the most informative HRTF rep-
resentation centered around band energy. This finding suggests
that the clusters can be better separated by only considering one
direction.
In addition, preferred HRTFs were not significantly more sim-
ilar than non-preferred HRTFs or as compared to average HRTF
similarity. This suggests that the time-dependent features of the
HRTF are not as critical in elevation and front/back distinction as
the spectral features.
Future work will further delve into the findings and perform
a subjective selection experiment in which the user hears a broad-
band sound coming from a known location, and HRTF features
such as notch locations. spectral band energy, and ITDs are manip-
ulated in real-time to interactively tune the HRTF. This experiment
will allow us to narrow down on the exact cues that are relevant for
3D audio perception.
Currently, statistical methods of HRTF analysis are frequently
limited by the capacity of data set. Up to now, the largest ex-
isting publicly available database is CIPIC, which consists of 45
HRTF data sets. Although this dataset is sufficient for many appli-
cations, the number of measured HRTFs are not sufficient enough
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to perform a thorough analysis of HRTF statistical patterns. Thus,
future work will involve a larger HRTF database that is formed by
exploring the acoustical basis of HRTFs (as spherical waves) and
using acoustic models to create more HRTFs and unify all existing
public domain HRTF databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This extended abstract describes a sonification that was 
commissioned by a biologist/animal ecologist. The 
sonification was created with the software synthesis program 
SuperCollider [1]. The motivation for creating it was to 
pursue additional levels of engagement and immersion by 
supplementing the effects of visual plots, as well as to create 
an informative rendering of a multivariate dataset. The goal 
is for audiences, in particular students and laypeople, to 
readily understand (and hopefully find compelling) the 
phenomena being described. The approach is parameter-
based, creating “sonic scatter plots” [2] in the same manner 
as work described in earlier publications [3], [4].  
The work described here is a current experimental project 
that takes a sonic approach to describing the interactions of 
plant phenology and animal migrations in Greenland. This 
area is seen as a predictor of how climate change may affect 
areas farther south. There is concern about the synchronicity 
of annual caribou migrations with the appearance of plant 
food sources, as warmer temperatures may cause plants to 
bloom earlier and in advance of the caribou arrival at their 
calving grounds; depleted food availability at calving time 
can lead to lower populations of caribou. 
Parts of this sonification will be applied to a multi-year 
professional development workshop for middle and high 
school science teachers. It is hoped that sonifications of plant 
observations made by teachers and students will enhance 
student engagement, and possibly lead to greater degrees of 
understanding of phenology patterns. 
2. THE POLAR CENTER AT PENN STATE
The Polar Center at Penn State is an outreach program of the 
University’s Eberly College of Science. The Center’s mission 
is to foster understanding, awareness and appreciation of the 
polar regions through a variety of outreach, education, and 
research activities. Fine arts as well as the sciences are often 
employed to communicate the rare beauty as well as the 
scientific and cultural value of these regions. Its annual Polar 
Day Symposium, held each spring, features presentations by 
scientists, writers, and photographers. Since 2014, the event 
has included sonification presentations of various polar-
related phenomena [5], [6].  
The work described here was created for Polar Day 2016. 
The sonifications illustrate the interplay of migrations of 
Greenland caribou, musk ox populations, and the availability 
of the plant species that are their food sources.  
3. DESCRIBING ANIMAL POPULATIONS AND
PHENOLOGY 
3.1.! Background 
Penn State researchers travel to the Russell Glacier, located 
near Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, each year for approximately 
two months, from the end of April to the end of June (Julian 
Days 115-174). They record observations of caribou and 
musk ox populations, and the dates at which plants appear. 
Musk ox were placed in the area in the 1960s as a reserve 
population due to declining populations in other natural 
habitats. They inhabit the region year-round, and calve in 
early spring, while the area is still covered in snow. Caribou, 
which are indigenous to the area, spend the winter in the 
coastal area of Sisimut, and migrate 250 km inland to the 
Russell Glacier to calve in early June, when the landscape is 
green. 
The caribou migrations have historically corresponded to 
the onset of grass and other plant species, which have higher 
nutrition than winter-growing lichens. Caribou are very 
conservative in their migration patterns, which date back 
thousands of years. It is unclear whether they have the ability 
to change their behaviors and leave their winter grounds 
earlier to adjust to changes in phenology [7], [8], [9], [10]. 
3.2.! Description of the Dataset 
The dataset includes observations taken in 1993, and in the 
years 2002-2015. Researchers stationed at Kangerlussuaq 
take daily counts of how many plant species have emerged. 
There are 9-14 plant species that are food sources for the 
musk ox and caribou, not all of which emerge each year. At 
the close of each annual observation period, the timing of the 
overall available food supply is expressed as a mean 
proportion value, whereby each daily measurement of the 
number of species that have leafed out is divided by the 
maximum number of observed species that are observed on 
Julian Day 174 of that year. This mean proportion normalizes 
the availability of food supplies to a value between 0 and 1, 
or from 0% to 100% of the available supplies in a given year. 
The variability from year to year lies with the first day that is 
a measurable value is observed, and with the slope of the 
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progression from 0 to 1, which indicates the rate at which 
food supplies become available. 
Daily counts are also taken of the number of musk ox and 
caribou observed. For each day, there are three entry types: a 
value of the total number of each animal observed, a zero if 
no animal was observed, or a skip in the date sequence if no 
observations were taken on a given day. To standardize the 
scaling between food availability and number of animals 
sighted, the daily counts of musk ox and caribou are also 
normalized as a mean proportion in the same way that the 
food supply is expressed as a value between 0 and 1. 
3.3.! Goals of the Sonification 
The goal of sonifying the dataset described above is to 
investigate whether patterns can be heard that indicate when 
the plants and animals first appear, as well as changes in their 
rate of increase. 
4. SONIFICATION STRATEGIES
The sound design techniques that are used in this project 
draw on practices that have been utilized in earlier work, and 
are based in perceptual principles outlined in sources such as 
[3], [11], and [12]. 
4.1.! Year and Date 
A primary goal of the sonification is to make easily 
discernible the variations that occur from year to year in the 
appearance dates and population rates of plants and animals. 
The dataset consists of 900 total entries, which represent 
sixty Julian Days, from 115-174, for each year of data. The 
most basic layer of the sonification is an “auditory calendar,” 
which marks the dates with a percussive “tap” to represent 
each day. This type of sound is meant to be unobtrusive, and 
is discernible at low listening levels. As an undifferentiated 
stream of taps would be difficult to count and would quickly 
become indistinct throbbing (I call this the “woodpecker 
effect”), regular intervals are demarcated with an accent. This 
is consistent with the suggestion in [12] that loudness 
changes may be effectively used as temporal markers. The 
scientist commissioning the work suggested demarcating 
each sequence of five days.  
This “quintuple meter” is meant to allow listeners to 
easily hear a difference in arrival times of the plants and 
animals – at rapid playback rates, it becomes difficult to 
count the number of days that pass before the phenology 
activity begins, but it is fairly easy to count the number of 
accented beats.  
Another type of temporal marker annotates the end of 
each year. A brief pause occurs, followed by a ringing 
percussion sound that is louder and lasts longer than the 
tapping sound that represents the days, and indicates the 
onset of a new year of data.  
4.2.! GUI 
A GUI adds a visual reference (Figure 1). The current year 
and date are displayed in text boxes at the top of the display, 
and graphs of the plant, caribou and musk ox data are placed 
on top of each other. The chart portions illustrate the mean 
proportion values described earlier. The total numbers of 
caribou and musk ox observed each year are also printed in 
their areas of the graph.  
A slider moves along the bottom of the display and 
between each of the graphs to aid the eye in quickly finding 
the current position in the dataset as it iterates. The GUI also 
allows adjustment of the time increment between dates and 
the volume balance between sound streams (described above 
and in the following section). The current position in the 
dataset may be adjusted by dragging any of the horizontal 
sliders.  
Figure 1: GUI allows control of playback start, pause, stop, volume balances, position within the dataset, and rate of iteration. 
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4.3.! Phenology 
The primary information being rendered is the phenology, 
i.e., the cyclic and seasonal activity of plant growth and
animal migrations. Four types of phenology data are sonified:
mean proportion values of plants, musk ox, and caribou, and
the annual population totals for the caribou. As noted in [12],
mapping numeric magnitude to pitch is one of the more
intuitive and easily discernible mappings available to
sonification designers. (In [3], it is suggested that pitch be
considered a primary auditory cue, in that small pitch
changes are apparent even to untrained listeners, which
makes this is a strong choice for representing data values.)
With pitch as the means of expressing the data values, the
values pertaining to plant growth and populations of caribou
and muskox are assigned to different “instruments.”
Bearing in mind the caution raised in [12] that it is 
generally difficult to attend to three or more continually 
changing streams of auditory information, it seemed 
appropriate for this sonification to be flexible in how the 
streams are combined. The GUI, therefore, is meant to serve 
as a mixing panel, whereby users may adjust the relative 
balance of the instruments and the position within the dataset 
at will (as described in the previous section). This is meant to 
allow users to repeat and refocus as necessary, as one might 
do when reading and re-reading a passage or studying an 
image.  
As the dataset is iterated, for each date a “note” is played 
on each of the four phenology-based instruments, plus there 
is a tap from the percussive chronometer. A QuickTime 
movie showing a sample run of the sonification may be 
downloaded from [13]. 
4.3.1.!Pitch Derivation 
The mapping of data values to pitch was done as 
described in [3], whereby a fundamental, f, is selected. The 
data values, d, multiplied by a scalar, r, are applied as a 
power of 2, which is multiplied by f, as shown in (1).  
pitch = f x 2(d x"r) (1) 
With an r value of one, a data value (d) of 0 results in a 
pitch at f. A data value of 1 results in a pitch an octave higher 
than f, and a data value of -1 results in a pitch an octave 
lower than f. This is a “microtonal approach” to pitch 
mapping, since many data values are likely to result in 
pitches that fall “between the cracks” of the equal tempered 
pitches that are found on a concert piano. Since it easy for 
untrained listeners to hear variations in pitch that are smaller 
than the equal tempered half step, this conversion approach 
has the potential of yielding more nuance in many cases than 
a coarser approach, such as assigning pitches to MIDI note 
numbers. The value of r acts as a scalar for the pitch range. 
The range can be reduced or expanded by changing the value 
of r to a value above or below 1.0.  
For this project, the fundamental, f, was chosen to be 
175 Hz. This was a subjective choice. It was a frequency that 
sounded neither too low nor too shrill to our ears. As outlined 
above, the observed animals and plants are represented by 
four “instruments”: plant mean proportion values, musk ox 
mean proportion values, caribou mean proportion values, and 
maximum number of observed caribou for each year. (The 
mean proportion value was described in section 3.2.) The 
scalar value (r) is set to one. The result is that as the mean 
proportion values rise from 0 to 1 over the course of each 
year’s measurements, each “mean proportion instrument” 
rises an octave in pitch.  
4.3.2.!Timbral Characteristics 
As described in [3], timbre is useful as a secondary (or 
supporting) auditory cue, meaning that it is generally not 
effective for delineating small changes in data values, but can 
be quite effective for differentiating different streams of 
information. As timbre is a multi-faceted property, it is 
recommended in [12] that envelope shape be considered 
along with harmonic content in creating timbral effects. In 
this project, the qualities (timbral and otherwise) that are 
meant to differentiate the instruments include overtone 
content, attack time, tremolo rate, and pan position. All of 
these were arrived at by ear, through trial and error, in an 
attempt to create sound types that were compatible yet also 
mutually exclusive. 
4.3.3.!Plant Mean Proportion Values Instrument 
The “plant instrument” is a shimmery, percussive sound that 
is panned center. As the mean proportion values increase 
from 0 to 1, its changes are mapped to the following 
parameter ranges: 
• The pitch goes from 175 Hz to 350 Hz, an octave higher;
• The relative volume goes from a level of 0.015 to 0.1;
• The tremolo rate goes from 4 Hz to 10 Hz;
• The attack time quickens, going from 0.1 to 0.01
seconds.
4.3.4.!Musk Ox Mean Proportion Values Instrument
The “musk ox instrument” is a flute-like sound that is panned 
to the right. Similar to the plant instrument, as the mean 
proportion values increase from 0 to 1, its values are mapped 
to the following parameter ranges: 
• The pitch goes from 175 Hz to 350 Hz, an octave higher;
• The relative volume goes from a level of 0.05 to 0.4;
• The tremolo rate goes from 2 Hz to 18 Hz;
• The attack time quickens, going from 0.5 to 0.3 seconds;
• The cutoff frequency of a lowpass filter in the
instrument goes from 100 to 1500 Hz.
4.3.5.!Caribou Mean Proportion Values Instrument
The “caribou instrument” is a brass-like sound that is panned 
to the left. As with the other two instruments, as the mean 
proportion values increase from 0 to 1, its values are mapped 
to the following parameter ranges: 
• The pitch goes from 175 Hz to 350 Hz, an octave higher;
• The relative volume goes from a level of 0.03 to 0.2;
• The tremolo rate goes from 1 Hz to 15 Hz;
• The attack time quickens, going from 0.05 to
0.02 seconds.
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4.3.6.!Caribou Annual Maximum Instrument 
The mean proportion values rendered by the three 
instruments described above give indicators of the arrival 
date and rate of growth, but do not contain any information 
about population fluctuations from year to year. That is, they 
are based on values that describe percentage of the maximum 
value. But when they are considered on their own, they can 
be misleading as there is nothing indicating what a given 
year’s maximum value is. The population totals for caribou 
and musk ox are printed on the graph displayed in the GUI, 
as described in Section 4.2. Since the primary focus of this 
work is to track fluctuations in caribou populations from year 
to year, an additional auditory stream indicates the maximum 
numbers of animals observed each year.  
A “caribou annual maximum” instrument is created in 
the form of a complex of five detuned sine waves, with a 
slight tremolo applied. These sound continuously throughout 
the playback time of each year, as a background drone. As 
the population values vary from their minimum of 93 (the 
value for the year 2013) and their maximum of 595 (the 
value for the year 2006), the pitch of the sine complex ranges 
from 175 to 350 Hz, and the tremolo rate is the year’s 
population maximum value multiplied by 0.05, which 
produces tremolo rates in the range from 4.65 to 29.75 Hz.  
Thus, the onset of each year is indicated by two changes: 
the sound of the bell-like percussive sound and a new annual 
maximum pitch, which gives an immediate indication of 
whether populations were greater or lesser than those of the 
previous year.  
5. FURTHER WORK
The intention of this extended abstract is not to present this 
project as a particularly novel form of sonification, but rather 
to highlight its context. My suggestion is that this is another 
small step forward in an ongoing healthy evolution, wherein 
researchers in a variety of scientific fields are looking to 
sonification as a means of exploring and presenting data. It 
has been encouraging to see Penn State researchers become 
interested in exploring sound as a means of presenting their 
data, as well as the interest in museum exhibitors in 
presenting sonified renderings of natural science material as a 
way of introducing attendees to the dynamics of information 
being presented [6].  
Taking the long view, we are particularly interested in 
introducing young audiences to science sonifications. By 
presenting science to a generation of students as something 
that is understood through listening as well as seeing, we feel 
that we could add an important dimension to science 
pedagogy, creating a more holistic and engaging experience 
than is possible with visual materials alone.  
Plans are in place for elements of this sonification to be 
incorporated into a three-year summer training workshop for 
middle and high school science teachers [14] that is meant to 
promote study of phenology and engaged science. By having 
sonifications of plant growth data as a product of their work, 
our hope is that the students will have higher degrees of 
engagement and personal investment in the material. As a 
federally-funded teacher training program, every facet of it 
will be subject to assessments, which should give us concrete 
evidence of the efficacy of sonification in educational 
contexts.  
Enhancement of museum exhibits and incorporation of 
sonifications into educational materials are the subjects of 
other pending grant applications, which will hopefully be the 
subjects of future publications at ICAD and in other related 
journals. 
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ABSTRACT 
Preliminary results from an on-going experiment exploring 
the localisation accuracy of a binaurally processed source 
displayed via a bone conduction headset are described. These 
results appear to point to decreased localisation accuracy in 
the horizontal plane when the vertical component is 
introduced. There also appears to be a significant 
compression in the area directly in front of the observer ± 15° 
in elevation from 0°. This suggests that participants tended to 
localise stimuli presented at elevations greater than and less 
than ± 30° within a 30° ‘window’ extending 15° vertically 
either above or below the horizontal plane defined by the 0° 
azimuth. The results gathered until now suggest that binaural 
spatialisation over a bone conduction headset can also 
reproduce the perception of an elevated source to an 
acceptable degree of accuracy.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Current forms of mobile spatial auditory displays almost all 
rely on delivery of sound through headphones or earphones. 
These mediums of sound delivery isolate the ears from the 
ambient acoustic environment [1]. Besides this, most spatial 
auditory displays are only capable of providing very basic 
information such as the arrival of a message, email etc. This is 
achieved by the use of basic tones or sounds. Inevitably, the 
user of such a display is forced to engage in a visual 
interaction with the mobile device in order to retrieve 
information he/she has been conveyed has arrived [2]. 
With the widespread availability of information ‘on-the-
go’, the need for spatial auditory displays has become greater. 
It is now necessary for mobile auditory displays to provide 
more than just alerts for incoming messages and emails. The 
mobile auditory display of the future must be seamlessly 
integrated into a wearable computing system capable of 
delivering useful and actionable information. For example, a 
wearable auditory display must not only inform a person of 
incoming message, but also be able to provide navigation 
information via a binaurally spatialised auditory beacon. Such 
functionality incorporated into an auditory display will be 
able to reduce the cognitive load that current visually 
demanding mobile displays exert on their users [2] [3]. 
In addition to the problem of too much information 
attempting to be displayed on ever shrinking screens of 
wearable interfaces, there also exist safety concerns. Mobile 
devices that constantly attempt to engage the visual faculty 
may end up being a distraction and divert the user’s attention 
away from the primary task. If that task is an attention critical 
one such as driving or navigation in hazardous environments, 
the risk posed to the user is great. The lack of attention to the 
primary task could prove to be fatal in either of these 
situations. While spatial auditory displays have been 
developed in response to the challenges posed by visually 
demanding displays, they suffer from the issue of sensory 
deprivation. Most spatial auditory displays involve the use of 
headphones or earphones to deliver auditory information to 
the user. The use of these mediums to deliver the sound 
isolates the user from the ambient acoustic environment by 
covering the ears or blocking the ear canals [1]. This isolation 
from the acoustic environment is undesirable, since a lot of 
our information about the environment outside of our visual 
field is gathered via the auditory faculty. There is a need to 
develop auditory displays that allow us to retain our natural 
acoustic perception of the surroundings while simultaneously 
being able to provide synthesized auditory cues for 
information presentation and retrieval. The bone conduction 
headset (BCH) makes for an ideal candidate for such an 
auditory display. Its relatively small size and the fact that it 
does not obstruct the pinnae or the ear canals are design 
aspects that work in its favour. 
We are currently carrying out an experiment as part of 
larger study to explore the feasibility of the BCH as an 
auditory display device. In the following sections we will 
cover the research that has been carried out in to the use of a 
BCH as auditory display device, the design and execution of 
our study and preliminary results from the study and what 
they appear to suggest about auditory perception over a BCH. 
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2. RELATED RESEARCH
While bone conduction technology has been around for a long 
time, it is only now gaining some ground, both in the research 
and commercial fields. There is relatively little known about 
auditory perception of binaurally spatialised sound sources 
over a BCH. With a few notable exceptions [1] [4] [5], there 
are few studies that have closely evaluated binaural 
spatialisation and localisation performance over a BCH. Our 
previous study has shown that binaural spatialisation over a 
BCH induces an acceptable level of externalisation and that 
localisation performance is within parameters acceptable for a 
such an auditory display [6]. 
Up until now research related to the use of the BCH has 
primarily been restricted to its use as a navigation aid for the 
visually challenged [1] [7]. Few researchers have explored the 
use of a BCH as part of an auditory display device for AR or 
VR environments [8] [9]. A large part of the existing 
literature also concentrates on the use of individualised 
HRTFs with BCH based reproduction [4] [10]. McDonald et 
al’s results [4] tend to suggest that the use of individualised 
HRTFs for BCH based reproduction is able to reproduce 
spatial resolution that is comparable to or better than that 
achieved over headphones. Studies with non-individualised 
HRTFs also have been shown to achieve good results [1] [5]. 
All this research suggests that the BCH has a great potential 
for being used as a spatial auditory display device as part of a 
wearable interface incorporating auditory and visual cues. 
The study in to the localisation performance achievable for 
binaurally presented sources over a BCH is an attempt to 
explore the limits of the device. Knowledge of the 
operational limits of the BCH will help with the design and 
development of an auditory display device that is capable of 
providing useful information to its user. 
3. METHOD
3.1. Apparatus 
An ecologically valid approach has been adopted for this 
study. We have chosen to use inexpensive ‘off the shelf’ 
hardware and software components that are representative of 
those used at the developers’ and consumers’ ends. The 
experiment was developed in and run using the Unity3D 
engine [11]. Binaural spatialisation was achieved using the 
3Deception [12] plugin for Unity. The binaural engine was 
selected after an exhaustive pilot study comparing three 
popular binaural engines available in the market at the time 
the experiment was conceived. For the BCH we have used the 
Aftershokz Sportz3 [13]. This combination of hardware and 
software is a step away from the traditional form virtual 
auditory display studies that incorporate the use of 
individualised HRTFs [4] [10] or non-individualised HRTFs 
(HRTF databases) [1] [5] [14]. 
The experiment was developed in the Unity3D 
environment.  Sources were created using the binaural engine 
and the ‘global listener’ of the engine was slaved to the main 
camera in Unity to render a first person perspective to the 
auditory events in the scene (see figure 1). Sound was 
delivered to the BCH via a Zoom UAC-2 audio interface. A 
Dell Inspiron Laptop (Windows 8, 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7) was 
used to run the study. The experiment was carried out in a 
sound proof booth that conformed to the HTML 2045, ISO 
8253 and ISO BS EN6189 standards. 
Figure 1: Experimental setup in Unity3D 
3.2. Stimuli and Calibration 
A single 1 second burst of pink noise (25 ms onset and offset 
time) was used. Pink noise was chosen since it has been 
shown that broadband stimulus is easier to localise than one 
with a restricted spectral range [1] [15] [16] [17]. Calibration 
of the headset was achieved by asking the participants to 
adjust the level on the BCH until they felt that it matched the 
level set on a loudspeaker placed 1m away. During the 
process participants were asked to look directly at the 
loudspeaker (PhonicEar AT578-S) and align their heads with 
it in a manner such that their ears were approximately at the 
same level as the loudspeaker (see figures 2 and 3). The level 
of the calibration source played over the loudspeaker was set 
to approximately 70 dBA measured at 1m from the speaker. 
The duration and level of the stimulus was chosen to 
represent that used by previous researchers [1] [15] [18]. 
Figure 2: Block diagram of experimental setup 
3.3. Participants 
We’ve had 6 participants (1 female, 5 males) between the 
ages of 19 and 29 (Mean: 23.3, SD: 3.3) take part in the 
experiment until now. All participants reported normal 
hearing. No audiometric screening was performed to check 
for normal hearing function. 
Figure 3: Participant wearing the bone conduction 
headset 
3.4. Procedure 
Participants were presented with a single one second burst of 
pink noise at elevation ranging from -45° to +45° in steps of 
 This work is licensed under Creative Commons 
Attribution – Non Commercial 4.0 International License.  
The full terms of the License are available at 
 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/ 
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15°. This resulted in a total of seven elevation angles. The 
vertical range within which the stimulus was spatialised was 
limited since pilot testing showed severe degradation in 
azimuth perception for vertical angles greater than ±45°. This 
is likely due to the fact that azimuth, like longitudes, are 
compressed as they approach the poles of the imaginary 
sphere surrounding the participants’ heads within which the 
source is spatialised. 
In the horizontal plane (azimuth), locations varied from 0° 
- 90° i.e. single quadrant size. Step sizes for the azimuth was
also 15° resulting in a total of 7 azimuth locations per
quadrant. Each elevation was reproduced twice for every
azimuth giving us a total of 14 trials per elevation. 98 trials
were conducted for every quadrant (14 trails/elevation x 7
azimuth) giving us a total of 392 trials per participants
encompassing a complete 360° range in the azimuthal plane.
Trials were divided in to three blocks consisting of a trial 
block not exceeding 5 minutes and 2 main blocks of trials 
separated by a 10 minute break. Participants were told to use 
the two response charts provided to localise the stimulus (see 
figure 4). There was no compulsion to look or point at the 
chart to give the response. Positions were to be called out 
using the signed angles protocol displayed on the response 
charts. This method of judgement estimation in localisation 
studies has been validated by previous studies [19] [20] [14] 
[15]. Participants were asked to face forward during the 
experiment, and try and keep their head in line with the 
loudspeaker used for calibration (see figure 3). This wasn’t 
strictly enforced though. No chin brace was employed either 
to keep the head in a fixed position. 
Figure 4: Response charts: azimuth (a) and elevation (b) 
Participants were also asked to rate externalization at the end 
of the experiment. These ratings were based on a method 
previously employed by Stanley [10] and Gardner [15] in 
their experiments. 
4. RESULTS
Several standard components of localisation such as angular 
deviation from the source, front-back confusions etc. were 
measured. The standard front-back and up-down division of 
the listening space around the user was applied. The division 
was based of the interaural axis passing through the ear (see 
figure 5). Participants displayed established phenomena of 
reversals in the azimuth and elevation (see figure 6). 
Approximately 82% of the trials in the front resulted in the 
stimulus being localised to the rear. For trials in which 
stimulus was presented to rear, only 4% of these were 
localised to the front. These results are similar to the ones 
demonstrated in [6], with the exception that the back-front 
reversals appear to be almost 10% lower in this study. 
Figure 5: Front-Back division of the auditory space. 
Line joining -90° and +90° is the interaural axis 
Up-down and down-up confusions were also observed 
during this experiment. Up-down confusions refer to the 
misrepresentation of a sound source as being below the 
interaural axis when it is in actuality above it (see figure 6). 
This is generally caused when an inaccurate representation of 
the sound source, particularly in the spectral domain, is 
rendered. This is generally known to occur with non-
individualised HRTFs. Down-up confusions can be looked up 
as phenomena that are exactly opposite of up-down 
confusions. In this study up-down confusions in the front, -
90° to +90°, were approximately 24%. At the rear this rate 
dropped to about 22%. Down-up confusions on the other hand 
were relatively low. In front they occurred in approximately 
5% of the trials for the front and 7% of the trials for the back. 
Figure 6: Confusions: Front-Back (a) Up-Down (b) 
Angular deviation in the horizontal plane appeared to 
suffer significantly in comparison with [6]. An average 
angular deviation from the target of 44.9° was observed for 
the front. That rose to 51.6° for the rear. These results though 
appear inflated due one participant who we consider a bad 
localiser. If this participant’s results are excluded, we get an 
average deviation of 38.9° for the front and 47° for the rear. 
In the vertical plane, an average error of 21° for front and 20° 
for the rear was observed. Angular deviation for the 
horizontal and vertical planes was calculated after resolving 
confusions. These preliminary results also appear to 
demonstrate a ‘compression’ for elevation estimations 
between -30° and +30°. A large number of trials across all 
elevations appear to consistently be localised within 15°, top 
and bottom, of the interaural axis. A more in-depth analysis 
also shows that early angular deviation results appear to be 
well correlated with those obtained by Wenzel et al. [14] for 
high and low elevation across the front, side and back for the 
headphone condition. Four off of the six participants reported 
externalization. Two of these four participants reported the 
stimulus to be located at a distance of 1m or more from the 
surface of the head. 
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5. DISCUSSION
While the results indicated here are just a preliminary 
evaluation of an on-going study, it seems that the addition of 
a vertical component appears to result in poorer localisation 
when compared to [6]. The ‘compression’ of the localisation 
within a relatively small area in front appears to be an 
interesting phenomenon, possibly driven by an evolutionary 
adaptation. The level of externalisation reported by 
participants though is encouraging. Based on these 
preliminary results we could possibly recommend that the 
element of height not be incorporated in to binaural 
spatialisation over a BCH. This is because the addition of a 
vertical component to a task which previously had only 
requested azimuth ratings appears to result in poorer 
measured localisation performance when compared to [6]. 
However, a full analysis of the results and comparisons with 
existing BCH and headphone studies needs to be carried out 
to judge the efficacy of the BCH in being able to reproduce a 
convincing percept of elevation. 
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ABSTRACT
When understood as a communication system, a musical work can
be interpreted as data existing within three domains. In this in-
terpretation an absolute domain is interposed as a communication
channel between two programatic domains that act respectively
as source and receiver. As a source, a programatic domain cre-
ates, evolves, organizes, and represents a musical work. When
acting as a receiver it re-constitutes acoustic signals into unique
auditory experience. The absolute domain transmits physical vi-
brations ranging from the stochastic structures of noise to the peri-
odic waveforms of organized sound. Analysis of acoustic signals
suggest recognition as a musical work requires signal periodicity
to exceed some minimum. A methodological framework that sat-
isfies recent definitions of sonification is outlined. This framework
is proposed to extend to musification through incorporation of data
features that represent more traditional elements of a musical work
such as melody, harmony, and rhythm.
1. INTRODUCTION
A conceptual framework is proposed for the organization and de-
scription of relationships between a musical work, digital data, and
sound. The framework encompasses and organises digital data and
acoustic signals that range from noise to musical sound. The goal
is to employ this framework to develop a methodology suited to
guide the creation and evolution of acoustic signals through soni-
fication to achieve musification.
To this end, acoustic signals, can be better understood by, (i)
modelling them as components of a communication system, and
(ii) quantitatively locating such signals within the compass of their
stochastic and periodic components. It is hypothesised that this is
best achieved by employing both basic measures of communica-
tion theory such as the efficiency or redundancy of signal compo-
nents and statistical features of the autocorrelation function of an
acoustic signal. In doing so, a methodology is identified whereby
any digital content or data stream can be evolved into acoustically
organized musical experiences.
Music has a long and complicated history of development in
the analog domain. However, its relationship to, development,
and analysis within the digital domain is now the focus of intense
study. This digital domain is a result of phenomenal advances in
computer and communications technology made possible by the
continued elaboration of integrated circuit processing technology.
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
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It is a technology that has increasingly replicated the functional-
ity of traditional analog devices, including the digital replication
of acoustic signal sources such as, for example, those of musical
instruments. The impact of communication theory on these devel-
opments has been immense [1].
Complex computer-based implementations of digital hard-
ware provide many advantages; programmability, flexibility, ad-
ditional product functionality such as analog to digital conversion
(and vice versa), short design cycles, and good immunity to both
noise and manufacturing process tolerances [2].
Such technological change has propelled development and re-
search in sonification [3, 4] and musification [5, 6, 7]. Sonification
was originally described as, the use of synthetic non-verbal au-
dio to support information processing activities [8]. Subsequently,
sonification has been employed to, (i) transform the inaudible into
the audible, (ii) employ audition to gain knowledge, and (iii) de-
velop listening techniques for scientific inquiry [9]. It has more
recently been defined as a technique that uses data as input and
generates sound signals, with the caveats that, (i) the sound reflects
objective properties or relations in input data, (ii) the transforma-
tion is systematic, (iii) the sonification is reproducible, and (iv) the
system can intentionally be used with different data [10].
Musification has been defined as the musical representation of
data [7]. It is designed to go beyond direct sonification and include
elements of tonality and the use of modal scales to create musical
auralizations. The resulting musical structures take advantage of
higher-level musical features such as polyphony and tonal modu-
lation in order to engage the listener [11].
More recently it has been proposed that full realization of the
potential of sonification must also include, “the craft and art of
music composition” [5]. It is in this sense that here threads of this
“second order of intervention” [5] are explored. The aim is to, (1)
introduce elements of a compositional framework and methodol-
ogy for the evolution of sonification into musification as a means
of artistic expression and (2) better understand powerful, poorly
defined, and still under-examined aspects of organized sound.
2. THEORY
Two propositions inform the framework developed here. (1) Mes-
sages within a communication system are transmitted through one
or more channels connecting a source to a receiver [1]. (2) A re-
ceived message exhibits two aspects, one is semantic (having a
universal logic, structured, articulable, translatable, and serving
the behaviorist conception of action preparation), the other esthetic
(untranslatable as there is no language available to translate it to, it
refers to the repertoire of knowledge associated with the particular
communication system) [12].
The framework is then evolved from the proposal that two ax-
iomatic and mutually exclusive domains together form the organi-
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zational foundation of a musical work (c.f. [13]). One domain is
internal, cognitively located, subjectively individual, and referred
to as programatic. The other is external, purely physical, collec-
tively objective, quantifiable, and referred to as absolute. This lat-
ter domain essentially involves nothing but a section of the theory
of the motions of elastic bodies [14].
The internal programatic domain is physiological and psycho-
logical. It comprises the totality of the abstract, conceptual as-
pects of a musical work, including its intellectual creation and
non-acoustic or symbolic representations, whether memorised or
physically recorded. Within this domain are found the responsi-
ble originating creative processes which are employed to gener-
ate, organise, produce, and subsequently interpret and re-fabricate
acoustic signals into a musical work. Due to the extreme scale and
complexity, thus difficulty, of investigating the processes involved,
little is currently understood about the details by which these func-
tions and behaviors are realized (see, for example [15]).
The programatic domain extends until physical vibration is
initiated in the external world. It is this acoustic signal which
forms the absolute component of a musical work. It originates as
the programmatic component is transferred into the absolute do-
main. The resultant waveform exists as a temporal sequence of
physical vibrations in the world. It ranges from one that: (a) Can
be resolved via Fourier’s theorem [16] into one or more sine waves
each exhibiting a single frequency, to an acoustic signal that is es-
sentially noise as it, (b) exhibits stochastic repetition in the absence
of correlation of amplitude or interval of succession [17]. In con-
trast with the programatic domain, much detail is known about the
physical aspects of the absolute domain (see, for example [18]).
In other words, as a musical sound an acoustic signal is pri-
marily comprised of a structured complex of periodic waveforms
that exhibit a non-zero autocorrelation function. It is in this gen-
eral sense that music may be thought of as organised sound (as
proposed by [19]). Alternatively, as noise, an acoustic signal is
primarily stochastic and exhibits an autocorrelation function which
approaches zero.
Described in this way, it is clear that absolute and programatic
components may be combined to form the complex acoustic signal
instantiantable within individual musical works. They originate
and exist within two individual and mutually exclusive domains,
each required for the complete existence, communication, and ex-
perience of a musical work.
Such an interpretation allows a musical work to be charac-
terised as a communication system (figure 1). In this view, a mu-
sical work is revealed as a triadic sequence. This sequence is, (A)
initiated as a cognitive creation which is then evolved and elabo-
rated as a programatic component within the programatic domain.
At some moment, this component is, (B) physically instantiated
and transmitted acoustically as the absolute component of a mu-
sical work within the absolute domain. This transmission may
subsequently be received, (C) to cognitively be reconstructed as
a programatic component within the programatic domain with the
potential to animate the experience and behavior of a listener.
Within this communication system, an information source,
here the cognitively generated programatic component of a mu-
sical work, is operated on by a transmitter; for example, human
cognitive neural activity may be converted into motor activity to
generate and transmit an acoustic signal either vocally or with the
aid of an instrument. This signal physically propagates as the ab-
solute component of a musical work to any receiver or human
listener. Successful reception of the acoustic signal leads to the
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Figure 1: Relationship between the components of a musical work.
A: The internally located programatic domain is the cognitive
source of the programatic component of a musical work. This
component is instantiated and released as an acoustic signal into
the world by the transmitter. B: The acoustic signal comprises
the absolute component of a musical work and propagates exter-
nally in the world until it either dissipates or is detected by a re-
ceiver. C. At the receiver, the absolute component is captured and
reconstructed along with any noise to form a novel programatic
component prior to reaching the cognitively located destination of
conscious perception. Note: A and C may be the same individual
or one or more nonbiological devices.
inverse operation done by the transmitter being performed on the
signal whereby the absolute component is cognitively re-fabricated
as a programatic component to exist and be experienced as a new
version of the original pretransmission programatic component.
It is further proposed that this communication system has in-
creasingly come to be located between two mutually exclusive
physical domains. (i) A continuous analog domain embedding the
objects of the physical world, including the human brain (or pro-
gramatic domain), and more recently, (ii) A discrete mechanical or
digital domain which originated with the development of commu-
nication technology.
The digital domain relies on the mathematical formalism of
communication theory [1]. This theory allows both analog and
digital signals to be characterized by measures of entropy and re-
dundancy. Accordingly, a stochastic signal exhibits the highest
possible entropy and thus the lowest redundancy. When digitized,
such a signal typically exhibits high variability in the record of its
sampled waveform. Alternatively, a periodic signal exhibits lower
entropy, thus higher redundancy, and the sampled waveform ex-
hibits lower variability.
Autocorrelation is a mathematical tool that can be employed
to find and quantify the extent of repeating patterns, particularly
the periodicity of a signal. It provides a measure of the similarity
between observations or digital samples as a function of the lag
between them. A quantitative estimate of signal periodicity (the
autocorrelation coefficient) can be obtained from the autocorrela-
tion function (the normalized autocovariance function [20]).
3. SONIFICATION
In the case of sonification, it is possible to base an organisational
framework for a musical work on reinterpretation of pre-existing
musically related ideas. Thus, for example, when considered as a
song or an ode, music has been claimed to consist of three parts–
the words, the melody, and the rhythm [21]. However, here the
claim is that the only component suited for direct translation by
sonification is that of the symbols of a data stream. Although,
melodic and rhythmic components might be extracted from a data
stream; for the purposes of sonification, it is hypothesised they are
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properly considered more abstract second order properties, as they
are not events in the same primary way that the numeric values
or symbols comprising a data stream are. It is for this reason that
melody and rhythm are considered likely more properly left to be
treated as components of musification.
3.1. Implementation
The framework and methodology proposed here are claimed to sat-
isfy the four formal requirements for sonification. For the given
example these are, (i) the objective data properties of sample re-
dundancy and pitch frequency, (ii) the systematic transformation
of data sequences to redundancy and pitch frequency, (iii) the re-
producibility introduced by a mathematical model, and (iv) the ap-
plicability of the methodology to alternative data sets. The primary
motivation for the approach is the aparent lack of general principle
suited to guide the sonification process.
While keeping the caveats with regard to periodicity and vari-
ability introduced above in mind, importantly, the method now
outlined may be generalized to convert and organise any digitized
content prior to evolving it to musification. Here, it is developed
for application to a symbol stream such as might be found in a file
containing digitized text.
The computational implementation proceeds in two steps. (1)
A series of partial redundancy values are mapped to a sequence of
pitch frequencies. (2) The derived pitch frequencies can then be
mapped back to refabricate the original sequence of symbols as a
sequence of sounds.
For this analytic approach the absolute component of a given
communication system (the data) is assumed to be constrained to
the scope of a clearly defined symbol set with ergodic properties.
If this is accepted, the mathematical formalism of communi-
cation theory defines the Shannon entropy (h) given in bits as
h =  
NX
i=1
pi log2(pi), (1)
where pi is the probability of the ith value in a data set comprised
of N unique values.
As entropy is an extensive quantity, a ‘normalized’ entropy
measure is employed to allow more meaningful comparison of dif-
ferent data sets. This measure, the redundancy (r), is calculated as
r = 1  h
H
, (2)
where H is the maximum or Hartley entropy [22] of the acoustic
signal, calculated as
H = log2(N). (3)
3.2. Letters and words
The partial entropy (hi) of each symbol is obtained from [23]
hi =  pi log2(pi), (4)
while the partial redundancy (ri) is determined by direct substitu-
tion of hi for h in [2].
Once calculated, the partial redundancy can be employed to
order, as required, the unique symbols within a data set.
In the case of data such as text, although not required, one
initial simplification is to assume that individual letters and words
are uncorrelated. Here, the letters of a text source can be directly
quantified from [1–3].
The probability of each of the letters forming an individual
word can be employed to calculate the partial entropy of a given
word from
hm =
nY
j=i
pj log2(pj), (5)
where j gives the letter number and n the number of letters in
the mth word in a list of unique source words. After substitution,
the word probabilities of the originating data set are re-normalized
prior to redundancy calculations via equations [1–3].
Alternatively, word probabilities can be obtained directly from
a list of source word frequencies obtained from the given data set.
For a sufficiently large sample the difference in the partial entropy
calculated for words, either from individual letters or for the words
them-self, indicates the extent to which letters within a given word
are correlated. This provides an estimate of the bias introduced if,
as a simplification, it is assumed that the letters forming a word are
uncorrelated.
Autocorrelation analysis employed the xcorr function in the
signal package of GNU Octave version 3.8.0-1 [24]. Raw au-
tocorrelation functions were normalized by the correlation at lag
zero using the coeff flag. The central peak of each scaled auto-
correlation function was removed and the amplitude of the largest
remaining positive peak was converted to a percentage and re-
ported.
3.2.1. Defining the digital pitch sequence
It is widely accepted that auditory perception extends from 20–
20,000Hz [18], although, for younger people, the auditory range
may extend from 16–25,000Hz [25]. Humans can sense vibrations
with a frequency as low as 2Hz, although a minimum of about
20Hz is required for perception of “tonality” [26]. Assuming the
amplitude is sufficient, lower frequencies are typically felt through
their vibratory effect, rather than heard.
The range of perceptually discriminable frequencies is less ex-
tensive than the range of detectable frequencies. Within the 16–
16,000Hz range (16.0 kHz–kilohertz) it has been estimated the hu-
man auditory system can distinguish about 1,200 [27] to 1,400 [28]
distinct pitch levels. Increasing the range to 20Hz–20 kHz has lit-
tle perceptual effect as only about 1,500 pitches may be discrimi-
nated [29].
For comparison with human audition, one of the largest fre-
quency ranges of any instrument–the piano–has 88 semitones
which range from 27.5Hz–4.185 kHz, while the reproduction of
orchestral music with subjectively perfect fidelity requires a fre-
quency range of 40Hz–15 kHz [30].
For the purposes of developing an absolute pitch sequence for
the digital domain, the human sensory capacity can be assumed
to extend from silence (by definition 0Hz) to vibrations with a
frequency of 16.384 kHz. For both convenience and simplicity, a
lower bound of 1Hz is chosen (more detail is given below). The
upper bound is chosen for several reasons. It is known that human
audition deteriorates with age by loss of higher frequencies. The
ability to discriminate frequencies is greatly reduced above about
15kHz, and an upper bound of 16.384 kHz can conveniently be
expressed as 214, where the exponent immediately gives the octave
count from 1Hz.
More technical reasons for the choice of upper bound include,
(1) positive powers of 2 are important in computer science–there
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Figure 2: Relationship between absolute and unitary pitch se-
quences. A: Absolute (black). Frequency profile for 6,601 pitch
numbers obtained when the absolute digital pitch is calculated
from silence (>0Hz) to 16.384 kHz. B: Unitary (black). Fre-
quency profile for 1,401 pitch numbers when the unitary digital
pitch is calculated from  1Hz. A, B: Classical (red). Frequency
profile for each of the 88 different pitches represented by the pi-
ano keyboard. It has been transposed to match the equivalent fre-
quency range of the associated digital pitch sequence. See text for
more details.
are 2n possible values for a n-bit binary register, (2) more im-
portantly, logb(n) bits are required to represent a variable that can
take one of n values if n is a power of b (when b = 2 the units of
Shannon entropy are commonly referred to as bits), (3) the log-
arithm of a probability distribution is useful as a measure of en-
tropy as it is additive for independent sources, and (4) such an
upper bound gives a range of 14 octaves which is similar to the
10 octaves obtained if a frequency range of 20Hz–20.48 kHz or
16Hz–16.38 kHz were to be assumed.
The foregoing considerations have led to the selection of fre-
quencies suited for fabrication of what is referred to as a digital
pitch sequence. Based on its starting frequency, this sequence may
be defined as either absolute (0Hz–16.384 kHz) or unitary (1Hz–
16.384 kHz).
The relation of these two pitch sequences to the classical pitch
sequence, as given by a tuned piano, is illustrated in figure 2. This
figure shows the extension of the classical range of pitch sequence
to the absolute (A) and unitary (B) pitch sequences.
The absolute pitch sequence illustrated in panel (A) shows that
almost 85% (84.9%) of frequencies are less than 16Hz. Alter-
natively, panel (B) illustrates that, for the unitary sequence, an in-
crease in the start of the sequence from 0Hz to 1Hz results in more
than 70% (71.4%) of the frequencies being greater than 16Hz.
3.2.2. Mapping redundancy to frequency
In the simplest case, once obtained, the firstm partial redundancy
values for either words or letters can be sorted into an ordered list
and mapped to the equivalent number of values obtained, as ap-
propriate, from either the absolute or unitary frequency ranges or,
more conventionally, the Classical pitch sequence of the piano key-
board. Alternatively, partial redundancy values could be mapped
to either the related notes of one or more instruments or to compu-
tationally fabricated timbres.
The second and final step in the methodology is to
complete the sonification process by mapping the partial
redundancy!frequency relations back into the sequential order of
the original data sequence.
4. MUSIFICATION
The methodological implementation of musification is concerned
with both the absolute and programatic components of a musical
work. In the development of absolute program music, the sound
content is structured by reference to communication theory. This
mathematical formalism is employed as a tool to assist with trans-
lation and organisation of the symbols of a digital data set into
organized musical sound.
4.1. Melody (and harmony)
A simple melodic component is automatically generated when
the symbols of a data sequence (here either letters or words) are
mapped to a given pitch sequence. A least two considerations
should be taken into account prior to performing this mapping.
The first is that frequencies of higher pitch are more difficult to
discriminate than frequencies of lower pitch. The second is that
the higher the redundancy of a symbol, the less information it com-
municates. Thus, to transparently increase human interpretability,
signals with a high rate or frequency should exhibit less variability
(higher redundancy) than signals with a low rate or frequency.
As a consequence, one musification option is to map the most
redundant symbols to the highest note pitches or frequencies and
vice versa. Although, as for the steps given above, many other
mappings might be employed.
An alternative approach is to generate a harmonic component
by forming a mapping between pitch and the letters within each
word. Here, the sequential partial redundancy values related to
individual letters can be mapped to a given pitch sequence. The
letters in each word can then provide the synchronous events that
comprise individual ‘chords,’ i.e. a chord is given by the letters
forming each successive word in a text stream.
An important step in moving from the sonification to the musi-
fication of a data stream is the addition of the relevant harmonic
series to each note. Further, the acoustic properties of a given note
can also be enhanced by the addition of a temporal envelope for
the frequency wave forms comprising that note (see for example
figure 3).
4.2. Rhythm
In the given example, the most direct source of rhythm is that of
the poetic meter of the words in the source text. This can be char-
acterized and applied to organise the rhythmic components of the
musification process. Alternatively, where there is no obvious met-
ric source, as might particularly be the case for non-linguistic data,
the intervals between repeated symbols provide one immediate op-
tion which could be employed to organize temporal patterns. The
modulation of these intervals can further be manipulated by the
introduction of temporal envelopes. The effect of such a modu-
lation is illustrated in figure 3 for a 1Hz sine wave. The addition
of an exponential temporal envelope reduces the effective dura-
tion of the sound from 7 s to about 4.5 s. It is noted that many
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Figure 3: A simple musification technique illustrated by the effect
of a temporal envelope on the magnitude and duration of a given
waveform. An exponential decay (dashed line) has been applied
to a sine wave (dotted line) with a frequency of 1Hz and duration
of 7 s. The resultant waveform is indicated (unbroken line). The
audible duration of the modulated sound is reduced from 7 s to
about 4.5 s when compared with the duration of the unmodulated
sine wave.
other forms of temporal envelope are available for the generation
and implementation of rhythmic control beyond the duration of the
raw unmodulated sound associated with sonification.
5. RESULTS
To characterize an acoustic signal, the redundancy and the auto-
correlation coefficient of each data set, as respective measures of
signal variability and signal periodicity, can be calculated and plot-
ted.
Figure 4 illustrates such a plot for a selection of data sets that
represent examples of different sounds and musical genres (see
symbol ⇥). As might be expected for a near uniform distribution
of white noise (a), the entropy is close to the Hartley entropy and
consequently the redundancy is vanishingly small (0.03%). In the
absence of the zero lag peak, the autocorrelation coefficient is also
everywhere near zero (largest value 0.011% at a random lag value
of 47.1 s).
Alternatively, a sine wave would be expected to exhibit a lower
entropy than white noise due to data clustering at similar values
near positive and negative peaks. Thus, a 440Hz sine wave ex-
hibits a redundancy of 34.7% while the autocorrelation coefficient
is near unity (g).
The remaining analyses of the musical works illustrated in
figure 4(b)–(f) form two groups linked by (e) a gregorian chant
(Kyrie Eleison). One of these groups consists of: (b) a mod-
ern electric trio (guitar, bass, and drums), (c) an aria from the
Magic Flute, and (e) the gregorian chant. These musical works ex-
hibit similar autocorrelation coefficients (respectively 23%, 23%,
21%) but are distinguished by their redundancies (respectively
12%, 14%, 20%). Almost orthogonal to this group is one con-
sisting of (d), (e), and (f). These data respectively comprise one
of the first works of musique concrete (Etude Aux Chemins De
Fer), the gregorian chant, and a minimalist work for piano and
violin (Spiegel Im Spiegel). These three musical works exhibit
Figure 4: Relationship between the redundancy and autocorrela-
tion coefficient of an acoustic signal. Symbol ⇥: (a) Stochastic
signal: White noise. Musical works, (b) “*****,*****”: Study
For Falling Apart, (c) Mozart: The Magic Flute, Act II, Der Ho¨lle
Rache, (d) Schaeffer: Etude Aux Chemins De Fer, from Cinq
E´tudes De Bruits, (e) Gregorian Chant: Kyrie Eleison, Benedictine
Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos, (f) Pa¨rt: Spiegel Im Spiegel.
(g) Periodic signal: 440Hz sine wave. Sonified text (+): (1) Clas-
sical pitch sequence, (2) Unitary pitch sequence, (3) Mono pitch
sequence (1 + 2). Musified text (•–examples of absolute program
music), (i) Unitary pitch sequence, (ii) Classical pitch sequence,
(iii) Mono pitch sequence (1 + 2). As the reported values for the
autocorrelation coefficient and the redundancy lie in the range 0–1,
they are given as percentages. See text for further details.
similar redundancies (respectively 19%, 20%, 21%) but are dis-
tinguished by their autocorrelation coefficients (respectively 9%,
20%, 52%).
For comparison with the foregoing results, figure 4 also pro-
vides results of an analysis of the sonification (+) and musification
(•) of a text (the song of Orpheus as reported in [31]). These data
(1–3 and i–iii, respectively) exhibit similar periodicity and redun-
dancy to the previously described musical works (a–g). Musifica-
tion has little effect on the periodicity data when it is sonified (1
c.f. i, 2 c.f. 2, 3 c.f. iii), but increases the redundancy of the signal,
particularly when the individual data sets for unitary and classical
pitch sequences are combined to form a single acoustic sequence
(see figure 4, 3 c.f. iii, and 1 c.f. i and 2 c.f. ii).
6. DISCUSSION
Initially, the idea of a musical work being an instantiation of a
communication system is developed. Consequently, a complete
musical work can be conceptualized as a triadic sequence com-
prised of a creatively fabricated programatic component, a physi-
cally propagated absolute component, and a consciously perceived
cognitive re-fabrication of the transmitted absolute component
that provides a subjectively unique programatic component for
each receiver or listener. These metaphorical descriptors (“pro-
gramatic” and “absolute”) are respectively chosen because cogni-
tively a sound may be associated with, for example, any one or
more colors, tastes, or emotions, whereas, in the external physical
world sound is always an absolute consequence of only one type
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of event, atmospheric vibration.
In the absolute domain of the communication channel, it is hy-
pothesised that an auditory signal can be partitioned by two quanti-
tative measures. One is the periodicity and the other the variability
of the acoustic waveforms. These may respectively be related to
the ‘semantic’ and the esthetic properties of a given signal, with the
type of source and the path taken by an acoustic signal determin-
ing the relative contribution made by each of these two measures.
Thus, the musicality of an acoustic signal may be determined by
the emergence of the organizational periodic or ‘semantic’ com-
ponent from the more anarchistic esthetic or stochastic component
(see [32]).
It is clear from this view, that the absolute and programatic
components must be appropriately independent and sequentially
arranged for a complete musical work to exist. Within the con-
text of the reported framework, the digital record of the acous-
tic signal of several musical works representing different genres
was analyzed by calculation of a redundancy measure of Shannon
communication theory and the statistically based autocorrelation
coefficient.
Results suggest that, with the exception of an acoustic signal
formed by a single sine wave, it is the quantification of autocorre-
lation or periodicity rather than the redundancy or variability of an
acoustic signal that better distinguishes between musical and non-
musical sound. It is predicted that an acoustic signal will likely
start to loose musical character as the autocorrelation coefficient
falls towards about 10% signal correlation or periodicity. This re-
sult suggests that in the absolute domain the organizing effect of
the periodicity of an acoustic signal may be more important than
its variability when a human listener is determining whether to in-
terpret a signal as musical sound rather than noise.
As noted above, the meaning of a received acoustic signal is
embedded in its cognitively located semantic and esthetic compo-
nents. A tick signal indicating radioactive particle decay such as
that provided by a Geiger counter is typically stochastic and usu-
ally distributed as a Poisson random variable. Within the frame-
work presented here, such a signal would in the normal course of
events be predicted to be classified as an esthetic phenomenon as
it refers to a repertoire of knowledge associated with the given in-
strument. However, as the sound source is (cognitively) known
to be from a particular instrument, the acoustic signal of the ticks
becomes predominantly determined by its semantic associations
rather than its esthetic nature. Thus, before reaching its cognitive
destination, the stoachastic signal is ascribed a meaning that be-
comes intuitively translatable into action–the greater the frequency
of ticks, the more dangerous the location. In this circumstance
there is likely little practical reason for cognitively reverting at-
tention to the stochastic esthetic component of the signal. As an
audibly sonified stochastic signal, it embodies little musicality, but
once the correct association is learned it can be cognitively elab-
orated into environmentally sourced meaning. This is in concor-
dance with a previous observation that aesthetic investigation of
the programatic domain must, above all, consider the beautiful ob-
ject, and not the perceiving subject [33].
Furthermore, it is notable that in the normal course of events, a
sound file containing a digitized acoustic signal of sufficient qual-
ity contains much of the information necessary to reconceptualize
the essential elements of the original auditory environment from
which the sound was obtained. Much of this environmental infor-
mation, including aspects of force, rate, and material, etc, is repre-
sented in a digital sound recording. The point being that humans
can refabricate significant aspects of the original acoustic environ-
ment from high quality digital recordings on the basis of innate
cortical scene-analyzing functionality [34]. When represented as
a time sequence of amplitudes, such complex three dimensional
acoustic data becomes directly amenable to quantification by stan-
dard analytic methods and measures such as those proposed here.
Importantly, it is hypothesised that for sonification tech-
niques to successfully create transparent and humanly inter-
pretable acoustic signals that are not mistaken for noise, these
signals should exhibit a minimal periodicity. Further, when some
such lower bound is exceeded, suitable acoustic elaboration of a
sound may provide a digital signal sufficient to support musifica-
tion. This is not to suggest that the current aim is to provide a
method that will prove one sonification is more effective than an-
other.
A principled approach to the development of a musical work
has also been presented. It implicitly provides a computation-
ally based metaphor and framework for modelling human creative
compositional processes. The approach originates in the recogni-
tion of what might be thought of as “objective historical markers,”
the penumbra of opinion surrounding the ideas of the absolute and
the programmatic in music. In particular, here an attempt has been
made to reconcile these two approaches to musical theory. On the
one hand, there is the nature of music, its place in the cosmos,
its physiological and psychological effects, and its proper use and
cultural value; whereas on the other hand, there is the systematic
description of materials and patterns of musical composition.
As expressed in the historical ideas of the absolute and progra-
matic interpretations of musical works, a proposal has been made
for a sonification methodology that satisfies various suggested re-
quirements. The methodology outlined here appears appropriate
for this end. It illuminates and enables the integrated development
of what might be referred to as a general sonification methodology.
It is an approach that provides a principled precursor for data musi-
fication and, putatively, the creation of what might be referred to
as absolute program music. Importantly, the obverse is not being
suggested, i.e. that musicality is necessary for effective sonifica-
tion. It is rather that, as mentioned in the Introduction, effective
sonification should in the first instance at least satisfy the require-
ment that it employs data as input and generates sound signals (but
see the four associated caveats [10]).
To continue along this line, keeping accepted definitions of
sonification in mind–at a technical level converting data to sound
to gain knowledge, while at a perceptual level developing listening
techniques for scientific enquiry–the approach endorsed here pro-
vides at least a principled methodology for further exploration of
cognitive function, and elaboration of design principles and pur-
pose, within a formal context or framework.
By initiating such a project at the level of basic nuances of
human auditory perception, it is hypothesised that the path to sev-
eral goals may be clarified. In particular, a more sophisticated un-
derstanding of (1) how human perception constrains sonification
design, and (2) identification of the consequent guidelines for the
creation of effective musification.
Finally, it is noted that it is only since the introduction and
widespread availability of sophisticated digital technology and
tools that a meaningful approach can be made towards more gen-
eralized models of the creative development of musical works
through sonification and musification. It is hoped aspects of what
is presented here will provide a preliminary contribution towards
that goal.
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ABSTRACT
The Interaural Time Difference is one of the primary localiza-
tion cues for 3D sound. However, due to differences in head and
ear anthropometry across the population, ITDs related to a sound
source at a given location around the head will differ from sub-
ject to subject. Furthermore, most individuals do not possess sym-
metrical traits between the left and right pinnae. This fact may
cause an angle-dependent ITD asymmetry between locations mir-
rored across the left and right hemispheres. This paper describes
an exploratory analysis performed on publicly available databases
of individually measured HRIRs. The analysis was first performed
separately for each dataset in order to explore the impact of dif-
ferent formats and measurement techniques, and then on pooled
sets of repositories, in order to obtain statistical information closer
to the population values. Asymmetry in ITDs was found to be
consistently more prominent in the rear-lateral angles (approxi-
mately between 90° and 130° azimuth) across all databases inves-
tigated, suggesting the presence of a sensitive region. A signifi-
cant difference between the peak asymmetry values and the aver-
age asymmetry across all angles was found on three out of four
examined datasets. These results were further explored by pooling
the datasets together, which revealed an asymmetry peak at 110°
that also showed significance. Moreover, it was found that within
the region of sensitivity the difference between specular ITDs ex-
ceeds the just noticeable difference values for perceptual discrim-
ination at all frequency bands. These findings validate the sta-
tistical presence of ITD asymmetry in public datasets of individ-
ual HRIRs and identify a significant, perceptually-relevant, region
of increased asymmetry. Details of these results are of interest
for HRIR modeling and personalization techniques, which should
consider implementing compensation for asymmetric ITDs when
aiming for perceptually accurate binaural displays. This work is
part of a larger study aimed at binaural-audio personalization and
user-characterization through non-invasive techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most crucial binaural cues in spatial sound is the Inter-
aural Time Difference (ITD). For a particular location in space,
an ITD describes the difference of time-of-arrival between the
two ears for a sound source’s direct path. ITDs are an impor-
tant factor in how the human brain localizes a sound source and
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Ð
Non Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License
are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
it is the primary binaural cue for low frequencies [1]. ITDs
are contained within measured Head-Related Impulse Responses
(HRIRs), which can be used to transfer the perceptual cues of a
sound source at some point in space about a listener’s head to any
mono sound file through time-domain convolution [2].
It is generally accepted that a users’ experience is significantly
improved by the use of individually measured HRIRs rather than
the HRIRs recorded on mannequin dummy heads [2]. Different
pinnae and head morphologies affect both ITD and spectral cues
individually for each user. Only listeners with a morphology close
to that of the mannequin will experience a satisfactory binaural
reproduction, while most listeners will experience a degraded
spatial auditory image.
Recently, many modeling techniques for parameterizing indi-
vidual HRTFs (the Fourier transformation of HRIRs) from pictures
and scans came to the attention of the sound engineering com-
munity [3] [4]. One such technique [5], generates a measure of
the user’s head size through a photographic technique and a sub-
sequent adaptation of a general HRIR subset by the insertion of
the user’s head-size related ITDs, calculated via a spherical head
model (first developed by [6]).
However, these models assume a symmetrical morphology
of the listener’s head and pinnae, implying symmetrical cues for
sound localization between the left and right sides of the horizon-
tal plane. This assumption of symmetry presumes an equal ITD
value for a source placed, for example, at an azimuthal location of
✓ =  30° and its respective mirrored-equivalent at ✓ = +30° in
the opposite hemisphere. In literature, there is an indication that
this assumption of symmetry does not always hold true [7], mo-
tivating the need for more exploratory studies aimed at analyzing
and assessing available spatial audio data in order to evaluate the
severity of asymmetric ITDs. While Zhong et al. [7] have ex-
plored the asymmetry of HRTFs, the scope of this paper will focus
on ITDs only.
Evidence of significantly asymmetrical ITDs would motivate
further exploration on the correlations between morphological
asymmetries and mirrored ITDs. An analysis of this relationship
could be of significant value to the future development and im-
provement of HRIR/HRTFs modeling techniques that could ad-
just or compensate modeled personalized HRIRs for a user with
asymmetric cues. At this stage, no perceptual test which could
validate the relevance of physical ITD asymmetries has yet been
performed, nonetheless the ITD differences between mirrored lo-
cations can be compared to established Just Noticeable Difference
(JND) values [8] for location discrimination. Specifically, the goal
of this paper is to explore whether ITDs in individual-HRIR public
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databases are statistically asymmetric and whether there is a pat-
tern in the asymmetry across angles in the horizontal plane. This
exploratory analysis is part of a bigger study by New York Uni-
versity’s Music and Research Laboratory (NYU-MARL), which
is focused on extracting personalized spatial audio cues through
non-invasive techniques.
2. DATABASES
For this analysis, publicly available databases of individual HRIRs
were collected. The datasets were chosen on the basis of their
frequent use within the field and their diversity in terms of sample
rate and measurement methodology. Four databases of individual
HRIRs measurements were found to be suitable for this analysis.
Due to the different characteristics and measurement methods of
the databases, it was decided that the analysis of ITD asymmetry
would be preformed separately and independently for each dataset.
The four selected datasets are: LISTEN [9], CIPIC [10], FIU [11]
and MARL [12].
2.1. LISTEN database
This database was recorded for the LISTEN project [9] initiated as
a collaboration between IRCAM and AKG. This set was recorded
on 51 subjects1 at 44.1 kHz sampling rate. The set consists of 187
locations per subject, measured at different azimuth resolutions for
10 respective elevation angles spaced at 15° from   =  45° to
+90°.
The advantage of this set lies in its measurement technique
which made use of a crane structure, to precisely move a loud-
speaker along a rig, and of a software-controlled rotating chair
with a headrest used to rotate the subject to the desired azimuth
degree. Using a single loudspeaker avoided the issue of having
to compensate for each loudspeaker position. In comparison with
other datasets in this list, the method used for LISTEN limited
the possibility of measurement errors caused by human misalign-
ments with the target angle, which would likely affect ITDs. Fur-
thermore, the microphone capsules used for recording allowed for
blocked-meatus conditions to prevent resonance of the ear-canal.
The drawback of the LISTEN database is the 44.1 kHz sam-
pling rate which gives a low temporal resolution for estimating the
magnitude of ITD asymmetry (distance between samples is 22µs
as opposed to 10µs in the 96 kHz case).
2.2. CIPIC database
The CIPIC database [10] was compiled and made publicly avail-
able by UC Davis. This set consists of 25 azimuth locations
recorded between -80° to +80° in azimuth and 50 different ele-
vations from -45° to +230.625° (steps of 5.625°), for a total of
1250 locations recorded per subject (45 subjects). HRTFs were
measured using Golay-code signals at 44.1 kHz, where the subject
seated in a 1m radius hoop aligned to the subject’s interaural axis.
Subjects were not constrained but were able to monitor their head
position.
One particularly interesting aspect of this measurement set is
the inclusion of a detailed collection of anthropometric data of
head and pinna morphology parameters which allows for the pos-
sibility of a future correlational study between ITD asymmetries
1“Subject 1034” was later removed from the set due to inconsistencies
in measurement data. So, 50 subjects were ultimately considered.
and anthropomorphic asymmetries. Pinna measurements were col-
lected on both sides of the head, providing useful information
about morphological asymmetries within subjects’ ear character-
istics. However, the CIPIC dataset was constructed using a non-
optimal sample rate (44.1 kHz) for a high-precision detection of
onsets.
2.3. FIU database
The Florida International University DSP Lab measured the in-
dividual HRTFs of 15 different subjects2 at 12 azimuth locations
(30° spacing) and 6 elevations [11]. Recordings were conducted at
96 kHz and were accompanied by anthropometric data measured
via a 3D scan of the pinnae. The set includes measurements for 6
different elevations spaced at 18° apart from  36° to 54°. The
measurements were conducted using the HeadZap system from
AuSIM 3D using Golay-Code. The recording methodology relied
on a rotating chair and a laser pointer to align the subject, and is
thus not fully reliable as tiny head movements between measure-
ments might give rise to ITD asymmetries. It was found that one
of the angle mirrored pairs (±150°) had to be dropped due to prob-
lems in the set composition where the HRIR data from 150° was
identical to that at +150°.
2.4. MARL database
The last database to be analyzed was the NYU MARL (Music and
Audio Research Lab) dataset collected by Andreopolou et al. [12]
in 2013 and formatted to the MARL repository standard described
in [13]. Four participating subjects had their personal HRTFs mea-
sured ten times each using different alignment methods (rotating
stool with laser pointer or magnetic tracker) at a 48 kHz sampling
rate. The MARL dataset thus allows for the study of HRTF fea-
ture variability across measurements. HRTFs were measured with
a resolution of 10° azimuth and 15° elevation angles (going from
-30° to +30° of elevation) for a total of 180 filter pairs per set.
40 sets (10 sets per 4 subjects) were collected — reduced to 32
after removal of corrupted sets. HRTFs were recorded with differ-
ent techniques across repeated measurements using Golay Code,
Maximum Length Sequences, and sine sweep signals.
In this paper, each repeated measurement on the same subject
was treated as if it were a different independent subject, thus pool-
ing together different measurement techniques within the dataset.
The shortcomings of this dataset for our purposes are due to the
low-precision of the alignment techniques and non-uniformity of
the measurement method. These factors make it hard to discern
between the presence of asymmetry in ITD and simple misalign-
ments due to head movements during recording. These key as-
pects make MARL a very different dataset that has to be inter-
preted more carefully than the rest. The actual number of subjects
is low, so a low variance of asymmetry is expected. However, it
is interesting to explore how the non-uniformity of techniques will
impact measurement error and therefore the results.
3. ANTHROPOMETRIC ASYMMETRY
Table 1 illustrates a pre-analysis exploration on the symmetry of
individuals’ anthropometric data included in the CIPIC database
for a sample of their measured subjects. The provided data [10]
includes a variety of pinnae measurements for both the left and
2Later reduced to 14 due to a formatting problem
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Anthropometric Feature Mean  
Cavum Concha Height (cm) 0.1213 0.1077
Cymba Concha Height (cm) 0.0910 0.0642
Cavum Concha Width (cm) 0.1357 0.0883
Fossa Height (cm) 0.1551 0.1421
Pinna Height (cm) 0.3207 0.2737
Pinna Width (cm) 0.1613 0.1251
Intertragal Incisure Width (cm) 0.0715 0.0551
Cavum Concha Depth (cm) 0.1295 0.1152
Pinna Rotation Angle (deg°) 0.0957 0.0415
Pinna Flare Angle (deg°) 0.0813 0.0638
Table 1: Mean and Standard deviation of the left-right difference
of pinnae features measurements for 37 subjects in CIPIC
the right hemisphere. The table reports the values of the average
feature difference between the left and right ear measure across
subjects, and the standard deviation of these differences. The most
varied feature across subjects is the “Pinna Height”, with an aver-
age difference of 0.3207 cm. The presence of these morphological
asymmetries supports the hypothesis that ITDs will also be asym-
metrical.
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
All of the available data was analyzed to produce a series of plots
intended to illustrate the presence and severity of asymmetry spe-
cific to ITDs. Due to the mismatch in angle resolutions, sample
rate, and reliability of measurement techniques, the first-stage of
the analysis did not pool the data but was rather conducted sep-
arately for each database. Each set is therefore analyzed in its
own context, allowing us to observe whether different measure-
ment methods yield different results.
In the context of this document, the ITD was calculated as
a measure in samples (then translated into seconds) between
the two points of maximum time-domain cross-correlation,
between the left and right ear HRIR signals. For consistency, the
ITD cross-correlation calculation function was applied to each
database, including those who already provided ITD data. This
was not possible, however, for the FIU database, as the HRIR
measurements were only available in a minimum phase format —
therefore the provided ITD values were used. To account for clear
measurement errors, a pre-analysis inspection of the data led to
the discarding of strong outlier measurements that could affect the
results.
The ITD symmetry for every subject was calculated as the ab-
solute value of the difference of ITD magnitude with that of their
respective mirrored counterpart. A difference of 0 would indicate
complete symmetry between hemispheres, while a higher absolute
difference would point to a higher level of asymmetry. The values
were averaged across each set of N subjects for every available
angle ✓ 2 [0; 180] within each dataset:
S¯(✓) =
1
N
X
n2N
||ITDn(✓)|  |ITDn(360°  ✓)|| (1)
The mean and standard deviation of the absolute asymmetry
across subjects was measured for those angles on the horizontal
plane that possessed an ITD value at both hemispheres. Thus, the
0° and 180° angles were excluded from the analysis as they lack a
mirrored correspondent across hemispheres.
DATASET N ✓P S¯(✓P ) S¯0
LISTEN (a) 50 105° 84µs 51µs
CIPIC (b) 45 115° 119µs 49µs
FIU (c) 14 120° 72µs 32µs
MARL (d) 31 (4) 150 ° 47µs 35µs
D1 (a+b+d) 126 110° 80µs 45µs
D2 (a+b) 95 110° 94µs 49µs
Table 2: Peak ITD asymmetry values, peak positions across exam-
ined databases and non peak curve averages
DATASET df t p
LISTEN (a) 49 3.91 1.6e-04
CIPIC (b) 44 3.90 3e-03
FIU (c) 13 3.27 1.4e-04
MARL (d) 30 1.51 0.07
D1 (a+b+d) 125 4.46 8.9e-06
D2 (a+b) 94 4.70 4.4e-06
Table 3: One-tail t-test results. Three out of four datasets (in bold-
face) showed significance at 95% confidence level.
The plots in Figure 1 illustrate the average ITD difference
across subjects between the left and right hemispheres on the hor-
izontal plane (0 ° elevation) for each dataset. Error bars show the
95% confidence interval boundaries for each angle. In Table 2, the
peaks of the ITD average curves are reported to the nearest mi-
crosecond, along with the associated azimuth angles. Ignoring the
MARL set, once notices the proximity of the peak azimuths placed
around 110° ± 10°. In the case of MARL, no clear peaks can be
identified and the curve looks somewhat flatter.
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Figure 1: Average ITD symmetry and standard deviation across subjects for the available datasets calculated using (1). The azimuthal
resolution depended on the set. All the ITDs were taken at zero elevation.
In Figure 2, we notice a region of higher ITD asymmetry mag-
nitude. For three out of the four examined databases, this region
ranges roughly in the lower bound around 90° and 130° in the up-
per bound. Unfortunately, the precision of this statement is un-
dermined by the absence of coherent resolution and sample rates
between databases, though the general shape of the asymmetry
curves across databases is similar (Figure 2).
The presence of this region motivates further exploration into
whether HRIRs at certain angles are more sensitive to morphologi-
cal asymmetries than others. To inspect this hypothesis, one-tailed
t-tests between the ITD symmetry values at the peak azimuth
✓P for each subject, and the curve’s average asymmetry value
excluding the peak S¯0, were conducted for each set (details in
Table 2). The results of this test highlight whether the asymmetry
at the peak is significantly higher than the asymmetry at the rest
of the angles, with significant difference show for three of the sets
at 95% confidence (p < .05) (Table 3).
From Figure 2 we also note a consistent minimum ITD asym-
metry at 90° azimuth indicating a possible interaction with the an-
gle of incidence.
4.1. Data Pooling
After observing the results for each database, the data was pooled
in order to extract ITD asymmetries representative of the entire
sample population and increase confidence in the results obtained
thus far. The calculated ITDs for the databases were linearly inter-
polated to the whole 360° horizontal plane. The FIU set was ex-
cluded due to excessively missing data. Since the MARL dataset
consists of repeated measurements for four subjects and its mea-
surement techniques are less reliable from CIPIC and LISTEN,
two versions of data-pooling sets were created, one with MARL
(D1, N = 126) and one without MARL (D2, N = 95). 3
Results in Figure 3 show that, regardless of the inclusion of the
MARL set, the asymmetry peak is centered at 110°. In both cases,
the t-tests values shown in Table 2 show a significant difference
(95% confidence level) of the peak region’s asymmetry against all
other values.
3ITD angle-alignment based on Left-Right contours was considered
to correct for misalignment, however that would have meant to assume a
spherical head model. Preliminary tests showed that the asymmetry mag-
nitudes were not reduced by the alignment, on the contrary they increased.
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Figure 2: Close-up superposition of all mean ITD asymmetry curves across 60° and 150°. An identified region of sensitivity spans between
90° and 130°
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Figure 3: Average asymmetry across the horizontal plane for pooled datasets D1 (CIPIC + LISTEN + MARL) and D2 (CIPIC + LISTEN).
The dotted lines represent the sensitivity region
4.2. Summarization Table
Table 4 illustrates an attempt to summarize and characterize the
nature of the ITD asymmetry curve of each database and parame-
terize its distribution across the horizontal plane. The table shows
values approximated to the nearest microsecond for the grand
mean, standard error, skewness and kurtosis. The standard error
for the FIU database is much greater due to the smaller number of
subjects. Table 4 provides a quick reference of the severity of the
asymmetry in all databases. The skewness value describes the off-
set of the sensitivity region, while the kurtosis indicates its width.
5. DISCUSSION
The previous section identifies a “region of sensitivity” located be-
tween 90° and 130° azimuth, whose presence is validated by the
fact that all datasets showing a significant difference between the
peak asymmetry values and the average asymmetry values find
their peaks located within 15°. The MARL dataset is the only
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Dataset N Mean Median SE Skewness Kurtosis
LISTEN (a) 50 54µs 50µs 1.8µs 1.43 3.756
CIPIC (b) 45 52µs 49µs 2.6µs 2.524 11.087
FIU (c) 14 42µs 39µs 6.3µs 0.341 N/A
MARL (d) 31 36µs 37µs 1.5µs -0.946 3.142
D1 (a+b) 126 46µs 45µs 1µs 0.407 4.754
D2 (a+b+d) 95 49µs 47µs 1.3µs 1.032 5.395
Table 4: Summarization of symmetry curves in each database
dataset showing non-significant results, but is less suited to explore
population asymmetry parameters due to its focus on a small num-
ber of subjects. It is, however, rather suited for exploring asymme-
try caused by measurement error. The four MARL subjects dis-
play more symmetric features on average, though no morpholog-
ical data is provided to verify this. The lack of strong asymmetry
peaks in MARL may result from the small pool of subjects, and
seems to be independent of measurement method.
indicate that measurement errors are not the cause for the
strong asymmetries in the other datasets. We therefore hypothesize
that the asymmetry observed in the three other sets is independent
of the measurement technique.
One reason to keep the datasets separate was to observe
whether different measurement techniques have an impact on the
magnitude of ITD asymmetry. The pooled data looked for more
general statistics regarding average asymmetries and the sensitiv-
ity region that would approach a representative population curve.
As depicted in Figure 3, a significant peak occurs at ✓ = ±110°,
which can be regarded as the point of maximum asymmetry in the
azimuth plane — observed within the proposed region of sensitiv-
ity. For D1 (MARL set included), the average asymmetry was
about 45µs and the peak asymmetry 80µs. Excluding MARL
(D2) the average asymmetry was 47µs and the peak asymmetry
94µs. T-tests for both cases showed significant difference between
peak and average asymmetry (p < .05). The inclusion of the
MARL database did not have a significant impact on the results.
Is the magnitude of the ITD asymmetry large enough to cause
perceptual asymmetry? Per Klumpp and Eady [8], the ITD’s
JND is highly frequency-dependent. The study found that for a
1 kHz pure tone the JND was on average about 11µs, but for a
90 Hz tone the JND increased to 75µs, while for band-limited
random noise the average JND drops to 9µs. As depicted
in Figure 3, the peak values of the average ITD asymmetry
range between 80   94µs, exceeding the JND values for all
frequency bands. Therefore, the localization error between two
mirrored locations is significantly more noticeable in the region
of sensitivity. Figures 1 (a) and (b) both present peaks higher
than most JNDs. The asymmetry results of Figure 1 (c), and the
t-test results are less reliable due to the low number of subjects
(14) and error-prone methodology, but nevertheless the curve
is indicative of a similar range of sensitivity between 90° and 130°.
These results are useful for guiding the study of the influence
of head and ear morphologies on sound perception. Since the peak
asymmetries were found on the rear-lateral angles, it is possible
to hypothesize that asymmetrical pinnae might interfere with the
direct path of the sound source to the timpanus. A likely factor
is illustrated in Table 1 which depicts the Pinna Height as the
most asymmetric anthropometric feature in the pool of subjects
of CIPIC.
From an engineering perspective, the impact of these findings
relates to the trade-off between the complexity and accuracy of a
binaural audio reproduction system. For the angles within the sen-
sitivity range, the localization accuracy of a listener is likely to
degrade if the system uses standardized non-individual HRIRs or
symmetrical-head models for personalization. Depending on the
application, localization accuracy might be more or less important
for the correct delivery of the intended user experience. Applica-
tions aimed for entertainment, such as music or movie reproduc-
tion, are unlikely to necessitate precise localization and may prefer
a simpler processing environment which assumes a spherical head
model. If, instead, localization accuracy is key (i.e. binaural nav-
igation systems or pyschoacoustics studies), then ITD asymmetry
compensation should be considered.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This study used a number of publicly available personalized HRIR
databases to investigate the presence and severity of asymmetric
ITD measurement data between the left and right hemisphere on
the horizontal plane. A consistent azimuth region of higher sensi-
tivity, approximately between±90° to±130°, was identified in all
datasets. T-tests confirmed that the asymmetry in the region’s peak
is significantly different than the average asymmetry at all other
angles for three out of four datasets. These results were further
explored by merging the datasets in interpolated pooled reposito-
ries, which identified a general ITD peak asymmetry at 110°, also
significantly different than the average asymmetry.
From a perceptual standpoint, the asymmetry peaks in set D1
and D2, which range from 80µsto94µs, are higher than the ITD
JND thresholds found in [8]. At least for the examined datasets,
the peak asymmetries in the sensitivity region are likely to be se-
vere enough to be noticeable at all frequencies.
These findings validate the statistical presence of perceptually-
noticeable asymmetric ITDs in individually measured subjects.
The likely causes of ITD asymmetries are the anthropometric
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asymmetries of the head and ears which lead to morphological
differences across hemispheres. These results are of interest for
HRIR personalization and modeling techniques that aim for ac-
curate localization, especially if making use of the same public
repositories utilized for this study.
6.1. Further Work
An immediately apparent next step would expand this analysis
to more datasets. It would also be interesting to further explore
the role of other variables, such as elevation and measurement
technique, in ITD asymmetry. However, the lack of a common
format in the used databases created a non-ideal situation where
low angle-resolutions made it harder to precisely refine the
location of the asymmetry peaks, having to resort to interpolation
for missing angles. Moreover, low sampling rates are an obstacle
to precise ITD values. It is hoped that in the future more public
datasets will adhere to a defined standard such as the SOFA
conventions [14], developed as HRTF data exchange format and
able to make this type of analysis easily implementable.
Further analysis on the morphological characteristics that
give rise to the ITD asymmetry could highlight a possible role
of the outer ear pinnae in modifying the direct path from the
source to the ear canal. In the context of binaural personalization,
there is motivation to establish an exact relationship between
anthropometry and sound perception. It would be interesting to
run a regression test and look for correlations between physical
ITD asymmetry and morphological asymmetry for a pool of
subjects representative of the general population, perhaps starting
with Pinnae Height (Table 1). Binaural audio models could then
improve the listening experience by implementing an additional
layer of signal compensation based on the observed anthropo-
metric parameters. For example, if the asymmetry found in the
HRIR measurements were to be correlated to morphological
asymmetries, the mismatch between hemispheres could be easily
parameterized and accounted for by using a more comprehensive
individualization technique (i.e. photographic information), using
only the identified relevant features. This type of study is currently
a challenge due to the limited availability of morphological data
across public datasets.
As a final note, the importance of these results has to be
assessed in light of the fact that physical asymmetry may not
coincide with perceptual asymmetry of spatial sound. In fact,
perceptual compensation via neural internal-delay has been previ-
ously hypothesized [15] [16]. Formal listening tests are required
in order to confirm the indications given by the JND values and
to inspect if there is a direct correlation between physical and
perceptual asymmetries.
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ABSTRACT 
As broadcasting environments change rapidly to digital, user 
requirements for next-generation services that surpass the 
current HDTV service quality become more demanding. The 
next-generation of broadcasting services will change from 
HD to UHD and from 5.1 channel audio to more than 10 
audio channels, including a height channel for a high quality 
realistic broadcasting service. In accordance with the 
estimated trends of future broadcasting services, we propose 
a 10.2 channel audio format for a Korean UHDTV 
broadcasting service. It can create almost similar spatial 
sound images as 22.2 channel audio with half the number of 
speakers. In this paper, we propose a 10.2 channel audio 
acquisition system for the creation of UHDTV content, and 
measurements and preliminary evaluation are carried out to 
determine whether the performance is acceptable for 
broadcasting. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Most advanced countries have completely changed their 
broadcasting services from analog to digital. Other countries 
are also preparing digital broadcasting services due to its 
transmission channel efficiency. In particular, ultra-high 
definition (UHD) video services have been launching for 
cinema and broadcasting areas since 2014. Immersive audio 
services are also required to provide spatial synchronization 
with a widened video display above 100 inches for a UHD 
video service. Additionally, both horizontal and vertical 
sound expression are necessary to provide spatial 
envelopment for a reasonably immersive audio service. 
Usually, many reports have insisted that an audio format with 
more than 10 channels is acceptable for immersive sound 
representation [1–4]. 
ETRI proposed 10.2 channel audio as an immersive 
sound format for a UHDTV broadcasting service in Korea in 
2011 [5]. This format consists of seven channels of 
horizontal loud-speakers, three channels of ceiling loud-
speakers, and two woofers. The seven-channel horizontal 
loud-speaker layout is the same as the Dolby/DTS 7.1 
channel format for cinema. 
This paper describes a 10-channel spherical microphone 
that can be used to record a 10.2 channel audio signal for 
broadcasting. First, section 2 illustrates a 10.2 channel format 
for UHDTV in Korea. Section 3 depicts the design and 
implementation of a 10-channel microphone system and 
section 4 describes characteristics of the implemented 10-
channel microphone; finally, section 5 makes a conclusion 
about future work for further plans regarding evaluations and 
verifications. 
2. 10.2 CHANNEL FORMAT FOR UHDTV
2.1. Layout of 10.2 channel audio format 
The ideal layout of a 10.2 channel audio format as a beyond 
5.1 channel realistic sound representation for UHDTV is 
depicted in Figure 1. The 10.2 channel audio format contains 
three channels of horizontal front loudspeakers, two side 
surround loudspeakers, two back surround loudspeakers, 
three ceiling loudspeakers, and two Low Frequency Effect 
(LFE) channels. 
The horizontal front and side surround loudspeakers are 
compatible with a 5.1 channel loudspeakers setup, and the 
back surround loudspeakers are compatible with Dolby/DTS 
7.1 channel loudspeakers for cinema sound. These two 
channels of back surround loudspeakers are important for 
reducing front–back confusion, the phenomenon in which 
listeners confuse whether a sound source is in front or behind 
them, because the Inter-aural Time Difference (ITD) and 
Inter-aural Level Difference (ILD) are similar. 
An additional two front ceiling channels are located in 
the upper position of the screen at the adjacent direction of 
horizontal front left and right loudspeakers. These channels 
can represent ceiling sounds such as airplanes, lightning, etc. 
Another ceiling channel is located at a very high position 
relative to the listeners head or somewhat behind that. To 
support compatibility with a NHK 22.2 channel sound 
system and the establishment of a ceiling loudspeaker in a 
common listening room, it is recommended that the back 
ceiling loudspeaker is located between the vertical 90° and 
135° position from the listener. 
The LFE channels are two channels at the adjacent 
position of front left and right loudspeakers, and provide a 
flatter front sound image. Usually, these two channels have 
the same signal to provide powerful effect sounds for cinema, 
but a 90° phase shift from each other provides the 
envelopment of low frequency sounds for music reproduction. 
Figure 1: 10.2 channel loudspeaker layout. 
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2.2. Sound localization performance of 10.2 channel 
We compared the 5.1 and 22.2 channel format through 
objective and subjective evaluation methods to evaluate the 
sound localization performance of the 10.2 channel audio 
format [6]. The objective sound localization method used in 
this paper is the Auditory Process Model (APM) by M. Park 
[7]. And evaluation test results are followed in subsections. 
2.2.1. Objective test 
APM is a mathematical model of a human’s three-
dimensional sound perception process that consists of a 
peripheral process to simulate neural transduction, a binaural 
process to simulate ITD, ILD characteristics, and central 
processes to determine sound localization. In these processes, 
APM can get similar results to subjective sound localization 
tests. 
The objective horizontal sound localization performance 
of the right side of a 10.2 channel system was calculated 
using APM, and those of 5.1 and 22.2 channel systems were 
also calculated for comparison. The layouts of the 
loudspeakers of the 5.1, 10.2, and 22.2 channel formats 
under test were depicted in Figure 2.  
Figure 2: The loudspeaker layouts for tests. 
The side-right surround loudspeaker of the 5.1 channel 
format is located at 110° from the center channel position. 
The subset of 22.2 channel loudspeakers are also used in the 
10.2 channel format, because the 10.2 and 22.2 channel 
formats are compatible in the loudspeaker position. Sound 
source are localized by panning with adjacent loudspeaker 
pairs to obtain the APM parameters for every direction on the 
right side of the listener. Then, a test signal is reproduced and 
APM was calculated with stereo signals that were acquired at 
the sweet spot. 
Figure 3 shows the results of APM for the horizontal 
right side channels of 5.1(a), 22.2(b), and 10.2(c) channels. 
In the graph of Figure 3, the horizontal axis represents the 
reproduced sound image and the vertical axis represents the 
sound image calculated by APM. Therefore, the sound 
localization performance is better when the curve is more 
coincident with the diagonal line. In Figure 3(a), the 5.1 
channel system has degraded the sound localization 
performance for 30–110° of the side surround and 110–180° 
of the back surround. 
In Figure 3(b), the 22.2 channel audio system shows very 
good sound localization performance because it uses enough 
loudspeakers for the horizontal surround sound image. 
Compare Figure 3(c) to 3(a) and 3(b); the 10.2 channel 
audio system shows reasonable sound localization 
performance, meaning that the 10.2 channel audio system has 
better sound localization than the 5.1 channel audio system. 
However, the 10.2 channel audio system has a somewhat 
poorer sound localization performance than the 22.2 channel 
audio system, but a quite stable sound localization 
performance was obtained compared to the 5.1 channel audio 
system. 
(a) 5.1 channel
(b) 22.2 channel
(c) 10.2 channel
Figure 3: Compare of sound localization by APM 
2.2.2. Subjective test 
Subjective testing with a 22.2 channel audio system was also 
conducted to confirm the sound localization performance of 
the 10.2 channel audio system. A 22.2 channel audio system 
was installed in the listening room, and the 10.2 channel 
audio system was implemented as a subset of the 22.2 
channel audio system. 
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The subjects used for this listening test are nine spatial 
audio experts and three non-experts. In the test, the subjects 
heard several localized sound sources rendered by the 10.2 
and 22.2 channel audio systems. 
Table 1: Direction of stimuli for sound localization test. 
Elevation Angle (°) Azimuth Angle (°) 
A 70 330 
B 90 15 
C 80 80 
D 60 260 
E 70 165 
Five stimuli of directional sounds for sound localization 
tests are defined in Table 1. Each sound source was rendered 
using the Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) method 
designed by V. Pulkki [8]. The subjects evaluated the sound 
localization performance of the 10.2 and 22.2 channel audio 
systems by listening to the submitted sound sources and 
pointing in the perceived sound direction with a laser pointer. 
Figure 4 shows the subjective test results for the sound 
localization performance of the 10.2 and 22.2 channel audio 
systems. The 22.2 channel audio system had a 7.8° average 
difference for the perceived sound position, and the 10.2 
channel audio system had a 10.6° average difference for the 
sound position. This 2.8° difference is an angle at which 
humans cannot usually perceive a difference in direction with 
their auditory system. Therefore, the results show that the 
sound localization performance of the 10.2 channel audio 
system is not degraded compared to that of the 22.2 channel 
audio system. 
Figure 4: Subjective sound localization test results for the 
10.2 and 22.2 channel audio systems. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF A 10.2 CHANNEL
MICROPHONE 
The microphone units used in 10.2 channel microphone 
systems are cardioid directional microphones (Beyerdynamic 
MC930). The microphone unit has very plat frequency 
response, as shown in Figure 5(a), and has a stable directivity 
pattern for a wide frequency range, as shown in Figure 5(b). 
(a) Frequency response
(b) Directivity patterns
Figure 5: Characteristics of the MC-930 (Beyerdynamic). 
A 10-channel one point spherical microphone set was 
designed, as shown in Figure 6. The actual shape of the 
implemented microphone system is shown in Figure 7. The 
diameter of the microphone system is designed at about 55 
cm, providing sufficient inter-channel signal separation while 
still being easy to carry. 
Each microphone holder is a floating type for shock-and-
vibration-free recording, with elastic string nets. The front 
left and right microphones have a wider angle of 37.5° from 
the center microphone for a lower correlation. In addition, 
the LFE channel can be generated by additional post-
processing filtering and mixing. 
(a) Lower channels layout (b) Height channels layout
(c) Vertical section view
Figure 6: Diagram for the 10-channel microphone array. 
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Figure 7: Picture of an implemented 10-channel microphone. 
4. MEASUREMENTS AND FIELD RECORDING
FOR LISTENING 
4.1. Measurements of directivity characteristics 
The directivity of the implemented microphone system was 
measured in the listening room by the frontal sound source. 
Because the 10-channel microphone system has a symmetric 
shape for microphone directions, only the left side 
microphones were measured. Figure 8(a) shows the relative 
frequency responses for the frontal sound stimulus of white 
noise. The front center channel has the highest gain for 
almost all of the frequency range, and about 3 dB of the 
relative higher gain with front left channel. 
front center
front left
side left
back left
height left
height center
(a) Relative frequency response (b) Directional gain
Figure 8: Directivity characteristics of the left half-sphere of 
the 10-channel microphones for a frontal sound source. 
Figure 8(b) shows the directional gains for several typical 
frequencies. These directional gains represent the directivity 
characteristics of a 10-channel microphone system. The 
measurement results show that the implemented microphone 
system has very stable directivity characteristics throughout 
the whole frequency range. 
4.2. Field recording and listening 
Field recording was conducted using a 10-channel 
microphone system in the Korean traditional music hall 
(Figure 9(a)) and concert hall (Figure 9(b)). The Korean 
traditional music hall is an almost rectangular shaped room 
and has a somewhat reverberant effect. The recorded music 
pieces were interior music “cheon nyon manse,” Korean 
string instrument “hae geum solo” and the “song of Korean 
poetry.”  
Several recoding systems were used in the concert hall 
for comparison. Several stereo microphone setups and a 5.1 
channel microphone were installed in the room, as shown in 
Figure 8(b). The recorded music contents included 
“Hungarian dances No. 1” by Brahms, “voice of spring” by 
Johann Strauß II, and “violin concerto” by Mendelssohn. 
(a) Korean traditional music (b) Concert hall
Figure 9: 10-channel field recording. 
Recorded music contents were evaluated by informal 
listening tests performed by recording engineers and 
architectural acoustics experts (Figure 10). When adjusting 
the reproduction loudness levels of recorded music content 
similar to that of the recording place, we could feel similar 
envelopment and sound images. In addition, the frontal 
sound images of 10-channel sounds are more stable than 
those of 5.1 channel sounds. 
Figure 10: Listening room for the field recording sounds. 
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a 10-channel microphone system for 
acquiring 10.2-channel high quality spatial sounds for 
Korean UHDTV broadcasting. A 10-channel microphone 
system was designed, implemented, and verified using 
directivity measurements and listening to field-recorded 10-
channel audio content. The results of directivity 
measurements show that characteristics of a 10-channel 
microphone system are reasonable for spatial sound 
recording. It is identified through additional informal 
listening tests that an implemented 10-channel microphone 
can be used for the live recording of music programs for 
broadcast. 
We have additional future plans to verify the 
performance of our 10-channel microphone system for use in 
broadcasting contents production. First, formal listening tests 
for 10-channel microphone systems will be conducted to 
confirm the performance of microphone systems for UHDTV 
broadcasting. Then, additional field recording will be 
followed for several programs such as sports, street scenes 
for live news, and wild life documentaries. Furthermore, we 
have to generate LFE channel signals from 10-channel 
signals recorded with a low-pass filter, mixing, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 
Driving is mainly a visual task, leaving other sensory 
channels open for additional information communication. As 
the level of automation increases in vehicles, monitoring the 
state and performance of the driver and vehicle shifts from 
the secondary to primary task. Auditory channels provide the 
flexibility to display a wide variety of information to the 
driver without increasing the workload of driving task. It is 
important to identify types of auditory displays and 
sonification strategies that provide integral information 
necessary for the driving task, and not overload the driver 
with unnecessary or intrusive data. To this end, we have 
developed an in-vehicle interactive sonification system using 
the medium-fidelity simulator and neurophysiological 
devices. The system is intended to integrate driving 
performance data and driver affective state data in real-time. 
The present paper introduces the architecture of our in-
vehicle interactive sonification system and potential 
sonification strategies for providing feedback to the driver in 
an intuitive and non-intrusive manner.  
1. INTRODUCTION
Automobiles and in-vehicle safety systems have been 
improved over the past several decades [1]. Researchers 
classify driving safety strategies into two categories: Passive 
and Active/Primary safety applications. Passive strategies, 
such as airbags, help people stay alive and uninjured in an 
accident [1], while active strategies, such as collision 
warnings and electronic stability control, aid in the 
prevention of car crashes and improve drivers’ performance 
[2-3]. These active strategies reduce drivers’ errors and 
improve their performance especially when they are engaged 
in secondary or tertiary tasks. 
Since the human visual system is mostly busy with the 
driving task, designing active safety systems based on other 
sensory channels (e.g., auditory modality) is recommended. 
Auditory channels provide the flexibility to display a wide 
variety of information to the driver continuously. According 
to multiple resource theory [4], each task has a vector that 
shows the number and qualitative level of the attentional 
resources. Assuming that driving includes visual, spatial, and 
manual resources, the amount of load within each resource 
depends on the task demands. Therefore, it is important to 
identify the appropriate auditory displays and sonification 
strategies that can provide integral information necessary for 
the driving task, and not overload the driver with 
unnecessary or intrusive data.   
Sonification is a method for presenting data with sound 
[5]. The idea behind it is that people can perceive changes 
and draw conclusions easier and faster by listening to 
acoustic data in real time. A previous study [6] suggested 
that sonifying aggressive drivers’ emotion will help them 
improve their driving performance in two ways: regulating 
their affect and providing appropriate feedback. This 
retrospective method can be used to return angry drivers’ 
mood to a safer neutral mood. In contrast, in the present 
paper, we attempt to sonify drivers’ performance and 
affective states in a more proactive way. Thus, this real-time 
sonification can also make a feedforward loop in terms of 
driving behavior and road safety. 
2. DATA ROUTING FOR DRIVING
PERFORMANCE AND DRIVER STATE
2.1. Data routing software from the driving simulator 
As our driving sonification research platform, we use a 
medium-fidelity driving simulator, NADS (National 
Advanced Driving Simulator) MiniSim (Figure 1). Since the 
simulator provides all the driving data afterwards, the first 
step to sonify driving behavior in real-time was to develop a 
program that can relay the driving data in real-time. The first 
stage of our data routing software initializes the majority of 
the programs and lets the user set up the session. This 
includes selecting the driving variables (e.g., speed, pedal 
force, lane deviation, steering angle, etc.) of interest that our 
program will extract, display, record, and route from the 
driving simulator. The second stage listens for packets to 
come through on the created port. Then, based on the choices 
the user made in the first stage, the program parses the 
received packet for the variables that were marked to be 
observed and forwards the results to the third stage. The third 
stage takes the parsed data and handles the file and network 
I/O.  This work is licensed under Creative Commons 
Attribution – Non Commercial 4.0 International License.  
The full terms of the License are available at 
 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/ 
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Figure 1. NADS MiniSim simulator as a research platform 
2.2. Data gathering for estimating driver affective states 
The ability to dynamically detect drivers’ affective states is 
crucial in predicting drivers’ behavior and performance and 
guiding them to safer driving. So far, our team has developed 
a real-time affect detection system using facial expression 
[7], and empirically tested heart rate [8] and oxygen 
concentration level of prefrontal lobe of the drivers [9] as an 
index of affective states (e.g., angry). Our team has 
intensively used eye-tracking devices to detect a driver’s 
distraction [10], and we also expect that the eye-tracker can 
detect drivers’ cognitive tunneling while they are absorbed in 
a certain affective state. We would like to extend a range of 
affective states and appropriate sensors. All these techniques 
have been used separately. To more effectively estimate 
drivers’ affective states, we plan to integrate all these sensing 
data by developing data fusion algorithms. 
3. SONIFICATION MAPPING
This novel system provides researchers with the ability to 
develop and test auditory displays that reflect situations in 
the driving simulator in real-time. In the sonification 
mapping process, we also need to consider other variables, 
such as human factors and system factors [11] as well as 
musical parameters (Table 1). For real-time sonification, we 
use Pure Data (Pd), which is the free real-time graphical 
dataflow programming environment. Other researchers can 
also use our Pd patch to test their own driving sonification. 
The data obtained from the simulator and neurophysiological 
devices are sent to Pd via Open Sound Control (OSC), which 
is a commonly used protocol for networking between sound 
synthesizers and other data.  
To make our sonification algorithms, we first define the 
observation states (i.e., affective states and driving behaviors) 
and sonification parameters as input measures, and 
sonification as an output measure. We can define the total 
observation states function as 
ObservationStates = AS(FacialExpression, EyeMovementPattern, HeartRate,
Respiration, Skinconductance, BrainWaves, Brainactivities) x DB(LaneDeviation,
SteeringWheelAngle, Speed, PedalForce, Collision) 
Next, we can define the total sonification parameters 
function as 
SonificationParameters = MP(Genre, Key, Tempo, Chord) x 
HF(Familiarity, Preference, Expectation) x SF(Type, Duration, Timing, Regularity,
Interference) 
Our goal is to find the best profile of variables for each 
observation state and then, identify the best profile of 
sonification parameters to effectively manage driver affective 
states and driving performance. Therefore, sonification 
outputs function can be defined as 
SonificationOutputs = f(ObservationStates x 
SonificationParameters) 
We also plan to expand our system to interact with any 
number of driving simulators of any level of fidelity and 
many more physiological sensors and eye trackers. For the 
applications to real cars, we plan to gather driving data via 
CAN (controller area network) bus. 
Table 1. Mapping variables for observation states and 
sonification parameters 
Observation States Sonification Parameters 
Affective States (AS) Driving Behaviors (DB) 
- FacialExpression
- EyeMovementPattern
- HeartRate 
- Respiration
- SkinConductance 
- BrainWaves 
- BrainActivities 
- LaneDeviation
- SteeringWheelAngle
- Speed
- PedalForce 
- Collision
Musical 
Parameters 
- Genre
- Key
- Tempo
- Chord
Human Factors
- Familiarity
- Preference
- Expectation
System Factors
- Type
- Duration
- Timing
- Regularity
- Interference
4. SONIFICATION STRATEGIES
Researchers in the 1st in-vehicle auditory interaction 
workshop at ICAD 2015 [12] have discussed different types 
of sonification strategies appropriate for in-vehicle situations. 
Based on the discussion, we classify different strategies into 
three main areas: continuous soundscapes, discrete auditory 
displays, and target matching auditory displays. 
4.1. Continuous Soundscapes 
Continuous soundscapes are background or atmospheric 
sounds embedded with information describing mostly low 
urgency or non-time-sensitive information. Soundscapes 
allow for a large amount of data to be aggregated and 
summarized via sound parameter mappings. They have been 
found to be easily distinguished from background noise, 
while non-intrusive enough to be easily ignored by the 
listener when other tasks demand attention [13]. 
Soundscapes are often reported as informative and relaxing, 
especially when comprised of natural sound samples (i.e., 
running water, animal calls, wind rustling tree leaves, etc.). 
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For example, certain animal sounds could represent traffic in 
adjacent lanes. The sound of a swarm of crickets could 
appear panned and faded in the direction of the vehicle to 
make the driver aware of the potential obstacle when 
changing lanes. 
4.2. Discrete Auditory Displays 
Discrete auditory displays come in many forms, but can 
represent a specific action or event. For example, an earcon 
representing a takeover requests for a semi-autonomous 
vehicles would fall into the category of discrete auditory 
displays. A few ambitious vehicle manufacturers have 
already introduced lane departure warnings and lane change 
assistance auditory displays. Before these and other type of 
hazard detection auditory displays become a standard in all 
new vehicles, further testing is required to design a system 
that is both optimally informative and non-intrusive.     
4.3. Target Matching Auditory Displays 
Target matching auditory displays can inform the driver of 
both the current and optimal state of individual driving tasks. 
Lane keeping and economical driving are two areas that 
would benefit from this type of sonification strategy. For 
instance, the driver’s music could be panned to either side to 
indicate the vehicle’s deviation from the center of the lane. 
The target would be for the driver to keep the music panned 
to the center indicating that the vehicle is in the proper lateral 
position (center) of the lane. The music, or any type of audio 
the driver is listening to, would be panned in the opposite 
direction of the vehicle’s position in the lane. For instance, 
when the vehicle drifts towards the right side of the lane, the 
music would be panned to the left, to indicate both the 
current and target (optimal) lateral lane position. Of course, 
this can be created based on the principle of gamification. 
5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
Although our in-vehicle interactive sonification system is in 
its nascent stage, the potential application for sonification 
research is immense. Not many driving simulators provide 
real time data routing for sonification purposes, and even 
fewer provide that data in an easy to use manner for non-
programmers. Our software will be further developed to 
include an easy to use GUI for the user to select variables of 
interest, and network or port destinations for the data to be 
channeled to. The integrative data server will be developed to 
receive, log, and route other data streams from 
neurophysiological equipment. Considerable interest is 
directed toward affective computing in the driving domain 
given the performance deficits of particularly emotional 
drivers. Future works include a variety of evaluations of 
different sonification scenarios. Driving performance as well 
as user acceptance will be collected, as user opinion of the 
sonification system will be critical for widespread use.  
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the Accessible Spectrum Analyser (ASA) de-
veloped as part of the DePic project (Design Patterns for Inclusive
collaboration) at Queen Mary University of London. The ASA
uses sonification to provide an accessible representation of fre-
quency spectra to visually impaired audio engineers. The soft-
ware is free and open source and is distributed as a VST plug-in
under OSX and Windows. The aim of reporting this work at the
ICAD 2016 conference is to solicit feedback about the design of
the present tool and its more generalized counterpart, as well as to
invite ideas for other possible applications where it is thought that
auditory spectral analysis may be useful, for example in situations
where line of sight is not always possible.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Design Patterns for Inclusive Collaboration (DePIC) project
aimed to develop new ways for people to interact with each other
using different senses, so reducing barriers caused by visual and
other sensory impairments (depic.eecs.qmul.ac.uk).
The development of the Accessible Spectrum Analyser, ASA,
came out of our collaboration with visually impaired (VI) audio
engineers and musicians, some of the results of which, including
the development and evaluation of an Accessible Peak-level Me-
ter, APM, were reported at the ICAD 2015 conference [1]. The
requirement for the ASA came as a result of VI audio engineers ex-
plaining the need for an accessible means of examining the power
in specific frequency bands of the audio signal being edited. How-
ever, this is only one possible application area for an ASA. Vi-
sually impaired school students studying GCSE and higher level
Physics, electronics and engineering courses have the need to be
able to view spectra of various kinds. Clearly spectral analysis, as
a technique, is applied in numerous scientific and engineering ap-
plications. We are planning to develop a more generalized version
of the tool for use as a sensory substitution device in science and
engineering education and practice. Furthermore, there may be
potential for applications of the tool by sighted users who need to
monitor spectra without having line of sight to the visual display.
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
The ASA we have developed is a real-time spectrum analy-
sis plug-in that allows visually impaired users to examine spectro-
grams using data sonification. The aim of reporting this work at
the ICAD conference is to solicit feedback about the design of the
present tool and its more generalized counterpart, as well as to in-
vite ideas for other possible applications where it is thought that
auditory spectral analysis may be useful.
2. SONIFICATION DESIGN
The sonic representation of spectrograms in this software is pri-
marily designed to enable the user to monitor a specific frequency
band to determine when, and to what extent power in that band
exceeds a user-specified threshold.
The sonification uses a pitch mapping with an up-up polar-
ity, that is, the higher the pitch the higher the peak level of power
within the chosen frequency band. The user specifies the fre-
quency range to be monitored, and sets the threshold level in dB,
and, as soon as the energy of any frequency in the selected fre-
quency band goes past the threshold, the ASA sounds a short beep.
The beep starts at 440 Hz and it is raised one semitone for each dB
of difference between the frequency magnitude and the user spec-
ified threshold. In case more than one frequency within the selec-
tion is higher than the threshold, the highest one is represented in
the sonification.
If the ASA is used to monitor a stereo signal, the two chan-
nels are mixed together before being analysed. In the ASA, the
sonification is panned from left to right, where the pan position
represents the location in the spectrum of the peak frequency with
respect to the whole spectrum, ranging from 20 Hz on the very
left, to 20050 Hz on the very right. For example, if the selected
spectrum peaks at 50 Hz, then the beep is presented towards the
left, whereas if the peak is at 20 kHz, the beep will occur towards
the right.
It has been helpfully pointed out by a reviewer of this submis-
sion that parameter mappings which make use of panning must be
used with care. It restricts the end use cases to where a listener is
positioned within the sweet spot, or tethered to a DAW via head-
phones. This will need to be borne in mind if we wish to optimize
the mapping for situations where ’line-of-sight’ is compromised,
because in that case panning may fail to produce a meaningful dis-
play for the listener, if they are not facing the stereo speaker array
or are too far away for headphones. One solution may be to encode
the data redundantly with another parameter. For example the rate
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of beeping could increase as frequency peaks approach the upper
end of the spectrum.
3. PARAMETERS
The plug-in comes with five tweakable parameters:
1. Threshold: sets the threshold in dB for the spectral sonifi-
cation. If any frequency within the selection is higher than
the threshold, then the plug-in will emit a beep;
2. Selection Start: sets the starting point, in Hertz, of the se-
lection. Frequencies within the selection will be monitored
for peaks;
3. Selection Size: sets the size of the selection, from the start-
ing point. For example, if the selection starts at 1000 Hz
and the selection size is 500 hz, then all the frequencies be-
tween 1000 and 1500 Hz will be monitored for peaks;
4. Dry: controls the level of the input audio, namely the audio
content to be analyzed;
5. Wet: controls the level of the sonification.
The Accessible Spectrum Analyser provides access to the pa-
rameters by exposing them to inspectors - such as the ReaAccess
plug-in (used with the Reaper DAW) or the Cakewalk Sonar in-
spector - in a clear and well formatted way.
4. EVALUATION
Because the development of the ASA came at the very end of the
DEPIC project that funded it, a full evaluation of the tool has not
so far been possible. However, information about the plug-in has
been widely distributed on email lists for visually impaired mu-
sicians and audio engineers. The take up of the tool has been
fairly limited, but those musicians and audio engineers who have
adopted it have been very enthusiastic about its functionality, cit-
ing the fact there are currently no similar tools that provide direct
access to signal spectra through audio currently. The few criti-
cisms that have been received have reflected the reviewer feedback
described above, that the panning functionality is not welcomed by
all users.
The accessible spectrum analyser was downloaded a total of
109 times from outside the Queen Mary campus in February and
March. The bulk of these downloads occurred in March, after the
announcement of the plug-ins release on relevant forums and mail-
ing lists at the end of February. This provides unspectacular but
solid evidence of the demand for this early-stage version, which
has so far only been advertised to one subset of the possible target
population.
5. FUTUREWORK
As mentioned above, we hope to develop a more functional and
flexible version of the ASA, capable of providing auditory access
to other commonly used signal measures, such as auto and cross
correlation, coherence, cepstrum etcetera. To this end, we will
investigate currently available open source, freely available pack-
ages for signal analysis, such as Octave or those available from
Physionet, to provide a signal analysis engine on which to base a
more general accessible signal analysis front-end.
6. OBTAINING THE SOFTWARE
The binaries for the ASA software, along with other software re-
leases from the DEPIC project, can be downloaded from [2]. This
work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the Li-
cense are available at [3]. The source code of the Accessible Spec-
trum Analyser is available in the SoundSoftware repository, lo-
cated at [4]. It is released under the Cokos WDL license, which in
short means you can alter it and redistribute it freely, even without
providing the source code of your derivative work.
(a) Spectrum Analyser
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ABSTRACT
Seismic events are physical vibrations induced in the earth’s
crust which follow the general wave equation, making seismic data
naturally conducive to audification. Simply increasing the play-
back rates of seismic recordings and rescaling the amplitude val-
ues to match those of digital audio samples (straight audification)
can produce eerily realistic door slamming and explosion sounds.
While others have produced a plethora of such audifications for in-
ternational seismic events (i.e. earthquakes), the resulting sounds,
while distinct to the trained auditory scientist, often lack enough
variety to produce multiple instrumental timbres for the creation
of engaging music for the public. This paper discusses approaches
of sonification processing towards eventual musification of seis-
mic data, beginning with straight audification and resulting in sev-
eral musical compositions and new-media installations containing
a variety of seismically derived timbres.
1. INTRODUCTION
Supported by the Australia Council for the Arts Music Board, the
original goal of our research was to accentuate sonic differences
in the audification of individual seismic events around the world
whilst searching for musical qualities within the sounds. Work
began during a residency at the AlloSphere Research Center at
the University of California, Santa Barbara - a unique venue for
multi-channel sound spatialization1. In addition to a highly spa-
tialized, multi-channel work for the AlloSphere, two pieces of
stereo, electronica-style music were produced that could be used
to engage the public and have since received over 45,000 plays
on SoundCloud. These electronica pieces, coupled with a new
live-streaming seismic sound engine have been used in long-term
public installations (Section 4).
Starting by replicating previous seismic audification
techniques[1] [2] [9] using MATLAB, our sound processing
grew to include a number of granular and frequency-domain
effects to obtain a greater variety of sound timbres produced from
a single seismic recording. We then used extremes of granular
processing and frequency-domain filtering to accentuate sonic
differences between separate seismic events as well as separate
recordings of the same event.
1http://allosphere.ucsb.edu/
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
2. AUDIFICATION OF SEISMIC DATA
Since seismic recordings are a form of physical data[3] obeying the
general wave equation, the process of making them audible is sim-
ply a matter of rescaling seismometer data recordings to the range
of digital audio samples, [-1.0, 1.0], and playing them at rates fast
enough enter our range of hearing (20Hz - 20kHz). The typical
range for seismic waves is 0.1-3 Hz, so increasing the playback
rate by a factor of 100-1000X is common.
Seismometers record activity 3-dimensionally along vertical,
East-West, and North-South axes as shown in Figure 1. Seismic
recording stations categorize their recordings by sample rate, gain
sensitivity, and orientation. For instance a channel code of BHZ
would indicate a broad band, high gain, vertically (z-axis) orien-
tated recording. Broad band channels are indicative of a 10Hz-
80Hz sampling rate (specified in the header of each recording),
which are desirable for audification as they are the highest avail-
able sample rates for any event. Likewise, high gain channels are
desirable to produce more amplitude resolution in the resulting
sounds. Differences amongst the audification of separate axes are
subtle (Figure 2), so the vertical, Z, channel is typically used by
default, but it is possible to synchronize and mix the audifications
of all 3 orientations together to produce a slightly fuller sound.
Figure 1: Orientation of Seismic Recording Channels
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Our experiments began with data collected from the February
21st, 2011 magnitude 6.1 Christchurch, New Zealand Earthquake.
IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology)2, pro-
vides an online interface for accessing a database of current and
past seismic events around the world3. Figure 2 shows the origi-
nal waveform produced from audification at 276 times the original
speed of the Christchurch event followed by examples of the sound
processing techniques described in the following sections.
3. SEISMIC SONIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Wanting to explore more sonic variation for each seismic event
without straying from the data, we devised several means of audio
processing without using parameter mapping[4] so that the seis-
mic data sets would remain as the only sound generators. This
is an important distinction within the field of sonification since
most techniques involve the mapping of data to parameters of sub-
jectively chosen sound generators. With this work, the original
seismic waveforms are accelerated and scaled to generate sound,
and variety is achieved by resampling, filtering, granulation, time-
stretching, and pitch shifting. Since the definition of audification
limits processing to resampling, scaling, and minor filtering[3] we
consider any further modifications to the sound as entering the
realm of sonification. The following processes were used heavily
in the creation of the Christchurch and Haiti compositions (Sec-
tion 4).
Several sound examples to accompany the following sec-
tions are online at http://i-e-i.wikispaces.com/
Auditory+Display.
3.1. Synchronous Granulation
Granulation of sound is the process of slicing a sound into several
sound “grains” creating segments lasting 1 to 100 milliseconds[5].
If the grains are played back in order then the original sound re-
sults. One can repeat each adjacent grain a number of times to
result in a new sound 5 times longer than the original. Choos-
ing an arbitrary duration for each repeated grain will result in sev-
eral discontinuities in the sound. For example, a grain’s amplitude
may start at 0.23 and end on -0.72. When repeated, this jump in
amplitude would produce an undesirable click in the sound. To
solve this a short amplitude window (envelope or ramp) is ap-
plied to each grain so each always starts and ends at amplitude
0. Next, the grains are overlapped so there is less audible beating
from the windowing. In this work, synchronous granulation refers
to methods of granulation that involve several grains of identical
duration and windowing. Audified earthquakes can be character-
ized by an initial high frequency, high amplitude sound that decays
over time like hitting a snare drum. Synchronous granulation has
the effect of time-stretching these sounds, repeatedly emphasiz-
ing each grain, which emphasizes the unique decay of each earth-
quake. However, a drawback is that the amplitude windowing can
produce additional low-frequency beating artifacts in the sound.
3.2. Asynchronous Granulation Based on Zero-Crossings
Asynchronous granulation implies that each sound grain will have
have different characteristics. In our case, the duration of each
grain varies over time based on an algorithm that chooses the start
2http://www.iris.edu
3http://ds.iris.edu/wilber3/find_event
and end points for each grain based on the location of zero cross-
ings within the sound, which are points where the wave’s ampli-
tude is equal to 0. Zero crossings may occur often, sometimes
even less than 1ms apart, so a minimum duration for each grain
is also specified. The convenience of using zero crossings is that
windowing is not needed since the grains will already start and
end on 0. Another quality of zero crossings is that they usually
indicate the beginning of an impulse or large transient within the
sound. When asynchronous grains are repeated multiple times, the
transient, impulsive portions of each earthquake are emphasized,
creating stuttering rhythms unique for each event.
3.3. Time-Stretching, Pitch Shifting, and Filtering via Phase
Vocoding
The phase vocoder[6] is a complex process used for spectral anal-
ysis and resynthesis, allowing for frequency-domain filtering. Its
process breaks a sound into multiple segments of equal duration
and uses a Fast Fourier Transform to analyze the frequency spec-
trum of each segment. One may interpolate multiple spectra be-
tween two segments to extend the duration of a sound while main-
taining its frequency content. If one time-stretches a sound in such
a fashion and then alters the playback rate, the result becomes a
change in pitch without a change in duration (unlike audification).
The spectra of each segment can also be manipulated to apply fil-
tering effects. Removing all frequencies below a certain ampli-
tude threshold has the effect of de-noising a sound, leaving only
the most prominent frequencies. This de-noising can be taken to
extremes to leave only a few partials in each sound, ultimately pro-
ducing unique tones and chords for seismic events.
4. SEISMIC COMPOSITIONS AND INSTALLATIONS
4.1. Christchurch (2012)
https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds/
christchurch-earthquake
Christchurch uses a single seismic recording from the nearest
station to the February 21st, 2011 Christchurch earthquake. The
piece begins with a build-up of several reversed audifications of
the event, time-stretched at different speeds. Then, the strong im-
pact from the raw audification is heard, followed immediately by
a chaotic granulated version emphasizing the loudest points in the
impact. A tone fades in that is an extremely time-streched, pitch
shifted version of the event with all but the most dominant par-
tials filtered out of the sound. Other versions of this tone eventu-
ally overlap at manually coordinated harmonic pitch intervals. The
event is played back using several different time-strech factors and
synchronous granulations during the course of the piece. Timing
becomes more ordered and apparent until rhythmic granulations
and tones lead to a final build-up, ending with another raw audifi-
cation. The result is an exploration of timbral variety from a single
seismic recording as the only sound generator.
4.2. Haiti (2012)
https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds/
haiti-earthquake-12th-january
Haiti uses seismic recordings of the 12th January, 2010 magni-
tude 7.0 Haiti event and explores variety of sounds produced from
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Figure 2: Audification Processing: De-Noising and Asynchronous Granulation
the same event recorded by the nearest 12 stations. The piece be-
gins with granulated audifications of each station played in suc-
cession from the furthest to nearest station at the same playback
rate. A brief recording of sensor noise from each station is played
along with the granulations. Since each station has its own dis-
tinct sound, these noises represent signatures of each station as the
listener moves nearer to the quake. A slow melody plays in the
background that was generated by filtering out all but the most
prominent single frequency from the spectra of each noise signa-
ture. A rhythmic sound in the background was generated from
the impact of each station played back at high-speed in succession
again from furthest to nearest. As this rhythm gradually increases
in intensity a lower noise grows in the background, which is a
time stretched recording of the impact played in reverse to further
emphasize the backwards (far to near) build-up of the piece. At
the climax the impact from the nearest station plays, followed by
impacts from the other stations – this time increasing in distance.
In the background the low growl of the time-stretched recording
fades away. The piece becomes chaotic after the main event using
asynchronous granulation based on zero-crossings.
4.3. Shadow Zone Shadows (2012)
https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds/
shadow-zone-shadows
Shadow Zone Shadows was an abstract sound study that spa-
tialized seismic audifications according to the geographic location
of their impact and simulated their spatial traversal through the
earth. This piece was presented in a dark space with no visu-
als within the AlloSphere, allowing the listener to imagine being
placed at the center of the earth while experiencing a series of
earthquakes occurring and moving around them over a 3D loud-
speaker array. A variety of international seismic events were used
ranging in magnitude from 5.5 (Los Angeles) to 9.1 (Sumatra).
The piece used custom spatialization software that allowed the pro-
gramming of spatial sound trajectories synchronized with specific
points in the seismic data (start of event and reflections). Just as
the seismic data is accelerated to become an audible audification,
the spatial trajectories used were simulated at speeds much faster
than seismic waves actually propagate through the earth.
The AlloSphere uses a spherical 54.1 channel loudspeaker
configuration consisting of 3 rings of speakers (lower, ear-level,
and upper). For the sound spatialization we mapped the latitude
and longitude of seismic events to virtual sound source points on
the surface of the loudspeaker sphere. A distance-based amplitude
panning [7] algorithm was used with custom C++ software to pan
sounds between loudspeaker locations.
4.4. DOMUS (2014-15)
http://domus.urbanaction.org.
DOMUS was an experimental architecture installation incor-
porating spatialized seismic sound and light within a hexayurt
(Figure 3). 6 mid range speakers, 4 subwoofers, and a 360 de-
gree LED pixel sphere chandelier displayed live seismic audifica-
tions and the Christchurch and Haiti compositions continuously
from 10am to 10pm for the 7-month period of installation (Octo-
ber 2014-May 2015) at Materials and Applications, Los Angeles4.
4http://www.emanate.org/past-exhibitions/domus
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The low-frequency seismic compositions resonated throughout the
two story hexayurt DOMUS structure, emphasizing their seismic
nature while demonstrating an “architecture of life” - a biophilic
design model that responds and reflects the natural world [8]. The
light chandelier by Rene Christian5 visualized the audifications by
mapping sound frequency and amplitude to light hue and bright-
ness respectively.
Figure 3: DOMUS Seismic Sound and Light Architecture
4.5. Sounds of Seismic (2012-16)
Sounds of Seismic (SOS)6 auditory display streaming system
broadcasts continuous seismic sound generated from realtime col-
lected global earthquake data. Influenced by John Cage’s Varia-
tions VII (1966), SOS is a “Musique Concrete” like audio com-
position in which the score is algorithmically generated by seis-
mic waveform data. SOS can also be used as a listening tool for
earth scientists to listen to a specific sensor on the Global Seismic
Network (GSN). The conceptual framework of SOS is to create
greater social awareness of natural ecological systems by gener-
ating multi-channel seismic sound electronica creating an infinite
computational earth system soundscape.
SOS is an ongoing long term project built on our C++ Earth-
quake Sound Engine (ESE) and custom Python seismic data ac-
quisition scripts by Stock Plum. Real-time miniSEED data is
collected from Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS) and piped through ESE using the techniques outlined in
Sections 2 and 3. We seek collaboration with public or private
institutions providing streaming audio services and digital legacy
design to present this infinite computational seismic audio sound
performance.
5. SUMMARY
Through the desire to find musicality within seismic data we have
discovered that time-domain granulation and frequency-domain
filtering techniques are especially useful for deriving timbral vari-
ety between otherwise similar seismic audifications. In particular,
a de-noising filter which removes all frequencies below a variable
amplitude threshold is useful to produce unique tones and chords
for seismic events. Asynchronous granulation based on zero cross-
ings emphasizes transients (impacts) and produces unique stutter-
ing rhythms for events. While the phase vocoder and synchronous
granulation provide other means to time-stretch sounds, the re-
quired windowing and spectral interpolation will depart further
5http://renechristen.net
6http://www.sos.allshookup.org
from the original sound characteristics in comparison with gran-
ulation based on zero crossings.
While many combinations of the aforementioned sound pro-
cessing techniques are possible, we emphasize that the seismic
data is ultimately the only source of sound generation. Because
seismic data is physical wave data, using time-stretching and pitch-
shifting allows us to magnify and focus on qualities already present
in the data without mapping to arbitrary sound generators. We con-
sider the ability to produce multiple timbres from a single data set
without parameter mapping crucial to exploring the variety of mu-
sicality naturally present within seismic events. We have sought to
create enough timbral variety necessary to produce every “instru-
mental” part of engaging pieces of electronic music via processing
rather than mapping, so seismic data remains as the original, sole
sound generator.
The ultimate goal of this research is to create a generative,
dynamic audification-based musak which can highlight resilience
and awareness of the natural world in which we inhabit. For in-
spiration we have looked back to the work of Haywards[1] and
Dombois[9] and look forward to creating a music that is both a
meaningful tool for geophysics monitoring as well as an engaging
means of raising public seismic awareness. Ongoing work with
SOS (Section 4.5) provides a platform for endless, live seismic
data accompanied by real-time sound processing and, eventually,
music generation.
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ABSTRACT
In this extended abstract we present a new performance piece titled
MalLo March that uses MalLo, a predictive percussion instrument,
to allow for real-time sonification of live performers. The piece
consists of two movements where in the first movement audience
members will use a web application and headphones to listen to a
sonification of MalLo instruments as they are played live on stage.
During the second movement each audience member will use an
interface in the web app to design their own sonification of the in-
struments to create a personalized version of the performance. We
present an overview of the hardware and interaction design, high-
lighting various listening modes that provide audience members
with different levels of control in designing the sonification of the
live performers.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a classical concert performance, the audience plays a passive
role by sitting and listening to live performers as they play acoustic
instruments. With the advance of technology, new areas of musical
performance have been developed that utilize the additional com-
putational power to create live digital musical instruments. These
instruments can be played by live performers, using various digital
sensors (as in the EyeHarp, an eye-controlled instrument [1]), or
by using live data streams as the “player” such that changes in the
data trigger changes in the sound (as in Leech, a sonification of Bit-
Torrent traffic [2]). In both contexts, the information provided by
the performer or the data is sonified to produce a live real-time per-
formance. When the information is provided by a live performer
(rather than by data), the timing of the sonification is important
as audience members expect the visual cues of the performer to
synchronize with the sonified audio.
This synchronization is challenging because it takes time for
information to be transmitted and for audio to be synthesized. This
is particularly true in cases where the information needs to be
transmitted long distances (i.e. around the world via the Inter-
net), or when the audio synthesis is complex. Researchers have
overcome these issues by making local audio processing as fast as
possible and minimizing network transmission times [3]. How-
ever, there is a limit to the time that can be gained through these
methods. A digital instrument called MalLo [4] was developed to
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
overcome the challenges of performing over long distances by pre-
dicting the strike of a percussion instrument before it occurs. The
prediction is sent over the network so that the strike will be sonified
at both the sending and receiving locations simultaneously. Rather
than using MalLo to overcome long distances, in this work we
propose to use MalLo as a way to overcome long processing times
associated with complex audio synthesis between performers and
a local audience.
Our piece MalLo March features multiple MalLo instruments
played live on stage. During the performance, audience mem-
bers use their own network-capable computing devices (laptops,
smart phones, tablets, etc.) and headphones to design and listen
to the live sonified performance. We intend to distribute in-hear
headphones and headphone jack splitters so that everyone has the
chance to participate, even if they do not have a device. The perfor-
mance opens withMovement 1where audience members are asked
to navigate to a URL using their web browser. Once the perform-
ers begin playing the MalLo instruments, audience members will
be able to hear synthesized audio of the predicted strikes via their
headphones and the web app hosted at the URL. During the first
movement audience members will no have control over the design
of the sonification. However, once Movement 2 begins they will
be able to interact with a user interface on the web app to change
the sonification in various ways and manipulate the sounds of the
MalLo instruments. By opening up the sonification design process
to audience members they be able to explore the sonic possibilities
of the performance.
In this extended abstract, we briefly describe the technical
design of the performance by outlining the way the hardware of
MalLo works and the types of interactions that will be available to
audience members via the user interface. We also include a brief
discussion on what we hope to gain from the performance.
2. HARDWARE DESIGN
In order to gain time with which to execute computational pro-
cesses we use a predictive instrument called MalLo [4]. As shown
in Figure 1, MalLo predicts note times and note velocities before
they are played by capitalizing on the long distance traveled by
percussion mallets. First, we track the head of a percussion mallet.
Next, we fit a quadratic regression to the mallet’s path (taking ad-
vantage of the fact that its path is very predictable [5]). We com-
pute the time at which the mallet will strike the surface, and we
send this information to the receiver. The receiver takes in a con-
tinuous stream of predictions, each one more accurate than the pre-
vious. The receiver waits until the predicted time reaches a spec-
ified accuracy threshold and sonifies the note. During the period
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Figure 1: Our musical instrument tracks the head of a percussion
mallet and predicts what time it will strike. This allows up to
90 ms of anticipation time which can compensate for time spent
transmitting note information or processing of advanced synthesis
algorithms.
between receiving the predictions and the final sonification, the re-
ceiver can be performing a variety of computations (e.g. complex
audio synthesis algorithms).
Our system sends its timing predictions as absolute time mes-
sages, in Unix time (time since January 1, 1970). This allows for
nearly unlimited scaling. The system clocks of the sender and re-
ceiver must be synchronized to a high degree. In previous work
MalLo relied on GPS satellite signals to allow for time synchro-
nization over long distances. However, for this performance we
will use a variant of Precision Time Protocol (PTP) for time syn-
chronization [6]. Also, because we will not have access to the
system clock of every audience machine, we will implement it in
our web app, on the client side.
Each audience listener will be required to listen via a web app
that they access on a personal computing device. As shown in
Figure 2, MalLo prediction messages are sent to each device where
they are scheduled, and the audio is synthesized.
3. INTERACTION DESIGN
Audience members will navigate to the web app URL at the start
of the piece. Using their own personal networked device and head-
phones, they will listen to the sonification of the predicted MalLo
notes that are being sent over the Internet. DuringMovement 2, the
audience members will see a user interface designed to give them
control over the sonification of the performance. We imagine three
types of interaction modes that allow for various levels of control
of the sonification. In each of these modes, the incoming data to
the sonification will be the live performance data sent from MalLo
(note timing information and velocity), and the output will be the
sound from the sonification algorithm chosen via the particular in-
teraction mode.
Interaction Mode 1: Change the Channel In this mode, users
are allowed to switch between preset sonifications similar
to changing the channel on the radio and hearing the same
song performed by different combinations of instruments.
For each channel, the live data from the performers will be
input into a different sonification to create a unique sonic
performance.
Interaction Mode 2: Change the Instruments To give users
slightly more control, in this mode users are able to choose
a different preset sonification for each of the MalLo
instruments. By doing so users are able to “Change the
Channel” for each instrument.
Audience Computers
Local
Webserver
UDP Messages
Performers
Figure 2: Note information is sent from a local webserver to each
audience member’s web browser where. There the notes are sched-
uled and synthesized according to the parameters of the sonifica-
tion.
Interaction Mode 3 - Create the Instruments At the lowest
level of control, users are able to directly modify the
synthesis parameters for each instrument. In particular they
can alter pitch, duration, waveshape, samples etc.
4. DISCUSSION
MalLo March is a piece intended to combine live sonification of
performers with end-user design of sonifications. With permission
from each audience member, we hope to log information about
how they used the interface during the performance and do a short
survey at the end. In particular we are interested in observing how
people interact with the various interaction modes, how successful
they felt they were in creating sonifications, and what was gained
or lost by adding the interaction in the second movement. Our
composition is intended to be enjoyable for the audience as well
as give us insight into the design of sonifications.
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“Thus the art in the time of hyperobjects explores the un-
canniness of beings, the uniqueness of beings, the irony and 
interrelationships between beings, and the ironic secondar-
iness of the intermeshing between beings.” [1] 
Artistic Work Submission 
Flight Variant is one of a series of ongoing audiovisual 
installation projects by Teresa Connors and Andrew Den-
ton, which respond to the Anthropogenic climate and 
geological change. The work emerges from data collec-
tion processes that took place in Southern California in 
2014 and 2015. These include high-speed and HD video 
jet streams recordings (see figure 1, 2) and audio record-
ings from and around the Los Angeles airports. The re-
sulting installation is a generative work that is driven by 
an algorithm based on 2015 aviation statistical data. Ad-
ditional components include flight data streamed from 
the Internet, sampled vocal clips from YouTube, TV, and 
the Radio, real-time convolution of acoustic instrument 
improvisation with field recordings.  
Constructed in Max 7 (see figure 3), this installation 
layers a network of visual and aural content that produces 
an ever-evolving work. The core visual elements are a 
series of strangely articulated filmed jet streams that cut 
lines across a rich blue Californian sky.  
30 years ago Bill McKibben imagined a world where the 
sounds of chainsaws would inhabit even the most isolat-
ed and inaccessible forests.  Now we can look around 
and out, up and down, and in every micro and macro 
space on the planet, and silence and human absence has 
all but disappeared. [2] 
Flight Variant is a series of core samples - a database of 
human presence and movement across the sky, land, and 
airwaves. Similar to other ecologically-grounded creative 
practices, this installation explores the situated relation-
ship of environment, material agency and creative 
process and as means to tease out an emerge co-creative 
methodology.  
Thematic Statement 
Flight Variant seeks to evoke a space of contemplation, 
uneasiness, and melancholy by engaging with the strati-
fied signs of our collective impressions and impacts on 
our environment. 
Web Links 
Link to Flight Variant and other works: 
www.divatproductions.com/ICAD2016.html 
Link to Andrew Denton’s CV: 
https://aut.academia.edu/ADenton 
Link to Teresa Connors’s CV and web page: 
https://waikato.academia.edu/TeresaConnors 
www.divatproductions.com 
Figure 1 Flight Variant—installation image. Photo Andrew Denton 
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Technical Requirements 
Flight Variant is a sound and video installation that re-
quires a darkened gallery space. Ideally this space would 
consist of a flat white wall for large screen projection 
four metres wide by three metres high (this can be larger 
if possible). We would need to be able to mount the pro-
jector, computer, and speakers to the walls and ceiling, 
or by other methods depending on the nature of the site. 
The artists can provide the HD projection and computer 
technology for generating and presenting the installation. 
It would be helpful for the gallery to provide audio 
speakers, AC (electrical cabling), internet connection and 
suitable security measures for the equipment. This can be 
negotiated as to what is appropriate depending on the 
site.  
References 
[1] Timothy Morton, Dawn of the Hyperobjects.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxpPJ16D1cY.
(accessed November 20, 2014).
[2] Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, New York:
Random House, 1989.
[3] Damian Keller and Ariadna Capasso, “New Con-
cepts and Techniques in Eco-composition,” Organ-
ised Sound, Vol.11, No. 01, (2006): 55-62.
Artist Biographies 
Andrew Denton is a film and video artist who works 
with both digital and analogue media. He is currently 
undertaking a PhD, at Monash University, investigating 
ecological issues through affective moving image and 
sound. Andrew has presented his research at numerous 
international festivals, conferences and symposia, includ-
ing: NZ International Film Festival (2015), Jihlava Inter-
national Documentary Festival (2015), ASLEC 2014, 
TESS 2013 & 2014, Balance-Unbalance 2013, ISEA 
2012, and SIGGRAPH Asia (2009). Andrew is Head of 
Department Postgraduate Studies at the School of Art 
and Design at AUT University, in Auckland, New Zea-
land. 
https://aut.academia.edu/ADenton 
Teresa Connors is active as an acoustic/electroacoustic 
composer, opera singer, film scorer, and multimedia in-
stallation artist. She is currently completing a practice-
based PhD, at Waikato University, which includes de-
veloping new techniques and methodologies for multi-
media collaborations. Teresa holds a Master of Music 
degree (1st class honours) in composition from Waikato 
University and studied both composition and opera 
singing at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia as well 
as the Banff Center for the Arts. Her creative works have 
received awards and support from the Canada Council 
for the Arts, British Columbia Arts Council, Bravo Fact 
and have been presented at international conferences, 
film festivals, and galleries including: NZ International 
Film Festival (2015), Jihlava International Documentary 
Festival (2015), ISEA (2015), Balance-Unbalance (2015, 
2013), TIES (2014 & 2013), EMS (2014), Vancouver 
Internation Film Festival (2010 & 2009). 
www.divatproductions.com 
Figure 2 Flight Variant—installation image. Photo Andrew Denton 
Figure 3 Flight Variant Max patch in presentation mode 
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Terramomentum
The 22nd International Conference on Auditory Display July 2-8th, 2016, Canberra, Australia
Terramomentum (earth resonance) is an immersive, sub-sonic installation driven by 
seismic audification and musification. 4 blindfolded listeners lie on the floor as 5 
subwoofers emit audifications and compositions derived from datasets of 3 major 
earthquakes: Haiti (2010), Christchurch (2011), and Kathmandu (2015). The 
installation repeats itself in an 8 minute cycle, allowing listeners to easily come and 
go as they please.
Seismic events (earthquakes) occur at sub-sonic frequencies below 20Hz. The 
emphasis of subwoofers and listeners on the floor allows for a strong haptic 
connection to the sounds - decreasing the amount of frequency shift necessary to 
perceive the original data sets. The installation is as much haptification as it is 
audification.
The authors can provide a computer, multi-channel audio interface, and amplifiers 
to be used for the duration of the installation. Ideally, the conference can provide:
- 5 subwoofers
- 5 x 5 meters of space in which to setup the installation
Example content:
- https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds/christchurch-earthquake
- https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds/haiti-earthquake-12th-january
Note: The authors have also submitted a paper detailing the seismic musification 
techniques to be used: Submission #21, Musification of Seismic Data.
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Lux Mix is an interactive sound installation that features modulated light as a medium for carrying 
audio signals. It needs to be installed in a quiet and relatively dimly lit area sheltered from strong 
artificial lights such as fluorescents. Seven small directional LED lights are arranged around two 
light detectors (about 20cm diameter hemispherical) mounted on a plain grey façade. The lights 
point forward into the space, not casting any light on the detectors. Near the entrance to the space is 
a plinth on which are placed an assortment of mirrors, mirror balls and other reflective objects with 
a sign describing how these are to be used:
Lux Mix is an interactive sound work.
Warning: This work involves flashing lights.
There are seven small lights and two white detectors.
To activate sounds, re flect the light back onto the detectors using any of the reflective objects in the 
space.
Touch, move and play with the reflective surfaces, but please do not touch or adjust the lights or 
detectors and do not bring other lights into the space.
When nobody is interacting with the work it is quiet, sinking into the background noise. When the 
lights are reflected back onto the detectors, the sounds encoded in those lights are heard through 
stereo speakers. Each light carries a different kind of sound, all created by non-repeating generative 
processes. The two detectors direct sounds to the left and right channels. Feedback of these audio 
signals back to the computer allows sounds to generated differently depending on levels (and other 
analysed signal properties) received.
The lights flicker at audio rate, each modulated by a different audio signal. The audio signals are 
generated in real time by a computer. The two detectors turn audio rate light flickering back into 
audio signals, which are amplified and sent both directly to a pair of speakers and back to the 
computer for analysis.
The initial installation of Lux Mix was in the ANU School of Art Foyer Gallery, April 2016 as part 
of the Random9 exhibition “Light And Dark” (Random9 is an independent art group co-ordinated 
by Stephanie Parker). One light made magpie sounds if there was more light in the left detector or 
thrush sounds if there was more light in the right detector. Another light made a frequency sweep up
(whoop whoop whoop) if there was more light in the left detector, and a sweep down (tchop tchop 
tchop) if there was more in the right, and it gradually got faster the more it was active. One light had
voices - warmer words or colder words. There were lights for rhythms, melodies and drones, all 
synchronised and harmonising so you could mix them, and they would randomise when they were 
silent. The last light was feedback, so you could either make loud honking feedback sounds or you 
could use it in combination with the others to add a harsher quality.
For the ICAD installation the set of sounds would be reviewed and updated based on experience 
from the Foyer Gallery installation. For example, people tended to use one sound at a time and 
would find sounds more engaging if they were clearly able to control it. The sweep sound proved 
popular because it provided such understandable control. The bird sounds were also popular 
because they were pleasing sounds, perhaps also because they provided an unexpectedly natural 
element to the clean interplay of physical signals and processes. The more musical channels lost 
some impact because they were mostly not mixed with each other, so the relationships between the 
channels was less clear. Also the difference between the left and right detectors could have been 
clearer and more meaningful for the musical channels (melodies changed key, rhythms changed 
density).
The main goals of Lux Mix are:
– to invite play, experimentation, movement and music making
Lux Mix
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– to spur musing and questioning about the properties and possibilities of light, sound and 
generative audio.
The act of reflecting light onto a target requires some experimentation to find a light beam and see 
where it reflects. There is a challenge of dexterity to point the beam back to the detector, which is 
rewarded by the production of a sound. The continued requirement for dexterity in directing the 
beam to discover how the sound changes draws attentional focus into the task creating a real 
experience of playing an instrument in performance, and a conversation between the human 
operators and the generative processes they are driving.
This work operates on the same principle as “Sound Modulated Light” (2005) by Edwin van der 
Heide.
http://www.evdh.net/sound_modulated_light/
Sound Modulated Light is presented in a dark room with many modulated lights. Visitors each 
carry a battery powered box that detects light and amplifies it into headphones. Thus each visitor 
explores the available sounds by moving about the room and pointing their detector toward some 
combination of the lights. Lux Mix differs from Sound Modulated Light in a few significant ways. 
Firstly, to interact with Lux Mix, visitors choose from a range of reflective objects, each of which 
brings its own possibilities and challenges, so there is more to explore and discover in the physical 
interaction. Secondly, the hand held detectors in Sound Modulated Light do not offer the possibility
of feedback, which is what makes Lux Mix more of a conversation than a broadcast. Another key 
difference is that the sounds in Lux Mix are played through speakers, not headphones, and it can be 
operated by more than one person at a time, making more of social, conversational medium.
Requirements: 
Lux Mix needs to be installed in a quiet and relatively dimly lit area sheltered from strong artificial 
lights such as fluorescents, as most artificial lights flicker with a loud mains hum. Some leakage of 
undimmed incandescent lights or sunlight into the space can be less problematic, but the darker the 
space the better. The physical structure of the work can be adapted to different spaces. For its initial 
presentation in the ANU Art School Foyer Gallery it was installed in the plinth cupboard on a back 
plinth with a black backdrop and black fabric draped over the electronics behind the façade. I would
expect to rebuild the façade and mounting to suit any new space, given a week or  so to construct it.
Only one power point is needed. It also requires a plinth about 1m tall to put the collection of 
reflective objects on.
Attachments:
Audio Files:
Rhythm and Birds Demo.mp3
Rhythm Demo.mp3
Sweep Demo.mp3
Vox Demo.mp3
Photographs:
LuxMix_bedroom.jpg – photograph of the system at home before the first install.
LuxMix_installed.jpg – selfie with the installed system
LuxMix_diagram.jpg – rough sketches of the installation with approximate measurements.
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TITLE OF CREATIVE WORK:  
Native Modulations  
DESCRIPTION / ABSTRACT:  
Fascinated by the eye-catching ‘bush graffiti’ of the native Scribbly Gum, I felt an urge to 
decipher its mysterious language. With a background in audio production, I noticed 
similarities between these bark markings and the waveform shapes that are 
encountered when visualising sound. Taking detailed measurements, photos and video 
footage of the ‘scribbles’, I used these shapes to be primary modulators for an array of 
chosen sound sources.  
The sounds you hear pulsing from the tree featured in the video are the result of 
synthesised tones being manipulated by the tree’s markings. Each scribble has a 
distinctive shape and length that creates unique filtering and note duration. A base 
tuning of A4=432Hz is used, which is considered to be a harmonic intonation of nature 
and results in a more organic sound not usually found in everyday music. The outcome 
allows one to engage multiple senses in connecting with the deeper beauty of this iconic 
tree.  
TECH REQUIREMENTS:  
This video has been formatted with the intent to be displayed in full high definition on a 
screen which should be mounted at eye level and vertically i.e in portrait mode 9:16 at 
1080 x 1920. Sound clarity is equally important so quality headphones or speakers will 
also need to be connected to the screen/display so the viewer can easily associate the 
sound with the imagery. The video has been edited to suit continuous looping/repeating 
playback.  
AWARDS:  
This piece received the Highly Commended Environmental Art Award and won the 
People Choice Award at the 2015 Sunshine Coast Art Prize New Media Category.  
ABOUT THE ARTIST:  
I am an emerging artist in nature-inspired audiovisual design - sound, images and 
technology. I focus my creative energies on encouraging and highlighting human 
connections with the natural world.  
CONTACT: 
Andrew Zylstra 
Email: andrew@earthcollective.net 
Phone: 0415 059 193 
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Research Through Design into Acoustic Sonification 
 
ABSTRACT 
Acoustic Sonifications are physical objects shaped by digital 
datasets with the design to produce sounds that convey useful 
information about the dataset [1]. This installation allows 
hands-on explorations of three early experiments that 
introduce and demonstrate this concept. The installation 
includes iterations of each object that document the research 
process.  
1. HRTF Bells 
The first experiment, titled HRTF Bells, maps a Head Related 
Transfer Function (HRTF) dataset to the shape of a pair of 
Bells 3D printed in stainless steel. The differences in the left 
and right ear datasets are difficult to see, but can be heard 
immediately. when the bells are rung [2]. 
Figure 1. HRTF Bells 
2. HYPERTENSION SINGING BOWL 
The second experiment, titled Hypertension Singing Bowl, 
maps a year of blood pressure readings to the shape of a 
tibetan Singing Bowl that is 3D printed in stainless steel [3]. 
The need to represent 2 dimensional diastolic/diastolic 
datapoint led to a mapping that introduces tines with two 
levels of thickness. The bowl sings like a traditional singing 
bowl, but with a timbre that is changed by the dataset. 
Different datasets will produce bowls with different timbres. 
Figure 2. Hypertension Singing Bowl 
3. CHEMOTHERAPY SINGING BOWL 
The third experiment, titled Chemo Singing Bowl, maps 
blood pressure taken over a year of chemotherapy to a 
Singing Bowl. This mapping aims to amplify the effect of the 
dataset on the acoustics of the bowl by mapping the diastolic/
systolic pressure to control points for the curvature of 2D 
splines amped to the tines [4]. This bowl does not sing very 
well, possibly due to the curved shape of the tines. The 
subject who provided the data commented “it sounds as sick 
as I felt at the time”. In further iterations acoustic theory will 
be used to explore how to improve the singing effect. 
Figure 3. Chemotherapy Singing Bowl 
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4. CONCLUSION 
These three experiments lay a foundation for the 
development of a theory of Acoustic Sonification [3]. These 
practice-led experiments also demonstrate design research as 
a method for knowledge discovery and communication in the 
ICAD community [4]. 
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Transposed Dekany: a microtonal workshop and 
performance using the Satellite Gamelan app
Greg Schiemer email: greg@schiemer.com.au phone: 61 (0)+423 120 456 
Abstract: My proposal is a workshop-rehearsal that leads to a performance by a consort of eighty iPhones. The 
workshop will focus on the features of a scale used in a microtonal composition called Transposed Dekany. 
Workshop participants will perform this using the Satellite Gamelan iPhone app. The app embodies both the 
musical score of Transposed Dekany and the software instruments used to perform it. The workshop will include 
a rehearsal that leads to a concert performance. Though the Satellite Gamelan app is designed to be easy to 
play and quick to learn, audience participation during a concert performance is beyond the scope of its design; 
anyone who would like to take part in a performance of Transposed Dekany is encouraged to join the workshop 
rehearsal where every player will be briefed on the musical expectations of the project. 
Objectives: Participants will explore a microtonal space created using the Satellite Gamelan app. The app is 
based on a dekany, a 10-note scale devised by contemporary theorist and instrument-builder Erv Wilson. The 
app will be explained in terms of how this scale is derived from pure harmonics, what are its salient harmonic and 
melodic properties and what textural and acoustic by products players can expect when this scale is played 
simultaneously in different transpositions on different instruments. 
Setup: To start the performance, every player make three selections using the app: 
which family: the consort is divided into five families of instruments; each family enables a different scale 
transposition; players chose a family by selecting 1-of-5 coloured buttons (Figure 1). 
which instruments: each family has sixteen members; each member choses a uniquely-assigned set of 
pitched instruments; these are selected using 1-of-16 buttons (Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e). 
start together: once these settings have been selected every player taps the centre button together 
(Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e); this synchronises the clock that drives the app on every phone. 
Performance: Thereafter the app displays performance cues to which players respond in their own time: 
when to play: throughout the performance the clock drives a sequence of 31 states that enable and 
disable each family of instruments; the sequence covers every combination of five families playing 
individually or in various combinations with other families; each state lasts 24 seconds; as the sequence 
advances, a clock updates the current state (Figure 4). 
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what to play: enabled states cue which instrument to play; bell tones are played by gently shaking the 
phone like a conventional handbell; chorus tones are played by tapping 1-of-5 points on the perimeter 
circle; as this particular flavour of dekany contains two 5-note scales that are recognisably pentatonic, 
separate cues have been provided for each pentatonic scale (Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d and 5e). 
Concept video: Workshop participants are encouraged to watch a concept video submitted for the Space Time 
Concerto competition in 2012 when the app was first used in a performance involving linked concert venues. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfaZly6dhQA 
Satellite Gamelan app (currently iPhone only): Intending workshop participants are asked to download the 
Satellite Gamelan Version 1 prior to the workshop. It can be downloaded from iTunes free-of-charge. 
https://itunes.apple.com/app/satellite-gamelan-1/id578880973?mt=8 
A new version will be available closer to the start of the Conference and will remain free-of-charge until the 
Conference closes. Note: the new version will support a consort subdivided into five families as proposed in the 
concept video, unlike the app used in the 2012 performance which subdivided the consort into four families.  
ICAD relevance: This proposal is relevant to ICAD in so far as it deals with an approach to mapping microtonal 
data. Much of this data - or tuning theory - originated in the minds of mathematicians and cartographers and has 
yet to find its place in the auditory world. The Satellite Gamelan app, though restricted to a single microtonal 
scale, offers a simple way to navigate musically unchartered terrain without the need to develop a highly nuanced 
performance practice associated with playing conventional instruments. In the process workshop participants will 
hopefully acquire a taste for the tuning variety that characterises much of the world’s music. 
Duration  
- workshop: 3 hours; the workshop will be in two parts: part one will focus on using the app and 
understanding its harmonic features, while part two will focus on rehearing for the concert. 
- Transposed Dekany: 12’:24”; expected stage setup time is approximately 10-20 seconds. 
Technical and space requirements:  
- workshop: I will need an assistant to coordinate assigning family and instrument numbers to each player 
and if necessary to assist any player that still needs help downloading the app. 
- Transposed Dekany: the ideal venue will have high ceilings and reflective acoustics sympathetic to sound 
levels produced by a large consort of un-amplified instruments; no mains-powered concert amplification is 
required; every instrument can be set up by its player without technical support; however, players may need 
AC power outlets to charge phones prior to the concert.  
- players enter the venue in single file holding an iPhone and taking up positions surrounding the audience 
(Figure 5). Once players are in place a lead player starts a silent ‘new-years-eve’ countdown from ‘five’; the 
performance starts as all players tap the centre button together on ‘zero’ (Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e). 
Enquiries: To register an expression of interest or make enquiries please visit www.gregschiemer.net/ICAD.
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BioLogging Retrofit
The ‘Under the Icecap‘ art and science collaboration aims to illuminate the
fundamental connection between human activities and planetary dynamics,
by creating an experimental installation and performance series that will
visualise and sonify scientific and statistical datasets. In essence Under the
IceCap renders complex environmental bio‑logging data‑sets collected by
Southern Elephant Seals on their under‑ice dives and open ocean transits
with economic and climatic data, combining them to form 4D cartographic
animations, sonifications and live performative and sculptural forms.
The byeline for the Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies is Turning
Nature into Knowledge. The Under the IceCap project supplies a second line
Turning Knowledge into Culture encapsulating a powerful Art and Science
synthesis and simultaneously raising the expectation but also the risk of the
endeavour.
In performance at the Australasian Computer Music Conference 2015, UTS,
Sydney.
The complex bio‑ logging data collected by Southern Elephant Seals on their
dives in the Antarctic (and collated as Surface Wind Speed, Depth with
Salinity, Depth with Temperature and Ocean Bottom with Bottom Density) are
transcribed onto the punch paper music‑box system. This a crude but
effective Digital to Analogue sonification of data values. This simple
prototype illustrates the potential to render tens of simultaneous data
streams onto a pianola or disc‑klavier for ‘live’ performance.
PROJECTS
BioLogging Retrofit
BioPods_V2 The Nebuchadnezzar
Suite
NomansLanding
BioPod
Eine Kleine GeneMusiK
Songs from the UnderWorld_v3
Architecture for Bees; Bees for
Architecture
Bristle
Breathless; Take a Deep Breath
Public Art concepts
Ars Memoriae Mexicana
Float like a Butterfly; Sting like a
Bee
Supereste ut Pugnatis (Pugnatis) ut
Supereste
Songs from the UnderWorld_V2
WYSSA ‐ All my love darling
Songs from the UnderWorld
BeeWork
Milk and Honey
Weeping Willow
VoxAura
CrayVox
Bio_Logging and Under the IceCap
Radiolarians
New Host_V6
Law of the Tongue
VoxAEther
Padme
Adrift
EcoLocated
Zephyr II
BioSonics
GhosTrain
Run Silent Run Deep
Sculpture in the Vineyards
WA Marine Facility ~ Ondes
AudioMaze
Quint de Loup II
The Wireless House
Talking Stick
Syren for Port Jackson
Factory Spirit.
Swarm
What Survives
Spinner
Lotus Page 225
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BioLogging Retrofit Performance from Nigel Helyer on Vimeo.
The primary aim is to produce creative work which is compelling and
affective but is at the same time a work of scientific utility tapping into both
sides of the brain! The key focus is the relationship of the environmental
knowledge generated from Antarctic bio‑logging data with the
Anthropogenic changes in the biosphere. For ACMC bio‑logging data has
been transcribed using a punch tape system on a series of multi‑note range
music boxes as a short live performance.
You can find my paper A Different Engine in the full proceedings of the
ACMC2015 conference.
TAG :
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KellerRadioActive at IASKA
Magnus Opus
Preaching to the Converter
Virtual Spirit
Models
AudioNomad + Syren
Theorem
Proposals
LifeBoat
An Unrequited Place
Voyages from Eden to Utopia;
Hercules
The Transit of Venus
Toll
A Symphony for Other Cultures
The Lament
Sonic Landscapes
Siren Song
Seed
Ship to Shore
Oracle
Re‐Entry Vehicle; Natural Science in
the Spirit World
Naughty Apartment
Mute in TalkTown; the sweet warm
breath of science
Meta‐Diva
Metamorphoses
Leaven
La Zona del Silencio
Host
Gyro‐Diva
Haiku
Everything’s Nice with American
Rice
Silent Forest
Drift
Dual‐Nature (Ebb and Flow).
Din
Die Melodie der Welt; Bringing Home
the Bacon
Aura
Vist the Drawings Gallery
Radio Works: Order CD
Sample Content Of Radio Works as
MP3
Big Bell Beta
Din: Ding, Dang, Dong
Chant
Ariel
GeneMusik – Sounds for Lower Life
Forms
TAG
sound sculpture
public art
environmental project
BioLogging Retrofit
Performance
from Nigel Helyer  PLUS
06:31
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Installation
social history
arts and science
interactive new media
radiophonic
Order CD's
Models
Sculpture
Proposals
Drawings
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MALLOMARCH: A LIVE SONIFIED PERFORMANCEWITH USER INTERACTION
KatieAnna E. Wolf
Department of Computer Science
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ, USA
kewolf@princeton.edu
Reid Oda
Department of Computer Science
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ, USA
roda@princeton.edu
ABSTRACT
In this extended abstract we present a new performance piece titled
MalLo March that uses MalLo, a predictive percussion instrument,
to allow for real-time sonification of live performers. The piece
consists of two movements where in the first movement audience
members will use a web application and headphones to listen to a
sonification of MalLo instruments as they are played live on stage.
During the second movement each audience member will use an
interface in the web app to design their own sonification of the in-
struments to create a personalized version of the performance. We
present an overview of the hardware and interaction design, high-
lighting various listening modes that provide audience members
with different levels of control in designing the sonification of the
live performers.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a classical concert performance, the audience plays a passive
role by sitting and listening to live performers as they play acoustic
instruments. With the advance of technology, new areas of musical
performance have been developed that utilize the additional com-
putational power to create live digital musical instruments. These
instruments can be played by live performers, using various digital
sensors (as in the EyeHarp, an eye-controlled instrument [1]), or
by using live data streams as the “player” such that changes in the
data trigger changes in the sound (as in Leech, a sonification of Bit-
Torrent traffic [2]). In both contexts, the information provided by
the performer or the data is sonified to produce a live real-time per-
formance. When the information is provided by a live performer
(rather than by data), the timing of the sonification is important
as audience members expect the visual cues of the performer to
synchronize with the sonified audio.
This synchronization is challenging because it takes time for
information to be transmitted and for audio to be synthesized. This
is particularly true in cases where the information needs to be
transmitted long distances (i.e. around the world via the Inter-
net), or when the audio synthesis is complex. Researchers have
overcome these issues by making local audio processing as fast as
possible and minimizing network transmission times [3]. How-
ever, there is a limit to the time that can be gained through these
methods. A digital instrument called MalLo [4] was developed to
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
overcome the challenges of performing over long distances by pre-
dicting the strike of a percussion instrument before it occurs. The
prediction is sent over the network so that the strike will be sonified
at both the sending and receiving locations simultaneously. Rather
than using MalLo to overcome long distances, in this work we
propose to use MalLo as a way to overcome long processing times
associated with complex audio synthesis between performers and
a local audience.
Our piece MalLo March features multiple MalLo instruments
played live on stage. During the performance, audience mem-
bers use their own network-capable computing devices (laptops,
smart phones, tablets, etc.) and headphones to design and listen
to the live sonified performance. We intend to distribute in-hear
headphones and headphone jack splitters so that everyone has the
chance to participate, even if they do not have a device. The perfor-
mance opens withMovement 1where audience members are asked
to navigate to a URL using their web browser. Once the perform-
ers begin playing the MalLo instruments, audience members will
be able to hear synthesized audio of the predicted strikes via their
headphones and the web app hosted at the URL. During the first
movement audience members will no have control over the design
of the sonification. However, once Movement 2 begins they will
be able to interact with a user interface on the web app to change
the sonification in various ways and manipulate the sounds of the
MalLo instruments. By opening up the sonification design process
to audience members they be able to explore the sonic possibilities
of the performance.
In this extended abstract, we briefly describe the technical
design of the performance by outlining the way the hardware of
MalLo works and the types of interactions that will be available to
audience members via the user interface. We also include a brief
discussion on what we hope to gain from the performance.
2. HARDWARE DESIGN
In order to gain time with which to execute computational pro-
cesses we use a predictive instrument called MalLo [4]. As shown
in Figure 1, MalLo predicts note times and note velocities before
they are played by capitalizing on the long distance traveled by
percussion mallets. First, we track the head of a percussion mallet.
Next, we fit a quadratic regression to the mallet’s path (taking ad-
vantage of the fact that its path is very predictable [5]). We com-
pute the time at which the mallet will strike the surface, and we
send this information to the receiver. The receiver takes in a con-
tinuous stream of predictions, each one more accurate than the pre-
vious. The receiver waits until the predicted time reaches a spec-
ified accuracy threshold and sonifies the note. During the period
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Gesture Sense Schedule SynthesizePredict Send
Performer Audience
90 ms early
Figure 1: Our musical instrument tracks the head of a percussion
mallet and predicts what time it will strike. This allows up to
90 ms of anticipation time which can compensate for time spent
transmitting note information or processing of advanced synthesis
algorithms.
between receiving the predictions and the final sonification, the re-
ceiver can be performing a variety of computations (e.g. complex
audio synthesis algorithms).
Our system sends its timing predictions as absolute time mes-
sages, in Unix time (time since January 1, 1970). This allows for
nearly unlimited scaling. The system clocks of the sender and re-
ceiver must be synchronized to a high degree. In previous work
MalLo relied on GPS satellite signals to allow for time synchro-
nization over long distances. However, for this performance we
will use a variant of Precision Time Protocol (PTP) for time syn-
chronization [6]. Also, because we will not have access to the
system clock of every audience machine, we will implement it in
our web app, on the client side.
Each audience listener will be required to listen via a web app
that they access on a personal computing device. As shown in
Figure 2, MalLo prediction messages are sent to each device where
they are scheduled, and the audio is synthesized.
3. INTERACTION DESIGN
Audience members will navigate to the web app URL at the start
of the piece. Using their own personal networked device and head-
phones, they will listen to the sonification of the predicted MalLo
notes that are being sent over the Internet. DuringMovement 2, the
audience members will see a user interface designed to give them
control over the sonification of the performance. We imagine three
types of interaction modes that allow for various levels of control
of the sonification. In each of these modes, the incoming data to
the sonification will be the live performance data sent from MalLo
(note timing information and velocity), and the output will be the
sound from the sonification algorithm chosen via the particular in-
teraction mode.
Interaction Mode 1: Change the Channel In this mode, users
are allowed to switch between preset sonifications similar
to changing the channel on the radio and hearing the same
song performed by different combinations of instruments.
For each channel, the live data from the performers will be
input into a different sonification to create a unique sonic
performance.
Interaction Mode 2: Change the Instruments To give users
slightly more control, in this mode users are able to choose
a different preset sonification for each of the MalLo
instruments. By doing so users are able to “Change the
Channel” for each instrument.
Audience Computers
Local
Webserver
UDP Messages
Performers
Figure 2: Note information is sent from a local webserver to each
audience member’s web browser where. There the notes are sched-
uled and synthesized according to the parameters of the sonifica-
tion.
Interaction Mode 3 - Create the Instruments At the lowest
level of control, users are able to directly modify the
synthesis parameters for each instrument. In particular they
can alter pitch, duration, waveshape, samples etc.
4. DISCUSSION
MalLo March is a piece intended to combine live sonification of
performers with end-user design of sonifications. With permission
from each audience member, we hope to log information about
how they used the interface during the performance and do a short
survey at the end. In particular we are interested in observing how
people interact with the various interaction modes, how successful
they felt they were in creating sonifications, and what was gained
or lost by adding the interaction in the second movement. Our
composition is intended to be enjoyable for the audience as well
as give us insight into the design of sonifications.
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HEARING A GENE OF HEARING 
Hearing a Gene of Hearing is composed from the GJB2 gene that is important for human hearing. The gene provides instructions 
for making a protein that transports potassium ions in cells, which is important in transducing sound waves on the ear drum into 
electrical impulses in the cochlear. For this reason, mutations of the GJB2 gene can cause what is called “non-syndromic” hearing 
loss because it does not have any outward symptoms. 
The composition of this sonification consists of a mapping from genetic components of the GJB2 gene to percussion notation for 
a Ubang clay drum. A subsequence of the GJB2 gene from 4 different species (Human, Orangutan, Dog, Mouse) was mapped to 4 
instrument scores to be played in parallel on 4 Ubangs. The parallel performance of 4 gene sequences by 4 musicians explores the 
concept of collaborative sonification. The piece also explores data sonification as a medium for musical performance and aesthetic 
experience. 
Hearing a Gene of Hearing premiered in the Concert Programme curated by Charles Martin for the International Conference on 
Auditory Display (ICAD), and was performed by in Canberra in July 2016. The piece was performed by the ANU Experimental 
Music Studio directed by Charles Martin and performed by Benjamin Drury (Human), Millie Watson (Orangutan), Ellen Falconer 
(Dog) and Ben Harb (Mouse), on 6 July 2006 at Lewellyn Hall in the ANU School of Music, Canberra. 
Video - https://stephenbarrass.com/2016/07/09/hearing-a-gene-of-hearing/ 
The patterns that emerge are unusual because they do not have any regular or repetitive rhythm. This sonification of genetic 
patterns may help the listener understand more about the structure of DNA.
Stephen Barrass
University of Canberra, Australia 
stephen.barrass@canberra.edu.au
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PHASERINGS FOR IPAD ENSEMBLE AND ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR AGENT
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ABSTRACT
PhaseRings for iPad Ensemble and Ensemble Director Agent is
an improvised musical work exploring the use of dynamic touch-
screen instruments, tracked by a gesture-classifying agent, to en-
hance the creativity of an ensemble of performers. The PhaseRings
app has been designed specifically for ensembles to create expres-
sive music with simple percussive gestures. Each performer can
play with a small set of notes selected from a musical scale that
is common to the whole group. The agent tracks the performers’
gestures and reacts to moments of heightened gestural change by
allowing the performers to access a new set of notes from a new
scale. In this way, this performance links collaborative creativity to
the dynamic interface of the individual touch-screen instruments.
1. DESCRIPTION OF THEWORK
In this performance, an ensemble of improvising iPad perform-
ers using the PhaseRings iPad app are tracked and directed by an
Ensemble Director Agent running on a server. While artificial in-
telligence agents are often used as improvisation partners in com-
puter music, they have only rarely been used to conduct or direct
a performance. The agent software in this performance, Metatone
Classifier, tracks performers by classifying their touches according
to a vocabulary of percussive gestures. It encourages and rewards
the group for creative interactions by updating their app interfaces
with new notes and sounds when it detects increases in gestural
variety and change.
Performance with a network of computer music interfaces has
been explored as early as the late 1970s when The League of Auto-
matic Music Composers connected their early personal computers
as part of their compositions [1]. Weinberg has described such in-
terconnections, where data is shared directly between interfaces, as
a Local Performance Network [7]. An alternative model for net-
worked computer was postulated by Pressing [6] who suggested
that an intelligent agent could serve as a musical director, moni-
toring information from the performers, applying tests, and then
issuing commands or interrupting processes in response.
In the present work, the concept of an Ensemble Director
Agent has been implemented in the Metatone Classifier software
which tracks improvised ensemble interactions during the perfor-
mance. As the PhaseRings instrument runs on touch-screens, the
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
Figure 1: Screenshot of the PhaseRings app showing rings that
trigger eight different notes and the GUI button to change setup
(exposed by the Ensemble Director Agent).
morphology of the instrument can be updated during the perfor-
mance in response to signals from the agent. So, this performance
connects improvised collaborative creativity to the capabilities of
the musical instrument. In the following sections the technical de-
tails of the PhaseRings app and Metatone Classifier agent will be
described.
2. THE PHASERINGS APP
The PhaseRings app [3] is an annular interface for percussive en-
semble performance. Each player is given a number of notes from
a particular scale which are shown as rings on the screen (see Fig-
ure 1). These rings can be tapped for short sounds, or swirled to
create different kinds of long sounds. These notes change through-
out the performance in response to signals from the agent. Each
performer’s notes are taken from the same scale so that, while each
player can explore a unique melodic space, their harmonic position
is common to the group.
PhaseRings’ interaction with the gesture tracking agent has
been the subject of a series of HCI studies where multiple itera-
tions of the interface were analysed [5]. The final interface fol-
lows a mixed-initiative model [2]; signals from the agent expose a
button in the app GUI and the interface changes only if a member
of the ensemble chooses to tap the button. This model allows the
performers to retain ultimate control over interface changes while
incorporating “suggestions” from the Ensemble Director Agent.
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Figure 2: The ANU Experimental Music Studio performing with
PhaseRings and Metatone Classifier at You Are Here 2015.
3. METATONE CLASSIFIER
Metatone Classifier is the Ensemble Director Agent used in this
performance. This software tracks multiple touch-screen perform-
ers simultaneously and calculates measures of the overall ensem-
ble behaviour. Each second, the performers’ touches are classified
into one of nine continuous gestures, then, the recent history of
calculated gestures are compiled into transition matrices, similar to
calculating a first-order Markov model. These transition matrices
can be calculated for individual performers, or averaged over the
whole ensemble, giving a high level representation of the group’s
behaviour.
In this performance, a metric called flux is applied to these en-
semble transition matrices which measures how much performers
change between different gestures. If the agent detects a sharp in-
crease in flux, possibly related the start of a new musical section in
the improvisation, it sends a signal to PhaseRings suggesting that
the interface could be updated. Further details of the implementa-
tion of Metatone Classifier are available elsewhere [4].
4. REALISATION AT ICAD 2016
At ICAD 2016, this work will be realised by the ANU Experi-
mental Music Studio, a flexible group of musicians with members
studying musical performance, composition and other disciplines
at the Australian National University. This group previously per-
formed with PhaseRings and Metatone Classifier at the You Are
Here 2015 festival in Canberra (see Figure 2) and members of the
group have also participated in a series of studies and workshops to
analyse and improve the design of these systems throughout 2014
and 2015.
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ABSTRACT 
Project Atom Tone explores aesthetic possibilities of 
sonification of atomic data and using generated complex 
waveforms in live electronic music. The result is 30min 
concert. Sonification is done in max/msp patch that I’ve 
programmed for this project during Visegrad residency at A4 
Bratislava 2015. Now I am continuing in development of the 
patch as a part of specific research during my Ph.D. studies at 
JAMU.  
    The sonification has two parts: synthesis and modulation.  
Synthesis uses atomic spectroscopic data as a source for 
additive synthesis technique – each oscillator is tuned to 
recalculated exact frequency of the atomic emission spectral 
line. Each element has unique list of spectral line frequencies 
(Figure 1). This atomic “fingerprint” is sonificated into the 
complex chord that is further modulated. Modulation is done 
only with numbers from Mendeleev periodic table related to 
selected element. Numbers can be routed to several 
parameters. This routing method is open to many 
possibilities.  
    The goal of the project is to discover possible new 
aesthetic qualities for the contemporary electronic music with 
this specific sonification technique.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper I will describe the basic concept of my max/msp 
sonification patch that I use for the live electronic concert. 
Also I will describe all optimal technical requirements for the 
concert realization. I will not talk too much about the atomic 
spectroscopy itself because it is well and deeply documented 
in lot of scientific texts, books or web pages [1]. I must 
mention that I am not physicist but musician/sound/media 
artist so still I have to learn lot of about the atoms. This 
project is interdisciplinary and I consult it with Institute of 
Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics MU [2] for relevant 
results.  
 
2. SYNTHESIS – SONIFICATION OF 
SPECTROSCOPIC ATOMIC DATA 
I synthesize the waveform of the one element. Sonification of 
molecules, or even reactions is something I am still working 
on and it looks like long term research. I use NIST 
spectroscopic database [3] as a source of light emission / 
absorption frequencies. 
Figure 1: The visible light spectrum is displayed at the top 
and example of atomic spectra lines for three elements 
(hydrogen, neon, iron) are below. 
Image © Neon spectrum: Deo Favente 
 
I’ve formatted this database into the .txt files compatible to 
coll object in max/msp.  Each element has from ten to 
thousands of exactly described lines.  The parameters of each 
line that I selected for sonification is wavelength (nm) and 
relative energy [4].  
     The core of the sonification synthesis can be described 
simply: each line means one oscillator (that can be set to sine, 
saw, tri, tan, etc.). Frequency of the oscillator is counted from 
the line frequency simply by division (from Thz light range 
into the Hz audible range). The division number can be 
adjusted for the “best” musical result. The volume of each 
oscillator is logarithmic value of the relative energy of the 
line. I decided to use all measurable lines in vacuum. So I use 
the lines from visible light range and also in ultraviolet 
(Lyman series) and infrared (Paschen series) range (Figure 2).  
     I decided to select only the lines with higher relative 
energy to eliminate huge number of oscillators (I had quite 
problem with efficiency of poly~ in max/msp with more than 
hundreds of voices…). I plan to rewrite the code with 
Supercollider or try gen~ for better efficiency. But even with 
maximum of 100 oscillators the results are already clear and 
highly usable for the musical performance.  
     There are four energy states of each element in database. I 
use all of them, so every element can be heard in 4 different 
states – the differences are clearly audible.  
With this method I can sonificate all elements described in 
the NIST database. That means elements with proton number 
from 1 (Hydrogenium) till 99 (Einsteinium). Elements with 
higher proton numbers are not included in the database – 
probably they exist so short time for needed measurements. 
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Figure 2: The relation between the lines wavelength, atom 
orbitals and energy state of the atom [5] 
3. “MENDELEEV” MODULATION 
Generated pure sound described above can be modified with 
several techniques. I use waveshaping, multiple frequency 
shifting, buffering and than modifying with 2d.wave~, fir 
filtering. This processing is conceptually more open than the 
exactly described synthesis. The goal of this processing is to 
find the musically most suitable result and to have many 
options to play with.  
    The data used for the modulation/processing parameters 
are taken from Mendeleev periodic table. As a source data I 
use: atom number, atom weight, electronegativity, density, 
ionization energy, atomic radius, constant radius and period. 
The sources and parameter destinations are connected in 
matrix so it is very easy to change the routing and find the 
most interesting settings. I know this does not suite to the one 
of the sonification definition written by Thomas Hermann - 
especially in the context of the concert where I sometimes 
change the routing. “The transformation is systematic. This 
means that there are precise definition provided of how the 
data (and optional interactions) cause the sound change.” 
[6] 
This is sort of collision between exact scientific sonification 
technique where listener has clear cue for analysis and 
artistic approach. For me the sonic result is more important 
than strictly respected method during the whole concert. I 
know my method very well but when music needs it I violate 
its rules. So for me the aesthetic decision stands above the 
purity of sonification method. I understand described 
sonification tool as great source for discovering new aesthetic 
territories for sound arts/music with kind of rich metaphoric 
and symbolic meanings.  
 
 
Figure 3: The view of routing matrix in the Atom Tone 
max/msp patch 
4. ELEMENT MIXING AND PARAMETER 
CONTROLING 
Actual version of the Atom Tone max/msp patch offers 
synthesis of two elements at once. So I can fade from one 
element into another and that is basically the compositional 
concept of the performance: slowly evolving changes and 
fading from one element into another.  I control the patch 
with mapped midi controller. I’ve sorted the sounds into the 
categories like bass, complex, high frequency, metallic, 
disturbing and I mix them usually in a contrast way. Now I 
am working on a patch where molecules and even chemical 
processes can be sonificated and synthesized. I can imagine 
concert as a chemical reaction.  
5. CONCERT FORM 
Concert takes aprox. 30 minutes. It consists from prepared 
parts (beginning and the end) and improvised parts where I 
react on the mood of the audience and myself.  One part of 
the concert is also video projection where actual sonificated 
atomic lines are projected. I play with laptop and midi 
controller. Sometimes I played with friend who processed my 
signal in analog modular synthesizer (Figure 4). I understand 
the concert as an exploration specific kind of aesthetic deeply 
hidden in a matter. That is what interests me the most – 
hidden music inside the matter. I feel something fundamental 
in this musical approach what keeps me continuing this 
research. I am trying to bring the artistic experience of the 
atoms – kind of impersonal reality that is here regardless on 
us but of course also inside us. 
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Figure 4: concert of Atom Tone at NEXT festival at 
Bratislava, 2015 [7] 
6. TECH-RIDER 
Audio: 
OUT (from the soundcard) : 2x JACK TRS 6,3mm 
stereo monitor (L+R) on the stage 
 
Projection: 
DVI cable to the projector - end placed on the table on stage 
projection screen on the whole wall behind the stage - from 
the bottom of the stage. 
 
Space: 
high table (100cm from the ground) - size of the table 
approx.:  1.2x0.7m 
+ 230V 5x plugs 
+ blue soft light on the table from the top 
+ darkness + silence 
 
time for soundcheck: 30min (including setup) 
 
This is optimal technical setup. Of course the concert can be 
done also in somehow limited condition. 
7. MY PERSONAL BACKGROUND AND 
MOTIVATION 
I study  Ph.D. ( Composition and Theory of Composition ) at 
Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts, Brno 
(JAMU).  My Ph.D. thesis is “Sonification and aesthetics of 
data-mapping”. I really would like to connect with many 
interesting people related to ICAD. I am sure the conference 
will have big impact on my thesis and the whole ICAD will 
be hugely inspiring for me. I hope that my concert could be 
also interesting for someone. I got the school funding for 
specific research related to described atomic data sonification 
used in music. Part of this support is also related to 
participation at ICAD2016 what is my dream plan. So I have 
covered the possible travel costs. I know it is not sure if I will 
be accepted by ICAD by I had to make this possible support 
in advance… Also I work as an assistant at Cabinet of 
Audiovisual Technology at Faculty of Fine Arts Brno 
University of Technology where I teach Audio Technology 
and History of Sound-Art. I really wish to come to 
ICAD2016 present my actual sonification music and meet 
interesting people. 
 
8. LINKS WITH ONLINE MEDIA CONTENT 
Here are links with the content related to this project: 
Description of the project on my personal web page – 
including sound examples: 
http://www.jiri-suchanek.net/en/project/atom-tone/  
 
video documentary from premiere of the Atom Tone at 
NEXT festival: 
https://vimeo.com/149558954 
 
my personal web page with my other projects: 
http://www.jiri-suchanek.net/en/  
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ICAD2016)
WORKSHOPS))
!
)
A)Layer6Based)Amplitude)Panning)(LBAP))Audio)Spatialization)Algorithm)
Using)Layer6Based)Amplitude)Panning)(LBAP))Audio)Spatialization)Algorithm)and)D4)Max)Library's)Rapid)Prototyping)
Tools)for)the)Interactive)3D)Audification)and)Sonification)of)Multidimensional)Data,)and)in)Interactive)Music)Scenarios)in)
High)Density)Loudspeaker)Arrays)
PRESENTER!!
Assoc!Prof!Ivica!Ico!Bukvic,!Virginia!Tech!!
email!ico@vt.edu!!
!
PARTICIPANTS:!10D20!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!!
REQUIREMENTS:!Laptop!with!Max/MSP!and!D4!Max!Library.!
!
This!workshop!focuses!on!the!new!LBAP!algorithm!and!the!supporting!D4!Max!library's!collection!of!tools!for!realDtime!3D!
audification,!sonfication,!and!interactive!performance!in!High!Density!Loudspeaker!Array!(HDLA)!scenarios.!It!will!cover!
theory!and!application!of!the!said!tools,!including!its!unique!features,!including!the!Spatialization!Mask,!Motion!Blur,!
Radius,!and!advanced!shape!painting!and!rendering.!Participants!will!be!given!a!handsDon!opportunity!to!experiment!with!
the!software!and!learn!how!to!create!a!scalable!and!transportable!systems!that!can!adapt!to!most!speaker!configurations.!
Of!particular!focus!will!be!learning!ways!to!import!and!integrate!multidimensional!data!and!render!it!spatially!in!realDtime.!
So!far,!LBAP!and!D4!have!been!successfully!tested!with!configurations!of!up!to!137!loudspeakers!and!up!to!1,011!
concurrent!24Dbit!48KHz!audio!streams!with!sub!22ms!latency.!The!workshop!may!be!of!particular!interest!due!to!its!focus!
on!3D!spatial!auditory!displays!using!HDLA.!It!will!be!the!first!public!workshop!on!a!newly!developed!technology!and!is!
being!offered!in!addition!to!a!paper!submitted!to!the!conference.!
Given!the!focus!on!multichannel!audio,!aural!components!of!the!workshop!will!leverage!existing!audio!infrastructure!while!
also!providing!alternative!visual!tools!for!experiencing!spatialized!audio.!While!participation!without!obtaining!the!tools!is!
possible!and!encouraged,!for!optimal!experience!participants!should!consider!obtaining!the!software!online!at!
http://ico.bukvic.net/main/d4/!or!sold!on!site—special!pricing!will!be!provided!workshop!participants.!For!additional!info!
on!the!software!and!pricing,!please!contact!the!author.!Considering!the!D4!library!is!specifically!designed!for!the!Max!
environment,!participants!who!decide!to!obtain!the!D4!library!will!need!a!Max!license!and!a!laptop!(Windows!or!Mac)!with!
the!upDtoDdate!64bit!Java!libraries!installed.!
!!!
Dare)to)Design)Hearables!
PRESENTERS:!!
Prof!Simon!Carlile,!!
Starkey!Hearing!Technologies,!!
simon_carlile@starkey.com!
!
A/Prof!Stephen!Barrass,!!
University!of!Canberra,!!
stephen.barrass@canberra.edu.au!!
!
Jane!Cockburn,!!
!
Kairos!Now!!
jane@kairosnow.com.au!!
PARTICIPANTS:!10D20!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!!
REQUIREMENTS:!Imagination!
!
This!workshop!will!provide!participants!with!the!opportunity!to!collaborate!in!the!exploration!of!Hearables,!which!are!next!
generation!augmented!hearing!aid!technologies.!
The!current!early!incarnation!of!hearables!combines!activity!tracking!technologies!with!audio!playback!or!streaming!using!
earbuds.!These!provide!an!opportunity!to!deliver!new!and!convergent!technology!without!the!need!to!change!consumer!
behaviour!but!potentially!also!enable!new!useDcases,!technology!convergence!and!services.!
The!key!questions!include:(1)!What!can/could!actually!be!achieved!technically!given!the!price!point!and!regulatory!and!
other!frameworks!(the!platform)?!(2)!What!needs!or!wants!might!these!technologies!actually!satisfy!(the!product)?!(3)!Who!
would!pay!for!this!and!how!would!they!pay!for!it!(the!monetization)?!(4)!How!would!the!business!model!be!sustained!in!the!
face!of!competition,!technical!commoditization!and!market!saturation!(the!business!case)?!
Participants!will!learn!about!the!state!of!the!art!in!this!area,!and!opportunities!for!industry!collaboration!and!open!source!
development!of!future!products!in!this!space.!They!will!form!groups!and!participate!in!an!iterative!design!thinking!process!
using!personas,!journey!maps!and!reframing!techniques.!By!the!end!of!the!workshop!groups!will!develop!a!proposal!that!
could!be!the!basis!for!a!grant!or!industry!partnership.!
!!
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Computer)Knitted)Data)Scarf!
PRESENTER!!
Prof!Angelina!Russo!!
University!of!Canberra!!
angelina.russo@canberra.edu.au!
!
PARTICIPANTS:!5D10!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!!
REQUIREMENTS:!Your!own!dataDset!
!
Your!ICAD!registration!includes!a!'data!beanie'!knitted!from!possum!fur!and!designed!to!keep!your!head!warm!in!the!frosty!
mid!winter!mornings!in!Canberra.!
This!beanie!is!computer!knitted!from!punchDcards!that!encode!data!logged!from!seals!diving!under!the!antarctic!as!part!of!
Nigel!Helyer's!sonification!concert!piece!Biologging'Retrofit'
(http://www.sonicobjects.com/index.php/projects/more/biologging_retrofit/).!During!the!ICAD!concert,!attendees!will!
hear!a!sonification!of!the!data!that!is!knitted!into!their!beanie!!
http://www.sonicobjects.com/index.php/projects/more/biologging_retrofit/!!
The!workshop!will!provide!an!overview!of!computer!knitting!processes,!techniques!and!technologies.!You!will!then!have!the!
opportunity!to!map!your!own!dataset!into!a!computer!punchcard!to!control!a!knitting!machine.!For!example!one!could!map!
daily!temperature!from!your!home!city!as!a!pattern!http://www.worldweatheronline.com/canberraDweatherD
averages/australianDcapitalDterritory/au.aspx.!Then!choose!colours!to!design!your!own!personal!Data!Scarf!to!keep!the!mid!
winter!chill!at!bay.!
Although!each!person!is!applying!the!same!process,!different!design!decisions!will!result!in!different!scarves.!You!can!map!
the!data!into!a!pattern!in!many!different!ways,!and!even!whether!to!use!colours!to!match!your!beanie.!The!mapping!of!the!
data!onto!the!pattern!and!the!choice!of!colour!and!contrast!has!a!big!effect!on!the!final!fashionability!and!desirability.!We!
know!because!designing!the!data!beanie!has!required!many!iterations!to!achieve!something!that!we!hope!you!will!like!to!
wear.!
If!you!like!your!scarf!pattern!you!can!order!it,!and!it!will!be!knitted!during!the!conference.!
!!!
Data)Sonification)using)Python)and)Csound!
PRESENTER!!
Prof!David!Worrall!!
Audio!Arts!and!Acoustics!Department!!
Columbia!College!Chicago!!
dworrall@colum.edu!!
PARTICIPANTS:!up!to!16!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!Computer!Lab!!
REQUIREMENTS:!Your!own!laptop!preferred.!Be!prepared:!PreDworkshop!
preparations.!
!
Python!is!a!popular,!easily!learnt!generalDpurpose!programming!language!which!can!serve!as!a!glue!language!to!connect!
together!many!separate!software!components!in!a!simple!and!flexible!manner.!Widely!used!in!the!scientific!community,!It!
can!also!be!used!as!a!highDlevel!modular!framework!for!controlling!lowDlevel!operations!implemented!by!subroutine!
libraries!in!other!languages.!
Csound!arguably!has!the!widest,!most!mature!collection!of!tools!for!sound!synthesis!and!sound!modification.!There!are!few!
things!related!to!audioDprogramming!that!you!cannot!do!with!Csound;!it!can!be!used!in!realDtime!to!synthesise!sound!or!
process!live!audio!or!other!control!data!(including!MIDI!and!OSC)!on!the!fly.!It!can!be!used!to!render!sound!on!handDheld!
and!other!mobile!devices!or,!when!synthesis!needs!require!it,!sound!can!be!rendered!to!file.!
The!Python!API!(Application!Programming!Interface)!to!Csound!is!robust!and!available!on!all!hardware!platforms.!The!aim!
of!this!workshop!is!to!provide!a!hand's!on!introduction!to!producing!software!data!sonifications!using!a!combination!of!
these!most!powerful,!openDended,!and!extensible!set!of!tools.!If!required,!it!will!be!divided!into!sessions!on!Python,!on!
Csound!individually,!and!then!in!combination.!
The!workshop!will!begin!with!begin!with!a!detailed!description!of!a!nonDtrivial!application!example.!
NB!See!the!preDworkshop!setup!instructions!(http://sonification.com.au/workshops/).!
!!! !
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Neurofeedback)and)Contemplative)Interaction!
PRESENTER!
Dr!George!Poonkhin!Khut!!
UNSW!Australia!|!Art!&!Design!!
PARTICIPANTS:!5D10!!
LOCATION:!National!Portrait!Gallery!
!
George!Khut!will!provide!an!overview!of!his!recent!works!with!Alpha!(brainwave)!neurofeedback.!Participants!will!have!the!
opportunity!to!interact!with!the!brainwaveDcontrolled!artwork!in!the!gallery,!take!a!'behindDtheDscenes'!tour!of!the!sound!
design!and!sonification!strategies!used!in!this!work!(using!Cycling74's!Max),!and!discuss!questions!raised!by!this!work:!how!
is!this!kind!of!interaction!similar!to,!and!different!from,!traditional!contemplative!practices!such!as!trance,!yoga!and!qigong!
meditation?!How!might!a!consideration!of!these!issues!inform!the!design!of!future!health!apps!and!services?!
!!!
Hack)Your)ICAD)Name)Badge!
PRESENTER!
Tim!Barrass,!Mozzi!!
barrasstim@gmail.com!!
!
PARTICIPANTS:!20!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!!
REQUIREMENTS:!ICAD!name!badge,!laptop,!
DOWNLOADS:!!
!!!!!Arduino!1.0.5,!!
!!!!!Mozzi!library!
!
Update:!Unfortunately!the!Mozzi!Badge!did!not!get!finished!in!time!for!the!conference.!However!we!have!some!working!
prototypes,!and!some!Mozzi!learning!kits,!so!the!workshop!can!go!on.!
The!workshop!will!introduce!the!Mozzi!programming!library,!and!describe!the!process!of!hardware!fabbing!using!Fritzing!
that!has!got!to!the!stage!of!a!MozziDuino!hardware!prototype.!
The!MozziDuino!is!an!Arduino!Clone!with!onboard!sound!amplifier!and!speaker,!a!light!sensor!and!an!extremely!sensitive!
electrostatic!sensor.!!
It!has!a!USB!port!that!allows!you!to!program!the!Arduino!to!synthesise!sounds!using!the!Mozzi!Synthesis!library!!
https://sensorium.github.io/Mozzi/.!Have!a!look!at!the!Gallery!(https://sensorium.github.io/Mozzi/gallery/)!to!see!how!
Mozzi!has!been!used!for!art!installations,!museum!exhibits,!music!performances,!boutique!synthesisers!and!custom!special!
effects!units!The!workshop!will!be!led!by!Tim!Barrass,!the!inventor!of!Mozzi,!and!the!MozziDuino.!
Upon!completion!of!the!workshop!you!will!
• Understand!the!capabilities!of!the!MozziDuino!wearable!sonification!synth.!
• Be!able!to!program!interactive!sonifications!of!sensors!with!Mozzi.!
• Be!able!to!add!your!own!sensors!and!sounds!to!the!MozziDuino.!
!!!
Biologging)Retrofit!
PRESENTER!
Dr!Greg!Schiemer!!
greg@schiemer.com.au!!
!
PARTICIPANTS:!16!(minimum),!80!(maximum)!!
LOCATION:!ANU!School!of!Music!!
REQUIREMENTS:!iPhone,!Satellite!Gamelan!App,!willingness!to!Perform!in!
the!ICAD!Concert.!
!
A!workshopDrehearsal!that!leads!to!a!performance!by!a!consort!of!eighty!iPhones.!Participants!will!gain!experience!of!using!
a!distributed!mobile!platform!for!interactive!collaborative!exploration!of!sonic!materials.!
The!workshop!will!be!in!two!parts:!part!one!will!focus!on!using!the!app!and!understanding!its!harmonic!features,!while!part!
two!will!focus!on!rehearing!for!the!concert.!Participants!will!explore!a!microtonal!space!created!using!the!Satellite!Gamelan!
app.!The!app!will!be!explained!in!terms!of!how!this!scale!is!derived!from!pure!harmonics,!what!are!its!salient!harmonic!and!
melodic!properties!and!what!textural!and!acoustic!by!products!players!can!expect!when!this!scale!is!played!simultaneously!
in!different!transpositions!on!different!instruments.!
Participants!are!asked!to!download!the!latest!version!of!the!Satellite!Gamelan!prior!to!the!workshop!from!iTunes!freeDofD
charge.!
Participants!are!encouraged!to!watch!a!concept!video!submitted!for!the!Space!Time!Concerto!competition!in!2012!when!
the!app!was!first!used!in!a!performance!involving!linked!concert!venues.!View!video!
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfaZly6dhQA).!
!
!
The!original!Call!for!Workshop!Proposals!(http://www.icad.org/icad2016/workshopsCall.shtml)!is!available!for!reference.!
!
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